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The Tokai Nature Trail or Tokai Shizen Hodo is one of Japans long distance trails. After 
a proposal in 1969 from the Minister of Health, Labor, and Welfare to create a long 
distance hiking trail, work began in 1970. The trail was completed in 1974. Originally the 
trail was 1,350 kilometers (838 miles), currently it is 1,697 kilometers (1054 miles). The 
trail takes you through eleven prefectures, starting in Tokyo and ending in Osaka (1-4).

At times the trail can be somewhat arduous, with steep slopes, narrow roads, and trails 
that are not well maintained. Other parts of the trail take you down forest roads, and 
through small country towns. 

Hiking the trail can be lonely at times as you may not encounter people very frequently, 
but when you do they are always very interested in what you are doing, and show 
you great kindness. The best part of the trail is the people that you meet, and the 
conversations that you will have with them.

About the Trail
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Overview of Trail
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This complete trail guide provides information about prefectures, the main course and the 
bypass courses. I draw from multiple resources to verify the information that I present in 
this guide. I use my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps and the following 
guidebooks Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, Pictorial Map Guide, and Gakken Mook Walking 
Guide. I have shortened the guide book names for ease of reference. Below are the 
Japanese versions, and full titles incase you want to purchase them.

Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 1 refers to :
東海自然歩道30選 関東編―東京・神奈川・山梨・静岡 

(Tokai Nature Trail 30 Selection Kanto Area - Tokyo · Kanagawa · Yamanashi · Shizuoka)

Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 2 refers to: 
東海自然歩道31選 東海編―愛知・岐阜・三重 

(Tokai Nature Trail 31 Selection Tokai Area - Aichi, Gifu, Mie)

Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 3 refers to:
東海自然歩道30選 関西編―大阪・京都・滋賀・奈良・三重  

(Tokai Nature Trail 30 Kansai Area Osaka, Kyoto, Shiga, Nara, Mie)

Pictorial Map Guide refers to:
ふれあいウォーク東海自然歩道 東海版―愛知・岐阜・三重スーパー絵地図ガイド (遊歩図鑑)

(Fureai Walk Tokai Nature Trail Tokai version Aichi, Gifu, Mie Super Pictorial Map Guide 
(Yūhozukan)

Gakken Mook Walking Guide refers to:
東海自然歩道ウォークガイド (Gakken Mook)

(Tokai Nature Trail Walk Guide (Gakken Mook)

Using this Guide
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This guide starts by covering general information about the trail, such as camping, 
animals, where there is water, food, and critical Japanese phrases you will see while 
hiking. I have spent a significant amount of time in Japan, both in the rural countryside 
and the big cities, and have included information based on my experience on the trail as 
well as living in Japan that I think will be helpful. Some information might seem 
self-explanatory if you are familiar with Japan, however I wrote the guide to work as a 
bridge for people with all levels of familiarity with Japan, and the Japanese language. 

The guide is broken down by courses. Usually this means by prefecture, but the bypass 
routes can cover multiple prefectures and some courses will briefly go into another 
prefecture.  Within each course there are a series of maps that correspond to information 
presented in this guide. The maps are included in the book Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: 
The Complete Maps, which can also be download on my website.

Note on previous editions:
If you used my previous guide book I have the trail broken down differently. Previously I 
broke down each section based on the maps in Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 1-3. After hiking 
this last time I found that this was insufficient, I was also able to obtain all prefecture 
maps and saw the need for more accessible maps.  

I also rely on various tourist resources, prefectural websites and sometimes personal blogs 
to find information about the places listed on the maps. I am not fluent in Japanese, but 
I speak enough to wade through these resources that are in Japanese. The English sites 
rarely offer the same amount of information, hence the relying on Japanese resources. 
These are all listed in the biography. Sometimes I was unable to find information about 
the different places because none was available. This tends to happen with small places 
such as mountain passes, small shrines or old ruins. When that happens the place is 
mentioned, along with the distance to the next place. This guide attempts to cover all 
aspects of the Tokai Trail.

After hiking the trail I decided to create a blog to offer more information about the 
trail than I had when I started. In 2016 I hiked well into Aichi, but I injured my knee 
and ankle while hiking in that prefecture. I returned in 2019 and finished the hike, 
this version is the updated version. This book is meant to offer a complete guide to the 
trail when used with the suggested maps, as well as provide a way to access additional 
resources that I have found helpful.

While working on this guide I found that there was so much information that would help 
to give a valuable hiking experience that I decided to create a book about hiking the 
trail. The book gives a detailed explanation of where to hike, the length of each route, 
available bus routes and some possible camping sites. Additionally it offers information 
about water, camping spots, Japanese language and animals. The website shows an 
overview about all these points. The website is intended to offer an overview of the trail, 
while the book is a detailed guide. Though you can see more photos of the trail on the 
website. 
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I did this because while I originally published this information on the site it became 
too bloated, and complicated to navigate. To understand the information in this guide I 
strongly urge you to download the Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps. 

The “Camping on the Trail” section of the guide focuses on where to camp on the 
trail, and basic etiquette on the trail. In this section I also talk about the gear that I 
found useful to have on the trail, and what I wish I had brought along. The “Food on 
the Trail” explains where you can find food and what you can expect to find. This is 
most useful if you have not traveled to Japan before. This section explains the most 
common food found in convenience stores and also includes an English to Japanese food 
guide centering around convenience stores, since that is what you will encounter most 
frequently.

While hiking you will encounter animals some of which are endemic to Japan. The 
“Animals of the Trail” section gives a brief overview of the most common animals you 
may encounter on the trail. It also includes some Japanese to English terms. “Navigating 
the Trail” talks about using Google maps, GPS tracks, prefectural maps as well as the 
books you can purchase about the trail.

Since most of the signs on the hike are only in Japanese I have included a list of most 
of the locations and phrases you will encounter on signs. This is found in the “Japanese 
to English Key Map Terms” section. Finally I included a brief “Key Japanese Phrases” 
section with some of the phrases I used most often while hiking. This guide is not meant 
to be a Japanese language guide but rather a guide about the trail. However I understand 
hiking in a country where you do not know the language can be difficult so I have 
included some of the most helpful phrases. 

The places referenced in this guide come from multiple sources. When times or 
information differs I defer to the the the official prefecture maps. With the exception of 
the Shizuoka Prefectural maps all these resources are in Japanese.  

The hiking guides I reference are available for purchase from various online retailers. The 
official prefectural maps are available on each prefectural website. Since they can be a 
bit difficult to find they are also directly linked on my website. Gifu, Mie, Nara and Osaka 
do not offer these maps unless you visit the government offices in person or request by 
mail. This guide is constructed in a way you can follow along with one or both of the 
resources. There are some differences between the maps and these are noted when they 
occur.

The places listed in this book are listed in Japanese, both in kanji and romaji. I listed 
them like this to allow readers to understand the correct term that Japanese people will 
understand. Many spots on the trail are Japanese names, and geographical locations. 
I debated how to present them for people unfamiliar with Japanese. Should I present 
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a location as Kobotoke Pass (小仏峠), removing the toge, making it easy to understand 
those who have no familiarity with Japanese, but might not be understood by a Japanese 
person, or should I write it as Kobotoketoge, which if spoken a Japanese person would 
understand.

What I decided would be of assistance to most people, with varying degrees of Japanese 
ability is to show the place in English, with the kanji in parentheses At the bottom of each 
section I include the pronunciation in Japanese. 

Example:
Kobotoke Pass (小仏峠) is pronounced “Kobotoke Tōge”.

There does not seem to be consensus on when to include the Japanese on the English 
map. So on the trail you may see Tachibana Pond not Tachibana-ike Pond on one map, 
but then on the next it will be Tachibana-ike Pond! I decided that temples, shrines and 
mountains would include the Japanese, since this is usually how they are written on 
maps. On the maps I did include Japanese and English on most names because I am 
assuming people may be referencing to speak to people in Japanese. 

Example:
Mt. Ishizare (石砂山) - Only written in English 
Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine (富士浅間神社) Written in English and Japanese.

For bus stops I have written in only romaji, I do not include the English translation. I do 
this because if you use a bus navigation tool, which I suggest you do, you need to type 
the bus stop name in Japanese. Also space on the maps is limited, so I included the most 
pertinent information. Since kanji has multiple pronunciations by writing it out in romaji 
you will know what to type. More information on searching and navigating using bus 
stops, which is essential in rural areas, is given in the “Getting Around Japan”.

Example:
Okawahara Iriguchi Bus Stop (大川原入口バス停) would be written as Okawahara Entrance 
Bus Stop in English. In this guide the bus stops remain in Japanese and is written as
Okawahara Iriguchi Bus Stop. I do this because if you use the バスNaviTime App to 
search for bus stops and routes you will need to enter it in Japanese. I cover this in more 
detail in the section “バスNaviTime”.
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Starting the Trail Tokyo to 
Osaka
Why Tokyo?

Which direction you go should depend on your personal preference and weather. If you 
are hiking during the rainy season, which I strongly discourage, I think hiking from Tokyo 
to Osaka would be better. My logic behind this is if you start in late spring by the time the 
rainy season is in full swing you will be in an area with better bus systems and can travel 
to safety easier if a typhoon comes or the trail becomes impassable. If you are planning 
to hike in the fall, I also suggest starting form Tokyo because you will have a somewhat 
warmer weather as you approach Osaka, and you will be spending less time in higher 
elevations. Additionally as the weather gets colder, and possibly unsafe, you will have 
easier access to busses and stations the closer you get to Osaka. I have only hiked in the 
spring and summer months, but ideally for my next trip this is what I plan to do.

If you want to start with the harder parts of the trail I suggest starting with Kanagawa 
which is one of the harder sections due do the constant elevation changes. Aichi is also a 
harder section which you will also encounter first if you start from Tokyo. Aichi also has 
some elevation gain and loss, and the terrain is quite rocky and takes extra time to pass 
through.

Ending up in Osaka gives the opportunity to be closer to Osaka, Kyoto, Nara, and 
Hiroshima. I personally think that this area is a great first experience for Japan. These are 
more touristy cities compared to Nagoya but I think there are some unique gems in these 
cities that can take you away from the most popular places.

Where to Stay?
Starting from Tokyo, the the trail will start at Takaosanguchi Station (高尾山口駅). There is 
also a visitor center where you collect information on this section of the trail. There are 
almost no hotels by this station, so you most likely will need to stay at a different location 
and then come up to Takaosanguchi Station (高尾山口駅).

There is one hotel/guest hose that is affordable called Mt.TAKAO BASE CAMP. I don’t 
believe it was open when I hiked, or I completely missed it! I could have stayed there, 
allowing an earlier start time. This would be my recommendation if you want a place 
close to the trail head that is affordable. 
Mt.TAKAO BASE CAMP does have an English and Japanese Website.

http://takaobc.com/
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Since you are starting from a big city, Tokyo, of course you can easily find other 
hotels than Mt.TAKAO BASE CAMP. My suggestion is to stay as close as possible to 
Takaosanguchi Station (高尾山口駅) so you can get an early start. I recommend Hachioji 
Station, because you are only about 20-34 minutes away from Takaosanguchi Station 
(高尾山口駅) depending on which train you catch. Trains run frequently and only cost 
:¥180-:¥290, depending on the train, at the time of writing according to HyperDia.com. 
There are multiple hotels by the station, as well as hiking stores where you can gather 
any remaining supplies that you may need.
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Why Osaka
I have only gone from Tokyo, I keep saying that I am going to hike from Osaka to Tokyo 
to see what it is like but I haven’t yet. Maybe some day! I suggest starting from Osaka if 
you are starting in early March, because there may still be snow in some of the areas of 
Kanagawa and Shizuoka. Both times I have hiked these areas in May and April there has 
been snow. I saw snow in Kanagawa and Shizuoka in mid May, and the second time I 
hiked I saw snow in Shizuoka in April, but I wasn’t in Kanagawa. By the time you get to 
Kanagawa it should be warmer, but the mountain terrain of Kanagawa can still become 
quite cold at night.

If you want an easier start to your hike you will have this by starting in Osaka. Osaka, 
Kyoto and Shiga are all pretty easy going while I consider Gifu and Mie to be a mixed 
bag. Some sections in Gifu and Mie have areas that are more mountainous, but not nearly 
as arduous as Kanagawa and Aichi. 

Ending in Tokyo, of course means you will be able to explore Tokyo without having to 
back track. I’ve spent time in Tokyo and now when I go to Japan I stay there for one 
extra night in order to see the current exhibit at Ukiyo-e Ōta Memorial Museum of Art. 
To me this is not my favorite area, but I encourage you to explore if you enjoy big cities.

Where to Stay?
Minoo Station (箕面駅) is the starting point of the Tokai Nature Trail. Minoo Station 
(箕面駅) is a station on the Hankyu Railway Minoo Line, and is operated by the Hankyu 
Railway. There are very few hotels by Minoo Station (箕面駅), the ones that are near the 
station are very expensive. I suggest looking for a hotel around Juso Station (十三駅), as it 
is on the same line and you can reach Minoo Station (箕面駅) in about 25 minutes, with 
only one transfer. 

Juso Station (十三駅) is a major station in Osaka, and has multiple lines going through the 
station.You are also in a populated area, so you can easily get supplies if you are starting 
your hike from Osaka.

Starting the Trail Osaka to 
Tokyo
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Hiking in Japan

I have spent a significant amount of time in Japan, at this point I have hiked various 
trails from Yakushima all the way to Akita. The parts that I love most about Japan are the 
small country towns, and the places that are off the beaten path. In 2016 I decided that 
I wanted to see more of Japan, and experience the beautiful scenery that Japan had to 
offer. I had done a little hiking in Japan previously, but always along the more popular 
trails. On these trails I would usually encounter groups of Japanese hikers who were very 
friendly. This proved to be the case on this trail as well. Most people were surprised that I 
was walking to Osaka, encouraged me and wished me luck on my journey.

As a woman, traveling alone can be dangerous. Upon coming back from my trip people 
were divided into two groups, those that thought I was crazy for hiking alone and those  
who understood that my journey was quite safe. This is what I experienced in Japan as 
well, people where shocked that as a woman I was hiking alone. 
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This didn’t surprise me, because even on extremely popular day hikes when I lived in 
Japan people became surprised that I was willing to hike alone. Constantly I was asked in 
concerned tones if I was alone, and told how pitiful I looked.

Hiking can always be dangerous; I hurt my ankle and leg on this trip. The first time I 
slid down the mountainside and had to rest for about four days to give my knee time to 
heal. The second time I had to end my trip because of how badly I hurt my ankle. This 
last time I fractured my leg, most likely on the first day, but I didn’t notice till I had been 
home about a month. So at least I was able to finish this time! That being said, I have 
always felt safe in Japan. I felt safe camping alone at night, trekking alone and even 
walking to my hotels in the red-light district at night.
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Hiking in Japan
The Tokai Trail does not have 
official campsites so I camped out 
at various places I found along the 
trail. Many of the guides assume 
that you are going to be taking the 
bus back each day and then stay in 
a hotel. I however thought that this 
would be quite difficult because of 
how infrequently the buses come. 
From reading Japanese blogs I 
have noticed that people do both, 
but taking the bus back is much 
more frequent, and the trip is often 
broken up into multiple parts.

Avoid camping on public or private 
property. This should not have to 
be explained but I have read some 
other online sources that suggest 

this would be acceptable. Don’t ruin the trail for others by being rude foreigners. 
This includes agricultural fields, playgrounds, tennis courts or football stadiums. If 
you are stealth camping you are giving foreigners a bad name, the trail has ample 
places to camp if you plan correctly. Reasonable hikers and advocates for the Tokai 
Nature trail should not encourage or promote this behavior. The administering 
agency places camping restrictions for a reason. With proper planning it is easy to 
find camping at designated shelter points, and avoid places that say no camping.

In the prefectural guides I list the specific places that I camped, or other sites that I 
found that were suitable for camping. Generally I would hike for about 8-10 hours 
a day and try to guess if where I was stopping was the best place or if I should hike 
further on. I never had any trouble with people where I camped, and I should note 
that I rarely saw people either. I camped out as I went and generally I had an easy 
time of doing this, and was never bothered by anyone. I didn’t camp on peoples 
farms or on temple grounds, but rather planned my day based on where I thought 
there might be a good camp site. 
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Tents:

The tent I had was freestanding, having a freestanding tent is almost essential for this 
hike. At times I found places that gave better camping and offered me some protection 
from the rain, such as rest shelters, and these would only work with freestanding tents. 
Additionally about 50% of the ground was very difficult if not impossible to stake out 
well, so having a freestanding tent meant that I did not need to struggle finding a 
camping space each night. Some of the camping spots were very small, and my one-
person tent fit in all of them. If you are hiking with a two-person tent you will need to 
be more selective about where you camp. The tent I used is no longer made, it seems 
to be most similar to the REI Co-op Quarter Dome 1 Tent.

For my second trip I purchased a new lightweight tent, that was semi-freestanding, 
and it was a pain. I missed having a 
freestanding tent. If you have a semi-
freestanding tent I don’t think you 
need to buy all new gear. Given the 
choice between freestanding vs semi-
freestanding I would strongly suggest 
freestanding.
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Cooking Gear:

I cooked using a gas can with a small attachable stove. I used a Snow Peak backpacking 
stove and would pick up gas can at hiking stores. I would just buy the cheapest fuel 
canisters with no prefence to brand.

Campfires are not allowed on the trail, so you will need some type of portable stove. Gas 
cans cannot be purchased at convenience stores, which means you will need to go into 
town to purchase them. I have not found a more convenient way to cook food on the 
trail. The good thing about gas cans is that they can be purchased at any hiking store in 
Japan or any Don Quijote (ドン・キホーテ). 

Don Quijote’s are discount chain stores that sell a wide range of basic groceries, 
electronics and household goods. Don Quijote gas cans are a bit more expensive, than 
those in hiking stores. In my experience if the area you are in has a shopping mall there 
should be a hiking store in the mall. 
Some of the major names of hiking stores in Japan are listed below, so you can be 
familiar with the signs. I found that if I was in a mall I could always find a hiking store.

• Patagonia (パタゴニア)
• Mont bell (モンベル)
• Snow Peak (スノーピーク)
• The North Face  (ザ・ノース・フェイス)
• Victoria (ヴィクトリ

My Snow Peak 
backpacking stove

My gas can. Sometimes 
these are also called fuel 
canisters
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Other Gear:

The other gear that I found essential was a good pair of trekking poles, and a USB 
power bank. The hike takes you through paths that at times are narrow, rocky, steep and 
slippery so having trekking poles makes the hike more manageable. 

I wish I had better rain gear, but I am not sure what that would be. Rain gear never keeps 
you completely dry. I found my pants and jacket to work well for light rain. However due 
to how much rain there was on some days I still ended up soaked. On my second trip I 
brought a small lightweight umbrella, which turned out to be a great investment. When I 
was in the forest the rain wasn’t a problem so the rain gear kept me pretty dry.
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Bathing:

On the trail I took showers when I stayed in a hotel, or went to an Onsen. You do come 
across streams and ponds while hiking, however I would not bath in these. The first 
reason being that you should follow the “leave no trace” hiking principle to not introduce 
soap into the water as it can have major consequences to the ecosystem even if you don’t 
see them. The second being there are often leeches in the rivers, so while I dipped my 
feet in the water I was cautious. Finally you should be respectful of other hikers, coming 
across a naked person bathing in the river is not pleasant encounter. 

To stay clean stop by Onsens, camp grounds or stay in a hotel. I found that when I had 
to go into big cities occasionally to pick up fuel or more food I would stay in a hotel so I 
could completely resupply my pack and enjoy a shower.

Onsens or public bath houses are extremely common in Japan. I have included a brief 
guide about Onsen etiquette. An Onsen (温泉) refers to a natural hot spring bath, while 
Sento (銭湯) are indoor public bathhouses that are not naturally heated. I refer to most 
places in this guide as Onsen, since that is how they are referenced on the maps. If you 
enter a Sento (銭湯), you follow the same etiquette as that of an Onsen (温泉).

Onsen Etiquette
 1. Put your personal items in the space provided, generally this is a coin locker. 
Make sure you bring your towel with you. Sometimes the Onsen has towels you rent or 
buy. I tend to bring my own when I go.
 2. Bathe before entering the bath. The baths are for soaking only, not getting 
clean. There will be a separate shower area, most likely a row of showers around the  
Onsen area. Usually soap, shampoo and conditioner are provided. (I have never been to 
one where they are not)
 3.  People with tattoos are not allowed to enter Onsen. In Japan tattoos are 
not popular, and are taboo because of the association they have with organized crime 
(the yakuza). I have heard that it is slowly changing in larger cities, and if foreigners can 
cover up their tattoo they may be admitted. However, I would not count on that being the 
case.
 4. Enter the bath naked, people do not wear swim suits or underwear when 
soaking in the Onsen.
 5. If you have long hair keep it out of the water, the reason being to keep hair 
out of the bath. Also seen as rude to put your head or towel in the water.
 6. People enjoy socializing in the bathhouse, however keep the noise to a quiet 
level and don’t be rowdy.
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Campsites
I classified campsites into two categories C1 and C2. These are fairly subjective I believe, 
and I would be happy to have feedback from people who hike the trail after I put my 
maps out. Did I miss a great campsite, do you think one was classified wrong? Let me 
know and please send me a photo along with information about where the camp site is 
located on my map. I will not include campsites that encourage camping in areas that are 
private property. Now I have camped outside homes, with the permission of the people. I 
never camp on private property without asking. As the trail grows in popularly those who 
use the trail have a responsibility to behave respectfully.

Rest Area Nozomu Kazaki (風巻丿頭) 
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C1 Campsites and Examples
C1 represents an ideal campsite, the ground is flat, there is room for a two person tent 
to be set up comfortably. You are not intruding on the trail or peoples personal property. 
The ground is flat, but not necessarily easy to stake out. This is because depending on 
the area some ground is quite rocky, but if you have a freestanding tend you will be fine.
C1 do not always have shelter but they often do. If you find a great campsite that I have 
missed send me a photo, with the location and I can add it to the map.

Top: Rest Area at Mt. Yudachiyama (夕立山)
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Top: Kamoshika Plateau (かもしか高原)

Bottom: Ikoi Forrest (いこいの森)
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C2 Campsites and Examples
C2 represents a campsite that works. You can camp here, but if there is a better spot pick 
that one. There is room for a small 1 person tent, the ground might be flat or it might not 
be. These spaces are generally very small and uncomfortable. Some stretches of the trail 
only have spots like this so I have put some C2 spots on the map that just really are not 
great to be honest. I have camped in some of them, and some are places I have marked 
while I was walking by. I am more likely to classify a spot a C2 rather than a C1 so I 
would love feed back about the C2 places that people think should be changed.

Top: Camping at Okunoin (奥の院) before reaching Mt. Horaiji ‒mountain face
(鳳来寺山山頂)
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Top: Myohogadake Peak(妙法ヶ岳) 

Bottom: Rest Area in Aichi
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Rest Areas 
Rest areas are not enclosed spaces, but rather a covered area. Sometimes these have 
seating in them, sometimes there is just the roof with a flat area underneath. This area 
could be concrete, wood or simply dirt. These areas offer you a little protection from rain, 
but not much. They do tend to represent areas that would make a good camping spot. 
Though some are not good because they are located by peoples homes or on a busy road.

Rest area at Tanayama Plateau (棚山高原)
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Top:
Rest area at Azuchi 
Castle Ruins 
(仁王門跡休憩所)

Bottom:
Rest area by 
Yatare Falls (八垂の滝)
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Shelter Huts

Mt. Kibigarayama Shelter Hut (黍殻山避難小屋)

Shelter huts are considered to be areas that you can use if you get caught in a 
mountain storm. They are solid structures that will keep most weather out. They 
make great camping spots. These are indicated by filled in structures on the 
maps, as well as a label saying shelter hut. This page shows different rest areas, 
while the following page shows the outside and inside of a shelter hut. Shelter 
huts are also called emergency evacuation huts, and are built by the prefecture to 
provide protection from the elements.
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 Inugoeji Pass Shelter Hut (犬越路避難小屋)
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Top & Bottom: 
Inisde Inugoeji Pass 
Shelter Hut
(犬越路避難小屋)
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Water on the Trail
For water I make a distinction between restrooms and restrooms where I have made notes 
about the water being drinkable. Many restrooms on the trail are only compost toilets so 
there is no water, other places list the water as not drinkable. I have only treated river 
water, because I don’t know WHY the restroom water is undrinkable. Is it because of 
metals or is just not clean enough to drink without treatment? 

WC
WC without the water symbol (水) means that this is a bathroom, and I cannot confirm 
that there is water here. There is most likely not drinkable water if the WC is on a 
mountain, in Aichi, Gifu or Mie prefecture as these areas have a high concentration of 
compost toilets. I am sure there are absolutely restrooms I’ve missed and some that I 
think are no longer there but I have included. This is the one of the drawbacks of the 
trail, while you go thru many prefectures the information across guidebooks is not always 
consistent.  I feel that is is best to be conservative with telling people where the is water. 
If I marked one with WC, and there is water let me know and I will correct it, and there 
is no harm done to the person hiking. I want my maps to give you the best idea about 
how long you will need to go without water. I am not hiking this trail daily, I don’t know 
what changes might occur so it is also best to plan ahead regarding water. Go in with the 
understanding the water spots marked WC(水) on the map might not still be there due to 
natural disasters, local development or they have fallen into disrepair as the population of 
Japans countryside shrinks. 

WC(水)
Water spots with WC (水) are places that I have found to have drinkable water. If these 
change, or I missed one let me know. Please include a photo of the spot and where it is 
on the map. Again I weant to repeat I have been very conservative with marking these, I 
had to find the information in a guidebook, or I had it marked on my maps from hiking. I 
lost some of my maps and photos, so I may have missed some. But I feel it is better to be 
cautious and over prepare when it comes to water on a hike. 

Mizuba
Along the the trail you will see mizuba, usually  written in Kanji as “水場” but I have 
seen them in hiragana written as “みずば”.These are naturally occurring water spots that 
usually have a spout sticking out of the rocks, the wall, or even a tree. Here you are 
suppose to be able to collect and drink water. Usually they are completely dry, which is 
why I haven’t marked them on my map. Also I am a little unsure how safe it is to drink 
the water if it’s not treated. I suggest if you find one with water coming from it treat the 
water like you would river water. On the following page is an example of one of these.
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Example of Mizuba (水場)

Where water should come from but it 
is dry. This has been pretty common in 
my experience. The only times I have 
found water coming from these is when 
I have been with a person who REALLY 
knows the area. 
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Food on the Trail
When I started my hike I packed too much food. I wanted to be prepared, and I did not 
want to make too many stops for food, as there are few convenient places to pick up food 
directly on the trail. So planning your food stops is important, as is bringing high calorie 
lightweight food. Proper planning makes this hike much easier, and knowing if there will 
be a convenience store the next couple miles is essential. 

Learning from my first time I rethought how I planned to prepare for the hike. This time 
I brought multiple packs of oatmeal, and once through customs I empty them all out into 
a large  zip lock bag so each morning I could portion out the amount I wanted. I did the 
same thing with dried food, I purchased about 12 packages of dried dehydrated meals for 
two people and then portioned them out into bags that were made for that purpose. This 
went so much better than last time, I wasn’t overweighed by food, and I started out the 
hike with different flavors of food that I could not get in Japan. I will say the dehydrated 
meals I find in hiking stores in Japan is pretty limited, so I got tired of it really quickly. I 
brought only vegetarian meals due do custom restrictions, and I kept all my food in it’s 
original packing as well. I would consider this option as it makes the hiking experience 
much more enjoyable but you can also purchase everything you need before you start 
and resupply as you go along. 

I thought that I had a realistic expectation of what the Japanese country side was going 
to be like, I’d studied aboard in the countryside of Akita, I loved taking day trips to small 
towns in Japan. I knew where I was going to be hiking was not going to be like the large 
cities, but more like the small towns I loved to traveled and explore. On this hike you are 
away from everything that resembles modern Japan. Frankly I hate Tokyo. I loathe going 
there; I only visit Tokyo to see the Ukiyo-e Ōta Memorial Museum of Art, which is my 
other love in life besides hiking. When I’m in Japan I explore area off the beaten path, 
the little towns that my students thought I was silly for visiting. I thought I knew what 
I was getting into, and that I would be able to get food easily. That was not the case. I 
would have been able to save more money and time if I had understood how barren and 
isolated some of the locations were.

You will walk though areas where the majorty of the population is in their 80’s and still 
working in the fields, where the houses are mainly empty and some falling apart. This is 
due in-part to more and more Japanese moving to urban areas, in 1950, 53 percent of 
Japanese lived in urban regions but in 2014, 93 percent were living in urban regions(5).

Invest in the GPS map that shows the convenience stores. I suggest the map from Japan 
GPS Navigation, which is made for Garmin GPS.

https://uud.info/en/map/
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I had planned on doing this for my hike in 2019. I didn’t because my new GPS was not 
compatible with this map. I still think it is worth having if you have a GPS that would 
work with this map, but if you don’t you need to make sure you plan where you will 
get food carefully. I have tried to make notes about stores along the route but Japan is 
changing and stores open and close so things may have changed since my writing.
 

Shopping at the Convenience Store 
When hiking the trail your food options are limited, you have to take what you can get. 
My advice is if you see food or a place to resupply do it! Most places that you will find 
on the trail will be convenience stores. It has become more commonplace for the bigger 
stores to accept credit cards. I would not depend on this as Japan is still a cash based 
society.  Convenience Stores are called Konbini in Japanese (コンビニ). In America there is 
a stigma about convenience stores being dirty, and not having  appealing food. Japanese 
convenience stores are always clean, well stocked and very welcoming. The food you 
can buy is safe and delicious to eat. I would not eat convenience store sushi in America 
I would in Japan. The majority of convenience stores have photocopying, printing, ATMs 
and limited Japan Post services. Seven Eleven convenience stores have free wi-fi, and you 
can use the ATM to pull money out with your cash cards issued overseas.   

 • Lawson (ローソン)
 • Seven Eleven (セブンイレブン)
 • Family Mart (ファミリーマート。)
 • Circle K Sunkus (サークルKサンクス)
 • Daily Yamazaki (デイリーヤマザキ)
 • Mini Stop (ミニストップ)

Common Convenience Store Food:

CalorieMate (カロリーメイト) 
CalorieMate is a brand of nutritional energy bar that comes in five flavors:
 • Cheese (チーズ味)
 • Chocolate (チョコレート味)
 • Fruit (フルーツ味)
 • Maple (メープル味)
 • Plain (プレーン)

I think Fruit and Maple taste awful, and I would avoid them. Yes, that is just my personal 
opinion. I thought the cheese was going to be quite gross but really it tasted about the 
same as the plain. You can find similar off brands that are bit cheaper in pharmacies or 
supermarkets if you are in a big town. I don’t think that one brand is much better than 
any other brand.
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Ramen
Ramen is lightweight and high in calories, but I hate ramen. I would always keep two 
packs of it in my bag as a back up for a days worth of food. You will always be able to 
find some ramen packs at any convenience store. I have listed a few of the most popular 
ramen flavors in Japanese. 
 • Shio Ramen (塩 ラーメン)- A salt based ramen
 • Shoyu Ramen (醤油 ラーメン)-A soy sauce based ramen.
 • Miso Ramen (味噌 ラーメン)-A soybean based ramen.
 • Tonkotsu Ramen (豚骨ラーメン)-A pork bone based ramen.
 • Karai (辛い)-This word means spicy, and is often seen on ramen.

Bread and Jam
After hiking for a while I found that I was going through my power bars quite quickly. 
I found that having a pack of bread and a small plastic container of jam made a great 
snack on the trail. Most convenience stores sell jams and peanut cream in small plastic 
containers that are trail friendly. Note that Japanese peanut butter is vastly different than 
American peanut butter. It is more of a sweet peanut flavored cream, sometimes you can 
find American like peanut butter in some large supermarkets or the import store Kaldi 
(カルディ). Most large shopping areas in Japan will have a Kaldi (カルディ), the products do 
tend to be a bit more expensive .

Curry (カレー ) 
Curry Packs are slightly heavier than other options you could pick up, but it does give 
you a nice change of food while on the trail. They come in many different flavors and 
include a few vegetables and pieces of meat in the pack. I would heat the pack up in the 
pot and then mix it with my dehydrated rice. I wouldn’t eat these by themselves because 
they are mainly just sauce.　

Onigiri (お握り)
Onigiri are rice balls with some type of filling. Below I have given a list of the common 
types of filling that are in them and the Japanese equivalent. There are many onagri 
flavors but I have listed the most common ones you will encounter.
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Japanese Food and Shoping Terms
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Animals of the Trail
The Tokai Trail takes you thorough 
rural towns and mountains of 
Japan. I believe the further you 
travel from Tokyo the better 
experience you’ll have in Japan 
One reason is you start to see 
more animals that are native to 
Japan. The first time I left Tokyo 
I traveled to a small town in the 
countryside and was surprised 
by two things. The first was that 
the trains did not come every 
few minutes and the second was 
the size of the bugs! In Japan’s 
rural countryside insects abound 
and as you enter the mountains 
you become much more likely 
to encounter bears, boars and 
raccoons.

The majority of the animals you 
encounter will leave you alone as 
long as you respect them. I did 
find this to be true in most cases. I 
enjoyed seeing a variety of wildlife 

while hiking the trail, some more than others. This section is no means a 
complete guide to all the animals you may encounter but an overview of 
most of the animals you may see on the trail.
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Dangerous Animals: 

Bear (熊/ kuma) 
In the area that the Tokai nature trail travels the bears are black bears, not the Ussuri 
brown bear which is known as the black grizzly. These black bears are smaller and are 
more skittish around people.  The rangers that I spoke with told me that I would be very 
lucky to see a bear, and that it would probably run away if it saw me. I was also told that 
if I did encounter a bear I should stand my ground, put my hand up and say “STOP” and 
the bear would go away...

Each night I hung all my food far away from my campsite, to keep it away from the 
animals. I never hung it very high, or used a bear bag. I was more worried about deer, 
boar or raccoons getting into the bag. I never had a problem with any animals getting in 
my food or disturbing my campsite.

While hiking you will see many signs that warn of bears, and many Japanese hikers 
attach bear bells to their bags to ward off bears. Always follow common hiking 
precautions while hiking in areas with bears. That being said I did not feel that the bears 
were the most dangerous animal on the hike. I personally had more encounters with 
boars and hornets. This remains true for my second time in Japan, I did not encounter 
any bears.

Japanese Boar (イノシシ / Inoshishi)
Boars are potentially dangerous to hikers. I encountered two while hiking the trail, both 
times I walked backwards until they left. I never saw them in my direct path but rather 
up on the hillside while I was walking along forest roads. There will be warning signs in 
areas with boars. Signs might also refer to boars by “山鯨”. 

Monkey (さる/ 猿 / saru)
 On the Tokai trail there are signs warning about monkeys, I never encountered 
them. I have encountered monkeys on other hikes in Japan, and have seen them attack 
people. Monkeys are adeceivingly cute animals, and should be viewed with safety in 
mind.  Monkeys are potentally dangerous to hikers, and you should exercise caution if 
you encounter them(6).

If you do encounter them remember:
• Do not make eye contact, keep a neutral face. 
• Do not smile.
• Walk away slowly and quietly.
• Don’t turn your back to the monkey. 
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Japanese Giant Hornet (スズメバチ / Suzumebachi)
The Japanese Giant Hornet prefers rural areas, and it is very aggressive. It does not need 
to be provoked to attack, just being in the area where it lives is enough. When mating it 
will become more aggressive The sting is incredibly painful, and can cause death even if 
you are not allergic. If stung more than 10 times a person may need medical help, and 
emergency treatment if stung more than 30 times (6, 7). 

I encountered the giant hornets about once or twice a week while I was hiking. I moved 
out of the area where they were and avoided camping if I saw them. Several guides also 
suggested to not wear black as it increases attacks and provokes them.  This is something 
that I was also told when hiking in Yakushima. I followed this advice with the majority of 
what I wore. During this last hike I saw only a few hornets but I was consistently warned 
not to wear black clothing by the people I encountered!

Centipedes (むかで/百足/Mukade)
The Japanese centipedes are long, and of a dark red color. The bites are painful and it is 
suggested you see a doctor if you have been bitten. I have never seen one in all my time 
in Japan. They are a common insect in both nature and large cities. I always took care to 
look where I set up my tent, but otherwise took no other precautions(7). 

Japanese Pit Viper (マムシ / Mamushi) 
The Mamushi is a venomous pit viper species; about ten people die a year from bites. 
Signs might also write Mamushi using hiragana “まむし“ or Kanji “蝮”. They are found 
in swamps, marshes, meadows, open woodland, rocky hillsides, and mountain rock 
outcroppings. Snakes are somewhat common on the trail. I only saw a few signs warning 
about Mamushi specifically. The first time I hiked I saw about ten snakes while walking, 
but I don’t think I ever saw a Mamushi. The second time I saw about the same number 
and maybe saw a baby Mamushi, but I didn’t look too close and the snake moved away.
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Hairy Caterpillar (けむし/毛虫/kemushi)
I had heard about the Hairy Caterpillar when I taught English in Japan but I didn’t think 
they would be an issue because I wasn’t going around picking up bugs. Then my students 
warned me that they would fall from the trees and to be careful hiking and wear long 
sleeves. Which is great in practice but not when it is hot! This little caterpillar landed on 
my arm and then my bag. Thankfully the irritation went away with some anti itch cream 
after a few hours but I had quite the shock when I looked down and saw my arm! 

There are multiple types of caterpillars and other than not picking them up I don’t have 
any suggestions about avoiding them. Wearing long sleeves will help, and be aware of 
your surroundings so you don’t sit one on! 
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Other animals:

Raccoon (たぬき /狸 / Tanuki)
Raccoons are abundant in population in Japan, and frequently appear in folklore and 
popular culture. There were signs that made raccoons seem common, but I never 
encountered them. The signs warn campers about raccoons stealing their food, which is 
another reason to hang your food when you camp at night.  While walking through towns 
you will most likely see artistic depictions of the Tanuki in the form of statues outside 
people’s homes or restaurants. 

Deer (しか / 鹿 /Shika)
Sika deer are Japanese deer that inhabit temperate and subtropical woodlands. 
The deer’s spot patterns vary with region, and the Japanese deer spots are hardly visible.  
I saw a few deer while hiking. They generally ran away if they saw you, they never got 
into my food.

Crain fly (ががんぼ 大蚊 / Gaganbo)
Crain flies were one of the most common insects I encountered on the trail. I had 
surprisingly never encountered them before in Japan, and was a bit nervous when I saw 
them. They are harmless, but are a bit of a nuisance when hiking in wooded areas. 

Mosquito (か / 蚊 / Ka)
There were so many mosquitos when I hiked through Japan. I used bug spray everyday 
and didn’t get too many bites. Mosquitos were something that I have always encountered 
in Japan both in the city and the countryside.

Leech (ひる/ 蛭/ Hiru)
The Japanese mountains and streams have leeches. They can be found in any wet 
location in the Japanese mountains. While hiking the Tokai I did not encounter any 
leech, but people who lived in the area warned me about them. 

     Butterfly (ちょう/ 蝶/ Chō)  
On the Tokai Nature Trail you may encounter sign boards referencing the Gifu Butterfly 
(ギフチョウ). The signs are telling you that the butterfly is migrating through this area. The 
signs also ask you to not disturb or collect the butterfly. This butterfly is only found in 
Japan, and is becoming more scarce as woodlands are destroyed. 
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Shrines and Temples
Shrines (神社):

Shrines in Japan refer to Shinto shrines, they are referred to as Jinja (神社). Inside the 
shrine resides a kami or god that the shrine is devoted to. Most shrines have torii gates 
that mark the  entrance  of the shrine. The shrine has a main hall called a honden,a 
worship hall called a haiden and an offering hall called a heide(8). 

The entrance of a Shinto shrine will have a torii gate, which you should bow at before 
entering. Continuing up the path you will usually find a water base with ladles, this is 
called a chōzuya or a temizuya. At the temizuya you should purify yourself following 
steps, dipping the scoop into the water only once.

 1. Pick up the ladle with your right hand.
 2. Dip the ladle into the water.
 3. Pour the water on your left hand.
 4. Repeat the process with your left hand.
 5. Pour water on to your right hand
 6. Drink the water from your hand
 7. Swish the water in your moth and the spit it to the side.

At the shrine you may pray, and make an offering to the kami. The offering box will be at 
the haiden, the offering hall. Follow the following steps when making an offering. A ¥100 
coin is a typical offering at shrines.
 1. If there is a gong or a bell ring it to call the kami to the shrine.
 2. Take two 90° bows at the shrine.
 3. Pray quietly to the kami.
 4. Clap twice after your prayer.
 5. Take a final bow, and leave the  haiden.
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Temple (寺):

The term temple or “ji” (寺) is used to describe a Buddhist temple. Sometimes the 
pronunciation is  “tera/dera” with the kanji (寺). When the temple is smaller it may be 
referred to using the kanji (院)、pronounced as “in”. There are many Buddhist sects in 
Japan, when possible I have listed the sect that corresponds to each temple in this guide 
book. There are overlaps in Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples. For example when you 
enter a Buddhist temple there may be a torii gate at the entrance.  Common features of 
Buddhist temples include Butsu-dō  or Hall of Buddha, where the temples Buddha or 
Bodhisattva statue is enshrined. There are often tahōtō, a Japanese pagoda on the temple 
grounds, and a shōrō a bell tower on the grounds(9).

Praying at a Buddhist temple is similar to praying at a Shinto shrine. When you cross 
under the main gate, also referred to as the sanmon, you should bow. Also, there will 
most likely be chōzuya. You will follow the same steps you did at a Shinto shrine. There 
may be a bell tower at the temple, you should ring the bell to greet Buddha before you 
pray.

Unlike the Shinto shrine there will most likely be incense or candles near the main 
temple. Light the candle or incense before continuing to the main temple. You may have 
to pay for these. 

 1. Bow once at the main temple.
 2. Make your monetary offering.
 3. If there is a temple bell or gong, ring gently. 
 4. Clasp your hands together  palm-to-palm at your chest.
 5. Bow again after completing your prayer, leaving with your hands still   
 clasp. 
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Jizō (地蔵):

On your walk and in this guide you will encounter Jizō (地蔵), which generally are in the 
form of small stone statues. Jizō (地蔵) is a bodhisattva (菩薩), and is often referred to as 
O-Jizō-Sama. They are usually found at intersections, riverbanks or where land meets the 
sea. The reason for this is that they are meant to represent the crossroads from life to 
life(10). Jizō (地蔵) is mainly considered the protector of souls of children who die before 
their parents, were stillborn or aborted. The children are unable to cross the river Sanzu 
River, and must use stones collected from the river to make towers. At night demons 
come to knock the stones over, preventing the children from collecting merit. Jizō 
protects the souls of these children(11).

Jizō also protects travelers, and the forgotten graves of ancestors. In Japanese cemeteries 
you often see gravestones that have fallen apart but are tied together  with red bibs. This 
symbolizes the prayers and emotions of a family. Jizō are often dressed with bibs or knit 
caps by those who care for the statues(11). When you pass by O-Jizō-Sama stop and say 
hello and thank you.
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A hymn attributed to the Buddhist priest Kuya (903-972) represents what O-Jizō-Sama 
does for the children :

This is a tale that comes not from this world,

But is the story of the Riverbank of Sai

By the road on the edge of Death Mountain.

Hear it and you will know its sorrow.

Little children of two, three, four,

Five —all under ten years of age—

Are gathered at the Riverbank of Sai

Longing for their fathers and mothers;

Their “I want you” cries are uttered

From voices in another world.

Their sorrow bites, penetrates

And the activity of these infants

Consists of gathering river stones

And of making merit stupas out of them;

The first storey is for their fathers
And the second for their mothers,

And the third makes merits for siblings

Who are at home in the land of the living;

This stupa-building is their game

During the day, but when the sun sets

A demon from hell appears, saying

“Hey! your parents back in the world

Aren’t busy doing memorial rites for you.

Their day-in, day-out grieving has in it

Much that’s cruel, sad, and wretched.

The source of your suffering down here is
That sorrow of your parents up there.

So don’t hold any grudge against me!”

With that the demon wields his black

Iron pole and smashes the children’s

Little stupas to smithereens.

Just then the much-revered Jizō
Makes an awe-inspiring entrance, telling

The children, “Your lives were short;

Now you’ve come into the realm of darkness

Very far away from the world you left.

Take me, trust me always—as your father

And as your mother in this realm.”

With that he wraps the little ones

Inside the folds of his priest robes,

Showing a wondrous compassion.

Those who can’t yet walk are helped

By him to grasp his stick with bells on top.

He draws them close to his own comforting,

Merciful skin, hugging and stroking them,

Showing a wondrous compassion.

Praise be to Life-sustaining

Bodhisattva Jizō! (10)
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Bus Routes:
The buses run very infrequently out in the country. I have not found a website that has 
bus schedules in English. This guide provides information about the bus schedule and 
where the major bus stops will take you. For each bus stop I list the main lines that 
the bus stop goes, and if those lines will take you to a major location. I consider major 
locations to be train stations, onsens or bus terminals. The reason behind this selection is 
that the trail keeps you in rural Japan and if you need to pick up hiking supplies you need 
to reach a larger town. The best bet to reach a town is a bus that takes you to a station, 
then take the train to a large city.

Since bus information can change I suggest you use www.navitime.co.jp. Sometimes 
google maps will tell you if there is a bus stop, and the correct times. I found that while 
google maps works phenomenally well in larger cities in the countryside it becomes more 
unreliable. I have also had some success with google maps while hiking, depending on 
the popularity of the stop it would pop up on the maps, as would the times. This method 
was not consistent, which is why I recommend www.navitime.co.jp. The downside is that 
this website is completely in Japanese. 

https://www.navitime.co.jp/bus/

There is also a phone app that I used while on the trail. I STRONGLY recommend using 
this app, and paying for the premium fee, which is about ¥150 a month. Navigating the 
bus systems in the countryside is very important. While I have seen that English versions 
have become better since I was there in 2016 Google Maps and the like were not always 
accurate and did not include the more remote areas.

Riding the Bus:
Riding a bus seems pretty self explanatory, but the buses in Japan may be a little different 
than what you are used to in your home country. Most guides are centered around 
navigating Tokyo, and about how to use the Japan rail passes on buses. Small town 
Japan and the transit you’ll experience are worlds apart, some areas where you travel to 
don’t even have bus stops. There are only names of locations which you give to the taxi 
company listed on the sign so they know where to pick you up!  The Tanabe city has a 
great explanation on how to ride a local bus, along with pictures, I have linked to that 
website. I suggest familiarizing yourself with the site before you go. 

http://www.tb-kumano.jp/en/transport/how-to-ride-local-bus/

Getting Around Japan
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I have a few suggestions from my time on the trail. Always keep at least a ¥1000 note  
so you can make change if needed on the bus by using the change machine by the bus 
driver. You should approach the front to ask the driver if the bus stops where you think it 
does! I would love to say I only made that mistake once...but it will save you a lot of time 
and money. Also not all rural buses will take IC card, so make sure you have a back up 
method to pay.

Train and Subway Stations:
I cover the stations that are on the route, I don’t include timetables. Since most tourists 
use train and subway to travel around Japan there are many websites that will give you 
the best route from one station to the next. My favorite is Hyperdia which offers timetable 
and route search for railways in Japan, in Japanese, English and Chinese. There is also 
Japan transit planner Jorudan. Between these two I think it is a matter of preference as to 
which you prefer using.

http://www.hyperdia.com/en/
https://world.jorudan.co.jp/mln/en/

Small Stations and IC Card Limitation:
On the Tokai some of the stations you may go to will be unmanned. Some unmanned 
stations have self serve ticket booths or IC card stations. But many do not, and you 
cannot purchase a ticket there. Instead you take a ticket when you board the train, then 
when you get off you will go to the manned ticket window and present your slip of paper. 
Then you pay the amount required. This is similar to what you do when you board a 
countryside bus.The image on the next page shows the instructions that were posted at 
Ide Station (井出駅).

Since you have to take a ticket only some of the train doors will open, look for the writing 
that says “ワンマン” or one man. This door will open automatically or you will need to 
press the open button on the outside of the train car. Then simply take the paper ticket 
and hold onto it until you reach your destination. If your destination is unmanned you 
will either see a box where you are suppose to put your ticket and the correct amount of 
money. This is based on the honor system but there is almost always a large sign with the 
amount you will owe based on the station you came from. You can also go to the front of 
the train where the conductor sits and pay the conductor. There will be a box where you 
put your ticket and money, just like on the bus!   

Also be on the look out for stations where you CANNOT use an IC card. When this is the 
case the preceding stations will have many signs showing what lines do not have an IC 
card reader at. For the Tokai I only ran into this problem on the Kansai Main Line, which 
you MAY encounter on the Yama Course (山野辺コース) or in Mie Prefecture (三重県). The 
IC usage is being expanded so when you travel it may no longer be a problem. 
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Guide showing you where to wait at “ワンマン” or one man train stations, and 
where to grab your paper ticket when you board the train.
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Highway Buses: 
Highway buses are a great way to travel long distance in Japan, for example getting 
back to Tokyo from Osaka. The highway buses Japan site helps you make reservations 
in English. There is also the night bus site willerexpress that offers cheap long distance 
fares.

Highway Bus Reservations-  https://highway-buses.jp/
Willer- http://willerexpress.com/en/

Hotels:
Hiking the trail takes you through very rural areas I found that at times it was necessary 
to go into town to pick up hiking supplies, which I consider to be fuel for the cooking 
stove and dehydrated meals. Due to the limited number of buses that come and go I 
found I sometimes had to stay overnight. This gave me a chance to eat a real meal, have 
a shower and wash my clothing. I make notes of when a bus or station will take you to an 
area with affordable hotels. These tend to be in ¥5000 to ¥7500 a night rate depending 
on the area. They are usually standard business hotels, and some provide free breakfast. 
I notice little difference between hotels, I do have a personal favorite brand: Route Inn 
Hotels. These hotels offer free breakfast, pajamas in the room, Wi-Fi in the room and 
onsens. However, most business hotels are standard fare, and there is not usually much 
difference between them.

Wi-Fi:
Free public Wi-Fi has become more commonplace over the ten years I have been 
traveling in Japan. Comparing the first time I went to Tokyo to 2017, was surprising. 
I have found more and more train stations and prefectures have free public Wi-Fi for 
tourists. Also you can always use free Wi-Fi at 7-11 convenience stores. I used a phone 
plan with my cell phone company while I was in Japan, which gave me free access to 
Wi-Fi. This extends to hotels, older hotels may only have Wi-Fi in the public lobby, 
again this has changed vastly in the ten years I’ve traveled and Wi-Fi in rooms is more 
common. My suggestion is to check before you book, I had several hotels that only 
offered Wi-Fi in the lobby in last trip in 2019. 

Money:
Japan is still a cash based society. While more stores have begun to accept credit cards, 
outside of major cities don’t be surprised if that is not an option. From when I first went 
to Japan in 2009, until my last trip in 2019 I have noticed that more stores are taking 
cards. That being said cash is still essential in Japan, especially on the trail. Rather than 
carrying all the cash you might need on the trail I suggest using ATMs. There are two 
sources for ATM that accept foreign cards, and they are easy to locate and use. The first 
is the convenience store, 7-11. The ATMs in these stores will accept a foreign card. The 
great thing about 7-11 stores is that they are also a place for free Wi-Fi. The 7-11 website 
has more information about using the ATM with a foreign card.

https://www.sevenbank.co.jp/intlcard/index2.html
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The second is the Japan Post Bank. These ATMs are most commonly found within post 
offices. Sometimes you can find JP post ATM in areas outside of the post office, I often 
used the ones in malls while I lived in Nagoya. While on the trail this might be less likely, 
so I suggest finding a post office. The Japan post website provides more information and a 
link to the JP ATM finder.

https://www.jp-bank.japanpost.jp/en/ias/en_ias_index.html

https://www.jp-bank.japanpost.jp/en/ias/en_ias_withdrawing.html

I encourage you to look at the links before leaving to ensure you can withdraw cash.
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バスNaviTime App
There are many different mobile apps that do similar things as the “バスNaviTime”. I 
found this app the last time I hiked, and it changed navigating Japan for me. Even in 
cities this made my life SO SO much easier. Rural Japan is dependent on bus lines, but 
there are many different buses and routes there is no easy central site to navigate them. 
I have always found train navigation websites that are in English, but never a bus one. 
And there still isn’t one BUT finally I realized I should look for one in Japanese. I never 
really needed to navigated buses before I hiked so I never looked for one. I found バス
NaviTime”, and I think it is pretty user friendly. There are other applications, and if you 
use one this guide should still be helpful because the layout and vocabulary is pretty 
similar. 

If you want to hike around some of the areas that are closed you will NEED to be familiar 
with buses, and it is just better to be able to take a bus rather than relying only on trains. 
My advice is to play and become familiar with the app while you are in Japan before you 
need it. Get familiar with how it works before you are on the trail. The following sections 
highlight how the app works, I selected what I believe are the most critical features. 
If you have a question or feel like I should add something let me know!
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With the NaviTime App you can either enter your start 
location or have the app base the start location based on 
where you CURRENTLY are located.

Here I am entering want to go. This 
MUST be done in Japanese! You can 
enter where you are as well. The app 
will start to guess your location.

You can also select where you are 
currently located. By selecting 
“現在地”, which means present 
location. This is great because if you 
don’t know where you are the app will 
tell you!
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Now I have where I am in the first box, listed as “現在地” and below 
I have where I want to go in Kyoto! I can adjust the time I want to 
leave, or leave soon as possible. the app lists the total time it will 
take to reach the destination. This includes a break down of walking 
time, time on the train and on the bus.
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Clicking this changes how 
routes are sorted. It is 
explained in more detail in the 
following pages.

Point of arrival
“到着”. Where you 
want to end up!

Point of departure 
“出発”

This button allows
you to switch the 
point-of departure 
and the ending
point.

Click the clock to select WHEN 
you want to leave. 
Currently it is set for current 
time “現在時刻”.
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Total time of entire trip. This is the total price of 
the journey.  

Timetable search 
“時刻表検索”- This will show you 
the time table for bus stops.

This takes you to 
any routes you have 
bookmarked.

Takes you to 
a map of the 
area. “地図”

The total 
number of 
transfers you 
will have to 
make. 
“乗換#回”
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This name of 
the bus stop.

Here is the terminal 
number the bus 
leaves from.
“#乗のりば.

This shows the 
number of stops 
you will ride on 
this bus, and the 
total time.

This is the bus number, 
or bus line. This is what 
you should see on the 
front of the bus.

This is the 
time the bus will 
DEPART.

This is the 
time you will arrive.

This is the money 
amount needed for 
THIS bus.
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When you click “地図” or map, you will see a map of the area. If 
you do a search of a place then click “地図” you will also see this 
map. You can also plan your route by clicking “ルート”, which means 
route.
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After clicking the “ルート” button you will see multiple options. These 
are explained below.

This button will guide you to the 
location you have selected. You 
do not have to put in a starting or 
ending point.

This will make the 
location you have 
selected on the map 
be your end location, 
or “Goal”.

This will make the location you have selected 
on the map be your starting location.
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Rather than taking a bus from Osaka station to Kyoto, the app 
recommends you take the train instead! This is a great feature 
because you will ALWAYS be given the best option. Scroll down to 
the bottom to see if this available, sometimes it is not because going 
by bus is the only option.   
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When you are not near a bus stop, you will get this message. Saying 
that there is no bus stop near you! While in America I got this 
message when clicking the map icon. You may see it while hiking in 
the countryside.
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As previously noted you can change how you sort the routes.
Below are the options!

Earliest Route.

Fastest Route.

Cheapest Route.

Least amount of 
transfers.

Route with the 
least walking.
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Other Resources
English Trail Guides

There are few English guides that go into detail about the Tokai trail. The majority of the 
guides are in Japanese, I have found a few guides that I think are useful in learning a bit 
more about the trail.

Wikipedia

Wikipedia offers a basic overview of the trail in English. It has been expanded since I 
hiked the trail, but remains very bare bones. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T%C5%8Dkai_Nature_Trail

Traildino

Traildino is a trail hiking database that offers some basic information about trail. It has a 
few of the GPS maps listed but it is very scant in this area.

https://www.traildino.com/trace/continents-Asia/countries-Japan/trails-Tokai_Nature_Trail

My Trip Along the Tokai Nature Trail

My Trip Along the Tokai Nature Trail” is a blog from a Japanese man who hiked the trail 
in 1976. It is a great read and gives you a wonderful perspective about what hiking the 
trail was like. It does not offer current practical trail information. “

http://www.jai2.com/tokai-trail.html

A Rough Guide to Walking the Tokai Shizen Hodo

A Rough Guide to Walking the Tokai Shizen Hodo” is the guide that I used before setting 
out. It does have the GPS coordinates for most of the trail. I did not use them, but I 
thought I was going to before my trip. It is a guide you should absolutely read before 
setting out. 

http://tokaishizenhodoguide.blogspot.com/2015/06/a-rough-guide-to-walking-tokai-shizen.
html
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Japanese Trail Guides
There are may more trail guides in Japanese, ranging  from casual blogs to detailed step 
by step guides to the trail. I have included the guides that I used the most on preparing 
for the hike. Even if you do not speak Japanese I would consider going through some of 
them, as the do offer great photos, and maps of the trail. In this section I have included 
the links to the different prefectures, the books I used, the official trail site and people 
personal blogs. 

Books:

I’ve used multiple guide books while planning my hikes, and found that they all give 
useful information but no one guide book answers all my questions. These books are all 
in Japanese. The Tokai Nature Trail Walk Guide (Gakken Mook) has topographical maps, 
but the others do not. 

1. 東海自然歩道30選 関東編―東京・神奈川・山梨・静岡 
(Tokai Nature Trail 30 Selection Kanto Area - Tokyo · Kanagawa · Yamanashi · Shizuoka)

2. 東海自然歩道31選 東海編―愛知・岐阜・三重 
(Tokai Nature Trail 31 Selection Tokai Area - Aichi, Gifu, Mie)

3. 東海自然歩道30選 関西編―大阪・京都・滋賀・奈良・三重  
(Tokai Nature Trail 30 Kansai Area Osaka, Kyoto, Shiga, Nara, Mie)

4. ふれあいウォーク東海自然歩道 東海版―愛知・岐阜・三重スーパー絵地図ガイド 
(遊歩図鑑)(Fureai Walk Tokai Nature Trail Tokai version Aichi, Gifu, Mie Super Pictorial 

Map Guide (Yūhozukan)

5. 東海自然歩道ウォークガイド (Gakken Mook)
(Tokai Nature Trail Walk Guide (Gakken Mook)

Official Sites:

Official Tokai Shizen Hodo

This is the official website of the trail. It breaks the trail section by prefecture. Once you 
go to the prefecture you can find information on the particular spots. It is a decent site, 
but there are no topographical maps or GPS maps on this site.  There is some English on 
this site, it also provides links to the prefectural sites.

http://www.tokai-walk.jp/
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Nature Lovers Club
This is a government website that breaks the trail section by section. You can 
navigate it by clicking the pictures of the section you want to see. It is one of the more 
comprehensive sites I have found. There are no topographical or GPS maps on this site. 
This site also has other hiking trails in Japan. I find that this is one of the best websites 
with simple maps of each prefecture, even if the places listed do not always match the 
other prefectural maps, it does give the best outline of the complete trail. 

http://www.env.go.jp/nature/nats///shizenhodo/tokai/index.html

Personal Blogs:

There are many many personal blogs and websites devoted to the Tokai Nature Trail in 
Japanese. Below I have picked the top three that I think would be benefical to examine 
at even if you don’t speak Japanese. They are failrly easy to click through and offer many 
photos of the course. 

Hidetaka Ogura
Hidetaka Ogura a is Japanese man who runs a website showing his long distance hikes in 
Japan. He details each section of the hikes with photos and GPS. I found his blog while I 
was preparing for my second hike. While it is all in Japanese it is worthwhile to look at as 

his photos showcase the trail well. 

http://hide-ogr.la.coocan.jp/honsyu/toukai/toukai_mokuji.html

Kiyoshi no Hakoniwa
This website seems to be under construction perpetually, and I have not been able to 
find about the author page. Along with Hidetaka Ogura’s website I used this one when 
planning my second trip. The photos gave me a great idea of where I could camp or what 
the area would look like. The site is only in Japanese, but is broken down into courses 
that are pretty easy to follow.

http://www.kiyoshi-no-hakoniwa.jp/trail/tokai/list.html#record

Kudou Gao　
Kudou Gao runs a website devoted to mountain climbing but also has a suburb page 
devoted to the Tokai Nature Trail. The website is all in Japanese but offers a very detailed 
course-by-course break down of the trail. I did not rely on this website as much as 
Hidetaka Ogura blog as I found it much later.  

http://azusamaya.web.fc2.com/tokai.html
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Types of Boards
Along the trail you will encounter different types of boards that inform you of the area. 
I classify these as Guide Boards, Name Boards and Informational Boards. These are 
marked on the maps. There are also Entrance Boards, that mark the start of some courses 
but not others. I didn’t include them because I never took note of them while hiking, and 
because they provide little information. Generally they say something along the lines of 
“Welcome to…”. 

There are also what I consider “Other Boards”, they provide help to show that you are on 
the trail. They say things like “Watch your Step” or “Don’t Smoke”, these are all marked 
with the Tokai Nature Trail name. There are guideposts, these tell you what direction to 
go, sometimes they provide the time and distance to the locations. These last two are not 
marked on the maps simply because they are too numerous. I did not start out thinking I 
would make maps, so it is very possible I have not included some where they should be. 
If this is the case send me a photo and let me know where it is located, and  I will add it 
to the map. 

Depending on where you are hiking there are different boards in differing amounts. There 
are many types of signs in Aichi Prefecture but some areas like Mie hardly have any 
Name Boards or Informational Boards. The quality of the these will also differ from area, 
sometimes different parts in the same Prefecture will very vastly in quality and style in 
of sign. Keep your eye out for ”東海自然歩道”, which is Tokai Nature Trail in Japanese. 
Seeing this on the sign will let you know you are on the right path!
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Guide Boards
Guide Boards provide a map, and information about upcoming and past places you have 
hiked. These provide the distance between the locations, and information about the area. 
I marked them on the maps when based on my photos, notes I took while hiking and 
information provided by the prefectural maps. Some are in great condition, while some 
are completely unreadable.
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Guide Boards
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Name Boards refer to signs that mark the locations name. Some locations have nothing 
really of note but are marked by a name board. Name boards have the places name but 
provide no other information. These are great because they help let you know where you 
are on the trail when there are no other unique land marks.  

Name Boards
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Name Boards
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Information  Boards provide information about the site you are visiting. These are usually 
in Japanese, but some are in English. They are very common in Aichi, and fairly common 
in the other prefectures. I only note informational signs that are part of the Tokai Trail, 
some sites may have informational signs erected by the property. This case is very 
common in Kyoto.

Information Boards
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Information Boards
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Entrance Boards mark the start of different courses. The trail is made up of multiple short 
courses, that I don’t follow or use in my guide. The reason I don’t is because they don’t 
flow well if you are backpacking. The trail is often hiked as day courses which is where 
these signs come in. They usually just say “Welcome to…”, with an image of an area. The 
one shown at Jōkō Temple (定光寺) does have some information about distance between 
locations. There was also a guide board in the area, which I found more helpful. These 
are not marked on my maps currently.

Entrance Boards
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What I call “Other Boards” will vary with what they tell you. They generally provide 
warnings about not smoking in the woods or using caution about slippery area. They will 
ALWAYS have some type of symbol that lets you know it is a Tokai Nature Trail affiliated 
sign, which is great when you are on a forest road and you have not seen a sign for a 
while. You will see “東海自然歩道”, which is Japanese of Tokai Nature trail or the emblem  
of the trail, which is the maple leaf and the two people walking. 

Left: 
Sign in Aichi warning you to watch 
your step as the trail is slippery. 

Right:
Sign in Shiga warning you to watch 
for cars. 

Other Boards
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Guide Posts
Guide Posts are one of the more common sights on the trail. When the trail is well 
marked you will see them frequently. Usually the name of the next and previous 
locations are posted. Some Guide Posts only have the trail name with arrows pointing 
you in what direction to go. Each prefecture has it’s own style of Guide Posts. Keep your 
eyes open for some of the more unique ones. 

Left: Yamanshi Guide Post

Right: Ena Route Guide Post 
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Guide Posts

Top Left: 
Kyoto Guide Post

Top Right:
 Mie Guide Post 

Bottom: 
Mie Guide Post
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Guide Posts

On the trail you may see signs that have different color arrows. Usually the arrows are 
green on the trail, in Kyoto the arrows are this orange/red color on certain signs. The 
colored arrows are the ones that relate to the Tokai. The white arrows point to another 
point of interest that is close by. 

In the photo Sakajiri (坂尻) and Gentaku (玄琢) are both points on the Tokai but 
Kinkaku-ji (金閣寺) better known as the The Temple of the Golden Pavilion is not on the 
trail. 

You might also see white and green arrows that list two points on the Tokai but one has 
a colored arrow (usually green) and a white arrow. To stay on the main course follow the 
colored arrow.
In Aichi I missed this and when leaving Komoaki City (小牧市) and heading to Okuiruka 
Bridge (奥入鹿橋) I followed the white arrow. I took a round about route to Okuiruka 
Bridge (奥入鹿橋) but missed the main section of the trail.

If both arrows are white and listing points on the Tokai, that is probably a prefectural 
preference and continue on as normal.
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This is another example of how the sign posts arrows can be different colors. This sign 
post is from the Yamanashi Course, but located in Shizuoka Prefecture.

All the places on the signs are locations on the Tokai, but Mt. Tenshigatake (天子ヶ岳).

Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝) is on the Shizuoka Bypass Route, Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳) and 
Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) are on the main course. My guess is that the path you would take 
to  Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝) if you follow that sign will not be on the main trail, much like 
how I took an alternative route to Okuiruka Bridge (奥入鹿橋) in Aichi. Unfortunately 
the prefectures do not seem to have a key about how they color code these signs. My 
knowledge about them just comes from trial and error from hiking.
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Common Signs

This section covers common signs that I have seen on the Tokai. The signs that I have 
selected have some of the most common kanji you will encounter on the hike. This list is 
not exhaustive but I believe that it will  give a good overview of what you may encounter. 
If you see a sign on the trail that you think should be included let me know and I will add 
it. 

Knowing what water you can safely consume is very important on the trail.

When you see “この水は飲めません” this is saying the water is not drinkable. You will see 
this some what frequently, this photo was taken at Aichi. I do not know what makes the 
water undrinkable so I never drank water from these places even with treatment.  
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Common Signs

Top: Detour Sign in 
Kyoto. “迂回路” is the 
most common way of 
writing detour that I 
saw while on the trail.

Bottom:
Detour Sign and Sign 
marking trail closure 
in Aichi． “まわり道” 
is another way of 
marking detour.
“通行禁止” means No 
Entry! 

“禁止” means 
prohibited. Seeing 
these kanji generally 
means don’t enter 
this area when on the 
trail. The characters 
proceeding “禁止” tell 
what is prohibited. 
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Top:
Watch for falling rocks sign in Nanbu, 
Yamanashi．

“落石注意” means watch for falling 
rocks. “注意” means prohibited. Seeing 
these kanji generally means caution 
or warning. If there are characters 
proceeding “注意” these characters tell 
you what you should be cautious of. 

Bottom:
Warning sign for Asian Hornets in 
Aichi. “スズメバチ注意
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Top:
Sign on the Ena Course 
saying that wheeled 
vehicles cannot enter 
“車両進入禁止”.

This sign is an 
important on to know. 
As it is saying YOU 
as a hiker can enter 
but wheeled vehicles 
cannot enter! 

Bottom:
Sign prohibiting entry 
into a dam. 
“立入禁止” means No 
Entry; No Trespassing.

This sign is fairly 
common, and you 
will see signs like this 
frequently. 
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Japanese to English Key  
Map Terms

Hiking the trail means that you will encounter maps that are not always legible, or clear 
if you don’t read Japanese. The following list is complied from the terms that I saw on 
the different maps. Some words are repeated if they were written using different Japanese 
characters.
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Japanese to English Key  
Map Terms
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Helpful Japanese Phrases

This is not meant to be an end all Japanese guide; there are many of them out there 
if you want to learn the language. This is meant to be a brief overview of phrases that 
would be helpful in regards to the trail specifically.
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Tokyo and Kanagawa Course          
(東京・神奈川県コース）

The Tokai Nature Trail starts in the Tokyo Prefecture. In this prefecture there is only the 
starting poin. The area covered is quite small, most of the hiking that you do in Tokyo 
Prefecture is simply hiking up to Mt. Takao. Since Mt. Takao is such a popular site, 
and so close to Tokyo it is one of the most populated spots on the Nature trail. Tokyo 
Prefecture covers 6.2 km.

Kanagawa Prefecture is located almost in the center of the Japanese mainland. Kanagawa 
borders the prefecture of Tokyo. It is 2,416 sq. km in area, making it the fifth-smallest 
prefecture in Japan. Kanagawa has the second largest population in Japan, of 9.05 
million people. The climate is considered moderate(12). 

The Kanagawa Course covers 125.8 km, and this prefecture assumes that you hike every 
single section of the trail to get those 125.8 km. The maps show Eastern, Western and 
Inner routes and the 125.8 km is calculated by including all of those. To do this you will 
have to back track either by hiking or taking a trail or bus back to starting point. 
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The prefecture of Kanagawa is the second prefecture the Tokai Nature Trail takes you 
through. I thought that it was also one of the hardest. There are many ups and downs 
though out the course. While other courses have long stretches of flat terrain, I found that 
Kanagawa portion of the trail to be made up of many steep inclines and descents. 
There are currently no know trail closures in the course.

The guide posts in Kanagawa have almost no English or Romaji, but they are generally 
well maintained and frequent. Some of the newer posts do have Romaji but when I hiked 
these were rare. Since Kanagawa course has a significant number of mountains I found 
that this prefecture had a plethora of camping sites, and little benches where you could 
rest. As you hike the Kanagawa area you will also encounter mountain huts where you 
may sleep inside for free. You do need to plan on carrying a decent amount of food for 
Kanagawa because it is so mountainous. Water is fairly easy to plan on being able to 
collect, but do beware that you will be going through mountainous areas many of the 
restrooms will be compost toilets and not offer water. 

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefectural Map 
The Kanagawa prefecture is covered in one map, and is not broken up into multiple maps 
as are other prefectures. It can be downloaded from the prefectures website, along with a 
brochure about the trail. The map is only in Japanese.

Kanagawa Prefectural Web Site:
http://www.pref.kanagawa.jp/cnt/f160396/p915567.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps, Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial Map Guide. I found 
the resources I used were not complete and didn’t include all information, so I created 
a new set of maps. These are in English and Japanese, show campsites, and water sites 
in addition to major locations. They can be downloaded on the website where you 
downloaded this book. 
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Trail Closures

There are currently no trail closures at the time of publication of this book. There is only 
a warning regarding watching for fallen trees in the Sagamihara area. There is also not 
any information regarding closures of the Tokyo Section of the trail. This is a very short 
section, as well as a very popular one. I believe that any trail closures will most likely 
have a detour provided. 
 
I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier. 

Kanagawa Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.kanagawa.jp/docs/f4y/02yama/kouen_kouenhodou/kouenhodou_top.

html

Any closures will be listed under the header “登山道の通行情報”, which says Information 
on road closures on mountain trails.
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Tokyo Prefecture Map
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Kanagawa Prefecture Map
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Map 1-Mount Takao (高尾山) to Sagamiko Station 
(相模湖駅)- Eastern And Western Routes

Map 1 covers Tokyo Prefecture and Kanagawa Prefecture. Map 1 covers a total of 13 km 
if you take the Eastern Route, or 11 km if you take the Western Route. 6.2 km come from 
Tokyo Prefecture. I have not been able to find the a map with the distance, and both sets 
of times for Tokyo Prefecture. Only the total distance 6.2 km is given. 

You have two options for the Kanagawa section, you can take either the Eastern or 
Western Route. The Eastern Route covers 4.3 km, the Western Route covers 2.3 km, the 
main route that you will walk which ever course you choose covers 2.5 km.

Takaosanguchi Station (高尾山口駅) to Kanpira View Point (金比羅台) N/A
To reach Mt. Tako Entrance you take either the Keio Railways to Takaosanguchi 
Station (高尾山口駅), or a JR Line to Takao Station, then transfer to the Keio Line to 
Takaosanguchi Station(高尾山口駅). The starting point is at Takaosanguchi Station
(高尾山口駅). There is also a visitor center where you can collect information on this 
section of the trail.
Takaosanguchi Station (高尾山口駅), is pronounced “Takaosanguchi Eki”.

Kanpira View Point (金比羅台) to Yakusho-in Temple (楽王院) N/A
Kanpira View Point (金比羅台) is at the entrance of Mt. Omote. From Kanpira you will be 
able to see the city center in the east. In winter if there is clear weather you can also see 
Mt. Tsukuba in the distance. 
Kanpira View Point (金比羅台) is pronounced “Kanpiradai”.

Yakusho-in Temple (楽王院) to Mt. Takaosan (高尾山) N/A
The Buddhist temple on Mount Takao is most commonly known as Yakuo-in. It was 
established in 744. The temple is known for Izuna Daigongen and the Tengu. The Izuna 
Daigongen who protects devotees from harm and bringing them happiness. The Tengu 
are long-nosed beings who are thought to dwell on sacred mountains. In artwork Tengu 
are often depicted holding a fan which will sweep away misfortune and brings about good 
fortune(13). Yakusho-in Temple (楽王院) is pronounced “Yakusho in”.

Mt. Takaosan (高尾山) to Mt. Shiroyama (城山) N/A
Mt. Takaosan (高尾山) is 599 m and is located within an hour of downtown Tokyo, making 
it a popular tourist destination. During cherry blossom season the path between these 
mountains is lined with cherry blossoms. Going to Mt. Shiroyama (城山) you will pass a 
view point for fall colors(もみじ台) and Ichitairi (一丁平) a popular view point and rest area. 
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From Mt. Shiroyama (城山) you can take either the western or the eastern path, both will 
take you to Benten Bridge (弁天橋).
Mt. Takaosan (高尾山) is pronounced “Takaosan”.

Taking the Eastern Route:
Mt. Shiroyama (城山) to Kobotoke Pass (小仏峠) .8 km

Mt. Shiroyama (城山) has an altitude of 670 m. Some maps list Mt. Shiroyama (城山) as 
Kobotoke Shiroyama (小仏城山). At Mt. Shiroyama (城山) there are restrooms and shops. 
You will also have an exceptional view of Mt. Fuji and the Tanzawa mountain range. 
Mt. Shiro (城山) is pronounced “Shiroyama” or if written as Mt. Kobotokeshiro (小仏城山) 
it is pronounced “Kobotokeshiroyama”.

Kobotoke Pass (小仏峠) to Kobo Pass Entrance (小仏峠登山口) 1.8 km
Kobo Pass (小仏峠) is 548 m, and was a common route during the Edo period as it was 
on the Koshu highway, as it connected Kanto and Koshin. During the Meiji era the route 
was used less, as another route was built that went through Odarumizu Pass(14). Today 
Kobo Pass (小仏峠) offers beautiful views of the surrounding area. Kobo Pass (小仏峠) has 
benches and tables, as well as space to set up camp.
Kobotoke Pass (小仏峠) is pronounced “Kobotoke Tōge”.

Kobo Pass Mountain Entrance (小仏峠登山口) 
to Sokosawa Bus Stop (底沢バス停) 1.7 km 

At Kobo Pass Mountain Entrance (小仏峠登山口) there will be a guide board. 
Kobo Pass Mountain Entrance (小仏峠登山口) is pronounced “Kobotoketōge tozan kuchi”.

Sokosawa Bus Stop (底沢バス停) to Benten Bridge(弁天橋) .8 km
Sokosawa Bus Stop goes to bus terminal at the stop Mikagi (三ヶ木). Here you take 
various buses to stations, this is a manned terminal so if you need additional navigation 
help there should be a staff member there to assist you. See the bus appendix for more 
information. On the way to Benten Bridge (弁天橋) you will pass by Ohara Honjin 
(小原本陣前). A Honjin is an accommodation where the Daimyo would have slept when 
traveling between Edo and different territories. This Small Harajuku Honjin is the only 
one in Kanagawa prefecture still existing, there were originally 26. It is thought to be 
around 200 years old(15). 
Sokosawa Bus Stop (底沢バス停) is pronounced “Sokosawa Basu Tei”.
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Taking the Western Route:
Mt. Shiroyama (城山) to Chigira Bus Stop (千木良バス停) 2.3 km

Mt. Shiroyama (城山) has an altitude of 670 m. It is also sometimes called  Kobotoke 
Shiroyama  (小仏城山). At Mt. Shiroyama (城山) there are restrooms and shops. You will 
also have an exceptional view of Mt. Fuji and the Tanzawa mountain range. The path to 
Benten Bridge (弁天橋) is a considerably steep, and typical mountain trail. On the way to 
Benten Bridge (弁天橋) you will pass a trail leading to Otarumi Pass (大垂水峠), this will 
take you off the path. Do not take this trail.
Mt. Shiroyama (城山) is pronounced “Shiroyama” or if written as Mt. Kobotokeshiro 
(小仏城山) it is pronounced “Kobotokeshiroyama”.

Chigira Bus Stop (千木良バス停) to Benten Bridge (弁天橋) .8 km
Chigira Bus Stop (千木良バス停) goes to bus terminal at the stop Mikagi (三ヶ木). Here 
you take various buses to stations, this is a manned terminal so if you need additional 
navigation help there should be a staff member there to assist you. See the bus appendix 
for more information. 
Chigira Bus Stop (千木良バス停) is pronounced “Chigira Basu Tei”.

Main Route:
Benten Bridge (弁天橋) to Mt. Arashiyama (嵐山) 1.7 km

At Benten Bridge you are back on the main route. Benten Bridge is a suspension bridge 
crossing Sagami Lake.The bridge is 146 m long and 9 m wide (16). 
Benten Bridge (弁天橋) is pronounced “Benten Bashi”.

Side Route:
Sagamiko Station (相模湖駅) 

To go directly to Sagamiko Station you will go slightly off course, and will have to 
backtrack and head in the direction of Mt. Arashiyama (嵐山). Sagamiko Station is on 
the JR Chūō Main Line. At the station there is a restroom and a small visitor center. 
You are able to get water at the station, as well as maps of the surrounding areas. From 
Benten Bridge to Sagamiko Station the distance is 1.7 km, from Sagamiko Station to Mt. 
Arashiyama (嵐山) it is 1.5 km. 
Sagamiko Station (相模湖駅) is pronounced “Sagamiko Eki”. 
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Map 2- Arashiyama (嵐山) to Nishino (西野 )々 -
Eastern And Western Route

Map 2 continues through Kanagawa Prefecture. Map 2 covers a total of 13.6 kilometers if 
you take the Eastern Route, or 12 km if you take the Western Route. The Eastern Route 
covers 5.4 km, the Western Route covers 3.8 km, the main route that you will walk which 
ever course you choose covers 8.2 km.

Mt. Arashiyama (嵐山) to Cat Hill (ねこ坂) 2.6 km
Mt. Arashiyama (嵐山) is a small mountain beside Sagamiko Lake. From the summit there 
is a scenic spot overlooking Sagamiko. At the top of the mountain there is a small shrine 
the God of Sengoku era and where the god of marriages were once celebrated(17). From 
Cat Hill (ねこ坂) you can go either left or right, both will take you to Mt. Sekiro (石老山). If 
you are using the book Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 1 Mt. Sekiro Course assumes you will walk 
this section in a circle then take the bus back home. 
Mt. Arashi (嵐山) is pronounced “Arashiyama”.

Taking the Eastern Route:
Cat Hill (ねこ坂) to Kenkyo-Ji Temple (顕鏡寺) 2.6 km

Cat Hill refers to a slightly steep slope along the path. Cat Hill (ねこ坂) is denoted only 
by a sign while hiking, it is located in a more residential area.  According to Sagamihara 
Prefecture Cat Hill gets it’s name from a legend about a large humming cat. The legend 
says on a hot, and humid day on a small slope that rises from Isobe to Katsuzaka, a large 
cat was seen humming and dancing while going up the slope. The slope became known 
as a cat slope or hill( 18). 
Cat Hill (ねこ坂) is pronounced “Neko Saka”.

Kenkyo-Ji Temple(顕鏡寺) to Konpairi (鬲合平) 1 km
Kenkyo-Ji Temple(顕鏡寺) was founded by Genji Hiroshi in the Hei Era Era (851 years)
(19).There is a restroom where I was able to get water, there is also a vending machine 
at the edge of the temple. It didn’t seem like the type of place where camping would be 
allowed. On the hike to Konpairi (鬲合平) you will see many strangely shaped rocks. 
Kenkyo-Ji Temple(顕鏡寺) is pronounced “Kenkyoji”.

Konpairi (鬲合平) to Mt. Sekiroyama (石老山) 1.8 km
Konpairi (鬲合平) view point has the rest tables you can lay on, and there is space to set 
up a tent here. The view is spectacular; you can see the city of Sagamihara and Lake 
Sagami. Also when hiking from Kenkyo-Ji Temple(顕鏡寺)　to Mt. Sekiro (石老山) there 
are a decent amount of small benches where you can sit and rest, if you had a small tent 
you could probably have enough space to set up for the night.
Konpairi (鬲合平) is pronounced “Konpairi”.
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Taking the Western Route:

Cat Hill (ねこ坂) to Nojima Bridge (箕石橋) .9 km
Cat Hill (ねこ坂) refers to a slightly steep slope along the path. Cat Hill (ねこ坂) to is 
denoted only by a sign while hiking, it is located in a more residential area. According 
to Sagamihara Prefecture Cat Hill gets it’s name from a legend about a large humming 
cat. The legend says on a hot, and humid day on a small slope that rises from Isobe to 
Katsuzaka, a large cat was seen humming and dancing while going up the slope. The 
slope became known as a cat slope or hill (18). 
Cat Hill (ねこ坂) is pronounced “Neko Saka”.

Nojima Bridge (箕石橋) to Daimejin Viewing Platform (大明神展望台) 1.3 km
Nojima Bridge (箕石橋) is pronounced “Nojimabashi”.

Daimejin Viewing Platform (大明神展望台) to Mt. Sekiroyama (石老山) 1.6 km
At the Daimejin Viewing Platform(大明神展望台) observation deck you have 360 degree 
panoramic view of the Tanzawa Mountains, Mt. Takao and Mt. Fuji. There is also a table, 
and large observation platform. There is space to camp out here, there is also a guide 
board. The path to Mt. Sekiroyama (石老山) is steep, use caution. 
Daimejin Viewing Platform(大明神展望) is pronounced “Daimyōjin tenbō-dai”.

Mt. Sekiroyama (石老山) to Shinobara Bus Stop (篠原バス停) 2.0 km
Mt. Sekiroyama (石老山) had altitude of 702 m, it is in the northern part of the Tanzawa 
Mountains. At the top of this mountain there is a small rest area with tables. There is 
plenty of room to set up camp, there is also a guide board. 
Mt. Sekiro (石老山) is pronounced “Sekirozan”.

Main Route:
Shinobara Bus Stop (篠原バス停) to Mt. Ishizare(石砂山) 2.3 km

Shinobara Bus Stop (篠原バス停) goes to Yamanami Onsen (やまなみ温泉). See the bus 
appendix for more information. The hike to Mt. Ishizareyama(石砂山) has you pass some 
private homes then zig zag through a cedar forest before taking steep log stairs. 
Shinobara Bus Stop (篠原バス停) is pronounced “Shinobara Basu Tei”.

Mt. Ishizareyama (石砂山) to Sugai Branch (菅井分岐) 1.3 km
Mt. Ishizareyama (石砂山)  is part of the Tanzawa Mountains and is 578 m. This area is 
famous for the Gifu butterfly, which are often seen here. You may also encounter signs 
asking you to not touch them if you see them. There is space to camp, and a guide board. 
Mt. Ishizareyama (石砂山) is pronounced “Ishizareyama”.
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Map 3-Mt. Ishizareyama (石砂山) to Inugoeji Pass 
(犬越路) - Eastern And Western Route

Map 3 continues through Kanagawa Prefecture . Map 3 covers a total of 18.8 km if you 
take the Eastern Route, or 18.7 km if you take the Western Route. There is also a path 
that cuts across both routes that totals 4.5 km. The Eastern Route covers 16.6 km, the 
Western Route covers 16.5 km, the main route that you will walk whichever course you 
choose covers 2.2 km.

Taking the Eastern Route:
Sugai Branch (菅井分岐) to Fushida (伏馬田) 0.8 km

The Sugai (菅井) area takes you into a small residential area. This section of the course 
takes you through forest roads, mountain paths, residential areas. There is not good 
camping in the area because the area is filled with homes. 
Sugai branch (菅井分岐)  is pronounced “Sugai bunki”.

Fushida (伏馬田) to Mt. Yakeyama (焼山) 5.3 km 
Fushida (伏馬田) refers to the area you are entering. You will also pass Fushidairiguchi 
Bus Stop (伏馬田入口バス停). Fushidairiguchi Bus Stop (伏馬田入口バス停) goes to the 
bus terminal at the stop Mikagi (三ヶ木). Here you take various buses to stations, this 
is a manned terminal so if you need additional navigation help there should be a staff 
member there to assist you. You will also pass Nishino Bus Stop (西野々バス停) goes to 
the bus terminal at the stop Mikagi (三ヶ木). Here you take various buses to stations, this 
is a manned terminal so if you need additional navigation help there should be a staff 
member there to assist you. See the bus appendix for more information.
At Nishino Bus Stop(西野々バス停) there is also a public toilet (西野々公衆便所). 
Fushida (伏馬田) is pronounced “Fushida”. 

Mt. Yakeyama (焼山) to Mt. Kibigarayama Shelter Hut (黍殻山避難小屋) 3.0 km
Mt. Yakeyama (焼山) has at an altitude of 1,059 m. There is an observation tower at 
the top of the mountain. There is also room to camp at Mt. Yakeyama (焼山). The Mt. 
Yakeyama (焼山) name is said to have come from the story that a fire was set every year 
on the mountain to clear vegetation to allow the Shogun to have better hunting(20). 
As you walk from Mt. Yakeyama (焼山) to Himetsugu (姫次) you will go up and down 
along the ridge path.

Before reaching Mt. Kibigarayama Shelter Hut (黍殻山避難小屋) you pass 
Mt. Kibigarayama (黍殻山). Mt. Kibigarayama (黍殻山) has an altitude of 1,273 m and is 
part of the Tanzawa mountain range. The summit is located in a place that is a further 
away from the mountain trail. 
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While you can camp here I suggest camping at Mt. Kibigara Shelter Hut (黍殻山避難小屋) 
as it is only .9 km away from the mountain. 
Mt. Yakeyama (焼山) is pronounced “Yakeyama”.

Mt. Kibigara Shelter Hut (黍殻山避難小屋) to Mt. Himetsugu (姫次) 1.9 km
Mt. Kibigarayama Shelter Hut (黍殻山避難小屋) is an unmanned shelter hut, where you 
can stay free of charge. There is a restroom at the shelter hut, but you cannot get water 
from the restroom. Inside the shelter hut there is a map of the area, table and chairs and 
a raised sleeping deck. After staying you are asked to clean up after yourself, and if you 
wish write in the logbook provided. 

From Mt. Kibigarayama Shelter Hut (黍殻山避難小屋) you can cross over to the Higashino 
(東野) area. The distance between the two areas is 4.5 km. 
Mt.Kibigara Shelter Hut(黍殻山避難小屋) is pronounced “Kibigarayama Hinankoya”.

Mt. Himetsugu (姫次) to Kanokawa Enchi (神丿川園地) 5.6 km
Mt. Himetsugu (姫次) is 1,433 m tall and is in the northern section of the Tanzawa 
Mountains. You can camp out at Himetsugu (姫次), there is also a guide board as well. 
After Himetsugu (姫次) you will reach Mt. Sodehirayama (袖平山) 1432 m, there is space 
to set up camp on the mountain top. As you continue to head to Kanokawa Enchi 
(神丿川園地) there is a place called Nozomu Kazaki (風巻丿頭) at the midway point. It has a 
rest area with shelter, and table and benches, there is also room to set up camp.  
Himetsugu (姫次) is pronounced “Himetsugu”.

Taking the Western Route:
Sugai Branch (菅井分岐) to Suga Sugaishimo Bus Stop (菅井下バス停) 2.0 km

The Sugai (菅井) area takes you into a small area with some homes. I suggest getting 
water here if you are running low, you can ask one of the people you see if you can use 
their water faucet outside the house.
Sugai Branch (菅井分岐)  is pronounced “Sugai Bunki”

Sugaishimo Bus Stop (菅井下バス停) to Higashino Bus Stop (東野バス停) 5.5 km
Sugaishimo Bus Stop (菅井下バス停) goes to Yamanami Onsen (やまなみ温泉). See the bus 
appendix for more information about this location. You will also pass Okawahara Iriguchi 
Bus Stop (大川原入口バス停) which goes to the bus terminal at the Mikagi Bus Stop 
(三ヶ木 バス停). Here you take various buses to stations, this is a manned terminal so if 
you need additional navigation help there should be a staff member there to assist you. 
See the bus appendix for more information.
Sugaishimo Bus Stop (菅井下バス停) is pronounced “Sugaishimo Basu Tei”.

Higashino Bus Stop (東野バス停) to Kanokawa Enchi (神丿川園地) 9.0 km
Higashino Bus Stop (東野バス停) goes to the bus terminal at the stop Mikagi (三ヶ木), and 
to Yamanami Onsen (やまなみ温泉). See the bus appendix for more information. At the 
Higashino Bus Stop (東野バス停) area there is a small convenience store, and a restaurant. 
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Some guide board maps on the trail list this area as Aone (青根), but it is not shown on 
all the guide board maps. From Higashino Bus Stop (東野バス停) you can cross over to the 
Mt. Kibigarayama Shelter Hut (黍殻山避難小屋). The distance between the two areas is
4.5 km. 
Higashino Bus Stop (東野バス停) is pronounced “Higashino Basu Tei”.

Main Route:
Kanokawa Enchi (神丿川園地) to Inugoeji Pass (犬越路) 2.2 km

At Kanokawa Enchi (神丿川園地) there is a restroom, and an open space with tables. It 
would make a good camping spot. There is also a restroom, but the water available was 
not drinkable. There is also a Shelter Hut called Kanokawa Hut (神ノ川ヒュッテ) nearby, 
however it requires registration at least two nights before. While walking to Inugoeji Pass 
(犬越路) you will be on a paved forest road.
Kanokawa Enchi (神丿川園地) is pronounced “Kanokawa Enchi”.
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Map 4 Inugoeji Pass (犬越路) to Mt. Takasasu 
(高指山)- Eastern, Western and Inner Route

Map 4 continues through Kanagawa Prefecture and is the final map of the Kanagawa . 
Map 4 covers a total of 27.5 km if you take the Eastern Route, or 23.2 km if you take the 
Western Route. There is an  inner route that totals 10.2 km. The Eastern Route covers 
25.1 km, the Western Route covers 20.8 km, the main route that you will walk whichever 
course you choose covers 2.4 km.

Inugoeji Pass (犬越路) to Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) 2.4 km
At Inugoeji Pass there is a restroom at the shelter hut, but you cannot get water from 
the restroom. Inside the shelter hut there are table and chairs and a raised sleeping 
deck. After staying you are asked to clean up after yourself, and if you wish to write 
in the logbook provided. The view at Inugoeji Pass is breathtaking. On a clear day you 
can see the surrounding mountain ranges. Going up to Inugoeji Pass took a lot longer 
than I thought it would, the trail was covered with rocks. When hiking in this area I saw 
many signs warning about falling rocks. Inugoeji Pass (犬越路) is pronounced “Kanokawa 
Enchi”.
Inugoeji Pass (犬越路) is pronounced “Inugoeji Tōge”.

Taking the Eastern Route:
Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) to Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室) 1.8 km

Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) is an area where many people park before entering various 
hiking trails. While on the way from Kiyoshi Kiichi to the visitor center you will pass by 
the Kanokawa river. This section was a very easy hike and takes you through beautiful 
streams. At Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) there will be again two options for the trail.
Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) is pronounced “Kiyoshi Kiichi”.

Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室) to 
Houkizawajou Bus Stop (箒沢上バス停) 1.5 km

Nishitanzawa Visitor Center opened in 2009, here you will find the latest climbing 
information posted, ask about the best hiking, and get information about the surrounding 
area. The people at the Nishitanzawa Visitor Center were extremely helpful. There 
is a guide board of the trail, bathroom, and a bus stop that will take you into town. 
Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢ビジターセンター) goes to JR Matsuda Station Entrance 
(JＲ松田駅入口), Shin-Matsuda Station (新松田駅), Yamakita Station (山北駅), and 
Yaga Station (谷峨駅). See the bus appendix for more information. 
Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室) is pronounced “Nishitanzawa Shizen 
Kyōshitsu”.
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Houkizawajou Bus Stop (箒沢上バス停) to 
Otaki Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停)1.1 km

Houkizawajou Bus Stop (箒沢上バス停) is on the same route as Nishitanzawa Visitor Center 
(西丹沢自然教室) bus and also goes to goes to JR Matsuda Station Entrance 
(JＲ松田駅入口), Shin-Matsuda Station (新松田駅), Yamakita Station (山北駅), and Yaga 
Station (谷峨駅). See the bus appendix for more information. 
Houkizawajou Bus Stop (箒沢上バス停) is pronounced “Houkizawajou basutei”.

Otaki Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停) to 
Naka River Onsen Bus Stop (中川温泉) 1.9 km

Otaki Bridge Bus Stop（大滝橋バス停) is a stop on the same route as Nishitanzawa Visitor 
Center (西丹沢自然教室) and Houkizawajou bus stop (箒沢上バス停). Otaki Bridge Bus Stop
（大滝橋バス停) also goes to goes to JR Matsuda Station Entrance (JＲ松田駅入口), Shin-
Matsuda Station(新松田駅), Yamakita Station (山北駅), and Yaga Station (谷峨駅). See the 
bus appendix for more information. After Otaki Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停) you will 
reach Naka River Onsen (中川温泉). I am unable to find addition information about this 
location. 
Otaki Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停)  is pronounced “Otaki Bashi Basu Tei”.

Naka River Onsen Bus Stop (中川温泉バス停) to 
Asasei Entrance Bus Stop (浅瀬入口バス停) 3.6 km

Naka River Onsen Bus Stop (中川温泉バス停) is a stop on the same route as Nishitanzawa 
Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室), Houkizawajou bus stop (箒沢上バス停) , and the Otaki 
Bridge Bus Stop（大滝橋バス停). Naka River Onsen Bus Stop (中川温泉バス停) also goes to 
JR Matsuda Station Entrance (JＲ松田駅入口), Shin-Matsuda Station(新松田駅), Yamakita 
Station (山北駅), and Yaga Station (谷峨駅).
See the bus appendix for more information.
Naka River Onsen Bus Stop (中川温泉バス停)  is pronounced “Naka Gawa Onsen Basu 
Tei”.

Asasei Entrance Bus Stop (浅瀬入口バス停) to 
Kiritoushi Pass (切通峠) 10.8 km

Asasei Entrance Bus Stop (浅瀬入口バス停) is a stop on the same route as Nishitanzawa 
Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室), Houkizawajou bus stop (箒沢上バス停) , Otaki Bridge Bus 
Stop（大滝橋バス停) and the Naka River Onsen bus stop (中川温泉バス停). Asasei Entrance 
Bus Stop (浅瀬入口バス停) also goes to JR Matsuda Station Entrance (JＲ松田駅入口), Shin-
Matsuda Station(新松田駅), Yamakita Station 
(山北駅), and Yaga Station (谷峨駅). See the bus appendix for more information. 
Asasei Entrance Bus Stop (浅瀬入口バス停) is pronounced “Asasei Iriguchi Basu Tei”.

Kiritoushi Pass(切通峠) to Prefectural Border (県境) .9 km
Kiritoushi Pass crosses the Ishioki-yama volcano in the northwestern part of Takamatsu 
city. The altitude is 97 m. 
Kiritoushi Pass(通峠) is pronounced “Kiritoushi Tōge”.
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Taking the Western Route:
Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) to Shiraishi Pass (白石峠) 3.8 km

Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) is an area where many people park before entering various 
hiking trails. At Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) there will be again two options for the trail. 
Kiyoshi Kiichi (用木沢出合) is pronounced “Kiyoshi Kiichi”.

Shiraishi Pass (白石峠) to Shagakuchi Maru (シャガクチ丸) 1.9 km
Shiraishi Pass is 1,307 m at the border of Tanzawa Mountains. There is a small rest table 
at Shiraishi Pass (白石峠), but very little room to set up camp. It may be possible if you 
have a small tent, but it is not an ideal location. I suggest going to Mt. Kanyuudou 
(加入道山), which is .5 km walk away, and provides more space to set up camp. At 
Shiraishi Pass (白石峠) there will be a sign marking the distance and direction. 
Shiraishi Pass (白石峠) is pronounced “Shiraishi Tōge”.

Shagakuchi Maru (シャガクチ丸) to Morokubosawa no Atama (モロクボ沢ノか頭) 1.7 km
Shagakuchi Maru is on the border of the Tanzawa Mountains and the Kanagawa 
Prefecture. The mountain has an height of 1,191 m. In Kanji, it is also written as a snake 
mouth circle and a meandering mouth stick.
Shagakuchi Maru (シャガクチ丸) is pronounced “Shagakuchi Maru”.

Morokubosawa no Atama (モロクボ沢ノか頭) to Jokagoe Pass (城ケ尾峠) 2.2 km
Morokubosawa no Atama (モロクボ沢ノか頭) is a mountain with an altitude of 1,190 m, 
that is located in the western part of the Tanzawa Mountains. The forest floor around the 
summit is surrounded by bamboo. On the way to Jokagoe Pass (城ケ尾峠) you will pass 
Mt. Daikaigiyama (大界木山), which is 1,246 m. There is room to camp on the mountain. 
Morokubosawa no Atama (モロクボ沢ノか頭) is pronounced Morokubosawa no Atama.

Jokagoe Pass (城ケ尾峠) to Mt. Komotsurushiyama (菰釣山) 3.8 km
Jokagoe Pass (城ケ尾峠) is a mountain pass at with an altitude of 1,163 m that is located 
in the eastern part of the Aoshan border ridge. At Jokagoe Pass (城ケ尾峠) there are rest 
tables, and room for a small campsite. From the pass you will go by Nakanomaru (中ノ丸), 
there will be a sign marking this area.
 Jokagoe Pass (城ケ尾峠) is pronounced “Jokagoe Tōge”

Mt. Komotsurushiyama (菰釣山) to Mt. Takasasuyama (高指山) 7.4 km
Mt. Komotsurushiyama (菰釣山) is on the Aoshan border ridge in the western part of the 
Tanzawa Mountains. Mt. Komotsurushiyama (菰釣山) is 1,379 m tall. There is a guide 
board at Mt. Komotsurushiyama (菰釣山). About 700 m northeast of 
Mt. Komotsurushiyama (菰釣山) there is Komotsurushiyama Shelter Hut (菰釣避難小屋). 
This is an unmanned hut, which is open all year. 
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Coming down from Mt. Komotsurushi (菰釣山) you will see Conifer trees along the north 
side of the trail. You will pass by Buna no Maru (ブナノ丸), Nozomu Ozawa (油沢ノ頭), 
Ginanozawa (樅ノ木沢の頭) and Nishizawa no Atama (西沢ノ頭). 

These spots will all be marked by a trail marker. There is camping at Mt.Ishihodoyama 
(石保土山) which is 129 m, and a small amount of area to camp at Ōdananoatama 
(大棚ノ頭). Ōdananoatama (大棚ノ頭) is 1268 m tall. There is a small flat area where you 
could set up camp. The path is comfortable but you do encounter another  chain that you 
use to climb up the side of a mountain. 
Mt. Komotsurushi (菰釣山) is pronounced “Komotsurushiyama”.

Mt. Takasasuyama (高指山) to Prefectural Border (県境) .5 km
Mt. Takasasuyama (高指山) has an altitude of 1,174 m at the border of Yamanashi and 
Kanagawa. From Mt. Takasasuyama (高指山) you are able to see Lake Yamanaka and Mt. 
Fuji. Mt. Takasasuyama (高指山) summit offers a good place to camp before heading down 
to the Yamanashi area. Mt. Takasasuyama (高指山) summit offers a good place to camp 
before heading down to the Yamanashi area. The western side of the mountain is covered 
with mushrooms. Coming down Mt. Takasasu (高指山) there is another guide board about 
the trail at Mt. Takasasuyama (高指山). 
Mt. Takasasuyama (高指山) is pronounced “Takasasuyama”.

Taking the Inner Route:

The inner path can be entered from either Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教
室) or Otaki Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停). The inner loop allows you to complete the 
entire inner loop and go from Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室) down to Otaki 
Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停) and continue on the southern path, or cross over in the 
middle of the loop to take the western path. The information bellow covers the loop from 
Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室) to Otaki Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停), with 
a note on where you can cross over to the western path.

Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室) to Zenzo Notawa (善六ノタワ) 3.1 km
Nishitanzawa Visitor Center opened in 2009, here you will find the latest climbing 
information posted, ask about the best hiking, and get information about the surrounding 
area. The people at the Nishitanzawa Visitor Center were extremely helpful. There 
is a guide board of the trail, bathroom, and a bus stop that will take you into town. 
Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢ビジターセンター) goes to JR Matsuda Station Entrance 
(JＲ松田駅入口), Shin-Matsuda Station(新松田駅), Yamakita Station (山北駅), and Yaga 
Station (谷峨駅). See the bus appendix for more information about these locations. 

Taking the inner route follow the signs for Zenzo Notawa (善六ノタワ) 
Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢自然教室) is pronounced “Nishitanzawa Shizen 
Kyōshitsu”.
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Zenzo Notawa (善六ノタワ) to Mt. Azegamaru (畦ヶ丸) 1.5  km
Zenzo  Notawa(善六ノタワ) is a saddle in the middle of the road to Mt.Azegamaru (畦ヶ丸).
Zenzo Notawa (善六ノタワis pronounced “Zenzo Notawa”.

Mt. Azegamaru (畦ヶ丸) to Otaki Bridge Bus Stop（大滝橋バス停) 5.6 km

OR
Mt. Azegamaru (畦ヶ丸) to Morokubosawa no Atama (モロクボ沢ノか頭) .9 km

Mt. Azegamaru is part of the Tanzawa mountain rage, and stands 1,292 meters. There is 
Mt .Azegamaru Shelter hut（畦ヶ丸避難小屋), which is located right before Mt .Azegamaru. 
There is a restroom listed; however it not one where you can get water.  
Mt. Azegamaru (畦ヶ丸) is pronounced “Azegamaru”.

Mt. Azegamaru is the turning point of the loop. Going to Otaki Bridge Bus Stop 
（大滝橋バス停) will take you back on the eastern route of the course. If you wish to walk 
the western path of the course follow the sign to Morokubosawa no Atama 
(モロクボ沢ノか頭) from Mt. Azegamaru (畦ヶ丸) .
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Tokyo and Kanagawa Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops you will pass by or are within walking 
distance to the Tokyo and Kanagawa Courses.While you will find places where you can 
resupply on the trail, purchasing hiking goods without leaving the trail was not something 
I was able to do. The best place to make such purchases will be in larger cities. The bus 
information provided is presented in a way that allows you to know what buses will take 
you off the trail into a city. Included are critical Japanese to English phrases you may see 
at these bus stops. This section also includes the information about the stations where 
these buses will take you. All information about bus routes comes from Navitime.com 
and may have changed. I encourage you to download the NAVITIME app for bus routes. 
For more information about this see the “Getting Around Japan” section or the Bus Guide 
which can be downloaded from the website and shows how to use the NAVITIME app, as 
it is only in Japanese.

Chigira Bus Stop (千木良バス停)
Chigira Bus Stop (千木良バス停) goes to bus terminal Mikagi (三ヶ木), by line 28. You can 
also take this bus to Hachiōji Station (八王子駅), however this bus only comes twice a day. 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Mikagi (三ヶ木方面)
Bound For: Sagamiko Station (相模湖駅方面)

Sokosawa Bus Stop (底沢バス停)
Sokosawa Bus Stop (底沢バス停) goes to bus terminal Mikagi (三ヶ木), by line 28. You can 
also take this bus to Hachiōji Station (八王子駅), however this bus only comes twice a day. 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Mikagi (三ヶ木方面)
Bound For: Sagamiko Station (相模湖駅方面)

Fushida Entrance Bus Stop (伏馬田入口バス停)
Fushida Entrance Bus Stop (伏馬田入口バス停) goes to bus terminal Mikagi (三ヶ木), by line 
55.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Mikagi (三ヶ木方面)
Bound For: Higashino (東野方面)
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Nishino Bus Stop (西野々バス停)
Nishino Bus Stop (西野々バス停) goes to bus terminal Mikagi (三ヶ木), by line 55.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Mikagi (三ヶ木方面)
Bound For: Higashino (東野方面)

Yakuyama Climbing Entrance Bus Stop (焼山登山口バス停)
Yakuyama climbing Entrance Bus Stop (焼山登山口バス停) goes to bus terminal Mikagi 
(三ヶ木), by line 55.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Mikagi (三ヶ木方面)
Bound For: Higashino (東野方面)

Sugaishimo Bus Stop (菅井下バス停)
Sugaishimo Bus Stop (菅井下バス停) goes to Yamanami Onsen (やまなみ温泉) by line 1.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Yamanami Onsen (やまなみ温泉方面)
Bound For: Higashino (東野方面)

Okawahara Iriguchi Bus Stop (大川原入口バス停)
Okawahara Iriguchi Bus Stop (大川原入口バス停) goes to Mikagi (三ヶ木), however this bus 
only comes twice a day. 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Mikagi (三ヶ木方面)
Bound For: Higashino (東野方面)

Higashino Bus Stop (東野バス停)
Higashino Bus Stop (東野バス停) goes to Mikagi (三ヶ木), and to Yamanami Onsen (やまなみ
温泉方面).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Mikagi (三ヶ木方面)
Bound For: Yamanami Onsen (やまなみ温泉方面)

Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢ビジターセンター)
Houkizawajou Bus Stop (箒沢上バス停)
Otaki Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停)

Naka River Onsen Bus Stop (中川温泉バス停)
Asasei Entrance Bus Stop (浅瀬入口バス停)
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Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢ビジターセンター), Houkizawajou Bus Stop 
(箒沢上バス停), Otaki Bridge Bus Stop (大滝橋バス停),Naka River Onsen Bus Stop 
(中川温泉バス停), Asasei Entrance Bus Stop (浅瀬入口バス停) are all on the same line, and 
you pass them in order as you hike along the Western Route on the Kanagawa Coruse. 
The two lines 58 and 62 run from all both stops and both go to the following stations, JR 
Matsuda Station Entrance (JＲ松田駅入口), Shin-Matsuda Station(新松田駅), Yamakita 
Station (山北駅), and Yaga Station (谷峨駅).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Nishitanzawa Visitor Center (西丹沢ビジターセンター方面)
Bound For: Yamakita Station/Shin-Matsuda Station (山北駅/新松田駅方面)

Major Stations and Other Locations
The following section lists the major stations that you pass on the Tokai, the stations you 
can reach by bus stops on the Tokai, or the closet station that has hotels. The stations on 
the trail or the station that the bus will take you to don’t always have hotels, or you may 
need to go to a larger city to find a hiking supply store. Therefore I have included stations 
that are a bit out of the way from the trail. I have also included information about unique 
cultural sites around the cities. I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances your 
experience, and allows you to explore some more unknown parts of Japan.

Sagamiko Station (相模湖駅)
Sagamiko Station (相模湖駅) is a railway station on the Chūō Main Line of East Japan
There is a restroom and a small visitor center. You are able to get water at the station, as 
well as maps of the surrounding area. There are several convenience stores within a ten 
minute walk from the station. There are very few hotels around Sagamiko Station 
(相模湖駅), and they tend to be expensive. The nearest station with hotels will be Hachiōji 
Station (八王子駅), which can be reached from Sagamiko Station (相模湖駅).

Hachiōji Station (八王子駅)
Hachiōji Station (八王子駅) is a railway station in the city of Hachiōji, Japan. The Chūō 
Main Line, Chūō Rapid Line, Yokohama Line and the Hachikō Line all pass through the 
station. There are many hotels, shops and restaurants outside of the station. There are 
also good hiking stores including Victoria (ヴィクトリア), which is inside the station, where 
you can purchase dried goods, and hiking gear.

Cultural highlights of  the area include: 
Hachioji City History Museum

Hachioji Castle Remains
Imakuma Shrine
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Mikagi (三ヶ木)
Mikagi (三ヶ木) Bus Stop takes you to a large bus terminal. From there you can take a 
bus to the surrounding area. This station is manned so if you are unsure of where to go 
there will be people that can help you. If you find that you are low on goods that can’t 
be purchased at a convenience store I would go to Mikagi and travel from there. There is 
also a travel information center at Mikagi bus station, and the women were very helpful. 
Mikagi Bus Stop also has restaurants, convenience stores, and grocery stores all within 
less than 15 minutes walking distance.

Hashimoto Station(橋本駅)
Hashimoto Station(橋本駅) which has multiple lines running through the station. It is 
operated by JR East and Keio Corporation. Here are many hotels, shops and restaurants 
outside of the station. This is a good place to resupply as there are several major malls 
close to the station. 

Cultural highlights of  the area include:
Hashimoto Shimmeidai Shrine

Seisui-Ji Temple
Silk Road Museum

Yaga Station (谷峨駅)
Yaga Station (谷峨駅) is a railway station on the Gotemba Line. There are no hotels 
nearby, and only one convenience store about an hour walk away according to Google 
maps. If you want to stay on the Gotemba Line the Gotemba station (御殿場駅) has the 
best selection of hotels.

Yamakita Station (山北駅)
Yamakita Station (山北駅) is a railway station on the Gotemba Line. There are no hotels 
near this station, There is a convenience store directly outside the station. If you want to 
stay on the Gotemba Line the Gotemba station (御殿場駅) has the best selection of hotels.

JR Matsuda Station Entrance (JＲ松田駅入口)
JR Matsuda Station Entrance (JＲ松田駅入口) bus stop takes you to Matsuda Station 
(松田駅) on the Gotemba Line. There are no hotels near this station but there are 
convenience stores directly outside the station. If you want to stay on the Gotemba Line 
the Gotemba station (御殿場駅) has the best selection of hotels.

Gotemba station (御殿場駅)
Gotemba station (御殿場駅) is a railway station on the Gotemba Line. At this station there 
will be many hotels, restaurants, supermarket and convenience stores all within walking 
distance. Additionally this is a great place to resupply on any hiking supplies since it is in 
a larger city.
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Cultural highlights of the area include: 
Gotemba Heiwa Koen (Peace Park)

Gotemba Museum
Shimbashi Asama Shrine

Shin-Matsuda Station(新松田駅)
Shin-Matsuda Station(新松田駅) is a railway station on the Odakyu Odawara Line. There 
are no hotels near this station but there are convenience stores directly outside the 
station.

Yamanami Onsen (やまなみ温泉)
Yamanami Onsen is open from10 am - 9 pm Final reception at 8:20 pm. They are 
closed every Wednesday. The cafeteria is open from 11 am - 9 pm Last order 8:00 pm 
(Saturdays, Sundays, holidays) - 8:20 pm (weekday)

The prices are as follows:
3 hours · · · Adults 700 yen 
1 day · · · Adult 1000 yen 
http://yamanami-onsen.jp/
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Top: View of Lake Sagami 
(相模湖)

Left: Trail in Kanagawa

Bottom: Close up of Information  
Board in Kanagawa 
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Yamanashi Course (山梨県コース)

The third prefecture in the Tokai Nature Trail is Yamanashi Prefecture. Yamanashi makes 
up nearly one percent of Japan’s total area and forests cover 78% of the prefecture and a 
population of  890,000 (21).

Yamanashi is a landlocked prefecture located in the Chūbu region of Japan. Mount 
Fuji and the Fuji Five Lakes region is located in the southern area sharing a board with 
Shizuoka Prefecture. Yamanashi Prefecture is surrounded by steep mountains, and is 
home to some of the tallest mountains in Japan, the Southern Alps, and the tallest Mt. 
Fuji. 27% of Yamanashi is designated as Natural Parks(21, 22).
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The Yamanashi Prefecture part of the course briefly passes through Shizuoka Prefecture, 
before reentering Yamanashi Prefecture. You will stay in Yamanashi Prefecture until you 
enter Shizuoka Prefecture and stay in Shizuoka Prefecture until entering Aichi prefecture.

Yamanashi covers 115 km, and this prefecture assumes that you only hike the most direct 
routes to cover those 115 km. My maps, as well as the official prefecture map do cover 
more kilometers than that. This is because all possible routes are listed. I suggest hiking 
the routes that seem most interesting to you. The routes are all interlinked so it is easy to 
select different routes based on your interest.

The terrain in Yamanashi is considerably more easy going than Kanagawa. There are 
parts that are more rugged, but overall it is easy to find camping spots, water spots and 
pick up food along this section of the trail. There are no parts that are OFFICIALLY 
closed, but I would use caution with the area after Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳). More 
information is provided in Map 11. The guidepost and guide boards are generally in 
Japanese and Romaji. The newer signs and guide boards have Romaji and Japanese, 
though the older ones are only in Japanese. I found that the signs were frequent, and it 
was easy to navigate this area. 

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefectural Map 
The Yamanashi Prefecture is covered in over four pages. The Yamanashi prefectural 
map comes in four pages, pages 1, 2, and 4 are maps while page 3 is an informational 
brochure. The area that passes through Shizuoka is covered in more detail in the 
Shizuoka prefectural maps in A and B. The Yamanashi map can be downloaded from the 
prefectures website, along with a brochure about the trail. The Yamanashi map is only in 
Japanese. The parts that pass Shizuoka is in both English and Japanese.

Yamanashi Prefectural Web Site:
http://www.pref.yamanashi.jp/kankou-sgn/toukaisizenhodou.html

Shizuoka Prefectural Web Site:
http://hellonavi.jp/trip-idea/tokaishizenhodo.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps, Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial Map Guide. I found 
the resources I used were not complete and didn’t include all information, so I created 
a new set of maps. These are in English and Japanese, show campsites, and water sites 
in addition to major locations. They can be downloaded on the website where you 
downloaded this book.
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Trail Closures

There is currently only one official trail closure at the time of publication of this book.

I disagree with Yamanashi Prefecture, regarding the Chojagagatake-Kamisano section 
(長者ヶ岳～上佐野). They list this area as suffering damage from Typhoon No. 15 in 2011, 
and note that it has been repaired. I suggest avoiding this section all together. The last 
time I hiked in 2019 parts of the trail were nearly completely eroded. Every time a person 
uses this trail, or there is rain more of it disappears. If you do take this path use extreme 
caution. This area is covered in more detail in Map 11, and a suggested detour is 
provided. 

The official closure is located in Shizuoka Prefecture, but you encounter it while hiking 
the Yamanashi Course. This is listed as “東海自然歩道「興津川・竜爪山エリア」について”, which 
means About Tokai Nature Trail section “Okitsugawa/Tatsuzumeyama Area”. There is 
a detour set up, and all you need to do is follow the detour signs, as this is a very small 
closure. The symbol for detour is Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. This is 
a very small detour, and should not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant 
manner. The area effected is shown on map 9, but no additional information is provided 
because there is no need for a different alternative route as one already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
http://www.city.fujinomiya.lg.jp/sp/kankou/visuf8000000a8r1-att/visuf8000000a9ep.pdf

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier.   

Official Prefectural Site Yamanashi:
https://www.pref.yamanashi.jp/kankou-sgn/toukaisizenhodou.html

Any closures will be listed under the header “東海自然歩道通行情報”, which says Tokai 
Nature Trail Traffic Information.
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Official Prefectural Site Shizuoka:
https://www.city.shizuoka.lg.jp/601_000129.html

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail should have “東海自然歩道” and the the 
relevant section after. Shizuoka provides all trail closure information for different courses 
in one place.
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Yamanashi Prefecture Map
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Map 5 Prefectural Border (県境) to 
Kaneyama Bridge (兼山橋)

Map 5 is the first map of Yamanashi Prefecture. Map 5 covers a total of 16.1 km.

 Prefectural Border (県境) to Hirano (平野) 2.5 km
Hiking down from Mt. Takasasu (高指山) you will cross the Kanagawa Prefectural Border  
into the Yamanashi Prefecture. Coming into Yamanashi Prefecture you will be walking in 
a more populated area passing by inns, and peoples homes.

Entering Yamanashi Prefecture will take you close to Lake Yamanaka, one of the 5 lakes 
of Mt. Fuji. This area has hotels, convenience stores and restaurants. The Tokai Nature 
trail takes you around the lake, not directly to it I suggest taking advantage of this 
location and stay a day and explore the area. The views of Mt. Fuji are breath taking, and 
while the lake is more developed it is not overly developed like lake Kawaguchi.  
Predecture Border (県境) is pronounced “Kenkyō”.

Hirano (平野) to Mt. Hiranosan (平野山) 2.3 km
Hirano (平野) refers to the area of Hirano (平野). Here you will start entering a more 
populated area. This area has hotels, convenience stores  and restaurants. You will have 
to go off the trail to reach them however. This is an area where it is easy to pick up 
food and other supplies. There are no hiking stores in the Hirano area. There is also the 
Hirano Bus Stop (平野バス停) that goes to Fuji Station (富士駅).
See the bus appendix for more information. Hirano (平野) is pronounced “Hirano”.

Mt. Hiranosan (平野山) to Mt. Ohirayama (大平山) 1.5 km 
Mt. Hiranosan (平野山) is a mountain that is 1,318 m tall. Before climbing Mt. Hiranosan 
(平野山) can visit Ishiwari-Jinja Shrine (石割神社), Jutokuji Temple (寿徳寺), and Ishiwari 
Hot Spring (石割の湯). Mt. Hiranosan (平野山) is pronounced “Hiranosan ”.

Ishiwari -Jinja Shrine (石割神社) 
Ishiwari -Jinja Shrine (石割神社) is located at the foot of Mt. Ishizura. According to 
Yamanakako tourist division Ishiwari -Jinja Shrine is an unusual shrine with a large rock 
that is broken into the shape of the kanji meaning “stone” (石). Legend goes that you 
will have good fortune by passing through the gap of this rock three times. Adults and 
children of any size can pass by through the broken stones, but according to the legend 
those who have done bad things will be caught in rocks(23). 
Ishiwari -Jinja Shrine (石割神社) is pronounced “Ishiwari jinja”.
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Jutoku-Ji Temple (寿徳寺)
Jutoku-Ji Temple (寿徳寺) is an old temple on the east side of Lake Yamanaka. There is a 
grave of Miura Tamaki, who was a famous Japanese opera singer who performed as 
Cio-Cio-San in Puccini’s Madama Butterfamfly(24). 
Jutoku-Ji Temple (寿徳寺) is pronounced “Jutokuji”.

Ishiwari Hot Spring (石割の湯)
Ishiwari Hot Spring (石割の湯) is an Onsen that allows day visits. Ishiwari Hot Spring 
(石割の湯) offers a communal bath, sauna, open-air rock bath, and open-air cypress bath.
There is a washroom that is equipped with shampoo and body wash. You can rent a bath 
towel as well.Ishiwari Hot Spring (石割の湯) is pronounced “Ishiwari no yu”.

Hours: 
10:00-21:00

Official Website:
http://www.ishiwarinoyu.jp/

Price:
¥800

Closing Days:
Closed Every Thursday

Mt. Ohirayama (大平山) to 
Yamanakako Hanano Miyako Koen(Flower Garden) (山中湖花の都公園) 3.1 km

Mt. Ohirayama (大平山) is 1296 m. From the submit you can see Mt. Fuji and Lake 
Yamanaka. There is a rest area and benches at the summit of Mt. Ohirayama (大平山), as 
it is a very popular viewing area. 
Mt. Ohirayama(大平山) is “Ohirayama”.

Yamanakako Flower Park(山中湖花の都公園) to 
Harmony Purely Forest(ハーモニー純粋森) 1.5 km

The Yamanakako Hanano Miyako Koen, located at the area of Lake Yamanakako. The 
flower park in the highland is about 1,000 m above sea level. The flower park is worth a 
visit, depending on when you go you will experience different flowers. Across the street 
from the flower park is a rest area where you can use the restrooms, and get water. There 
is a grocery store about a 10 minute walk away. After leaving the flower garden you will 
start to leave the Lake  Yamanakako area. If you haven’t visited Lake Yamanakako I 
suggest that you do, as it offers beautiful views of Mt. Fuji.

Hours: 
8:30-17:30 (April 16th-October 15th)
9:00-16:30 (October 16th--April 15th)

Official Website:
http://www.hananomiyakokouen.jp/contents/about/seiryu.php

Price:
¥500

Closing Days: 
Every Tuesday from December 1st to March 15th
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Here there is also Hana no Miyako Kouen Bus Stop (花の都公園バス停). Hana no Miyako 
Kouen Bus Stop (花の都公園バス停) does not go to major areas, but does take you around 
the Lake Yamanakako area.
Yamanakako Flower Park (山中湖花の都公園) is pronounced “Yamanakako Hana no 
Miyako Koen”.

Harmony Purely Forest (ハーモニー純粋森) to Oshino Hakkai (忍野八海) 3.5 km
Harmony Forest is a spruce forest that you will walk by, on the way to Oshino Hakkai 
(忍野八海). In this part of the trail you are traveling through a more populated area with 
homes, and the occasional restaurant and convenience store. While you are passing by a 
forest you are still in a more populated area and there is not good camping around here. 
Harmony Purely Forest (ハーモニー純粋森) is pronounced “Hāmonī Junsui Mori”.

Oshino Hakkai (忍野八海) to Kaneyama Bridge (鐘山橋) 1.7 km
Oshino Hakkai (忍野八海) is a small village in a scenic setting with 8 ponds, views of 
Mt. Fuji & vendors of food & souvenirs. From Kaneyama Bridge(鐘山橋) the Yamanashi 
Prefecture map shows that you can reach Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine (富士浅間神社) two 
ways. Oshino Hakkai (忍野八海) is pronounced “Oshino Hakkai”.
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Map 6 Kaneyama Bridge(兼山橋) to Visitor Center 
(ビジターセンター)

Map 6 continues through Yamanashi Prefecture. Map 6 covers a total of 10 km if you take 
the Northern Route, or 15.1 km if you take the Western Route. These two routes have 
little overlap.

Taking the Northern Route:

Kaneyama Bridge(鐘山橋) to Fujiyoshida Museum of Local History
 (富士吉田市 歴史民俗博物館) 2.5 km 

Kaneyama Bridge(鐘山橋) is a small bridge that you cross on the way to Kaneyama falls 
(鐘山の滝). From Kaneyama Bridge to about Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine is a populated area 
where it is easy to pick up food, and hiking supplies. There is also a guide board by the 
bridge. 
Kaneyama Bridge(鐘山橋) is pronounced “Kaneyama Bashi”.

Fujiyoshida Museum of Local History (富士吉田市 歴史民俗博物館)
 to Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine (富士浅間神社) 2.5 km 

Fujiyoshida Museum of Local History (富士吉田市 歴史民俗博物館) is now called Fujisan 
Museum (ふじさんミュージアム). This change was not reflected on the maps while I was 
hiking, which is I why used the previous name in the guide book. The museum features 
permanent and special exhibits about Mt Fuji and history of the surrounding area. 
Including a projection 1/2,000 scale model of Mt. Fuji(25). 

Hours:
9:30-17:00

Official Website:
http://www.fy-museum.jp/forms/top/top.aspx

Price:
¥400

Closing Days:
Closed every Tuesday, unless Tuesday is a holiday then it will be closed the following 

day. New Year’s Holidays (December 28-January 3)

Fujiyoshida Museum of Local History (富士吉田市 歴史民俗博物館) is pronounced 
“Fujiyoshida-shi Rekishi Minzoku. Fujisan Museum (ふじさんミュージアム) is pronounced 
“Fuji-san Myūjiamu”.

Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine (富士浅間神社) to Visitor Center (ビジターセンター)  5 km
This shrine is also listed as Kitaguchihongu Fujisengen Shrine (北口本宮冨士浅間神社) on 
Yamanashi Prefecture map. 
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This shrine is one of the Asama Shrines, it is registered as a World Cultural Heritage as 
part of “Fuji area”. Asama shrines are Shinto Shrines that centered on the worship of the 
kami of volcanos(26). 

From Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine (富士浅間神社) you will start to head out of the more 
populated area. If you are unable to find what you need in the area I suggest that you go 
to Fujisan Station (富士吉田駅). The station is not shown on the map, but it is about a 30 
minute walk away. This is one of the last easy places to pick up supplies and find lodging 
until the next large town.
Fujisengen-Jinja  Shrine (富士浅間神社) is pronounced “Fujisengen jinja”.

Taking the Southern Route:
Kaneyama Bridge (鐘山橋) to Kaneyama Waterfall (兼山の滝) 1.5 km

Kaneyama Bridge(鐘山橋) is a small bridge that you cross on the way to Kaneyama 
Waterfall(鐘山の滝). From Kaneyama Bridge to about Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine is a 
populated area where it easy to pick up food, and hiking supplies. There is also a guide 
board by the bridge. On the Southern Route you will pass by Oshino Iriguchi Bus Stop 
(忍野入口バス停). Oshino Iriguchi Bus Stop (忍野入口バス停) does not go to major areas, but 
does take you around the Lake Yamanakako area.
Kaneyama Bridge(鐘山橋) is pronounced “Kaneyama Bashi”.

Kaneyama Waterfall (鐘山の滝) to Onshirin Garden (恩賜林庭園) 1 km
  Kaneyama Waterfall (鐘山の滝) is a waterfall that is hidden from view. There is a sign on 
the roadway pointing down to it, you will have to take the stairs down to reach the falls. 
The falls are small but beautiful and nestled in a secluded grotto. 
Kaneyama Waterfall (鐘山の滝) is pronounced “Kaneyama Taki.

Onshirin Garden (恩賜林庭園) to Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine (富士浅間神社) 2.5 km
Onshirin Garden (恩賜林庭園) is a park that covers about 5 hectors, and is surrounded 
by Japanese Red pine and Japanese larch. There are also seasonal flowers, and it is a 
popular BBQ spot. The park is open from 9:00 to 17:00 and is free to enter (27). 
Onshirin Garden (恩賜林庭園) is pronounced “Onshirin Teien”.
 

Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine (富士浅間神社) to Tea House (中ノ茶屋) 4 km
This shrine is also listed as Kitaguchihongu Fujisengen Shrine (北口本宮冨士浅間神社) on 
Yamanashi Prefecture map. This shrine is one of the Asama Shrines, it is registered as 
a World Cultural Heritage as part of “Fuji area”. Asama shrines are Shinto Shrines that 
centered on the worship of the kami of volcanos (26). From Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine 
(富士浅間神社) you will start to head out of the more populated area. There is Fujisan 
Station (富士吉田駅), which is a railway station, which is about a 30 min walk away. This 
is one of the few places on the trail where you can pick up supplies and find lodging until 
the without a major detour. 
Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine (富士浅間神社) is pronounced “Fujisengen jinja”.
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Middle Tea House (中ノ茶屋) to 
Kawaguchiko Field Center (河口湖フィールドセンター) 2.1 km

The tea house, also known as Nakano-Chaya, dates back to the 1754. This tea house was 
one of the first resting places for those climbing Mt. Fuji. The name Nakano Chaya, or 
middle tea house comes from the fact that it is the mid point between Kitaguchi Hongu 
Fuji Sengen Shrine (北口本宮浅間神社) and Umageshi. Around the teahouse grounds there 
are stone monuments that were original erected by the Fujiko pilgrims(28). 
Middle Tea House (中ノ茶屋) is pronounced “Nakano Chaya”.

Kawaguchiko Field Center (河口湖フィールドセンター) to 
Visitor Center (ビジターセンター) 4 km

Kawaguchiko Field Center (河口湖フィールドセンター) is an outdoor Museum at the foot 
of Mt. Fuji. At the Kawaguchiko Field Center, you can experience nature such as guide 
walks, crafts, day camps, etc. in the natural forest. 
Kawaguchiko Field Center (河口湖フィールドセンター) is pronounced “Kawaguchiko fīrudo 
sentā”.
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Map 7 Visitor Center (ビジターセンター) to 
Fugaku Fuketsu Lava Cave (富岳風穴)

Map 7 continues through Yamanashi Prefecture, and covered 14.8 km. If you take a small 
detour at Narusawa Ice Cave (鳴沢氷穴),  you will add 2 more kilometer to the route, 
making the total 16.8 km.

Visitor Center (ビジターセンター)  to Kawaguchiko Park (河口湖総合公園) 1.1 km
Visitor Center (ビジターセンター) refers to the Fuji Visitor center, where you can receive 
information about the surrounding area. It is free to enter and they have public restrooms 
where you are able to fill up on water. This place is also listed as Fuji Visitor Center 
(富士ビジターセンター). 
Visitor Center (ビジターセンター) is pronounced “Bijitā sentā”.

Kawaguchiko Park (河口湖総合公園) to Odawa (大田和)  3.5 km
Kawaguchiko Park (河口湖総合公園) is a small park that you will pass on your way to 
Odawa (大田和) . Kawaguchiko Park (河口湖総合公園) also has public restrooms. 
Kawaguchiko Park (河口湖総合公園) is pronounced “Kawaguchiko Sōgō Kōen”

Odawa (小田和) to Mt.Ashiwadayama(Mt.Gokodai)(足和田山(五湖台)) 3 km
Odawa (大田和) refers to the area you are entering as well as a bus stop. Odawa Bus 
Stop (大田和バス停) The Odawa(大田和) area on the trail takes you mainly through small 
residential areas. After Odawa (大田和) you reach Yawata-Jinja Shrine (八幡神社) and 
Ippon Bus Stop (一本木バス). Yawata-Jinja Shrine (八幡神社). Ippon Bus Stop (一本木バス停) 
is on the same line as Odawa Bus Stop (大田和バス停), and goes to Kawaguchiko Station 
(河口湖駅), Fujiyama station (富士山駅) and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). 
See the bus appendix for more information.

Before you enter Mt.Ashiwadayama (Mt.Gokodai) path you will have to enter a closed 
gate, which is used to keep the animals out. The sign on the gate informs you that you 
can enter and that the trail is not closed, but to close the gate behind you. 
Odawa(大田和) is pronounced “Odawa”. 

Mt.Ashiwadayama(Mt.Gokodai) (足和田山(五湖台))  to Mt.Sankodai (三湖台) 2.6 km
Mt.Ashiwadayama(Mt.Gokodai) (足和田山(五湖台)) is 1,355 m, and is part of the Misaka 
Mountain range. Before reaching the summit of Mt. Ashiwadayama there is a viewpoint 
of Mt Fuji, which can serve as a camping spot.. The summit of Mt. Ashiwadayama offers 
a superior campsite; it also has a viewing tower that you can climb to have a better view 
of the surrounding areas. This location is also called Mt. Gokodai because you can see all 
five of the Fuji lakes from the mountain.  
Mt.Ashiwadayama(足和田山) is pronounced “Ashiwadayama”. Mt.Gokodai (五湖台) is 
pronounced “Gokodai”.
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Sankodai (三湖台) to Koyodai (紅葉台) 1 km
Sankodai (三湖台) offers spectacular views of the surrounding areas. I thought that 
the view on a clear day from here is one of the best on the Tokai Nature Trail. From 
Sankodai (三湖台) you are able to see three of the five lakes of Mt. Fuji Lake Sai (西湖), 
Lake Shōji (精進湖) Lake Motosu (本栖湖). There is also a panoramic viewing platform set 
up for you to enjoy the view. At Sankodai (三湖台) there are tables and a shelter where 
you are able to rest and camp. 
Sankodai (三湖台) is pronounced “Sankodai”.

Koyodai ( 紅葉台) to Narusawa Ice Cave (鳴沢氷穴) 2.3 km
The view point at Koyodai ( 紅葉台) offers a spectacular view of Mt. Fuji if there is a clear 
sky. There is a sign board that provides more information about the surrounding area. 
There is room to set up camp at this area as well. 
Koyodai (紅葉台) is pronounced “Koyodai”.

Narusawa Ice Cave (鳴沢氷穴) to Fugaku Fuketsu Lava Cave (富岳風穴) 1.3 km
From the Narusawa Ice Cave (鳴沢氷穴) you can take one of two routes to the Fugaku 
Fuketsu Lava Cave (富岳風穴). One route will take you directly to the Fugaku Fuketsu 
Lava Cave (富岳風穴), the other one will take you through by Yadoriki (やどり木). 
The Narusawa Ice Cave (鳴沢氷穴) is also listed on some maps simply as the Ice Cave 
(氷穴).

The Narusawa Ice Cave (鳴沢氷穴) is a nationally designated Natural Monument, where 
you can see ice pillars all year round. There is bathroom for free to fill up your water, you 
do not have to pay the entrance fee to use the restroom.

Hours:
9:00-17:00

Official Website:
https://www.mtfuji-cave.com/en/

Price:
¥300

Closing Days:
Open year round except a short time in December 

(View the Website for closing days differ)
Ice Cave (鳴沢氷穴) is pronounced “Narusawa Hyōketsu”.

Side Route: 
Narusawa Ice Cave (鳴沢氷穴)  to Yadoriki (やどり木) to 

Fugaku Fuketsu Lava Cave (富岳風穴) 2 km
Taking the Yadoriki(やどり木) route will have you see parasitic trees growing on a parent 
trees. This area has more of these parasitic trees than normal. If you take this route you 
will pass Hyōketsu Bus Stop (氷穴バス) and Fūketsu Bus Stop (風穴バス). These bus stops 
are on the same line and go to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Shin Matsuda Station 
(新松田駅), Fujisan Station (富士山駅) and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). See the bus 
appendix for more information. Yadoriki (やどり木) is pronounced “Yadoriki”
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Map 8 Fugaku Fuketsu Lava Cave (富岳風穴)
 to Prefectural Parking Lot (県営駐車場) 

Map 8 continues through Yamanashi Prefecture, you have two choices of routes to take 
on this map. Map 8 covers a total of 12.2 km if you take the Northern Route, or 9  km 
if you take the Southern Route. The Northern Route covers 7.6 km, the Southern Route 
covers 4.4 km, the main route that you will walk whichever course you choose covers 4.6 
km.

Main Route: 
Fugaku Fuketsu Lava Cave (富岳風穴) to 

Shōji Route Climbing Trail Head (精進口登山道) 4.6 km
The Fugaku Fuketsu Lava Cave (富岳風穴) is 201 meters long in total and 8.7 meters high.

Hours:
9:00-17:00

Official Website:
https://www.mtfuji-cave.com/en/

Price:
¥350

Closing Days:
Open year round except a short time in December 

(View the Website for closing days differ)

As you head to Shōji Route climbing trail head (精進口登山道) you will pass Lake Sai 
Iriguchi Bus Stop (西湖入口バス停). Lake Sai Iriguchi Bus Stop (西湖入口バス停) goes to are 
Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Shin Matsuda Station (新松田駅), Fujisan Station 
(富士山駅) and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). See the bus appendix for more information.
Lava Cave (富岳風穴) is pronounced “Fugaku Fuketsu”.

Taking the Northern Route:
Shōji Route Climbing Trail Head (精進口登山道) to 

Lake Shoji Village (精進湖民宿村) 3.1 km
There is a different trail leading away from this point that is not the Tokai, make sure that 
you follow the correct trail. There are sufficient signs in the area to guide you. 
Shōji Route climbing trail head (精進口登山道) is pronounced Shouji Guchi Tozandou”.
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Lake Shoji Village (精進湖民宿村) to Panoramic Deck (パノラマ台) 2.5 km
As you walk the Northern Route you will go around Lake Shōji. Which is the one of the 
Fuji Five Lakes, and is the smallest of the five lakes. This path takes you around the 
southern shore of the lake. There are some hotels in the area but they are expensive, or 
do not have listings online. You will also pass by Shōji Lake Iriguchi Bus Stop 
(精進湖入口バス停) and Panoramadai Shita Bus Stop (パノラマ台下バス停), these bus stops 
are both on the same line. These bus stops go to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Shin 
Matsuda Station (新松田駅) and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). See the bus appendix for 
more information.
Lake Shoji Village (精進湖民宿村) is pronounced Shōjiko Minshuku Mura”.

Panoramic Deck (パノラマ台) to Prefectural Parking Lot(県営駐車場) 2 km
From the viewpoint you can see Mt. Fuji and beyond depending on the weather you can 
see the Southern Alps. There is also a public toilet and space to camp at the Panoramic 
Deck. Coming down from Panoramic Deck (パノラマ台) you will pass over Mt. Eboshi 
(烏帽子岳) which is 1,257 m, there is also room for a small campsite. 
Panoramic Deck (パノラマ台) is pronounced “Panorama Dai.”

Taking the Southern Route:
Shōji Route Climbing Trail Head (精進口登山道) to 

Lake Shoji Village (精進湖民宿村) .9 km
There is a different trail leading away from this point that is not the Tokai, make sure that 
you follow the correct trail. There are sufficient signs in the area to guide you. 
Shōji Route climbing trail head (精進口登山道) is pronounced Shouji Guchi Tozandou”.

Lake Shoji Village (精進湖民宿村) to Prefectural Parking Lot(県営駐車場) 3.5 km
Unlike the Northern Route the Southern route to and from Lake Shoji Village (精進湖民宿
村) will not take you directly around Lake Shōji. 
Lake Shoji Village (精進湖民宿村) is pronounced Shōjiko Minshuku Mura”.
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Map 9 Prefectural Parking Lot (県営駐車場) to 
Fujimoto Suspension bridge (麓の吊り橋) 

Map 9 continues through Yamanashi Prefecture, and briefly into Shizuoka Prefecture. 
Map 9 covers 16.7 km with 6.1 km in Yamanashi  Prefecture and 10.6 km in Shizuoka 
Prefecture. After entering Shizuoka Prefecture the trail will take you back into Yamanashi 
Course before continuing into Shizuoka Course permanently. The Yamanashi Prefecture 
map does not provide detailed information about the section that dips into Shizuoka, the 
information about Shizuoka comes from the Official Shizuoka Prefecture maps.

Prefectural Parking Lot(県営駐車場) to 
Youth Sports Center (青少年スポーツセンター) 1.4 km

Prefectural Parking Lot(県営駐車場) is also listed as Motosu Exhibition Dormitory 
(本栖国展宿舎) on some maps. Here you will reach Lake Motosu(本栖湖), which is the 
westernmost of the Fuji Five Lakes. The lake and its view of Mount Fuji were featured 
on the Series D of the Japanese ¥5000 note and Series E of the Japanese ¥1000 note. By 
the lake there is also Motosuko Bus Stop (本栖湖バス停). Motosuko Bus Stop (本栖湖バス停) 
goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Shin Matsuda Station (新松田駅) and Fujinomiya 
Station (富士宮駅). See the bus appendix for more information. 
Prefectural Parking Lot (県営駐車場) is pronounced “Kenei Chūshajō”.

Youth Sports Center (青少年スポーツセンター) to 
Wariishi pass(Prefecture Border), (割石峠(県境)) 4.6 km

There are a few hotels in the area, that range in price but tend to be more expensive. 
There are no convenience stores within walking distance., however there are a few small 
restaurants on the side of the lake you are on. You can only camp by Lake Motosu
(本栖湖) at one of the official campsites. Maps show this location as Youth Sports Center 
(青少年スポーツセンター) but the website lists it as Motosu Sports Center 
(本栖湖)スポーツセンター). Here you can set up camp around the lake, reservations can be 
made online.

Hours:
Check in 14:00
Check out 11:00

Website: 
http://motosukosc.com/

Price:
Starting at ¥1500 

Youth Sports Center(青少年スポーツセンター) is pronounced “Seishōnen Supōtsu Sentā”.
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Wariishi Pass(Prefecture Border) (割石峠(県境)) to 
Nakahara Suspension Bridge (根原の吊り橋) 4.6 km

The Tokai Trail briefly crosses into Shizuoka Prefecture, then back into Yamanashi 
Prefecture for a while longer. Then the Trail continues into Shizuoka Prefecture until 
reaching Aichi Prefecture. The Yamanashi Official Prefectural Map lists Wariishi 
pass(Prefecture Border), (割石峠(県境)) to Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳) as 17 km, and does 
not show details about this area. On the way to Wariishi pass (割石峠) you will pass Sabo 
Dam (砂防ダム). Before reaching Nakahara Suspension Bridge (根原の吊り橋) you will pass 
Asama-Jinja Shrine (浅間神社) and A-Suwa reservoir (A-沢貯水池). 

Here you are near Nebara Bus Stop (根原バス停) and Kenkyou Bus Stop (県境バス停) both 
with go to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Lake Motosu (本栖湖), Yamakita Station
(山北駅), and Shin Matsuda Station (新松田駅). See the bus appendix for more information. 
Wariishi pass (割石峠) is pronounced “Wariishi tōge”. 
Predecture Border (県境) is pronounced “Kenkyō”.

Nebara Suspension Bridge (根原の吊り橋) to 
Fujimoto Suspension Bridge (麓の吊り橋) 6.1 km

There is a small area next to Nebara Suspension Bridge (根原の吊り橋) where you could 
set up camp if needed. However walking about 50 minutes more you will reach a covered 
shelter area, where you will have more space to camp. Before reaching the Fujimoto 
Suspension bridge (麓の吊り橋) you will pass a restroom, and a paid campsite and hotel. 
Around Nebara Suspension Bridge (根原の吊り橋) there is a detour set up, and all you need 
to do is follow the detour signs, as this is a very small closure. The symbol for detour is 
Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. This is a very small detour, and should 
not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. 
Nebara Suspension Bridge (根原の吊り橋) is pronounced “Nebara no Tsuribashi”.
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Map 10 Fujimoto Suspension Bridge (麓の吊り橋) to Mt.Chojagatake 
(長者ヶ岳)

Map 10 continues to take you through Shizuoka Prefecture, and returns you to Yamanashi 
Prefecture, where you will remain until entering Shizuoka. Map 10 covers 10.9 km all 
in Shizuoka, coming down from Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳) is where you will cross back 
into Yamanashi Prefecture. The Yamanashi Prefecture map does not provide detailed 
information about the section that dips into Shizuoka, the information about Shizuoka 
comes from the Shizuoka Prefecture maps.

Fujimoto Suspension Bridge (麓の吊り橋) to Jimba Falls (陣馬の滝) 5.1km 
At the foot of Suspension bridge (麓の吊り橋) there is a clearing with table and benches. 
This area offers space to set up a campsite. From Fujimoto Suspension bridge (麓の吊り橋) 
it is possible to walk about 30-45 minutes to the highway where there are convenience 
stores. Before reaching Jimba Falls (陣馬の滝) you will pass Inogaku Park (猪之頭公園)is a 
nature park that is known for it’s wild birds. It also has a parking lot and toilet. There is 
also Inogaku Iriguchi Bus Stop (猪之頭入口バス停). Inogaku Iriguchi Bus Stop 
(猪之頭入口バス停) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Fuji Station (富士駅), 
Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅), Shin-Fuji Station (Shizuoka Prefecture),(新富士駅(静岡県 ). 
See the bus appendix for more information.
Fujimoto Suspension Bridge (麓の吊り橋) is pronounced “Fujimoto no Tsuribashi”.

Jimba Falls (陣馬の滝) to Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) 3.2 km
Jimba Falls (陣馬の滝) was named after Minamoto no Yoritomo, the first shōgun of the 
Kamakura shogunate. It is thought that he pitched a military camp around this falls. The 
waterfalls are small but beautiful. There is also a restroom at the falls. After Jimba Falls 
(陣馬の滝) you will pass Oshoji Temple (Large Stone Drum) (遠照寺（大鼓石)), and Kodanuki 
Marsh (小田貫湿原)(29). Kodanuki Marsh(小田貫湿原) is the only remaining wetland at the 
western foot of Mt. Fuji. It has 125 large and small ponds throughout, which you can 
walk along the boardwalk to view. There are 70 kinds of butterflies, more than 20 kinds 
of dragonflies that can be seen in the marshlands(30). 
Jimba Falls (陣馬の滝) is pronounced “Jimba no Taki”. 
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Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) to Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳) 2.6 km  
Lake Tanuki is a manmade lake that was created in 1935(31). The lake is a popular place 
with campsites, fishing and boating. There is no camping allowed around the lake, you 
must camp at one of the campsites at the lake. Lake Tanuki is not a very developed lake, 
there are not any convenience stores in the vicinity. Reservations can be made on the 
website, which offers both an easy to use English and Japanese version.

Hours:
Check in 8:00 to 17:00

Check out 12:00
Website: 

https://tanukiko.com/en/tanukiko/#camp
Price:

Free for Tent Only
Other amenities cost varying amounts

Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) is pronounced “Tanuki Ko”.
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Map 11  Mt. Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳) to Yagisawa (八木沢)

Map 11 Starts  in Shizuoka Prefecture and continues into Yamanashi Prefecture after 
coming down from Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳). Map 11 cover 16.5 km in Yamanashi 
Prefecture, as Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳) sits on the border of both prefectures. 

Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳) to Kamisano (上佐野) 7 km
Mt.Chojagatake(長者ヶ岳) has an altitude of 1,335 m. It belongs to Tenzo mountains, from 
the summit you can see Mt. Fuji and Southern Alps. At the summit there is room to camp, 
along with several tables. About 2/3 on the way up to Mt.Chojagatake(長者ヶ岳) there is a 
rest area which offers a good view of Mt. Fuji, there are also tables and benches. 
Mt.Chojagatake(長者ヶ岳) is pronounced “Chōjagatake”.

!!!WARNING!!! The route down from Mt. Chojagatake has not been officially closed. 
I do not recommend taking it. The last time I hiked in 2019 parts of the trail were 
nearly completely eroded. Every time a person uses this trail, or there is rain more of it 
disappears. If you do take this path use extreme caution.!!!WARNING!!!

Area where trail 
has collapsed
April 2019.
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There is not an easy alternative route. You can hike up to Mt. Chojagatake then trek back 
down to Lake Tanuki (田貫湖). Unfortunately there are not any bus stops along the route, 
aside from Kamisano Bus Stop (上佐野 バス停) which seems to be only a local bus, and I 
have not been able to find any current information about it’s route. This is the best that I 
have come up with at this point. 

Yamanashi prefecture has suggested that you use caution with this area because Typhoon 
No. 15 which occurred 2011. They note that sections have collapsed but that it is still 
passable. I do not agree with this, as I think the trail has gotten worse and will continue 
to do so.

Alternative Route Suggestion 1:

Step 1: Hike as normal from Tanukiko (田貫湖) to Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳).

Step 2: Return from to Mt.Chojagatake (長者ヶ岳) to Tanukiko (田貫湖).

Step 3: From ride the bus from Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) to Fujinomiya Station(富士宮駅).
From Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) you will want to take the bus from Tanukiko Iriguchi Bus Stop 
(田貫湖入口バス停), and check the times to return to Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). 
I suggest using the NaviTime app and checking the bus schedule at Tanukiko Iriguchi Bus 
Stop(田貫湖入口バス停) BEFORE starting out incase there are any changes or delays.

Step 4: From Fujinomiya Station(富士宮駅) ride the train to Ide Station(井出駅). Because 
there is no camping right by these two station, I suggest staying overnight near 
Fujinomiya Station(富士宮駅). This is a great area to pick up supplies if needed.

Step 5: From Ide Station(井出駅) you can hike back up to Kamisano (上佐野), hike up 
Mt. Shishinsan (思親山) then loop back around to Ide Station (井出駅) and continue on the 
course. This will allow you to hike all sections. 

Alternative Route Suggestion 2:

I do not think it is necessary to hike EVERY portion of the trail when there are trail 
closures. I did do this in other prefectures but only because I was writing this guide. You 
often have to take buses for long distances, and private railways which tend to cost more 
money, and you also have to be VERY good with planing your bus routes because country 
buses often only come two or three times a day. My second suggestion is simply skipping 
this section of the trail. From Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) return to Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅) 
and continue on to Ide Station (井出駅).
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Alternative Route Suggestion 3:

The third option is to take the Shizuoka Bypass route. This route takes you around Lake 
Tanuki (田貫湖) and you will not have to back track. See the Shizuoka Bypass section for 
more information about this route.

Kamisano (上佐野) to Mt. Shishinsan (思親山) 3.2 km
Kamisano (上佐野) refers to the area you are entering, as well as the bus stop. There is no 
information about Kamisano Bus Stop(上佐野バス停), the Kamisano Bus Stop (上佐野バス停) 
listed navitime.co.jp is for a different area.
Kamisano (上佐野) is pronounced “Kamisano”.

Mt. Shishinsan (思親山) to Yagisawa (八木沢) 6.3 km
Mt. Shishinsan (思親山) has an altitude of 1,031 m, it belongs to Tenzo mountains. The 
view from Mt. Shishinsan (思親山) was selected as one of the top places to view Mt. Fuji 
in the Kanto region. It is also one of the top 100 mountains in the Yamanashi Prefecture, 
coming in at number 72(32). The large outlook has 360 degrees view with Mt. Fuji in the 
east. You can also see Suruga Bay, Izu Peninsula, Fuji River to the west, Koma mountain 
and southern Alps. At the summit there is room to camp, along with several tables. 
As you walk down from Mt. Shishinsan (思親山) to Yagisawa (八木沢) you will alternate 
walking on forest roads and mountain paths. Before entering Yagisawa (八木沢) you will 
also pass by Genryū-Ji Temple (源立寺).
Mt. Shishin (思親山) is pronounced “Shishinsan”.
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Map 12 Yagisawa (八木沢) to Tashiro Pass (田代峠) 

Map 12 continues through Yamanashi Prefecture and is the final map of the Yamanashi 
Prefecture . Map 12 covers 25.4 km.

Yagisawa (八木沢) to Ide Station(井出駅) 2.5 km
Yagisawa (八木沢) is a small village that you will pass through. Depending on the season 
you will see many tea fields. As you approach Ide Station(井出駅) you will begin to walk 
on a paved forest road.
Yagisawa (八木沢) is pronounced “Yagisawa”.

Ide Station (井出駅) to Sakashita (坂本) 5 km
Ide Station (井出駅) is a railway station on the Minobu Line, the station has a single side 
platform. Ide station building is unmanned and does not have automated ticket machines 
or automated turnstiles. At the station there is a good view of Mt. Shinoi and the Fuji 
River. 

There are not any hotels near Ide Station (井出駅). The closest station with hotels will be 
Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). is a railway station on the 
Minobu Line, which is the same line as Ide Station (井出駅). There are many hotels in the 
Fujinomiya, since Fujinomiya is a larger city. This area also has hiking stores, restaurants, 
supermarkets and convenience stores. From Ide Station (井出駅) there is one convenience 
store about a 20 minute walk. 
Ide Station (井出駅) is pronounced “Ide Eki”.  

Sakashita Bus Stop (坂下バス停) to Kujirano (鯨野) 3 km
Sakashita Bus Stop (坂下バス停) will take you to Minamikōfu station (南甲府駅) and Kōfu 
Station (甲府駅). See the bus appendix for more information about these locations. On 
the way to Kujirano (鯨野) you will pass by Roku-Jizō(六地蔵), which has a restroom and 
rest area. Roku-Jizō(六地蔵) has six Jizō lined up against the backdrop of Mt. Fuji. I had a 
very difficult time finding the Roku-Jizō(六地蔵), it seems that with the building of the new 
expressway the Tokai Nature Trail signs were moved, or I completely missed them. 

The town has a great detailed map that shows the trail in detail, along with how to reach  
Roku-Jizō (六地蔵). I suggest using it as it shows the side roads you DON’T want to take. 
Roku-Jizō (六地蔵) is marked by number 27 on the map and located in section 5C. The 
Tokai Trail is clearly marked with a red dotted line and labeled as “東海自然歩道”.

Nanbu Town Map:
https://www.town.nanbu.yamanashi.jp/kankou/park/rokujizou-park.html
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Sakashita Bus Stop (坂下バス停) is pronounced “Sakashita Basu Tei”.

Kujirano (鯨野) to Tokuma (徳間) 5.5 km
Kujirano (鯨野) refers to area you are in, there is nothing of note at Kujirano (鯨野) 
besides a restroom. At this point you will enter mountain paths and forest paths. There 
are also steep climbs. Before reaching Tokuma Bus Stop (徳間バス停) , you will also pass 
Tokuma-Ji temple (徳間寺). 
Kujirano (鯨野) is pronounced “Kujirano”.

Tokuma Bus Stop (徳間バス停) to Okuyama Onsen (奥山温泉) 5.4 km
There is no information about Tokuma Bus Stop (徳間バス停), the only Tokuma Bus Stop 
(徳間バス停) listed on www.navitime.co.jp is for Nagano prefecture. There is a toilet by the 
bus stop. The village of Tokuma is a quiet mountain village located at the southernmost 
tip in Yamanashi Prefecture.
Tokuma Bus Stop (徳間バス停) is pronounced “Tokuma Basu Tei”.

Okuyama Onsen (奥山温泉) to Tashiro Pass (田代峠) 4 km
You will pass two small waterfalls on the way to the Onsen, they are  Yuran Waterfall
(ユウランの滝) and Shichitetsu waterfall (七ツ釡の滝). After the Okuyama Onsen (奥山温泉) 
there is a small rest house before you reach Tashiro Pass  (田代峠). Okuyama Onsen (奥
山温泉) is an Onsen in Yamanashi Prefecture. The Onsen offers food, baths, and staying 
over night. The Onsen also offers camping spots from 4/1 to 11/30, reservations are 
required can be made online.

Hours:
10:00-17:00

Official Website:
https://www.okuyama-onsen.com/

Price:
¥820 (Price for bath day use)

¥2,200 (Camping spot starting price.)
Closing Days:

Every Tuesday, unless Tuesday is a holiday then
 it will be closed the following day. New Year’s Holidays (December 28-January 4)

Okuyama Onsen (奥山温泉) is pronounced “Okuyama Onsen”.

Tashiro Pass  (田代峠)
At Tashiro Pass (田代峠) you reach the Yamanashi and Shizuoka border.  Tashiro Pass 
(田代峠) there is a bench and table, you are able to camp out here. 
Tashiro Pass (田代峠) is pronounced “Tashiro Tōge”.
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Yamanashi Bus & Station Appendix 

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops you will pass by or are within walking 
distance to the  Yamanashi Course. This section covers bus stops in both Yamanashi 
Prefecture, and Shizuoka Prefecture when the Yamanishi Course enters that prefecture. 
While you will find places where you can resupply on the trail, purchasing hiking goods 
without leaving the trail was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such 
purchases will be in larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that 
allows you to know what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical 
Japanese to English phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes 
the information about the stations where these buses will take you. All information 
about bus routes comes from Navitime.com and may have changed. I encourage you to 
download the NAVITIME app for bus routes. For more information about this see the 
“Getting Around Japan” section or the Bus Guide which can be downloaded from the 
website and shows how to use the NAVITIME app, as it is only in Japanese.

Hirano Bus Stop (平野バス停) 
Hirano Bus Stop (平野バス停) has two lines, Dōshi Line (道志線) and Hirano Line (平野線), 
both of which take you to Fuji Station (富士駅 ). This bus only comes a few times a day, so 
be aware of the times if you plan on take this one.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Front of Doshi elementary school (道志小学校前方面)
Bound For: Lake Yamanaka-Asahi hills/Fuji Station (Fujiyoshida) 
(山中湖旭日丘/富士山駅〔富士吉田) 方面)

Odawa Bus Stop (大田和バス停) 
Odawa Bus Stop (大田和バス停) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) ,Fujiyama Station 
(富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅),Lake Motosu (本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station 
(富士宮駅) by two different lines. Kyukamura Line (休暇村線) only goes to Kawaguchiko 
Station (河口湖駅) and Fujiyama Station (富士山駅). While Shin Fuji Line (新富士線) goes 
to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士
駅),Lake Motosu (本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). Ippon Bus Stop (一本木バス
停), is also on the Kyukamura Line (休暇村線) and Shin Fuji Line (新富士線).

Key Terms (Kyukamura Line-休暇村線):
Bound For:  Fuji Green Vacation Village (富士緑の休暇村方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
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Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Ippon Bus Stop (一本木バス停)
Odawa Bus Stop (大田和バス停) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama Station 
(富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅),Lake Motosu (本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station 
(富士宮駅) by three different lines. 

Kyukamura Line (休暇村線) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) ,Fujiyama Station 
(富士山駅), Shin Fuji Line (新富士線) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama 
Station (富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅),Lake Motosu (本栖湖), and Fujinomiya 
Station (富士宮駅). 

Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) and 
Lake Motosu (本栖湖). Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) does not have a line 
assigned, rather is listed Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) that is run by Fuji 
Q (富士急バス).

Key Terms (Kyukamura Line-休暇村線):
Bound For:  Fuji Green Vacation Village (富士緑の休暇村方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)

Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Key Terms (Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus-本栖湖周遊バス)
Bound For: Lake Motosu Tourist Information Center (本栖湖観光案内所方面)
Bound For: Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅方面)

Hiyouketsu (氷穴バス停)
Fūketsu Bus Stop (風穴バス)

Hiyouketsu Bus Stop (根原バス停) and Fūketsu Bus Stop (風穴バス) are both on the same 
line, and close to each other. There are two lines that leave from both of these bus stops. 

Shin Fuji Line (新富士線) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama Station 
(富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅),Lake Motosu (本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station 
(富士宮駅). 

Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) goes to Kawaguchiko Station 
(河口湖駅) and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) does 
not have a line assigned, rather is listed Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) 
that is run by Fuji Q (富士急バス).
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Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Key Terms (Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus-本栖湖周遊バス):
Bound For: Lake Motosu Tourist Information Center (本栖湖観光案内所方面)
Bound For: Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅方面)

Lake Sai Iriguichi Bus Stop (西湖入口バス):
Lake Sai Iriguichi Bus Stop (西湖入口バス) goes to Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), 
Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅), Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) 
and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). There is only one line going from this stop and that is the Shin 
Fuji Line (新富士線). 

Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Shōji Lake Iriguchi Bus Stop (精進湖入口バス停): 
Shōji Lake Iriguchi Bus Stop (精進湖入口バス停) goes to Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), 
Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅), Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) 
and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). 

There are two lines going from this stop. Shin Fuji Line (新富士線) goes to Kawaguchiko 
Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅),Lake Motosu 
(本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). 

Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) and 
Lake Motosu (本栖湖). Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) does not have a line 
assigned, rather is listed Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) that is run by Fuji 
Q (富士急バス).

Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Key Terms (Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus-本栖湖周遊バス):
Bound For: Lake Motosu Tourist Information Center (本栖湖観光案内所方面)
Bound For: Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅方面)

Panoramadai Shita Bus Stop (パノラマ台下バス停):
Panoramadai Shita Bus Stop (パノラマ台下バス停) goes to Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), 
Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅), Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) 
and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). 
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There are two lines going from this stop. Shin Fuji Line (新富士線) goes to Kawaguchiko 
Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅),Lake Motosu 
(本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) 
goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). 

Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) does not have a line assigned, rather is 
listed Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) that is run by Fuji Q (富士急バス).

Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Key Terms (Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus-本栖湖周遊バス):
Bound For: Lake Motosu Tourist Information Center (本栖湖観光案内所方面)
Bound For: Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅方面)

Motosuko Bus Stop (本栖湖バス停):
Motosuko Bus Stop (本栖湖バス停) goes to Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), 
Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅), Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) 
and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). 

There are two lines going from this stop. Shin Fuji Line (新富士線) goes to Kawaguchiko 
Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅),Lake Motosu 
(本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) 
goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). 

Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) does not have a line assigned, rather is 
listed Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus (本栖湖周遊バス) that is run by Fuji Q (富士急バス).

Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Key Terms (Lake Motosu Round Trip Bus-本栖湖周遊バス):
Bound For: Lake Motosu Tourist Information Center (本栖湖観光案内所方面)
Bound For: Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅方面)

Nebara Bus Stop (根原バス停): 
Nebara Bus Stop (根原バス停) goes to Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), Fujinomiya Station 
(富士宮駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅), Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) and Lake Motosu 
(本栖湖). 

There are two lines going from this stop. Shin Fuji Line (新富士線) goes to Kawaguchiko 
Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅),Lake Motosu 
(本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). Fuji Q Shizuoka Bus(富士急静岡バス) goes to 
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Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) and Lake Motosu (本栖湖). Fuji Q Shizuoka Bus
(富士急静岡バス) does not have a line assigned, rather is listed as Fuji Q Shizuoka Bus
(富士急静岡バス) that is run by Fuji Q S(富士急静). Note this bus stop is in Shizuoka, but 
you encounter it while on the Yamanashi Course.

Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Key Terms (Fuji Q Shizuoka Bus-富士急静岡バス):
Bound For: Kenkyou (県境方面)
Bound For: Higashikōmae (Fujinomiya City) (東高前(富士宮市)方面)

Kenkyou Bus Stop(県境バス停):
Kenkyou Bus Stop(県境バス停) goes to Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), Fujinomiya Station 
(富士宮駅), Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅), Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) and Lake Motosu 
(本栖湖). There are two lines going from this stop. Shin Fuji Line (新富士線) goes to 
Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅), Fujiyama Station (富士山駅), Shin-Fuji Station 
(新富士駅),Lake Motosu (本栖湖), and Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). Fuji Q Shizuoka Bus
(富士急静岡バス) goes to Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) and Lake Motosu (本栖湖).

Fuji Q Shizuoka Bus(富士急静岡バス) does not have a line assigned, rather is listed as Fuji 
Q Shizuoka Bus(富士急静岡バス) that is run by Fuji Q S(富士急静). Note this bus stop is in 
Shizuoka, but you encounter it while on the Yamanashi Course.

Key Terms (Shin Fuji Line-新富士線):
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Fujiyoshida)(富士山駅(富士吉田)方面)
Bound For: Fujiyama Station (Shizuoka) (富士山駅(静岡県)方面)

Key Terms (Fuji Q Shizuoka Bus-富士急静岡バス):
Bound For: Kenkyou (県境方面)
Bound For: Higashikōmae (Fujinomiya City) (東高前(富士宮市)方面)

Sakashita Bus Stop (坂下バス停):
Sakashita Bus Stop (坂下バス停) has two lines , 90 and 76 both lines will take you to 
Sakaori Station (酒折駅) and Kōfu Station (甲府駅). These stations are farther off the trail, 
so I do not suggest going unless you really need to reach a town.

Key Terms (Line 90):
Bound For: Chamber of Commerce and Industry (商工会議所方面)
Bound For: Shikishima Sales Office (敷島営業所方面) - This direction takes you to Sakaori 
Station (酒折駅) and Kōfu Station (甲府駅).
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Key Terms (Line 76):

Bound For:  Kofu Police Station (甲府警察署方面) - This direction takes you to Sakaori 
Station (酒折駅).
Bound For: Shikishima Sales Office (敷島営業所方面) - This direction takes you to Kōfu 
Station (甲府駅).

Major Stations and Other Locations
The following section lists the major stations that you pass on the Tokai, the stations you 
can reach by bus stops on the Tokai, or the closet station that has hotels. The stations on 
the trail or the station that the bus will take you to don’t always have hotels, or you may 
need to go to larger city to find a hiking supply store. Therefore I have included stations 
that are a bit out of the way from the trail. I have also included information about unique 
cultural sites around the cities. I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances your 
experience, and allows you to explore some more unknown parts of Japan.

Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅)
Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) is a railway station on the Fujikyuko Line in 
Fujikawaguchiko, Yamanashi, operated by Fuji Kyuko. There are many hotels, shops 
and restaurants outside of the station. Kawaguchiko Station (河口湖駅) is a bit off the 
Tokai trail, however it does take you to the second largest of the Fuji Five Lakes, Lake 
Kawaguchi. There are also good hiking stores near the station where you can pick up 
supplies. 

Cultural highlights of  the area include: 
Kawaguchi-ko Music Forest

Lake Kawaguchiko
Kawaguchiko Museum of Art

Kawaguchiko Konohana Museum

Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅)
Fujinomiya station (富士宮駅) is a railway station on the Minobu Line. There are many 
hotels in the Fujinomiya. This area also has hiking stores, restaurants, supermarkets and 
convenience stores. Fujinomiya station (富士宮駅) is on the same line as Ide Station 
(井出駅), which is a stop on the Tokai Nature Trail. This is a good stop to gather supplies 
and then take the Train or bus back to a location on the trail.

Cultural highlights of the area include: 
Gyokuro-no-Sato (tea tasting)
Fujieda City Folk Museum

Rengeji-Ike Park
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Shin-Fuji Station(Shizuoka) 新富士駅（静岡県)
Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅) is a railway station on the Tokaido Shinkansen in Fuji, 
Shizuoka. The train station only offers service for the Shinkansen or bullet train, so while 
you can take the bus here you will have to walk about 20 minutes to Fuji Station (富士駅) 
if you need to take a train to a different station. In the area there are many hotels, shops 
and restaurants.

Cultural highlights of  the area include: 
Fuji Paper Art Museum 
Hachimangu Shrine

Fuji Station (富士山駅)
Fuji Station (富士山駅) is an interchange railway station in Fuji, Shizuoka Prefecture, 
Japan. The main lines are Minobu Line and Tōkaidō Main Line. The Minobu Line will 
take you back to Ide Station (井出駅), which is a stop on the Tokai Nature Trail. 

Cultural highlights of  the area include:
Fujiyama Museum
Fuji-Q Highland

Kōfu Station (甲府駅)
Kōfu Station (甲府駅) is a railway station on the Chūō Main Line and Minobu Line. This is 
a large station located in the heart of Kofu city. There are many hotels, restaurants and 
convenience stores around Kōfu Station (甲府駅). You would be able to find a hiking good 
store in the vicinity. 

Cultural highlights of  the area include: 
Kai Zenko-Ji Temple
Takeda-Jinja Shrine
Kofu Castle Ruins

Yamanashi Prefectural Museum of Art

Sakaori Station (酒折駅)
Sakaori Station (酒折駅) is a railway station on the  Chūō Main Line. There are not many 
hotels near this station, as it is only a few stops away from Kōfu Station (甲府駅). There 
are a few restaurants and convenience stores within walking distance by the station. 
If you need supplies or to stay in a hotel the area around Kōfu Station (甲府駅) will be 
better, and is easy to reach from this station.
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Top: Kaneyama Falls 
(鐘山の滝).

Bottom Left: Name sign 
at Sankodai (三湖台)

Bottom Right: 
Fujisengen-Jinja Shrine 
(富士浅間神社)
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Shizuoka Course (静岡県コース)

Shizuoka is located between Tokyo and Osaka, with an area of 7,779 square kilometers. 
Shizuoka Prefecture has a population of approximately 3,800,000 people. Shizuoka has 
about 500 km of coast that includes Suruga Bay and the Sagami Sea (33).Shizuoka is 
the fourth prefecture of the Tokai Nature Trail, and one of my favorite places in Japan. 
Visiting Shizuoka takes you to the ocean, mountains, forests and lakes, all which can 
be visited on the Tokai trail.Mt. Fuji as well as some of the Southern Alps are located 
in Shizuoka. Also approximately half of all Japan’s green tea is grown in Shizuoka. 
Depending on the season and route you take you may see tea fields while hiking.

The Shizuoka Course covers 159.1 km according to maps, with an additional 21.6 km 
spent in the Shizuoka Prefecture while in the Yamanashi Course. 
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Hiking the main course of Tokai you will spend of 181.4 km in Shizuoka Prefecture, 
hiking the Bypass Route will add an additional 181.4 km. The Official Prefecture websites 
list the total distance as 176.3 km, though this number does not match the total distance 
on the official maps. The official maps do equal the same distance mine. 

The prefecture of Shizuoka has the best maps, and guides hands down. The Japanese 
website also offers accurate and easy to use maps.The main trail of the prefecture of 
Shizuoka was clearly marked, and was easy to follow the signs. The signs generally have 
both Japanese and English. The terrain is fairly easy going, with campsites and water 
being pretty plentiful.

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefectural Map 

The Shizuoka Prefecture is covered in over six maps A-F. The Official Shizuoka Prefecture 
maps can be downloaded from the prefectures website, along with a brochure about the 
trail. The map is in Japanese and English.

Shizuoka Prefecture Map:
http://hellonavi.jp/trip-idea/tokaishizenhodo.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps, Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial Map Guide. I found 
the resources I used were not complete and didn’t include all information, so I created 
a new set of maps. These are in English and Japanese, show campsites, and water sites 
in addition to major locations. They can be downloaded on the website where you 
downloaded this book.
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Trail Closures

There are currently no closures at the time of publication of this book.

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the site a bit easier.   

Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.city.shizuoka.lg.jp/601_000129.html

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail should have “東海自然歩道: and the relevant 
section after. Shizuoka provides all trail closure information for different courses across 
Shizuoka in one place.
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Shizuoka Prefecture Map
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Map 13 Tashiro Pass (田代峠) to Hozumi Shrine (穂積神社) 

Map 13 is the first map of Shizuoka Prefecture. Map 13 covers a total of 17.9 kilometers.
You will have briefly entered Shizuoka Prefecture before, but from this point on you will 
stay in Shizuoka Prefecture until entering Aichi Prefecture.

Tashiro Pass (田代峠) to Kagoshi/Gunkan Rock (かあご岩・軍艦岩) 5.1 km 
At Tashiro Pass (田代峠) you reach the Yamanashi and Shizuoka border. At Tashiro Pass 
(田代峠) there is a bench and table, you are able to camp here. Coming down from 
Tashiro Pass (田代峠) you will walk on a partial forest road, and along Okitsu River 
(興津川). 
Tashiro Pass (田代峠) is pronounced “Tashiro Tōge”.

Kagoshi/Gunkan Rock (かあご岩・軍艦岩) 
to Teraojima Bus Stop (寺尾島バス停) 6 km

Kagoshi/Gunkan Rock (かあご岩・軍艦岩) is shaped is like a warship. The locals refer to it 
as “Kaago Rock.” In the past, there was a legend that Buddhist Priest Kobo Daishi took 
a basket and descended from the mountain and rested here before continuing his climb 
down the mountain. There is still a dent in the ground from where he put his basket 
down, which is where the nick name Kaago Rock comes from. It means basket rock(34). 

You will also pass Ohira Bus Stop (大平バス). There is no information on Ohira Bus Stop 
(大平バス) found on www.navitime.co.jp. There are many bus stops listed as Ohira (大平) 
but they are not the one that you will be passing by. Slightly off the trail you will be able 
to see Anzan Rock (安産石). The stones seems to have fallen from after an earthquake. 

Kagoshi Rock (かあご岩) is  pronounced “Kaago Iwa”, also called Gunkan Rock (軍艦岩) is  
pronounced “Gunkan Iwa”.

Teraojima Bus Stop (寺尾島バス停) to Hozumi-Jinja Shrine (穂積神社) 6.8 km
There is no information on Teraojima Bus Stop (寺尾島バス停) bus stop found on 
www.navitime.co.jp. From Teraojima (寺尾島) you cross Okitsu River (興津川), and begin 
to walk along Kuro river (黒川).Between Teraojima and Hozumi Shrine you will also 
pass Shimizu Nishisato Onsen “Yamasemi-no-Yu”(やませみの湯) and Shimizu Forest Park 
Yasuragino Mori (やすらぎの森). Part of Shimizu Forest Park Yasuragino Mori (やすらぎの森) 
is Kuro River Campground (黒川キャンプ場) which you pass after these spots. Kuro River 
Campground (黒川キャンプ場) requires a reservation in order to camp. Unfortunately you 
must mail in an application or go in person to the offices. If you want to plan ahead to do 
this more information can be found at the website. 
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Reservation Method:
http://www.chabashira.co.jp/shinrinkanri/yoyakuway.html

Shimizu Nishisato Onsen “Yamasemi-no-Yu”(やませみの湯) 
Hours:

9:30-18:00 (Weekdays)
9:30-19:30 (Weekends)

Official Website:
https://www.yamaseminoyu.com

Price:
¥700

Closing Days:
Every Monday , unless Monday is a holiday then

 it will be closed the following day. New Year’s Holidays (December 28-January 4)
 
Walking from around Shimizu Nishisato Onsen “Yamasemi-no-Yu ”(やませみの湯) to 
Hozumi Shrine (穂積神社) is an area that is known for its fall foliage. 

Teraojima (寺尾島バス停) is pronounced “Teraojima Basu Tei”.
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Map 14 Hozumi Shrine (穂積神社) to Oyama (大山)

Map 14 continues through Shizuoka, covering 21.6 km.

Hozumi-Jinja Shrine (穂積神社) to Monjyudake Peak (文殊岳)  1.8 km
Hozumi-Jinja Shrine (穂積神社) is located in Shizuoka City, Shizuoka Prefecture on 
Mt. Ryuzume. It is said that the priest Kūkai (also known posthumously as Kōbō-
Daishi) visited Mt. Ryuzume about 1,300 years ago. This area was originally famous 
for “Sangakushinko”, which is a type of faith where practitioners worship sacred 
mountains(35). Up to about the Edo period Mt. Ryuzume was worshipped and revered 
by the local people. The mountain was considered a sacred place for practitioners of 
Sangakushinko. Mt. Ryuzume has a history of being important for both Buddhism and 
Sangakushinko. These two faiths coexisted on the mountain together, until around the 
time of the Meji Restoration. After the Meji Restoration in 1868 it was thought that there 
should be a separation between Shintoism and Buddhism. This lead to the name of the 
shrine coming into being, Hozumi-Jinja Shrine (穂積神社). Because of this the name 
changed to Hozumi-Jinja Shrine (穂積神社), and became only a Shinto Shrine (36). After 
passing Hozumi-Jinja Shrine(穂積神社) you will pass into a cedar forest.

As you continue to Monjyudake Peak(文殊岳), you will pass Yakushidake Peak (薬師岳).
Yakushidake Peak (薬師岳) is 1,051 meters tall. This peak does not offer a good view. This 
peak is part of Mt. Ryuso (竜爪山). There is space to camp out as well as a name board 
marking the location. 
Hozumi Shrine (穂積神社) is pronounced “Hozumi Jinja”.

Monjyudake Peak (文殊岳) to Ushidzuma Sakashita Bus Stop (牛妻坂下バス停) 5.7 km
Monjyudake Peak(文殊岳) is 1,041 meters tall. This peak offers a spectacular view. There 
are benches at the view point, and plenty of room to camp. There is both a guide board 
and name board at this location. This peak is part of Mt. Ryuso (竜爪山). Hiking down 
there are log stairs. The road is bad and there is a steep decent. 
Monjyudake Peak (文殊岳) is pronounced “Monjyudake”.

Ushidzuma Sakashita Bus Stop (牛妻坂下バス停) to Yuyama Onsen (油山温泉) 3 km
Ushidzuma Sakashita Bus Stop (牛妻坂下バス停) goes to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅前). 
See the bus appendix for more information. After the bus stop you pass Akebono Bridge 
(曙橋), as you continue you will pass tea plantations and private houses.  
Ushidzuma Sakashita Bus Stop (牛妻坂下バス停) is pronounced “Ushidzuma Sakashita 
Basu Tei”.
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Yuyama Onsen (油山温泉) to Yazawa (谷沢) 4.7 km
Yuyama Onsen (油山温泉) is an Onsen in Shizuoka which allows overnight stays only, 
you cannot take a day bath here. The path from Yuyama Onsen (油山温泉) is not 
dangerous, but this area has a very rough road. Long pants, long sleeves, and gloves are 
recommended. Also use extra caution during or after rain storms.

Right after Yuyama Onsen (油山温泉) there will be a guide board, and more tea 
plantations. You will continue past Yuyama Pass (油山峠), at the pass there is a bench and 
chairs, along with room to camp.

Before reaching Yazawa (谷沢) you will pass by a statue of the Life Prolonging Jizō 
(延命地蔵). This statue was erected for Enmei Jizō, who is also known as the Life-
Prolonging Jizō. 
Yuyama Onsen (油山温泉) is pronounced “Yuyama Onsen”.

Yazawa (谷沢) to Mt. Oyama (大山) 6.4 km
Yazawa (谷沢) refers to both the area you are entering and the bus stop. The area is 
marked with a name board. Yazawa Bus Stop (谷沢バス停) goes to Shizuoka Station (静岡
駅前). See the bus appendix for more information. In this section you will pass by a tea 
plantation and great views. Before reaching Mt. Oyama (大山) you will walk by Mizumiiro 
Pass 
(水見色峠). This area is marked by a sign, there is also a bench where you can rest. 
While walking to Mt. Oyama (大山) there are many other possible paths, it is important to 
watch for signs in this area. After leaving Mizumiiro Pass (水見色峠) there is a steep climb 
through a covered forest of Sasa or broad-leaf bamboo. 
Yazawa Bus Stop (谷沢バス停) is pronounced “Yazawa Basu Tei”.
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Map 15 Oyama (大山) to Kiyozasa Pass (清笹峠)

Map 15 continues through Shizuoka, covering 22.1 km.

Mt. Oyama (大山) to Terajima Bus Stop (寺島バス停) 10.8 km
Mt. Oyama (大山) has an altitude of 986 m. On a clear day you may be able to see Mt. 
Fuji and Shizuoka city center all the way to Suruga Bay. At the summit of Mt. Oyama 
(大山) there is room to camp, a table with benches to sit at and a guide board. There is 
also a big radio tower, but the view is still good. Going down to Terajima Bus Stop 
(寺島バス停) you will pass wasabi fields. 
Mt. Oyama (大山) is pronounced “Oyama”.

Terajima Bus Stop (寺島バス停) to Kuno Oto (久能尾) 3.5 km
Terajima Bus Stop (寺島バス停) goes to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). On navitime.com the 
bus stop that you want is listed as Terajima (Shizuoka City) (寺島(静岡市). See the bus 
appendix for more information. Heading down to Kuno Oto (久能尾) you will pass  Shiroi-
Jinja Shrine (白髭神社) then cross a suspension bridge. At Shiroi-Jinja Shrine (白髭神社) 
there stands a cedar tree that is said to be 750 years old. 
Terajima Bus Stop (寺島バス停) is pronounced “Yazawa Basu Tei”.

Kuno Oto Bus Stop (久能尾バス停) to Kimata Giant Ginkgo (黒俣大イチョウ) 4.4 km
Kuno Oto Bus Stop (久能尾バス停) does not go to any major areas.The area you are 
entering is a peaceful mountain village. On the way to Kimata Giant Ginkgo 
(黒俣大イチョウ) you pass along the Kurodata River (黒俣川). There are many sights that 
you may visit while reaching the Ginko Tree. These include Ryusyuji Temple (盤竜寺), 
Takarari Waterfall (見返りの滝),  and Toukou-Ji Temple(東光寺). Depending on the season 
you may also see tea being grown in the fields.  
Kuno Oto Bus Stop (久能尾バス停) is pronounced Kuno Oto Basu Tei”.

Kimata Giant Ginkgo (黒俣大イチョウ) to Kiyozasa Pass(清笹峠) 3.4 km
The Kimata Giant Ginkgo is 20 meter tall and the trunk has a circumference of 8.7 m. 
It is estimated to be at least 500 years old . Shizuoka Prefecture designated the tree a 
natural treasure(37).There is a small rest area at the tree. 
Kimata Giant Ginkgo (黒俣大イチョウ) is pronounced “Kuromata dai ichō”.
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Map 16 Kiyozasa Pass (清笹峠) to Waraibotoke 
(笑い仏)

Map 16 continues through Shizuoka , covering 18.6 km. This map shows the meet up 
point, Kurita (蔵田), with the Shizuoka Bypass Route.

Kiyozasa Pass (清笹峠) to Utoge Falls (宇嶺の滝) 7.5 km
Kiyozasa Pass (清笹峠) is a pass on the forest road. It will be marked on the road as you 
walk down it. It is not a place where you will be able to set up camp. This road is a 
meandering climb. 
Kiyozasa Pass (清笹峠) is pronounced “Kiyozasa dai ichō Tōge”.

Utoge Falls (宇嶺の滝) to Kurita (蔵田) 1.1 km
Utoge Falls (宇嶺の滝) is 70 m. The falls are located in the northern part of the city, at the 
foot of Takane mountain.  There is a public toilet at the falls, as well as a rest area(38). 
Utoge Falls (宇嶺の滝) is pronounced “Utouge no taki”.

Kurita (蔵田) to Takane-Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (高根白山神社) 2.4 km
Kurita (蔵田) refers to the area as well as the bus stop. There is no information on Kurita 
Bus Stop (蔵田バス停) found on www.navitime.co.jp. There is a public restroom at the 
Kurita (蔵田). 

This is also the point where the bypass course meets up with the main trail. On the way 
to Takane-Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (高根白山神社) you will pass by Hanasaki Giant Cedar 
(花崎の大スギ). This cedar tree is estimated to be over 700 years old, and is 28 m high 
and 8.4 m wide. It was made a Shizuoka Designated natural monument on March 28th 
1961(27).  
Kurita (蔵田) is pronounced “Kurita”.

Takane-Hakusa-Jinja Shrine (高根白山神社) to Mt. Takanesan (高根山) .7 km
Takane-Hakusa-Jinja Shrine (高根白山神社) is dedicated to the divine spirit of agriculture. 
The shrine is known for the festival that is held on October 29th every year to give 
thanks to the harvest. This Shinto festival is from the late Edo period and is considered 
an intangible folk cultural property At the festival held on October 29 every year, ancient 
Kagura is dedicated thanks to the harvest(39). Kagura refers to a type of Shinto theatrical 
dance. Kagura began as sacred dances that were preformed by shrine maidens in the 
Imperial court. Over time these dances spread to the villages across Japan, and are still 
practiced today. Kagura often involve storytelling or reenactment of fables, and is thought 
to predate Noh theater(40). There is a restroom at the shrine. 
Takane-Hakusa Shrine (高根白山神社) is pronounced “Takane-Hakusa Jinja”
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Mt. Takanesan (高根山) to Nishimuki Suspension Bridge (西向の吊橋) 4.6 km
Mt. Takanesan (高根山) is a mountain that is 871 m. There is a viewpoint at the summit, 
as well as room to camp. Before reaching Nishimuki Suspension Bridge (西向の吊橋) there 
is a rest area about halfway through. This rest area also has an observation deck where 
you will have a 360 degree view, there is also room to camp out here. 
Mt. Takane (高根山) is pronounced “Takane San”.

Nishimuki Suspension Bridge (西向の吊橋)to Waraibotoke (笑い仏) 2.3 km
At the Nishimuki Suspension Bridge(西向の吊橋) you will cross over a road. There is a 
table and bench where you can rest. There is a small area by them, where you may be 
able to set up a tent if it is small.
Nishimuki Suspension Bridge (西向の吊橋) is pronounced “Nishimukai no Tsuribashi”.
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Map 17 Waraibotoke (笑い仏) to Yatare Falls (八垂の滝) 

Map 17 continues through Shizuoka , covering 13.8 km. This map shows an alternative 
route that dead ends at Roadside Sation Kawane Spa (道の駅川根温泉). This route adds a 
total distance of 2.1 km.

Waraibotoke (笑い仏) to
 Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop (川根中学校入口バス停) 8.2 km

Going from Waraibotoke (笑い仏) you can see the area around the Oi River, you will also 
be able to walk through tea plantations. There is a name board marking Waraibotoke 
(笑い仏). As you walk to down to Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop 
(川根中学校入口バス停) you will continue down a paved road that goes along Minari River
(身成川). 
Waraibotoke (笑い仏) is pronounced “Waraibotoke”.

Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop (川根中学校入口バス停) to 
Ieyama Station (家山駅) 1.3 km

The major places Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop (川根中学校入口バス停) will go to 
are Ieyama Station (家山駅) and Shimada Station (島田駅). See the bus appendix for more 
information. At Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop (川根中学校入口バス停) you can take 
the side route to Roadside Sation Kawane Spa (道の駅川根温泉).
Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop (川根中学校入口バス停) is pronounced Chūgakkō 
Iriguchi Basu Tei”.

Ieyama Station (家山駅) to Yatare Falls (八垂の滝) 4.3 km
Ieyama Station is one of the original stations of the Ōigawa Main Line. The train that 
runs through this station is a steam train. During cherry blossom season this area is lined 
with beautiful blossoms and it’s famous for this. However, aside from a small general 
store and a convenience store in the general area there is not much in this area. There 
are no hotels in the area either. If you need to travel to a hotel, or a place with a hiking 
store from Ieyama Station understand that it will be expensive because the Ōigawa Line 
requires you to transfer, and the closest station will be Kakegawa Station on the Tokaido 
Main line. 

From Ieyama Station to Yatare Falls you will go around Nomori Park (野守公園) and 
Nomori Pond (野守池). Nomori Pond (野守池) is a popular carp fishing spot. There was a 
nice spot to rest by the pond. In the springtime there are cherry blossoms and azaleas in 
bloom around the pond. 
Ieyama Station (家山駅) is pronounced “Ieyama Eki”.
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Side Route:
Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop (川根中学校入口バス停) 
to Roadside Sation Kawane Spa (道の駅川根温泉) 2.1km

Roadside Sation Kwane Spa (道の駅川根温泉) is a onsen that offers overnight 
accommodations. The prices start at ¥15120 yen for an overnight stay. There is a 
restaurant as well as store where you can purchase local vegetables. 

Hours:
9:00-21:00

Official Website:
http://kawaneonsen.jp/about

Price:
¥520

Closing Days:
First Tuesday of every month, see website for additional closing days

Roadside Sation Kawane Spa (道の駅川根温泉) is pronounced “Michi no Eki Kawane 
Onsen”.
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Map 18 Yatare Falls (八垂の滝) to Shingu Pond (神宮池) 

Map 18 continues through Shizuoka , covering 22.7 km.

Yatare Falls (八垂の滝) to Dainichisan Kongoin Temple (大日山金剛院) 7.5 km
Yatare Falls (八垂の滝) is a series of eight water falls with a drop of 10 meters. Legend 
says that even when there has been a drought the water continues to fall(41). Across from 
Yatare Falls (八垂の滝) there is a small rest area, and a river. At the small rest area, you 
can put a very small tent. On the route to Dainichisan Kongoin Temple 
(大日山金剛院) you will walk through a cedar forest road. Before reaching Dainichisan 
Kongoin Temple (大日山金剛院) there is a large sign board about the area. 
Yatare Falls (八垂の滝) is pronounced “Yadaru no taki”.

Dainichisan Kongoin Temple (大日山金剛院) to Hiramatsu Pass (平松峠) 1.5 km
Dainichisan Kongoin Temple (大日山金剛院) is surrounded by large cedar and  Kurokawa 
Kihei from cypress trees.The temple has an finely crafted temple gate that escaped a fire 
in 1912, that was crafted by Kurokawa Kihei from Sugeyama village in 1837. There are 
also two Nio, guardian deva kings on each end of the gate. This temple was said to have 
opened in 718(42). 
Dainichisan Kongoin Temple (大 日山金剛院) is pronounced “Dai Hiyama kongō-in”.

Hiramatsu Pass (平松峠) to Daiko-Ji Temple (大光寺) 4.6km
Hiramatsu Pass (平松峠) has a covered rest area, as well as room to set up camp. After 
Hiramatsu Pass (平松峠) you will reach Mt. Torisawa (烏居沢山) which is 931 m.
Hiramatsu Pass(平松峠)  is pronounced“Hiramatsu Tōge”.

Daiko-Ji Temple (大光寺) to Kouminkan (公民館バス停) 3.3 km
Daiko-Ji Temple (大光寺) does have a restroom but the water is not drinkable. Daiko-
Ji Temple also has a sign telling you that camping is not allowed here. The temple 
information sign states that at the temple there is the Harunosugi Ceder (春埜杉) which 
is designated a natural treasure by the prefecture, as it is at least 1300 years old. 
Going from Daiko-Ji Temple to Kouminkan Bus Stop (公民館バス停) you will pass by 
Mt.Harumosan (春埜山) , but you don’t have to climb it. There is camping space that is 
flat and open before climbing Mt. Harumosan (春埜山). There are breath taking views of 
the mountains as you start walking to Daiko-Ji Temple (大光寺), there is no viewpoint so 
you must watch for cars as you take in the scenery. 
Daiko-Ji Temple (大光寺) is pronounced “Daiko Ji”.
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Kouminkan Bus Stop (公民館バス停) to Shingu Pond (神宮池) 5.8 km
There is also no information on Kouminkan Bus Stop (公民館バス停) www.navitime.co.jp. 
As you head to Shingu Pond (神宮池)you will be continuing down a paved road. You will 
pass Otoki (大時), which is marked by a sign and a shelter area. There is not much else at 
Otoki (大時). Otoki (大時) is not shown by name on the Shizuoka prefectural map, but it is 
shown by the rest area icon.

Kouminkan Bus Stop (公民館バス停) is pronounced Kouminkan Basu Tei”.
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Map 19 Shingu Pond (神宮池) to Saigawa (西川)

Map 19 continues through Shizuoka, covering 20.7 km.

Shingu Pond (神宮池) to Inui castle (犬居城跡) 7.5 km
Shingu Pond (神宮池) is a pleasant area to sit and rest, since it has a restroom and 
small rest shelter. Every year in July there is the Ofune festival at the pond where the 
townspeople pray for peace and good fortune. During the festival the pond becomes filled 
with decorated cruise boats and Japanese flutes and drums fill the air with music. Legend 
says a dragon lives in the pond. There is also Shingu-Jinja Shrine (新宮神社) which is 
surrounded by old cypress and cedar trees (43). Leaving the pond you will pass by as 
Stone  Statue (石仏) and Fudobashi Bus Stop (不動橋バス停). Fudobashi Bus Stop 
(不動橋バス停) goes to Enshū-Mori Station (天浜線遠州森駅) and Fukuroi Station (袋井駅). 
See bus appendix for more information. 
Shingu Pond (神宮池) is pronounced “Shingu Ike”.

Inui Castle Ruins (犬居城跡) to Akiha Jinja Shrine Shimosha(秋葉神社下社) 1.6 km
The Inui Castle Ruins (犬居城跡) are small ruins of what was once residence of the Amano 
Clan. From the current ruins the castle once spread 600 m east to west, and  650m north 
and south (44). At Inui Castle Ruins(犬居城跡) you can see Hamamatsu city below. While 
this area is semi populated there’re no convenience stores within walking distance. 
Inui Castle Ruins (犬居城跡) is pronounced “Inui Jō Ato”.

Akiha Jinja Shrine Shimosha (秋葉神社下社) to 
Akiha Jinja Shrine Kamisha (秋葉神社上社) 4.8 km

Akiha Jinja Shrine Shimosha (秋葉神社下社) is the head shinto shrine of the Akiha 
Shrines.The shrine is dedicated to the god of protection against fires. The shrine is 
located near the the summit of Mt. Akiha, which is part of the Akaishi Mountains.(45). 
This is one of the three temples that you MUST enter to continue on the trail, the second 
is Enryaku-Ji Temple(延暦寺) in the Shiga Course. This temple does not provide any 
information about entrance fees, hours or closing days. I believe you can enter it any 
time unlike Enryaku-Ji Temple(延暦寺) and Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺). This fits with my 
experience as well, but still I recommend trying to pass through Akiha Shrine Kamisha 
(秋葉神社上社) by 17:00. As you continue your walk you will have a steep climb through 
the cedar forest. You will also pass by  Shuyo-Ji Temple ( 秋葉寺) which is part of the 
temple complex. 
Akiha Jinja Shrine Shimosha (秋葉神社下社) is pronounced “Akiha Jinja Shimosha”.
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Akiha Jinja Shrine Kamisha (秋葉神社上社) to Saigawa Bus Stop (西川バス停) 6.8 km 
Akiha Jinja Shrine Kamisha (秋葉神社上社) is a large shrine complex, it has a restaurant 
and a tourist shop where you can pick up some food, though the selection is much 
more limited than that of a convenience store. The path down from the shrine is a steep 
mountain decent which weaves through the Tenryu Mimori forest. 

There is a rest area that is not marked on the Official Shizuoka Prefecture Map. I believe 
it is about 3 km after Akiha Jinja Shrine Kamisha (秋葉神社上社).There are tables and 
benches, there is flat ground and a decent amount of room to camp. On the way to 
Saigawa Bus Stop you will reach Akiba Dam (秋葉ダム), which is a dam on the Tenryū 
River. The dam is marked with a name board, there is also a guide board. 

The Akiba Dam (秋葉ダム) is a multipurpose dam which provides hydroelectric power 
generation, and industrial water to the city of Hamamatsu. The dam creates Akiba lake, 
which is famous for cherry blossoms (46). To cross the dam you will take Yongsan Bridge 
(龍山橋). There is an Onsen called Toron Hot Springs Yasuragi (トロン温泉やすらぎ) by the 
dam. The Onsen is also listed as Yasuragi no Yu
(やすらぎの湯).The Onsen does not have a website. 
Akiha Shrine Kamisha (秋葉神社上社) is pronounced “Akiha Jinjya Kamisha”.
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Map 20 Saigawa (西川) to Hirashiro Ruins (ヒラシロ遺跡)

Map 20 continues through Shizuoka, covering 10 km.

Saigawa Bus Stop (西川バス停) to Hirashiro Ruins (ヒラシロ遺跡) 10 km
Saigawa Bus Stop(西川バス停) goes to Misakubo Station (水窪駅), Shironishi Station (城西駅)
and Aizuki Station (相月駅). These stations don’t offer any hotels or easy spots to restock 
supplies but they are all on the Iida Line. The best station to find a hotel, restock on food 
and hiking supplies on this line will be Toyohashi Station (豊橋駅). See the bus appendix 
for more information.

Coming down from Saigawa Bus Stop (西川バス停) to Ichinose Rest Area (市ノ瀬休憩所) the 
path is known for being a fall foliage viewing area. There is a long hike between Saigawa 
Bus Stop (西川バス停) and Hirashiro Ruins, however there is a bathroom and then a rest 
area named Ichinose Rest Area (市ノ瀬休憩所) about at the halfway mark. By this rest area 
there is also a Stele (歌碑).

You will pass a tea plantation after this rest area. Continuing on you reach San Maikazaki 
Pass (三舞坂峠), this point is only shown on on some maps you see on the trail. I camped 
outside of the bathroom, since it was getting dark by the time I arrived but because this 
was by a persons house I asked permission to campout here, and the woman was happy 
to let me.

There are also two rest areas with a great view called Ishiuchi Rest Area North Side 
(石打休憩所北) and Ishiuchi Rest Area South Side (石打休憩所南). The path to Hirashiro 
Ruins (ヒラシロ遺跡) is dotted with houses, many of which are deserted.
Saigawa  Bus Stop (西川バス停) is pronounced “Saigawa  Basu Tei”.
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Map 21 Hirashiro Ruins (ヒラシロ遺跡) to 
Seven Falls of Atera (阿寺の七滝)

Map 21 continues through Shizuoka Prefecture and is the final map of the Shizuoka 
Prefecture covering 16.9 km. 10.3 km comes from Shizuoka Prefecture and 6.6 km come 
from Aichi Prefecture. The 6.6 km are covered in greater detail in the Aichi maps.

Hirashiro Ruins (ヒラシロ遺跡) to 
Roadside station Kunma Suisha-no-sato (くんま水車の里) 4.1 km

Hirashiro Ruins (ヒラシロ遺跡) are a designated historic site by Hamamatsu city. The ruins 
were discovered in 1992 during construction, the ruins are thought to be from the middle 
Jomon period (about 4,500 years ago)(47).  Hirashiro Ruins (ヒラシロ遺跡) offers a rest area 
and restrooms.

Walking to the roadside station you pass Shiba no Tubonoki (柴のタブノキ). Shiba no 
Tubonoki (柴のタブノキ) is a prefecture designated natural monument. This tree is the 
largest Machilus thunbergii tree in the prefecture, standing 17.4 meters tall (48).
Hirashiro Ruins (ヒラシロ遺跡) is pronounced “Hirashiro Iseki”.

Roadside station Kunma Suisha-no-sato (道の駅くんま水車の里) 
to Kuro Falls( 黒滝) 2.7 km

Roadside Station Kunma Suishna-no Sato is a smaller road side station. There is WiFi 
there, which is great, as well as bathroom where you can refill your water supply. The 
restaurant serves traditional Japanese food, which tasted great. This is a small rest stop 
so your ability to pick up more food is limited. There is also the Kunmasuisha no Sato Bus 
Stop (くんま水車の里バス停) outside the rest area. Kunmasuisha no Sato Bus Stop 
(くんま水車の里バス停) does not take you to any major areas.
Roadside station Kunma Suisha-no-sato is pronounced “Michinoeki Kunma Suisha-no-
sato”.

Kuro Falls(黒滝) to Shizuoka / Aichi Prefectural Border (静岡・愛知県境) 3.5 km
Kuro Falls is a small but lovely waterfall. There is a shelter area with space to set a tent 
up underneath it or next to it. 
Kuro Falls(黒滝) is pronounced “Kuro Taki”.
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Shizuoka Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops

The following section lists the major bus stops you will pass by or are within walking 
distance to the Shizuoka Course. This section covers bus stops in Shizuoka Prefecture. 
While you will find places where you can resupply on the trail, purchasing hiking goods 
without leaving the trail was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such 
purchases will be in larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that 
allows you to know what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical 
Japanese to English phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes 
the information about the stations where these buses will take you. All information 
about bus routes comes from Navitime.com and may have changed. I encourage you to 
download the NAVITIME app for bus routes. For more information about this see the 
“Getting Around Japan” section or the Bus Guide which can be downloaded from the 
website and shows how to use the NAVITIME app, as it is only in Japanese.

Ushidzuma Sakashita Bus Stop (牛妻坂下バス停)
Ushidzuma Sakashita Bus Stop (牛妻坂下バス停) has multiples lines which all go to 
Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). These lines include 111,118, 112, 119, 113,114, and Kyūkō-
biunkyū (休校日運休). 

The only line that does NOT go to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅前) is 116. This line is marked 
with the kanji “梅”. If the the kanji “梅” by the time that bus will not go to  Shizuoka 
Station (静岡駅) .There is a also another route that does not have a line listed. Rather it is 
listed as a Fixed Route Bus (路線バス), which also goes to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). The 
only major place this bus stop will go to is Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). 

Key terms (For all Routes):
Bound For: Shinshizuoka Bus (新静岡(バス)方面)
Bound For: Rokuban /Umegashima Onsen (六番/梅ヶ島温泉方面)

Yazawa Bus Stop (谷沢バス停)
Yazawa Bus Stop (谷沢バス停) has multiples lines which all go to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). 
These lines include 34, 35, 36. Line 127 does not go to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅).
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Key terms (For all Routes):
Bound For: Oku Nagashima (奥長島 方面)
Bound For: Front of Shizuoka Station/Shizuoka University (静岡駅前/静岡大学(静岡市)方面)

Terajima Bus Stop (寺島バス停)
Terajima Bus Stop (寺島バス停) has multiples lines but not all go to Shizuoka Station 
(静岡駅). Lines 137, and 138 do not go to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅), as they go in the 
opposite direction. As long as you take the bus bound for Yatsu terminal / Shizuoka 
Bus (谷津ターミナル/新静岡(バス)方面), you are heading to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). On 
navitime.com you the bus stop that you want is listed as Terajima (Shizuoka City) (寺島(静
岡市)), this is the same line that Terajimashimo Bus Stop
(寺島下バス停) is on. The only major place this bus stop will go to is Shizuoka Station (静岡
駅).

Key Terms: 
Bound For: Yatsu terminal / Shizuoka Bus (谷津ターミナル/新静岡(バス)方面). -This direction 
takes you to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅).
Bound For: Hinata (Shizuoka City) (日向(静岡市)方面)

Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop (川根中学校入口バス停) 
Kawane Chūgakkō Iriguchi Bus Stop (川根中学校入口バス停) only has the one line that 
either goes to Kawane Onsen Hotel (川根温泉ホテル) or the passes Ieyama Station (家山駅) 
and Shimada Station (島田駅). The major places this bus stop will go to are Ieyama Station 
(家山駅) and Shimada Station (島田駅). I suggest walking to Ieyama Station (家山駅) as you 
will be very close to this station.

Key Terms: 
Bound For: Kawane Onsen Hotel (川根温泉ホテル方面)
Bound For: Deisābisusentā (Shizuoka)(デイサービスセンター（静岡県）方面) -This direction 
takes you to Ieyama Station (家山駅) and Shimada Station (島田駅). 

Major Stations 
The following section lists the major stations that you pass on the Tokai, the stations you 
can reach by bus stops on the Tokai, or the closet station that has hotels. The stations on 
the trail or the station that the bus will take you to don’t always have hotels, or you may 
need to go to larger city to find a hiking supply store. Therefore I have included stations 
that are a bit out of the way from the trail. I have also included information about unique 
cultural sites around the cities. I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances your 
experience, and allows you to explore some more unknown parts of Japan.
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Shimada Station (島田駅)
Shimada Station (島田駅) is a major railway station, the Tokaido main line runs through 
the station. At this station there are a few hotels, restaurants, supermarkets and 
convenience stores all within walking distance. Additionally this is a great place to 
resupply on any hiking supplies since it is in a major city. If you don’t find what you need 
at Shimada Station (島田駅) it is easy to continue on the very large Shizuoka Station (静岡
駅) which is on the same line.

Cultural highlights of the area include: 
Oi Shrine

Horaibashi Bridge
Sochoanshi 

Shizuoka Station (静岡駅) 
Shizuoka Station (静岡駅) is a major railway station, multiple lines run through the station. 
At this station there will be many hotels, restaurants, supermarkets and convenience 
stores all within walking distance. Additionally this is a great place to resupply on any 
hiking supplies since it is in a major city. It is important to note that while some of the 
buses do take you to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅) depending on your location this detour 
may take you far off the trail.

Cultural highlights of the area include: 
Shizuoka Prefectural Museum of Art

Shimizu Sushi Museum
Shizuoka Sengen Shrine
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Top Left: Inui 
Castle Ruins 
(犬居城跡)

Top Right: View 
From Daiko-Ji 
Temple (大光寺)

Bottom: Ieyama 
Station (家山駅)
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Top: Nomori Pond(野守池)
Bottom: Akiba Dam (秋葉ダム) 
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Shizuoka Bypass Course
 (静岡県バイパスコース)

The Shizuoka Bypass course starts at Lake Tankui(田貫湖)  and takes you down through 
Fujiomiya city (富士宮市) along the coast before reaching back up at Kurata Bus Stop 
(蔵田バス停). This route is only shown on the official Shizuoka prefectural maps. This 
bypass is sometimes ignored in other guides as well, which is unfortunate. The Bypass 
course gives you a different perspective of Japan than the main route, which keeps you 
mainly in the mountains and rural towns. The Bypass has you walking through the city, 
and at some points taking the train or rope ways to reach your next location. You do walk 
through the forest, and this route presents you with some of the best views of Mt. Fuji on 
the course. 

The bypass course may not be for everyone but don’t dismiss the course because it 
takes you out of the forest and into the city. The places where this course leads you 
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includes three beautiful water falls, Shiraito Falls(白糸滝),  Otodome Falls (音止の滝) and 
Choshiguchi Falls (銚子口の滝). The temples you pass include the Nishiyama-honmonji 
Temple (西山本門寺), where Oda Nobunaga head is reportedly buried and Saimyoji 
Temple (最明時) which is known for it’s beautiful four seasons garden. Finally the 
unique point that the bypass course offers is a look into Edo period Japan. You can visit 
Ohaoriya (お羽織屋) where the houses remain in the same style as the Edo period and 
Great Inn Kashibaya (大旅籠 柏屋) which is a museum where you can see how people 
lived in the Edo period. Additionally Satta Pass (薩埵峠) the scenic area was also depicted 
by Hiroshige in The Fifty-three Stations of the Tōkaidō. 

The Shizuoka Bypass Course covers 167.3 km according to my maps, if you hike every 
side route. Hiking the main course of Tokai you will spend of 181.4 km in Shizuoka 
Prefecture, hiking the Bypass Route will add an additional 167.3 km to Shizuoka 
Prefecture.

The Official Prefecture websites list the total distance as 141.7 km though this number 
does match the total distance on the official maps. The official maps are 3.3 km less then 
mine; this is because they leave out 3.3 km of distance between several stations.  

When I hiked the Tokai Trail I took this route, however unlike the main route I had much 
more difficulty finding signs, and one part of the trail was washed out due to recent rain. 
The Bypass course did cause me some difficulty to walk but, I throughly enjoyed the 
views along the way. The terrain is easy going much like the main section of Shizuoka 
course. However I found that sometimes I would get lost looking for the path because of 
the lack of signs. This was significantly more than on the main course. Also because the 
Bypass course takes you through more urban areas you need to plan out where to camp 
more carefully. In these areas you have the option of hiking a long distance or using this 
time to resupply by staying in a hotel and then continuing on the next day. With proper 
planning camping on this course is fairly easy. While camping takes more planning, you 
generally have pretty frequent access to water and food on this section of the trail.
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Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefecture Map
The Shizuoka Bypass is covered in over four maps A,G,H,I The Shizuoka Bypass map 
be downloaded from the prefectures website, along with a brochure about the trail. The 
Shizuoka Official Prefecture map may be downloaded from the prefectures website, along 
with a brochure about the trail. The map is in Japanese and English.

Shizuoka Prefecture Map:
http://hellonavi.jp/trip-idea/tokaishizenhodo.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps,  the Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide and the Pictorial Map Guide. I 
found the resources I used were not complete and didn’t include all information, so I 
created a new set of maps. These are in English and Japanese, show campsites, and water 
sites in addition to major locations. They can be downloadeded on the website where you 
downloaded this book.
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Trail Closures

There are currently no closures at the time of publication of this book.

The closure listed as “東海自然歩道バイパスコース「野田山コース」について”, which means 
About Tokai Nature Trail section “Nodayama Course”. A portion of the nature trail is 
closed due to road work and logging operations, there is a detour provided. The symbol 
for detour is Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. This is a very small detour, 
and should not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. The area 
effected is shown on map 24, but no additional information is provided because is no 
need for a different alternative route as one already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.city.shizuoka.lg.jp/000768767.pdf

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier.   

Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.city.shizuoka.lg.jp/601_000129.html

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail Bypass should have “東海自然歩道バイパス”: and 
the the relevant section after. Shizuoka provides all trail closure information for different 
courses across Shizuoka in one place. 
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Map 22 Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) to 
Nishiyama-Honmon-Ji Temple (西山本門寺)

Map 22 starts the Bypass Route in Shizuoka and covers 23.8 km, you can hike more by 
taking one or both of the alternative routes . This map shows two alternative routes that 
both dead end. The first route ends at Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝) and Otodome Falls 
(音止の滝), this route is 3 km one way. The second route ends at Inako Station (稲子駅), 
and is 8.4 km one way .

Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) to Branch Point A (分岐点)  6.3 km  
Lake Tanuki is a manmade lake that was created in 1935(31). The lake is a popular place 
with campsites, fishing and boating. There is no camping allowed around the lake, you 
must camp at one of the campsites at the lake. Lake Tanuki is not a very developed lake, 
there are not any convenience stores in the vicinity. Reservations can be made on the 
website, which offers both an easy to use English and Japanese version.

Hours:
Check in 8:00 to 17:00

Check out 12:00
Website: 

https://tanukiko.com/en/tanukiko/#camp
Price:

Free for Tent Only.
Other amenities cost varying amount

By Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) there is Tanuki-ko Minami Bus Stop (田貫湖南バス停), which is off 
the main trail but still close enough that you can easily take the bus. Tanuki-ko Minami 
Bus Stop (田貫湖南バス停) goes to Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅) and Shin-Fuji Station 
(新富士駅). See the bus appendix for more information about this location.
Lake Tanuki (田貫湖) is pronounced “Tanuki Ko”.

Side Route to Falls: 
Branch Point A (分岐点) to Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝) 3.0 km

The path to Shiraito Falls Bus Center(白糸滝バスセンター) takes you past Shiraito Falls 
(白糸の滝) and ends at Otodome Falls (音止の滝). These three are all grouped closely 
together. Some maps list this location as Shiraito Falls Bus Center(白糸滝バスセンター). 
This detour is absolutely worth taking. This area also has restaurants, bathrooms, 
convenience stores and guide boards all within a short walking distance. If you need to 
go into a city to resupply you can take one of the buses to Fujiomiya city. The bus stop 
Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝) goes to Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). See the bus appendix for 
more information about this location.
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Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝) is part of Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park, as well as being part of 
the World Heritage List. With a height of 20 m and a width of 150 m the falls make an 
impressive sight. Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝) name comes from the appearance of the water 
as it falls, it is said to look like white (shirai) thread (to). 25 meters to the East you can see 
Otodome Falls (音止の滝). 

Otodome Falls (音止の滝) the name, “stop the sound” comes from the legend of the Soga 
brothers. The brothers needed a quiet moment for planning to take revenge on the man 
who killed their father Kudo Suketsune, so they came to the falls(49, 50). 
Branch Point (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”. I added the A and B to differentiate the 
Branch Points.

Branch Point A (分岐点) to Branch Point B (分岐点) 13.7 km
The Branch Point (分岐点) point is marked on Shizuoka prefectural only by a circle. You 
will see the Branch Point (分岐点) term on the guide boards while hiking. Whether you 
take the detour to Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝) or not you will pass this point. This path takes 
you a long distances, but is a pretty easy going route. You will pass by Okura Dam
(大倉ダム). Okura Dam (大倉ダム) is used for flood control and agricultural land disaster 
prevention. At the Dam there is a viewpoint where you can sit and rest. This viewpoint 
offers exceptional views on Mt. Fuji. A little past Okura Dam(大倉ダム) you will encounter 
a sign board, and restroom. There will also be Yunotesukiwa Shi Workshop 
(柚野手漉和紙工房). According to several Japanese hiking blogs this is a paper workshop, 
but you can’t visit this location, even though it is listed on the Shizuoka Prefectural Map.
Branch Point (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”. I added the A and B to differentiate the 
Branch Points.

Side Route to Station: 
Branch Point B (分岐点) to Shin-Inakogawa Onsen(新稲子川温泉ユートリオ) 4.5 km 

At the second Crossroad (分岐点) point you have two choices go to Inako Station 
(稲子駅), or continue on the main bypass course to Nishiyama-Honmonji Temple 
(西山本門寺). Going to Inako Station (稲子駅) will lead you on to a dead end. 
Crossroad (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”. I added the A and B to differentiate the 
crossroads.

Shin-Inakogawa Onsen  U-Trio(新稲子川温泉ユートリオ) to Inako Station (稲子駅) 3.9 km
Shin-Inakogawa Onsen(新稲子川温泉ユートリオ) is a popular Onsen spot that offers day use.
The price for one day is ¥1030. The Onsen also allows you to rent a bath towel, shampoo 
and soap are provided. 

Hours:
10:00-20:00

Official Website:
http://u-trio.com/

Price:
¥ 1030
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Closing Days:
Every Thursday, unless Thursday is a holiday then

 it will be closed the following day.
Shin-Inakogawa Onsen (新稲子川温泉ユートリオ) is pronounced “Shin-Inakogawa Onsen”.

Inako Station (稲子駅) 
Inako Station (稲子駅) is a single side platform unmanned station on the Minobu Line 
(身延線). The route to Inako Station (稲子駅) ends in a dead end, to return to the main 
course you will have to backtrack. There are no hotels in this area, you will have to take 
the line to Fujinomiya Station (富士宮市駅) which is four stops away on the Minobu Line 
(身延線) . There are no convenience stores within walking distance, but you can take the 
train to Shibakawa Station (芝川駅) which has convenience stores within walking distance. 
Inako Station (稲子駅) is pronounced “Inako Eki”.

Branch Point B (分岐点) to Nishiyama-Honmon-Ji Temple(西山本門寺) 3.8 km
Continuing on the main cross roads will take you through small rural towns. As you walk 
you will see farmland and rice fields. 
Branch Point (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”. I added the A and B to differentiate the 
Branch Points.
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Map 23 Nishiyama-honmonji Temple(西山本門寺) to 
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場)

Map 23 continues through Shizuoka and covers 19.5 km.

Nishiyama-Honmon-Ji (西山本門寺) to Shibakawa Station (芝川駅) 7.3 km
Nishiyama-Honmon-Ji Temple(西山本門寺) was opened in 1344 and is a Nichiren Buddhist 
temple. At Nishiyama-Honmon-Ji visitors enter through the 15 meter wide Kuromon Gate, 
climbing 135 steps. April 18th of every year there is the O mushiboshi ceremony, where 
the temples display the national treasure held there. On the temple groups there is a 400 
year old Ginko tree, and a 500 year old holly olive tree, which marks the spot where Oda 
Nobunaga’s head is said to be buried (51).
Nishiyama-Honmon-Ji Temple(西山本門寺) is pronounced “Nishiyama Honmonji Temple”.

Shibakawa Station (芝川駅) to Hatago Pond (はたご池) 7.8 km 
Shibakawa Station (芝川駅) consists of a single island platform serving two 
tracks, unmanned station on the Minobu Line (身延線). There are no hotels but there is a 
convenience store within walking distance. If you need supplies or a hotel you will have 
to go Fujinomiya Station(富士宮市駅) which is on the same line, just three stations away. 
Shibakawa Station (芝川駅) is pronounced “Shibakawa Eki”.

Hatago Pond (はたご池) to Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) 4.4 km
Hatago Pond (はたご池) is located on a hill and has a spectacular view of Mt. Fuji. 
There are carp and turtle swimming in the pond. At the pond there is a rest area, and a 
restroom. The water is not drinkable at the restroom. This is a good place to set up camp, 
as you can camp under the rest area or on the grassy area of the pond. 
Hatago Pond (はたご池) is pronounced “Hatago Ike”.
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Map 24 Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) to Shin 
Fujikawa Station (富士川駅 ) 

- Southern, Eastern, and Western Routes

Map 24 offers three different routes, two of which are dead ends. To continue on the 
main bypass routes, take the Western route. Map 24 covers 12.6 km on the Eastern route,
17.4 km on the Western route, and 9.3 km on the Southern route.

Taking the Eastern Route:
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) to Kazenomiya Park (風の宮公園) 5.5 km
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) is a parking lot that offers a great view of Mt. 
Fuji. There is also a rest area where you could set up camp.
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) is pronounced “Minamimatsuno Chūshajō”.

Kazenomiya Park (風の宮公園) to 
Roadside Station Fujikawa Rakuza (道の駅富士川楽座) 4.7 km

Kazenomiya Park (風の宮公園) is a small park that has an observation deck where you can 
see the Shin-Tomei Expressway. 
Kazenomiya Park (風の宮公園) is pronounced “Kazenomiya Kōen”.

Roadside Station Fujikawa Rakuza (道の駅富士川楽座) 
to Fujikawa Station (富士川駅) 2.4 km*

Roadside station Fujikawa Rakuza (道の駅富士川楽座) is a huge roadside station which has 
four floors of shops, restaurants and entertainment. 
*The distance is not given on the prefecture map, this comes from Google Maps. The time 
and distance may differ slightly depending on what route you take. Having walked this I 
would say this is about correct. 
Roadside Station Fujikawarakuza (道の駅富士川楽座) is pronounced “Michi No Eki 
Fujikawa Rakuza”.

Fujikawa Station (富士川駅)
Fujikawa Station (富士川駅 ) is a railway station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. This is one of 
the larger stations on the trail, it is a manned station with multiple platforms. There are 
restaurants, convenience stores and hotels at Fujikawa Station (富士川駅). 
Fujikawa Station (富士川駅) is pronounced “Fujikawa Eki”.
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Taking the Western Route:
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) to 

Nodaya Health Parkland (野田山健康緑地公園) 2.9 km
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) is a parking lot that offers a great view of Mt. 
Fuji. There is also a rest area where you could set up camp.
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) is pronounced “Minamimatsuno Chūshajō”.

Nodaya Health parkland to Choshiguchi Falls (銚子口の滝) 8.4 km
Nodayama Health Parkland (野田山健康緑地公園) is a free camp site. The campsite 
requires you to call to make reservations. As of December 2019 it is currently closed 
for renovations. I am unsure if you are allowed to get water while the renovations are 
ongoing. The trail passes by the actual campsite if you want to set up camp here follow 
the signs along the road, it is clearly marked  From Nodaya Health Parkland 
(野田山健康緑地公園) The drinkable water and  camping area are off the main route, but 
there are signs leading you up to the area.

Information Website: 
 https://www.city.fuji.shizuoka.jp/fujijikan/sp/bringup/kb719c00000012bu.html

Reservation Website:
https://www.city.fuji.shizuoka.jp/sangyo/c0701/fmervo0000011cdw.html

From Nodaya Health Parkland (野田山健康緑地公園) to Choshiguchi Falls (銚子口の滝) you 
pass over Mt. Omura (大丸山).The hike to Mt. Omura (大丸山) takes you to Ohirayama 
Grass Field (大平山広場) and Okuboyama Grass Field (大久保山). Both of these fields 
make great camping spots, as they are wide open and flat. When you are almost at Mt. 
Omura (大丸山) you will pass Omaruyama Grass Field (大丸山広場) and Miharashi Kannon            
(見晴観音), again both make great campsites. Mt. Omura (大丸山) is a small mountain at 
572.3 meters, from there you can see Izu mountain range(伊豆連山), Fuji River (富士川), 
Fuji City (富士市) , and Suruga Bay (駿河湾). 

Nodayama Health Parkland (野田山健康緑地公園) is pronounced “Nodayama Kenkō 
Ryokuchi Kōen”.

Choshiguchi Falls (銚子口の滝) to Hamaishi Peak (浜石岳) 6.1 km
Choshiguchi Falls (銚子口の滝) is 20 meters high, and falls down in three sections. In 
spring wisteria blooms around the falls, and in autumn you can view beautiful fall colors.
Choshiguchi Falls (銚子口の滝) is pronounced “Choshiguchi No Taki”.
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Taking the Southern Route:
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) to

 Nodayama Health Parkland (野田山健康緑地公園) 2.9 km
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) is a parking lot that offers a great view of Mt. 
Fuji. There is also a rest area where you could set up camp.
Minamimatsuno Parking Lot (南松野駐車場) is pronounced “Minamimatsuno Chūshajō”.

Nodayama Health Parkland (野田山健康緑地公園) to Mt. Gotenyama (御殿山) 4.9 km
Nodayama Health Parkland (野田山健康緑地公園) is a free campsite. The campsite 
requires you to call to make reservations. As of December 2019 it is currently closed 
for renovations. I am unsure if you are allowed to get water while the renovations are 
ongoing. The trail passes by the actual campsite if you want to see if you can get water 
follow the signs along the road, it is clearly marked  From Nodaya Health Parkland (野
田山健康緑地公園). Here are the websites if you want to see if the construction has been 
completed before you start out.

Information Website: 
 https://www.city.fuji.shizuoka.jp/fujijikan/sp/bringup/kb719c00000012bu.html

Reservation Website:
https://www.city.fuji.shizuoka.jp/sangyo/c0701/fmervo0000011cdw.html

Nodayama Health Parkland (野田山健康緑地公園) is pronounced “Nodayama Kenkō 
Ryokuchi Kōen”.

 Mt. Gotenyama (御殿山) to Shin Kambara Station (新蒲原駅) 1.5 km
Mt. Gotenyama (御殿山) is a famous area for viewing cherry blossoms, there are 600 
Yoshino cherry trees which have pink flowers and 200 Prunus speciosa cherry blossoms 
that have white blossoms. The name of Mt. Gotenyama (御殿山) comes from the mountain 
where firewood was taken to build Kambara Palace in 1582(52, 53). At Mt. Goten (御殿山) 
there is also Noroshiba (狼煙場), which is a viewing tower. 
Mt. Gotenyama (御殿山) is pronounced “Gotenyama”.

Shin Kambara Station (新蒲原駅)
Shin Kambara Station (新蒲原駅) is a  railway station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. This 
is one of the larger stations on the trail, it is a manned station with multiple platforms. 
There are restaurants, convenience stores and supermarkets by this station. There are 
no hotels, but the near by station of Fujikawa Station (富士川駅 ) has many hotels. This 
path is recommended if you are there during cherry blossom season as the path to Shin 
Kambara Station (新蒲原駅) is lined with cherry trees. 
Shin Kambara Station (新蒲原駅) is pronounced “Shin Kambara Eki”.
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Map 25 Hamaishi Peak (浜石岳) to Okitsu Station 
(興津駅) - Eastern and Western Routes

Map 25 offers two different routes, the Eastern and Western routes. The Western Route 
takes 10 km, and the Eastern Route takes 11.5 km.The main route that you walk; which 
ever course you choose covers 4.2 km. The two routes meet up with each other at Satta 
Pass(薩埵峠).

Taking the Eastern Route:
Hamaishidake Peak (浜石岳) to Yui Station (由比駅 ) 8.0 km

Hamaishidake Peak (浜石岳) is 707 m, and offers a stunning view of Mt. Fuji, Suruga Bay, 
Izu Peninsula and Miho Peninsula. You pass by Hamaishi Outdoor center
 (浜石野外センター), which is a camping area away from the city. To camp here you will 
have to make reservations at least seven days in advance, by phone and faxing in an 
application.

Website for Reservations: 
https://www.city.shizuoka.lg.jp/000_007025.html

Before Yui Station (由比駅) you will also pass Saimyo Temple (最明時). 
Hamaishidake Peak (浜石岳) is pronounced “Hamaishi Dake”.

Yui Station (由比駅) to Satta Pass 3.5km 
Yui Station (由比駅) is a manned, multi platform station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. In the 
vicinity of Yui Station (由比駅) there are many convenience stores, and restaurants. There 
are few hotels at Yui Station (由比駅), a few stations over at Shin Fuji Station (新富士駅) 
there are more hotels if you need to stay. If you are in need of hiking supplies there are 
stores in the Shin Fuji station (新富士駅) area and the Okitsu Station (興津駅) area.

After this area you will pass Tokaido Nanushi-no Yakata “Koiketei” 
(東海道名主の館“小池邸”). This is a historic house from the Meiji Era. It was owned by 
the Koike family, who served as a master in in the Yui district for many years. You can 
enter the house and see how people lived during this time. The Koike family served as 
the master , which was the most important role in the village. They would serve as an 
go-between between the peasants and the rulers.(54) 
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Hours:
9:30-16:30 (March-October)

9:30-16:00 (November-February)
Official Website:

https://www.city.shizuoka.lg.jp/000_002458.html
Price: 
Free

Closing Days:
Closed every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday then it will be closed the following day.

New Year’s Holidays (December 26-January 5)
Yui Station (由比駅) is pronounced “Yui Eki”.

Taking the Western Route:
Hamaishidake Peak (浜石岳) to Satta Pass 10.0 km

Hamaishidake Peak(浜石岳) is 707 m, and offers a stunning view of Mt. Fuji, Suruga Bay, 
Izu Peninsula and Miho Peninsula. Coming down from Hamaishidake Peak (浜石岳) you 
will pass by a Branch Point (分岐点), from where you can take an the Eastern Route. 
Continuing on you will pass Mt. Tachibanayama (立花山) which is a small mountain of 
460 m. Before reaching Mt. Sattayama (薩埵山) you will pass a view point. 
Hamaishidake Peak (浜石岳) is pronounced “Hamaishidake”.

Main Route:
Satta Pass (薩埵峠) to Okitsu Station (興津駅) 4.2 km　

Satta Pass(薩埵峠) is a scenic area overlooking Mt. Fuji, Suruga Bay and the Izu Peninsula. 
The view from this spot was also depicted by the wood block artist Hiroshige in The 
Fifty-three Stations of the Tōkaidō. Yui-shuku was the sixteenth of the fifty-three stations. 
At Satta Pass(薩埵峠) you will meet up with the Eastern Route. Coming down from the 
pass you will pass Zuisen Temple (瑞泉寺) and Munakata-Jinja Shrine (宗像神社).

 Zuisen Temple (瑞泉寺)
Zuisen Temple (瑞泉寺)was founded in 1645, the temple was expanded in 1831. However 
the village could not keep up the temple due to poverty so it fell in to disrepair. The 
back hall was rebuilt in 1960 with the main hall being rebuilt in 1974. At the temple 
you can view a monument from the Tokugawa period. This monument was relocated 
from Satsuma Pass, it was used to commemorate the difficulty for travel on the Tokaido, 
particularly Satsuma Pass. People would also come to pray for safe passage. In 2001 
treasure tower  that was 3m high and 2 meters wide was erected. People come to pray for 
their wishes to be fulfilled (55).

Munakata-Jinja  Shrine (宗像神社)
Munakata-Jinja  Shrine (宗像神社) shrine is thought to have been built in the Heian 
period, and in the shrine resides the guardian deity of fishermen. Each July 31 there is a 
festival held for the god of maritime(56). 
Satta Pass(薩埵峠) is pronounced “Satta Tōge”.
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Map 26 Okitsu Station (興津駅) to Dead End (行き止まり)

Map 26 continues in Shizuoka Prefecture. This map is a little different as you can take a 
side route that dead ends, or to continue on the main course you will take the train from 
Okitsu Station (興津駅) to JR Kusanagi Station (草薙駅).The detour covers 16.4 km.

Continuing to Main Route:
Okitsu Station (興津駅) to Mochimune Station (用宗駅)

This section of the course assumes that you will ride the train from one section to 
the next. I recommend this, otherwise you will need to use Google maps or hike to 
Mochimune Station(用宗駅) another way. This is the route you take if you want to 
continue on the main route, and do not want to take the 
alternative route. This route picks on up Map 27.

Okitsu Station (興津駅) is a manned station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. In the vicinity of 
Yui Station (由比駅) there are a few convenience stores, and restaurants. There are few 
hotels at Okitsu Station (興津駅), but they seem to be pricer. You will have better luck 
finding a hotel around Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). 
Okitsu Station (興津駅) is pronounced “Okitsu Eki”.

Continuing to Side Route:
Okitsu Station (興津駅) to Kusanagi Station (草薙駅)

This section of the course assumes that you will ride the train from one section to the 
next. I recommend this, otherwise you will need to use Google maps or hike to Kusanagi 
Station (草薙駅) another way. This is the route you take if you want to take the detour 
route, that will dead end. 

Okitsu Station (興津駅) is a manned station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. In the vicinity of 
Okitsu Station (興津駅) there are a few convenience stores, and restaurants. There are few 
hotels at Okitsu Station (興津駅), and they seem to be pricer. You will have better luck 
finding a hotel around Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). 
Okitsu Station (興津駅) is pronounced “Okitsu Eki”.
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Kusanagi Station (草薙駅) to Tennobara Park(天皇原公園) .9 km
Kusanagi Station (草薙駅) is a manned station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. In the vicinity of 
Kusanagi Station (草薙駅) there are a few convenience stores, and restaurants. There are 
few hotels at Kusanagi Station (草薙駅), but they seem to be pricer. You will have better 
luck finding a hotel around Shizuoka Station (静岡駅).There are two at Kusanagi Station 
(草薙駅) next to each other, the one that you get off at is the JR Kusanagi Station (草薙駅), 
not the Kusanagi Station that is on the Shizuoka Railway(草薙駅).
Kusanagi Station (草薙駅) is pronounced “Kusanagi Eki”.

Tennobara Park (天皇原公園) to Nihondaira Station (日本平駅) 5.5 km
Tennobara Park(天皇原公園) is a small park in Shizuoka area. After the park you will pass 
Kusanagi Shrine (草薙神社), the shrines deity is Yamato Takeru, a legendary prince of 
the Yamato dynasty. Yamato Takeru is an important figure in Japanese Folk lore. Yamato 
Takeru is the legendary son of the legendary 12th Emperor Keikō. His exploits and many 
of the famous folk legends of Japan are covered in the chronicles Kojiki and Nihon 
Shoki (57). 

An annual festival is held on September 20th where the shrine launches Dragon fireworks 
or Ryusei fireworks(龍勢花火) which can been seen during the day. These types of 
fireworks are unique to the area and are considered to be an Intangible Folk Cultural 
Property(58). The Dragon fireworks (龍勢花火) are fireworks with black powder in a 
cylinder and a bamboo stick, when fired an  umbrella opens in the sky(59). From the 
photos it appears that some of them have colored powder that comes out so you can see 
the smoke better. 
Tennobara Park (天皇原公園) is pronounced “Tennobara Kōen”.

Nihondaira Station (日本平駅) to Kunosan Station (久能山駅)
Nihondaira Station (日本平駅) is a ropeway station that connects to Kunosan Station 
(久能山駅). People take this ropeway trip to see the view and to reach Kunozen Toshogu-
Miya Shrine (久能山東照宮). The station that you will arrive at is Kunosan Station 
(久能山駅). The station will be closed if there is too much wind. 

Official Website:
https://ropeway.shizutetsu.co.jp/en/index.html 

Nihondaira Station (日本平駅) is pronounced “Nihondaira Eki”.

Kunosan Station (久能山駅) 
to Miho-no-Matsubara Pine Tree Grove (三程松原) 6.5 km

Kunosan Station (久能山駅) that is railway station by Kunozen Toshogu-Miya Shrine 
(久能山東照宮). The main attraction here is Kunozen Toshogu-Miya Shrine (久能山東照宮). 
This shrine was built by 2nd General Hidetada, following the wishes of Ieyasu.Enshrined 
here are Tokugawa Ieyasu, Toyotomi Hideyoshi and Oda Nobunaga. Visiting this place is 
more out of the way of the main course, but it’s a beautiful shrine and area. In 2010 the 
shrine buildings were designated as a National Treasure(60).
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Hours:
8:30-17:00 (April-September)
8:30-16:00 (October-March)

Official Website:
https://www.toshogu.or.jp/english/

Price:
Shrine: ¥500
Museum: ¥400

Shrine and Museum: ¥800 
Closing Days:

Open every day of the year
Kunosan Station (久能山駅) is pronounced “Kunosan Eki”.

Miho-no-Matsubara Pine Tree Grove (三程松原) to Dead End (行き止まり) 3.5 km
Miho-no-Matsubara Pine Tree Grove (三程松原) has over 54, 000 pine trees growing on 
the 7 km of beach. The pine grove became part of  Mt. Fuji’s world heritage site in 2013. 
The legend of the area is about a celestial maiden. There was a fisherman who was 
walking alone the shore, where he found clothing hanging on a tree. On his way home 
with the cloth the maiden appeared, and requested her Hagoromo back so she could 
return to heaven. The fisherman agreed only if she showed him a celestial dance. She 
agreed, and returned to heaven. The pine tree of legend’s still standing and is over 650 
years old(61). 
Kunosan Station (久能山駅) is pronounced “Kunosan Eki”.

Dead End (行き止まり) and Returning 
The ending point is the tip of the peninsula , here you will have a great view of Suruga 
Bay (駿河湾) but you will need to walk back to where you started. The prefecture map 
does not name this point, so I gave it the name Dead End. Since this dead ends at this 
point you can walk the entire 16.4 kms to Kusanagi Station (草薙駅) or walk an additional 
10 km to Kunouyamashita Bus Stop (久能山下バス停). This bus will take you back to 
Shizuoka Station (静岡駅).  See the bus appendix for more information about this location. 
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Map 27 Okitsu Station (興津駅) to 
Fujieda City Branch Office (藤枝市岡部支所)

Map 27 continues through Shizuoka and covers 14.5 km.

Mochimune Station (用宗駅) to Mt. Hanasawayama (花沢山) 3.6 km
Mochimune Station (用宗駅) is a  manned railway station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. 
There are few hotels around Mochimune Station (用宗駅). If you need more supplies 
two stops over at Shizuoka Station (静岡駅) there are many hotels, convenience stores, 
restaurants and shopping centers. 
Mochimune Station (用宗駅) is pronounced “Mochimune Eki”.

Mt. Hanasawayama (花沢山) to Mt. Mankanho (満観峰) 2.9 km
Mt. Hanasawayama (花沢山) is 449 m. There are benches and tables at the summit. You 
will go by Nihonzaka Pass (日本坂峠) after coming down from the mountain. There is 
some room to camp on the mountain top but the benches and tables take up a decent 
amount of space.
Mt. Hanasawayama(花沢山) is pronounced “Hanasawayama”.

Mt. Mankanho (満観峰) 
to Roadside Station Utsunoya Pass (道の駅宇津ノ谷峠) 3.7 km

Mt. Mankanho (満観峰) is 470 m. At the summit you’ll have a view of the Southern Alps, 
Mt. Fuji and Shizuoka City. The summit of Mt. Mankanho (満観峰) is a large area with rest 
area and tables and benches. Unlike Mt. Hanasawa (花沢山) there is space to camp even 
with the benches and tables.
Mt. Mankanho (満観峰) is pronounced “Mankanho”.

Roadside Station Utsunoya Pass (道の駅宇津ノ谷峠 ) to 
Fujieda City Branch Office (藤枝市岡部支所) 4.3 km

At the Roadside Station Utsunoya Pass (道の駅宇津ノ谷峠 ) there are shops, restaurants 
and public toilets at this rest station. 

Hours:
7:00-19:00 

Official Website:
https://www.city.shizuoka.lg.jp/000_005228.html

Closing Days:
No planned closing days

At the Roadside Station there is also Utsunoyairiguchi Bus Stop (宇津ノ谷入口バス停). The 
major place Utsunoyairiguchi Bus Stop (宇津ノ谷入口バス停) will go to is Shizuoka Station 
(静岡駅) and Fujieda Station (藤枝駅). See the bus appendix for more information about 
this location.
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On the way to Fujieda City branch office (藤枝市岡部支所) you will pass by  Keiryuji 
Temple (慶龍寺), Jikkokuzaka Kannondo Temple (十石坂観音堂)Senshoji Temple (専称寺), 
as well as the other section of Roadside Station Utsunoya Pass (道の駅宇津ノ谷峠). The 
other major sites have been listed with information about them below.

Ohaoriya( お羽織屋)
Ohaoriya( お羽織屋) is an area that has houses that remain in the same style as the Edo 
period. There are signs and stones and places that tell what the places use to be. Google 
maps lists this place as permanently closed, but the Shizuoka Prefecture sight does not 
list it as such. 

Meiji Tunnel (明治のトンネル)
Meiji Tunnel (明治のトンネル) opened in 1876 to connect Shizuoka City and Fujieda City. 
It is registered as a tangible cultural property. There is also a parking area and restrooms 
(62).

Great Inn Kashibaya (大旅籠 柏屋)
Great Inn Kashibaya (大旅籠 柏屋) is a museum where you can see how people lived in 
the Edo. The inn is representative of an inn at Okabe shuku Station, the current inn was 
rebuilt in 1836.

Hours:
9:00-17:00

Official Website:
https://www.city.fujieda.shizuoka.jp/benri/shisetsu/BE001/BE020/1447731252252.html

English Guide:
https://www.city.fujieda.shizuoka.jp/material/files/group/63/22091186.pdf

Price: 
¥300

Closing Days:
Closed every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday then it will be closed the following day, 

and
New Year’s Holidays (December 26-January 5)

Roadside Station Utsunoya Pass (道の駅宇津ノ谷峠 ) is pronounced “Michi no Eki Tōge”.
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Map 28 Fujieda City Branch Office (藤枝市岡部支所) to 
Kurata (蔵田)

Map 28 is the final map of the Shizuoka Bypass course. This map shows the meets up 
with the main trail. The map covers 19.6 km.

Fujieda City Branch Office (藤枝市岡部支所) to Gyokuro-no-Sato Tearoom Hyogetsutei 
(玉露の里茶屋”瓢月亭”) 8.2 km

Fujieda City Branch Office (藤枝市岡部支所) refers to the office you are passing by and the 
bus stop of by the same name.  Fujiedashi Okabe Shisho Mae Bus Stop 
(藤枝市岡部支所前バス停) goes to Yaizu Station (焼津駅), Fujieda Station (藤枝駅) or 
Shizuoka Station (静岡駅前). See the bus appendix for more information. 

You pass by Wakamiya Hachimangu Shrine (若宮八幡宮), and Shigiya ke Nagayamon 
(鴫谷家長屋門). Shigiya ke Nagayamon (鴫谷家長屋門) is a gate that is a designated cultural 
heritage. This gate was built in the Edo period mainly using pine wood. You can only 
view this gate from the outside(63). Katsurashima Park (桂島公園) is a park along the 
Asahinawa River. There are toilets and rest areas in the park. 
Fujieda City Branch Office (藤枝市岡部支所) is pronounced “Fujieda Shi Okabe Shiten”.

Gyokuro-no-Sato Tearoom Hyogetsutei (玉露の里茶屋”瓢月亭) to 
Mt. Bikuishi (びく石山頂) 3.7 km

Gyokuro-no-Sato Tearoom Hyogetsutei (玉露の里茶屋”瓢月亭) offers Gyokuro and 
powdered tea .The tea house is a sukiya-style house, which you can visit for free.Gyokuro 
tea is one of the highest grades of green tea, the difference between Gyokuro and Sencha 
is how they are grown. Gyokuro must be grown in shade, which contributes to why it is 
more expensive.(64)  At the tea house has you can enjoy local foods while enjoying the 
garden and pond.

Hours:
9:00-17:00 (Tea House)
11:00-14:30 (Restaurant)

Official Website:
https://www.city.fujieda.shizuoka.jp/soshiki/_shisetsu/1445918554611.html

Price: 
Free-Visiting the Site is free

¥ 510 -Includes the price of tea and confectionery
Closing Days:

New Year’s Holidays (December 28-January 2)
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On the road to Mt. Bikuishi (びく石頂) you pass Asahina Oryusei Launch Tower 
(朝比奈大龍勢打ち上げ櫓ヤグラ) and Roadside Station Gyokuro no Sato (道の駅玉露の里). 
Roadside Station Gyokuro no Sato (道の駅玉露の里) has Wifi, restrooms, shops and an 
information corner.  

Roadside Station Gyokuro no Sato (道の駅玉露の里)
Hours:

9:00-17:00 
Official Website:

https://www.cbr.mlit.go.jp/michinoeki/shizuoka/shizuoka12.html
Closing Days:

New Years Holidays (December 28-January 2)

Gyokuro-no-Sato Tearoom Hyogetsutei (玉露の里茶屋”瓢月亭)  is pronounced “Fujieda Shi 
Okabe Shiten”.

Mt. Bikuishi (びく石山頂) 
to Bikuishi Tozanguchi Bus Stop (びく石登山口バス停) 4.4 km

Mt. Bikuishi (びく石山頂) is 524 m. On a clear day you can see Suruga Bay, Yaizu Port and 
Mt. Fuji. There are also many interestingly shaped rocks at the summit. If you camp out 
here you will want to camp out by the restrooms, which have more space. 
Mt. Bikuishi (びく石山頂) is pronounced “Bikuishi Sanchō”.

Bikuishi Tozanguchi Bus Stop (びく石登山口バス停) to Kurata (蔵田) 3.3 km
Bikuishi Tozanguchi Bus Stop (びく石登山口バス停) does not go to any major areas or 
stations. 
Bikuishi Tozanguchi Bus Stop (びく石登山口バス停) is pronounced “Bikuishi Tozanguchi 
Basu Tei”.

Kurata (蔵田)
Kurata (蔵田) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Kurata Bus Stop (蔵田バス停) does 
not go to any major areas or stations. Kurata (蔵田) is the point where the bypass course 
connects back to the main trail. 
Kurata (蔵田) is pronounced “Kurata”.
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Shizuoka Bypass Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops you will pass by or are within walking 
distance to the Shizuoka Bypass Course. While you will find places where you can 
resupply on the trail, purchasing hiking goods without leaving the trail was not something 
I was able to do. The best place to make such purchases will be in larger cities. The bus 
information provided is presented in a way that allows you to know what buses will take 
you off the trail into a city. Included are critical Japanese to English phrases you may see 
at these bus stops. This section also includes the information about the stations where 
these buses will take you. All information about bus routes comes from Navitime.com 
and may have changed. I encourage you to download the NAVITIME app for bus routes. 
For more information about this see the “Getting Around Japan” section or the Bus Guide 
which can be downloaded from the website and shows how to use the NAVITIME app, as 
it is only in Japanese.

Tanuki-ko Minami Bus Stop (田貫湖南バス停)
Tanuki-ko Minami Bus Stop (田貫湖南バス停) has one line, that goes to both Fujinomiya 
Station (富士宮駅) and Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅). The major places this bus stop will go 
are Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅) and Shin-Fuji Station (新富士駅).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Shiraito Falls (Shizuoka)/ Fujinomiya Station (白糸の滝(静岡県)/富士宮駅方面)
Bound For: Kyūkamurafuji (休暇村富士方面)

Shiraito Falls Bus Stop (白糸の滝バス停) 
Shiraito Falls Bus Stop (白糸の滝バス停) has two lines which go to Fujinomiya Station 
(富士宮駅) and Tokyo Station (東京駅). All lines are listed as a Fixed Route Bus (路線バス). 
If the time is marked with “東” know that bus route will not go to the station, as it will 
stop at Higashikōmae (東高前バス停) which is before Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅). The 
major places this bus stop will go are Fujinomiya Station 
(富士宮駅) and Tokyo Station (東京駅). 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅方面)
Bound For: Ashigata /Vacation Village (足形/休暇村富士方面) 
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Key Terms:
Bound For: Tokyo Station (東京駅(日本橋口)方面)- The bus to Tokyo only comes twice a 
day, and is only Bound For: Tokyo Station (東京駅)

Kunouyamashita Bus Stop (久能山下バス停)
Kunouyamashita Bus Stop (久能山下バス停) has two lines which go to either Shizuoka 
Station (静岡駅) or Shimizu Station (清水駅). If the time is marked with “静” know that bus 
route will go to the Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). If the time does not have the symbol by it, 
it will not go to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅). All lines are listed as a Fixed Route Bus 
(路線バス) and Kunouyamashita Bus Stop (久能山下バス停) is the first stop for both lines. 
The major places this bus stop will go to are Shizuoka Station 
(静岡駅) and Shimizu Station (清水駅).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Shimizu Station/ Yamahara(Shizuoka Prefecture) (清水駅前/山原(静岡県)方面)
Bound For:  Higashiootani(Shizuoka Prefecture)/Shizuoka Station South Entrance 
(東大谷(静岡県)/静岡駅南口方面))

Utsunoyairiguchi Bus Stop (宇津ノ谷入口バス停)
Utsunoyairiguchi Bus Stop (宇津ノ谷入口バス停) has one line,86, which goes to Fujieda 
Station (藤枝駅)
and Shizuoka Station (静岡駅).

Key Terms:
Bound For:  Okabe Business Office/In Front of Fujieda Station(岡部営業所/藤枝駅前方面)
Bound For: Shinshizuoka (新静岡(バス)方面)

Fujieda City Branch Office Bus Stop (藤枝市岡部支所前バス停)
Fujieda City Branch Office Bus Stop (藤枝市岡部支所前バス停) has three lines, all of which 
are Fixed Route Bus (路線バス), and do not have a specific line listed.One line will take 
you to Yaizu Station (焼津駅), second line will take you to either Fujieda Station (藤枝駅) 
or Shizuoka Station (静岡駅) and third does not go to a major area and is not covered in 
the guide.

Key Terms:
Bound For:: Yaizu Station (焼津駅前方面)
Bound For:: Okabe Business Office (岡部 営業所方面)

Key Terms:
Bound For: Okabe Business Office/ Front of Fujieda Station (岡部営業所/藤枝駅前方面)
Bound For: Shinshizuoka Bus (新静岡（バス) 方面) -This direction takes you to Shizuoka 
Station (静岡駅).
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Major Stations 
The following section lists the major stations that you pass on the Tokai, the stations you 
can reach by bus stops on the Tokai, or the closest station that has hotels. The stations on 
the trail or the station that the bus will take you to don’t always have hotels, or you may 
need to go to larger city to find a hiking supply store. Therefore I have included stations 
that are a bit out of the way from the trail. I have also included information about unique 
cultural sites around the cities.  I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances your 
experience, and allows you to explore some more unknown parts of Japan.

Fujieda Station (藤枝駅)
Fujieda Station (藤枝駅) is a railway station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. There are many 
hotels in the area. This area also has hiking stores, restaurants, supermarket and 
convenience stores. 

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Gyokuro-no-Sato (tea tasting)
Fujieda City Folk Museum

Rengeji-Ike Park

Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅)
Fujinomiya Station (富士宮駅) is a railway station on the Minobu Line. There are many 
hotels in Fujinomiya. This area also has hiking stores, restaurants, supermarket and 
convenience stores. Fujinomiya station (富士宮駅) is on the same line as Ide Station 
(井出駅), which is a stop on the Tokai Nature Trail. This is a good stop to gather supplies 
and then take the Train or bus back to a location on the trail.

Cultural highlights of the area include: 
Taisekiji Temple

The Kiseki Museum of World Stones
Fujinishiki Sake Brewery Co., Ltd

Shimizu Station (清水駅)
Shimizu Station (清水駅) is a railway station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. At this station 
there will be many hotels, restaurants, supermarkets and convenience stores all within 
walking distance. Additionally this is a great place to resupply any hiking supplies since it 
is in a major city.

Cultural highlights of the area include: 
Shimizu Fish Market Kashinoichi

Shimizu Port 
Uomachi Inari Shrine
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Shizuoka Station (静岡駅)
Shizuoka Station (静岡駅) is a major railway station, multiple lines run through the station. 
At this station there will be many hotels, restaurants, supermarkets and convenience 
stores all within walking distance. Additionally this is a great place to resupply on any 
hiking supplies since it is in a major city. It is important to note that while some of the 
buses do take you to Shizuoka Station (静岡駅) depending on your location this detour 
may take you far off the trail.

Cultural highlights of the area include: 
Shizuoka Prefectural Museum of Art

Shimizu Sushi Museum
Shizuoka Sengen Shrine

Yaizu Station (焼津駅)
Yaizu Station (焼津駅) is a railway station on the Tōkaidō Main Line. There are many 
hotels in the area. This area also has hiking stores, restaurants, supermarkets and 
convenience stores. 

Cultural highlights of the area include:
 Sapporo Beer Shizuoka Brewery (factory tour)

Deep-sea water Museum
Hanazawa Yaizu City
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Top:
View from Mt. Omura (大丸山).

Left:
Marker at Mt. Omura (大丸山)  
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Top: Shiraito Falls (白糸の滝)

Bottom: View from Hatago Pond (はたご池)
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Aichi Prefecture Course
(愛知県コース)

Aichi is fifth prefecture located on the trail and is bordered by Mie, Gifu, Nagano, and 
Shizuoka Prefectures. As of October 2015 Aichi had a population of 7,484,094, making it 
the fourth largest city in Japan. Originally Aichi was divided into two provinces of Owari 
and Mikawa, but was united after the Meiji Restoration. The climate of Aichi is mild 
throughout the year with a large amount of rainfall in summer.(65)

There was a sharp contrast between the resources in Aichi and Shizuoka. While hiking 
in Shizuoka I did not have any trouble finding camping sites, or reading the maps. In 
Aichi the maps were frequently worn down by the weather and covered with mold but 
then some parts of the prefecture were greatly maintained. Overall Aichi is one the better 
maintained prefectures and it is easy to navigate this prefecture.  
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The places that said there would be rest areas or shelter areas were often filled with 
tables and benches with little room to set up camp, or they had fallen into such disrepair 
you could not camp under them. In the previous prefectures I had found that a two-
person tent would have fit in most places, but in Aichi having my one person tent allowed 
me more places where I was able to camp. That being said there are many places to 
camp in Aichi, and the signs are very clear about where to go in the prefecture. 

The Aichi Prefectures covers 204.1 km, and this prefecture assumes that you hike the 
direct routes to cover those 204.1 km. My maps accurately reflect this number, but note 
that 204.1 km does include the area of Aichi that is included in the Ena route. If you do 
not hike the Ena route you will not hike 204.1 km. Without the Ena Course, the Aichi 
Course makes up 186 km.

Aichi is one of the more rugged prefectures and the ground can be very rocky which is a 
problem when you stake out your tent at night. Water is harder to find in Aichi as MANY 
of the restrooms listed are only compost toilets and do not have running water. Plan your 
water very carefully in Aichi. Aichi was the only prefecture in which I had to use water 
treatment to have drinkable water. 

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefecture Map
The Aichi Course is covered in over six maps, as well as one overview map. The Aichi 
map can be downloaded from the prefectures website, along with a brochure about the 
trail. The map is only in Japanese. This PDF version of this map is a little hard to read  
compared to the paper version. However you have to request the paper version by mail 
or in person at the Aichi Natural Environment Division

Aichi Prefecture Map:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/c.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps, Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial Map Guide. I found 
the resources I used were not complete and didn’t include all information, so I created 
a new set of maps. These are in English and Japanese, show campsites, and water sites 
in addition to major locations. They can be downloaded on the website where you 
downloaded this book
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Trail Closures

There are currently four trail closures at the time of publication of this book.

1. Due to a landslide on the Tokai Nature Trail in Toyota City the section from Higashi-
Oshima Town to Yamanaka Town (東大島町～山中町) is closed for an unknown amount 
of time. There is no detour provided. The area affected is shown on map 34. Aichi 
prefecture refers to the area closed as from Higashi-Oshima Town to Yamanaka Town 
(東大島町～山中町), then does not represent these places on the official map. The closures 
affects the area from about Yamanaka (元山中) and ends before you reach Kamitaka 
(上高). This area is covered in more detail in Map 34, and a suggested detour is provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/oshirase/20200731map.pdf

2. Due to the steel pier repair work the section from Mt. Iwakoyasan (岩古谷山) to 
Tstsumige Pass 
(岩古谷山～堤石峠) is closed. As of March 31, 2019 this should be open, but I have 
included it as Aichi prefecture still lists this section as closed. There is a detour provided. 
The symbol for detour in Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. This is a very 
small detour, and should not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. 
The area affected is shown on map 31-32, but no additional information is provided 
because is no need for a different alternative route as one already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/oshirase/20200716map.pdf

3. The reason for the closure is not listed, and the closure is ongoing for an undecided 
amount of time. The section is closed from Matsudo Bridge (松戸橋) to Onagura 
(大名倉). This is a very small detour, and should not affect the time or distance you 
walk in a significant manner. The area affected is shown on map 32, but no additional 
information is provided because there is no need for a different alternative route as one 
already provided. The detour is listed as to Onagura Bridge (大名倉橋) on the website 
but there is no Onagura Bridge (大名倉橋) listed, so consider the detour to about the area 
listed as Onagura (大名倉).

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/oshirase/20200818map.pdf
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4. Due to the collapse of the Tokai Nature Trail in Shiraiwa-cho, Seto City (瀬戸市) this 
route is closed for an undecided amount of time. The area affected is right at Shiraiwa 
(白岩), which refers to the area you are entering. There is a detour provided. The symbol 
for detour is Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. This is a very small detour, 
and should not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. The area 
affected is shown on map 37, but no additional information is provided because there is 
no need for a different alternative route as one already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/oshirase/20191113map.pdf

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier.   

Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/index.html

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail will be listed on the sites page. The Aichi 
Prefecture has an entire page devoted to trail closures. 
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Aichi Prefecture Map
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Map 29 is the first map of Aichi Prefecture. Map 5 covers a total of 9.9 km.

Prefectural Border (県境) to Ropponmatsu (六本松) 1.7 km
At the Prefectural Border there is still a small map from Shizuoka that covers part of 
Aichi, and an old worn down map from Aichi prefecture. At the prefecture there are 
some benches and a large open field. This would be a great camping spot, though there is 
no shelter. There are two guide boards one from each prefecture that show the next leg of 
the Tokai. 
Prefectural Border (県境) is pronounced “Kenzakai”.
 

Ropponmatsu (六本松) to Natsumi Bridge (夏明橋) .9 km
Ropponmatsu (六本松) is marked by a name board. There is also a bus stop by the same 
name. The major places Ropponmatsu Bus Stop (六本松バス停) goes are Mikawa-Ōno 
Station (三河大野駅) and Hon-Nagashino Bus Terminal(本長篠バスターミナル), which is 
across from Hon-Nagashino Station (本長篠駅). This bus stop is on the same line as 
Natsumibashi Bus Stop(夏明橋バス停), Kirikubo Bus Stop (桐久保バス停), Suyama Bus Stop 
(巣山亭バス停) and Nanatakiguchi Bus Stop (七滝口バス停). See the bus appendix for more 
information about these locations. 
Ropponmatsu (六本松) is pronounced “Ropponmatsu”.

Natsumi Bridge (夏明橋) to Suyama (巣山) 2.1 km
From Natsumi Bridge (夏明橋) you will pass Natsumi Bashi Bus Stop (夏明橋バス停). 
The major places Natsumi Bashi Bus Stop (夏明橋バス停) goes are Mikawa-Ōno Station 
(三河大野駅) and Hon-Nagashino Bus Terminal(本長篠バスターミナル), which is across from 
Hon-Nagashino Station (本長篠駅). This bus stop is on the same line as Ropponmatsu Bus 
Stop (六本松バス停), Kirikubo Bus Stop (桐久保バス停), Suyama Bus Stop (巣山亭バス停) and 
Nanatakiguchi Bus Stop (七滝口バス停). See the bus appendix for more information about 
these locations. 

After the bridge and bus stop you will pass a name plate and a bench area. This area is 
large and open with space to camp, and is less the .5 km away from the bridge. 
Natsumi Bridge (夏明橋) is pronounced “Natsumi Bashi”.

Suyama (巣山) to Seven Falls of Atera (阿寺の七滝) 1.9 km
Suyama (巣山) is marked by a name board, there is also a small shrine listed on the Aichi 
Prefectural map. There was no name listed for this shrine. There is also a bus stop by the 
same name, which is just slightly off the trail. 

Map 29 Seven Falls of Atera (阿寺の七滝) to Mutsudaira (睦平)
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The major places Suyama Bus Stop (巣山バス停) goes are Mikawa-Ōno Station 
(三河大野駅) and Hon-Nagashino Bus Terminal(本長篠バスターミナル), which is across from 
Hon-Nagashino Station (本長篠駅). This bus stop is on the same line as Ropponmatsu Bus 
Stop (六本松バス停) Natsumibashi Bus Stop(夏明橋バス停), Kirikubo Bus Stop 
(桐久保バス停) and Nanatakiguchi Bus Stop (七滝口バス停). See the bus appendix for more 
information about these locations.
Suyama (巣山) is pronounced “Suyama”.

Seven Falls of Atera (阿寺の七滝) to Mutsudaira (睦平) 3.3 km 
Seven Falls of Atera (阿寺の七滝) has been named number 51 of the 100 best waterfalls 
in Japan. The falls contain a total of seven falls, from varying vantage  points you can 
see all seven falls. Standing at the bottom you can only see the bottom four falls. There 
is a restroom, guide board of the area, and rest area at the falls. Leaving the falls you will 
pass a name board marking Namari Mountain Pass (鉛山峠).
Seven Falls of Atera (阿寺の七滝) is pronounced “Atera no Nana Taki”.
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Map 30 Mutsudaira (睦平) to Mt. Ure (宇連山)

Map 30 continues on the Aichi course and covers 16.1 km.

Mutsudaira (睦平) to Ōno (大野) 1.6 km
Mutsudaira (睦平) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Mutsudaira Bus Stop 
(睦平バス停) is on the same line as Ropponmatsu Bus Stop (六本松バス停) Natsumibashi 
Bus Stop(夏明橋バス停), Kirikubo Bus Stop (桐久保バス停), Suyama Bus Stop (巣山亭バス停) 
and Nanatakiguchi Bus Stop (七滝口バス停). 

The places the bus goes are Mutsudaira Bus Stop (睦平バス停) Mikawa-Ōno Station 
(三河大野駅) and Hon-Nagashino Bus Terminal(本長篠バスターミナル), which is across from 
Hon-Nagashino Station (本長篠駅). While it does go to Mikawa-Ōno Station (三河大野駅), 
this station is within walking distance of the bus stop and on-Nagashino Station (本長篠駅) 
is on the same line, so it may be easier to simply walk to Mikawa-Ōno Station 
(三河大野駅) and take the train.

Mikawa-Ōno Station (三河大野駅) is operated by Japan Railway Company and on the Iida 
Line. There are no hotels nearby however you can transfer to Toyotashi Station 
(豊田市駅), which is a larger station with hotels, restaurants and convenience stores in the 
vicinity. This is a long journey, taking about 2 hours, and costing around ¥2000. If you 
are in need of a hotel you might find one along the Iida Line at a small station, I have 
seen a few along the line. Your best bet will be Toyotashi Station (豊田市駅)!
Mutsudaira (睦平) is pronounced “Mutsudaira”.

Ōno (大野)  to Hikichi (引地) 1.0 km
Ōno (大野) refers to both the area and a bus stop. There is no information about Ōno 
Bus Stop (大野バス停) on navitime.co.jp. There is a name board marking Ōno (大野) and a 
guide board.

Near Ōno Bus Stop (大野バス停) there is also Mikawa-Ōno Station (三河大野駅) which is a 
railway station on the Iida Line. There are several restaurants around the area, and one 
convenience store by the station. There are no hotels in the vicinity, the nearest hotels 
will be at Toyohashi Station (豊橋駅) which is on the same line. 
Ōno (大野) is pronounced “Ōno”.
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Hikichi (引地) to Gyouja (行者越) 3.1 km
Hikichi (引地) refers to both the area and a bus stop. There is no information about 
Hikichi Bus Stop (引地バス停) on navitime.co.jp. There is a name board making Hikichi 
(引地). 
Hikichi (引地) is pronounced “Hikichi”.

Gyouja (行者越) to Horai-Ji Temple (鳳来寺) .6 km
Gyouja (行者越) is marked by an informational sign. At Gyouja (行者越) you will see 
several stone stone markers. According to the informational sign people would approach 
Horai-Ji Temple (鳳来寺) from this route as it was a difficult path to Horai-Ji Temple 
(鳳来寺). While there they would train at the dojo. This area was also depicted by 
Hiroshige in a wood block. The woodblock in question is called Pilgrims Climbing Up at 
Hôrai-Ji Temple in Mikawa Province “本朝名所三州鳳来寺行者越”(66).
Gyouja (行者越) is pronounced “Gyouja”.
 

Horai-Ji Temple (鳳来寺) to Mt. Horaijisan ‒mountain face(鳳来寺山山頂)** 1.1km
Horai-Ji Temple (鳳来寺) is thought to have opened 1,300 years ago. At the temple there 
are various attractions including Japanese cedar which is 800 meters tall, and 60 meters 
wide, it is thought to be 800 years old. Along the temple path there is also the Nioumon 
Gate (仁王門) built by Tokugawa Iemitsu in 1961, and is considered an important cultural 
property. The temple is also home of the Aichi prefectural bird the Konohazuku 
(コノハズク), which is a type of owl. The area surrounding the temple is designated as a 
natural monument.(67)

!!!Water Warning!!!
Horai-Ji Temple (鳳来寺) is the last place to get water for 15 KM. The hiking in Aichi is 
also one of the more rigorous sections of trail. Ensure that you have enough water for this 
section. I had spare water bottles that I collected and treated river water, after coming 
down from Mt. Ure (宇連山). River water MUST be treated before drinking. Being in Japan 
does not make water some how safe to drink. People thinking that water is safe to drink 
because you are in Japan is something I have encountered on other websites about this 
trail, and in my own personal experience living and hiking in Japan. 

After Horai-Ji Temple (鳳来寺) you pass Tōshōgū (東照宮), which is one of the three 
major Toshogu Shrines in Japan. The other two are Nikko Toshogu Shrine and  Kunozan 
Toshogu Shrine. The shrine was originally commissioned by Tokugawa Iemitsu, and 
was completed in 1651 under the rule of Ietsuna Tokugawa. The shrine is dedicated to 
Tokugawa Ieyasu(68, 69).

Tokugawa Iemitsu was the third Tokugawa shogun in Japan, he was known for his 
anti-Christian policies and dislike of the daimyos. Under his rule the Japan was all but 
closed to foreign trade for the next 200 years. The foreign trade that did occur was 
strictly regulated at the port of Nagasaki, and conducted with  Korean, Chinese, and 
Dutch merchants(70). Ietsuna Tokugawa was the fourth shogun, and succeeded his father 
Tokugawa Iemitsu. 
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Tokugawa Ietsuna was known for a gentle disposition , and his desire to allow Rōjū (老中), 
high ranking government officers to handle government affairs(71).

From Tōshōgū (東照宮) there is also a side route, that is not part of the Tokai that you can 
take. This route will take you past several interestingly shaped rocks, that you will meet 
up slightly before Mt. Horaiji ‒mountain face(鳳来寺山 山頂). After Tōshōgū (東照宮) you 
will pass Ropponsugi (六本杉), which is marked by an information board. The information 
board for Ropponsugi states that in the year 661 Rishu Sennin, the founder of  Horai-Ji 
temple, cut one of the seven sacred trees and carved a statue of Yakushi Buddha, 
which became the principle image of Horai-Ji temple. The remaining six cedars are 
referred to as Ropponsugi(70). 

The next place you pass on the way to Mt. Horaiji ‒mountain face(鳳来寺山山頂) is 
Okunoin (奥の院). Okunoin (奥の院) refers to the inner sanctuary, which is usually located 
behind the main hall of a temple. Here there is enough space to set up a small tent. It 
is the not the best camping space, but I have camped out here before because I was too 
exhausted to go on. At Okunoin (奥の院) there is a rest area but it has been destroyed, 
and as of 2019 was not repaired.
Horai-Ji Temple (鳳来寺) is pronounced “Horaiji”.

Mt. Horaijisan ‒mountain face(鳳来寺山 山頂) to Kuroze Pass (玖老勢峠) 2.1 km
Mt. Horaijisan (鳳来寺山) is 695 meters. The mountain is formed from a dead volcano, the 
mountain is known for it’s breath taking autumn foliage. (73) There is a small bench at 
the mountain top, but there is not room to camp. 
Mt. Horaijisan ‒mountain face(鳳来寺山山頂) is pronounced “Horaiji san Sanchō”.

Kuroze Pass (玖老勢峠) to Tanayama Plateau (棚山高原) 1.8 km 
Kuroze Pass (玖老勢峠) is marked by a name board. There is a bench at this pass, but it is 
a small area and you will not have room to set up camp here. Before reaching Tanayama 
Plateau (棚山高原) you will pass two informational boards. The first marking the 
Tanayama State Forest (棚山国有林) and the second Seto Rock (瀬戸岩). Tanayama State 
Forest (棚山国有林) informational board tells you that the forest covers 195.28 hectare, 
and is made up of Japanese cypress, Japanese cedar and Japanese red pine. 
Seto Rock (瀬戸岩), which is 702 meters high and offers a beautiful view of the 
surrounding area(74).
Kuroze Pass (玖老勢峠)is  pronounced “Kuroze Tōge”.

Tanayama Plateau (棚山高原) to Mt. Ureyama (宇連山) 4.8 km
Tanayama Plateau(棚山高原) is a gentle plateau that lays between Mt. Ure (宇連山) and 
Mt. Horaiji ‒mountain face(鳳来寺山 山頂). Tanayama Plateau(棚山高原) offers a covered 
rest area. This is a great camping place, if you don’t want to camp under the rest area 
there is a large open space behind it as well. On the way to Mt. Ureyama (宇連山) you’ll 
pass Ooshima Falls(大島の滝). To see the falls you will have to follow a side path down to 
them, this path is clearly marked. 
Tanayama Plateau (棚山高原) is pronounced “Tanayama Kōgen”.
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Map 31 Mt. Ure (宇連山) to Mt. Iwakoya (岩古谷山)

Map 31 continues through Aichi Prefecture and covers 13.1 km.

Mt. Ureyama (宇連山) to Hotokezaka (仏坂) 3.7 km
Mt. Ureyama (宇連山) is 929ｍ it is also one of the Oku Mikawa. From the summit you can 
see eastern  Oku Mikawa mountains(75). At the top of the mountain there is a rest area, 
and benches. There is room to camp at the mountain. On the way to Hotokezaka (仏坂) 
you will also pass through Ebi Pass (海老峠). Ebi Pass (海老峠) is a typical mountain pass, 
that is marked by a name board. 
Mt. Ureyama (宇連山) is pronounced “Ureyama”.
 

Hotokezaka Pass (仏坂峠) to Yotsuya (四谷) 2.0 km
Hotokezaka (仏坂峠) is a small pass that you take down from Mt. Ure (宇連山). It is 
marked by a sign, as well as a small bench. Coming down from Hotokezaka (仏坂) you 
will reach an area with tables and benches in front of Hotokezaka tunnel (仏坂トンネル), 
this is an area you can set up camp. There is a restroom marked here, but I have never 
seen it. 
Hotokezaka (仏坂) is pronounced “Hotokezaka”. 

Yotsuya (四谷) to Mt. Kurakakeyama (鞍掛山) 2.9 km
Yotsuya (四谷) refers to the area you are entering. It is also by Rice Terraces (千枚田). 
Some guide books refer to it as Yotsuya Rice Terraces (四谷千枚田). You will be close to 
farm land, and residential houses in this area. Coming down from Yotsuya (四谷) you will 
pass Kashiyage Pass (かしやげ峠). 
Yotsuya (四谷) is pronounced “Yotsuya”.

!!!Water Warning!!!
Yotsuya (四谷) is the last place you can get water, not from a river, for about 55.9km 
You may need to veer slightly off course and find a friendly person and ask to use their 
waterspout. There are many homes in this area, so this is easy to do. Depending on the 
time of year/day there may be be people at the rice terrace (千枚田) marker. Over the 
55.9km I believe there may be a few places with water, that I failed to mark correctly. 
Additionally you will be walking along a river, and in popping in and out of areas with 
houses. Due to the decline in population in this area I am cauious with recommending 
this as a guaranteed option.
Possible water spots: 

 1. Seiryū Kōen Mae Bus Stop (清流公園前)
 2. Fukudenji (福田寺)
 3. Dando Lake (段戸湖) which is 28.1 km away from Yotsuya (四谷).
 4. Heishou Temple (平勝時)46.8 km away from Yotsuya (四谷).
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Mt. Kurakakeyama (鞍掛山) to Mt. Iwakoyasan (岩古谷山) 4.5 km
Mt. Kurakakeyama (鞍掛山) is 882 m, there is a rest area and bench at the mountain top.
This mountain offers a great area to set up camp.There is room to camp under the rest 
area or around it if you prefer. As of 2019, the rest area was intact. Coming down from 
Mt. Kurakakeyama (鞍掛山) you will pass Shoji Rock (障子岩) and Goten Rock (御殿岩), 
both of these have information boards. 
Mt. Kurakakeyama (鞍掛山) is pronounced “Kurakakeyama”.
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Map 32 Mt. Iwakoya (岩古谷山) to Onagura (大名倉)

Map 32 continues through Aichi Prefecture and covers 12 km.

Mt. Iwakoyasan (岩古谷山) to Komatsuguchi (小松口) 5.4 km
Mt. Iwakoyasan (岩古谷山) is 799 meters, and is a steep mountain. It is made up of lava 
from the Shidaku volcano, which erupted 16 million years ago.(76) Coming down from 
Mt. Iwakoyasan (岩古谷山) you will pass Tsutsumige Pass (堤石峠) and Ikeyoshugo-Jinja 
Shrine (池葉守神社). Tsutsumige Pass (堤石峠) is marked by a sign. There is a bench and 
tables. I do not recommend camping on Mt. Iwakoyasan (岩古谷山). This mountain has 
a very small mountain face and there is not much area to set up camp. Camping in the 
restroom area is not ideal and I would not recommend this spot but if you need to camp 
here you can. This is an area of the trail where the campsites are not plentiful. After 
Ikeyoshugo-Jinja Shrine (池葉守神社) you will reach Daitsu-Ji Temple (大通寺). 
Mt. Iwakoyasan (岩古谷山) is pronounced “Iwakoyasan”.

Komatsuguchi (小松口) to Taguchi (田口) 2.2 km
Komatsuguchi (小松口) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Komatsuguchi Bus Stop 
(小松口 バス停) does not go to any major areas or stations. You will also pass Fukuden-Ji 
Temple (福田寺).
Komatsuguchi (小松口) is pronounced “Komatsuguchi”.

Taguchi (田口) to Onagura (大名倉) 4.4 km
Taguchi (田口) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Taguchi Bus Stop (田口 バス停) does 
not go to any major areas or stations. The Aichi Prefectural Map does not list Shitara 
(設楽町). However some guide books use this and it is in about the same area as Taguchi 
(田口). On the way to Onagura (大名倉) you will cross Matsudo Bridge (松戸橋) and 
Kansakawa (寒狭川) which is marked with an informational sign. 
There is also Shimo Onagura Bus Stop (下大名倉バス停 ) which does not go to any major 
areas or stations.
 Taguchi (田口) is pronounced “Taguchi”.
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Map 33 Onagura (大名倉) to Gonzouren Pass (金蔵連峠))

Map 33 continues through Aichi Prefecture and covers 22.2 km. Map 33 shows the 
meeting point of the Ena Course (恵那コース) and the Main Course.

Onagura (大名倉) to Dandouraya (段戸裏谷) 8.7 km
Onagura (大名倉) refers to the area you are entering. There is a small shrine listed on 
the Aichi Prefectural Maps. On the way to Dandouraya (段戸裏谷) you will pass Remains 
of Forest Railway (森林軌道跡), which is the remains of a logging railway. At Remains of 
Forest Railway (森林軌道跡) there are benches and an informational board making it hard 
to fit a large tent. You can camp here but I think that the camping spot by Tsutsumige 
Pass (堤石峠) is better than this one. There is also Seiryū Park (清流公園) which lists a 
restroom at Seiryū Kōen Mae Bus Stop (清流公園前). Some maps do not list Onagura 
(大名倉) and only list Shimo Onagura Bus (下大名倉バス停). 
Onagura (大名倉) is pronounced “Onagura”. 

Dandouraya (段戸裏谷) to Nebisodake Peak (寧比曽岳) 7.5 km 
Dandouraya (段戸裏谷) refers to the area you are entering. On this route you will start by 
walking by Dando Lake (段戸湖) and 15 bridge (十五号橋). You can set up camp by the 
lake, and this is a much better camping spot because there is more room than the last to 
places that were listed. You also have the option to take two different routes, both paths 
will have you meet up at Dando Virgin Forest (段戸原生林). The main route takes you by 
the Taiheiyō-gata Beech forest (太平洋型ブナ林) and Uratani Plateau (裏谷高原). 

The alternative route has you pass the Beech and Bamboo Forest 
(ブナ・スズタケ林), an information sign about Young Forest and Changing Vegetation 
(森の若がえり・植生の変化) and wetland vegetation (湿地の植物). There are Japanese beech 
(ブナ) and Sasamorpha borealis(スズタケ) which is a species of bamboo grass unique to 
Japan. The alternative route covers 1.6 km.

As you continue to Nebisodake Peak (寧比曽岳) will pass many benches along the path 
until you reach Kusunoki settlement branch (楠木集落分岐). Kusunoki settlement branch 
(楠木集落分岐) is not shown on The Aichi Prefectural Map, this name comes from Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 2. 
Dandouraya (段戸裏谷) is pronounced “Dandouraya”.
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Nebisodake Peak (寧比曽岳) to Gonzouren Pass (金蔵連峠) 6.0 km
Nebisodake Peak(寧比曽岳) 1112 m, here there is a guide board, bench and rest area. 
There is also space to set up camp at the summit. Nebisodake Peak(寧比曽岳) is located 
on the border between Otaka Town and  and Onika Town.Depending on the weather you 
may be able to see Mt. Fuji in the east. This is also the point where the Main Course 
(本コース) meets with the Ena Course (恵那コース).The Ena course is covered in a separate 
section. 
Nebisodake Peak (寧比曽岳) is pronounced “Nebisogadake”.
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Map 34 Gonzouren Pass(金蔵連峠) to Moto Yamanaka (元山中)

Map 34 continues through Aichi Prefecture and covers 22 km.

Gonzouren Pass (金蔵連峠) to Heishou-Ji Temple (平勝時) 5.2 km
Gonzouren Pass (金蔵連峠) is marked by a guide board as well as a restroom. The 
restroom is one of the newer restrooms. There is room to set up a small tent at this 
location. 
Gonzouren Pass (金蔵連峠) is pronounced “Gonzouren Tōge”.

Heishou-Ji Temple (平勝時) to Ajikyou (安実京) 6.0 km
Heishou-Ji Temple (平勝時)  is a temple of the Sōtō Zen, and was founded by Prince 
Shotoku. Prince Shotoku was part of the  Soga family and lived from 574-622. He is most 
known for resuming sending envoys to China, and opening up Japan to have culture, 
political and economical exchanges with China. He was a strong proponent of Buddhism 
and Confucianism, until his death. He also instated the Chinese calendar, a system of 
highways and a system of 12 court ranks moving Japan away from  hereditary posts 
systems. The temple has a wooden statue of Kannon Bosatsu, which was carved using the 
yosegi-zukuri technique in 1159. This Important Cultural Property is only shown to the 
public once every 17 years (77, 78). 

Yosegi-zukuri technique was introduced  in the later half of the 10th century, prior to 
this technique statues were carved from a single block of wood, this was referred to 
as  ichiboku-zukuri. With Yosegi-zukuri each piece of the statue was carved, then it was 
assembled. Once the piece was assembled detailed carving of the statue would begin. 
Unkei, the master of Japanese Buddhist statuary, used this technique in his work(79).  

On the way down from the temple you will pass many small stone statues. There are also 
several mountain shrines and temples that are unnamed on the maps. The Aichi map 
lists small mountain peaks in this area but they are not marked nor do they make good 
campsites. 

As you are coming down from Heishou-Ji Temple (平勝時) you will be walking on a 
forest path, before you start walking on the paved forest road there is a small place with 
benches tucked away on the trail It is not a great camp site, but it will make do for one 
night if you need a place. 
Heishou Temple(平勝時) is pronounced “Heishou ji”.
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Ajikyou (安実京) to Korankei (香嵐渓) 3.1 km
Ajikyou (安実京) refers to the area you are entering. Ajikyou (安実京) is marked by a name 
board only. By the sign marker there will be a guide board about the area.
Ajikyou (安実京) is pronounced “Ajikyou”.

Korankei (香嵐渓) to Ōshima (大島) 5.4 km 
Korankei (香嵐渓) is famous for it’s beautiful fall colors, in November, about 4,000 maple 
trees turn the surounding area into a beautiful red leaf landscape. (80)
 To the north of Korankei (香嵐渓) there is Asuke Bus Stop(足助バス停). After Korankei 
(香嵐渓) you pass a suspension bridge (吊橋), Koseki-Ji temple (香積時) and a tourism 
center (観光センタ). The Korankei (香嵐渓) area is a popular tourist spot, and has various 
restaurants, shops and convenience stores. You can pick up water at various places 
around here. The smaller restaurants and shops will close early, so depending on what 
time you reach Korankei (香嵐渓) they may be closed. 

The tourism center (観光センタ) was very helpful with providing me a map. It is worth 
stopping by and visiting if you have the time.

Koseki-Ji Temple (香積時)
Koseki-Ji Temple (香積時) was founded in 1427 by the Soto school of Zen Buddism, 
the temple is known for its beautiful fall colors. In 1634 a buddhist priest named Sanei 
planted the maple tree, which the trees around the temple are said to have originated 
from. Locals have continued the tradition of planting the maple trees allowing the temple 
and surrounding area to be covered in maple trees. (81, 82). 

Asuka Hachimangu Shrine (足助八幡宮)
Asuka Hachimangu Shrine (足助八幡宮) was founded in 673 during  Emperor Tenmu’s 
reign. The shrine is said to answer the prayers of people who pray for healthier feet. 
The shrine is also home to the Assuke Festival.(82, 83)-

In the Korankei (香嵐渓) area there are several bus stops that will take you to Jōsui Station 
(浄水駅), Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅), Sanage Station (猿投駅), Higashi Okazaki Station 
North Entrance (東岡崎駅(北口)). These bus stops are Chikaoka Bus Stop 
(近岡バス停), Korankei Bus Stop (香嵐渓バス停), Ashizawa Hashi Bus Stop (足助大橋バス停) 
and Ashizawa Bus Stop (足助バス停). See the bus appendix for more information.

After crossing Ohara Bridge (小原橋) you will reach Chikaoka Bus Stop (近岡バス停) and 
Shirasagi Onsen (白鷺温泉). Chikaoka Bus Stop (近岡バス停) goes to Jōsui Station 
(浄水駅), Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅), Sanage Station (猿投駅), Higashi Okazaki Station 
North Entrance (東岡崎駅(北口)). See the bus appendix for more information.
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Shirasagi Onsen (白鷺温泉)
Hours:

9:00-17:00 
Price:
¥800

Official Website:
http://sirasagikan.com/
English Information:

https://www.tourismtoyota.jp/en/spots/detail/54/
Closing Days:

None

Before reaching Ōshima Bus Stop (大島バス停) you will pass Taburi Bus Stop (田振バス停) 
and Taburishimo Bus Stop (田振下バス停), these are are on the same line as Oshima Bus 
Stop (大島 バス停). These stops go to Higashi Okazaki Station North Entrance 
(東岡崎駅(北口)) and Toyotashi (豊田市(東口)) which is a two minute walk from Toyotashi 
Station. See the bus appendix for more information. 

You will also pass three bridges Ohara Bridge (小原橋), Kumohare Bridge (雲晴橋) and 
Daiko Bridge (大国橋) all three will have name boards by them. There is a guide board by 
Daiko Bridge (大国橋).
Korankei (香嵐渓) is pronounced “Korankei”.

Ōshima (大島) to Motoyamanaka (元山中) 2.3 km 
Ōshima (大島) refers to both the area you are entering and a bus stop. Oshima Bus Stop 
(大島バス停) goes to Higashi Okazaki Station North Entrance (東岡崎駅(北口)) and 
Toyotashi (豊田市(東口)) which is a two minute walk from Toyotashi Station. See the bus 
appendix for more information. If you search for Oshima Bus Stop (大島バス停), the stop 
you are looking for will be listed under Oshima (Toyota City)
(大島(豊田市)). 
Ōshima (香嵐渓) is pronounced “Ōshima”.
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Map 35 Moto Yamanaka (元山中) to Sanage-Jinja Shrine (猿投神社)

Map 35 continues through Aichi Prefecture and covers 20.7 km.

Motoyamanaka (元山中) to Kamitaka (上高) 4.0 km
Motoyamanaka (元山中) refers to the area you entering. To reach Motoyamanaka (元山中) 
you will be going through residential areas, keep an eye out for the trail signs, some of 
them are high up on lamp posts. There is also Moto Yamanaka Pass (元山中峠) which is 
marked by a name board. Moto Yamanaka Pass (元山中峠) is a typical mountain pass that 
does not offer any room to camp.

There is a closure that affects the area from about Yamanaka (元山中) and ends before you 
reach Kamitaka (上高). I do not remember this closure being here when I hiked, and Aichi 
does not provide a date for when this occurred. I cannot find a suitable detour either, and 
Aichi does not list a detour. If this area is not passable I suggest the best option would be 
to to walk down to Oshima Bus Stop (大島バス停) and take the bus to Hirose Bus Stop 
(広瀬バス停). There you meet back up with the trail, and you have the option to continue 
on from this point or double back and hike the area that was skipped.
Motoyamanaka (元山中) is pronounced “Motoyamanaka”. 

Kamitaka (上高) to Kanpachikyou (勘八峡) 3.2 km
Kamitaka (上高) refers to the area you are entering, it is also shown on the Aichi 
Prefectual map as Kamitakachou (上高町). At this point you will encounter a sign board. 
Before reaching Kamitaka (上高) you will pass a golf course, and Chidori-Ji Temple 
(千鳥寺).
Kamitaka (上高) is pronounced “Kamitaka”.

Kanpachikyou (勘八峡) to Hirose (広瀬) 3.0 km
Kanpachikyou (勘八峡) refers to area of the Koshido Dam (越戸ダム) that stops by the 
Yahagi River. This area is formed by the erosion of granite rocks. This area is known for 
its cherry blossoms, and beautiful fall colors.  There will be a guide board at this location. 
(81) 
Kanpachikyou (勘八峡) is pronounced “Kanpachikyou”.
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Hirose (広瀬) to Nishinakayama (西中山) 7.6 km
Hirose (広瀬) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Hirose Bus Stop (広瀬バス停) has two 
different bus routes, both will take you to train stations. Route 1, Asahi/Toyota Line 
(旭/豊田線) will take you to Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅)、Jōsui Station (浄水駅) and Sanage 
Station (猿投駅). Route 2, Sanage/ Asuke Line (さなげ/足助線) will take you to a bus stop 
named Toyota Shi (豊田市(東口)), which is about a two minute walk from Toyota-Shi 
Station. There is also Hirose Castle ruins (広瀬城跡), a restroom and a bench in this area. 
From Hirose (広瀬) there is also a convenience store within walking distance. 

Leaving the Hirose (広瀬) area there are three benches listed on the Aichi Prefectural
map, around the second there is an rest area named Ippuku (いっぷく), which is also a 
good camp spot. By Ippuku (いっぷく) there is also a small pond called Kappa Pond
(河童池). You will also pass by the Shouwa Forest (昭和の森) area. 
Hirose (広瀬) is pronounced “Hirose”.

Nishinakayama (西中山) to Sanage-Jinja Shrine (猿投神社) 2.9 km
There is a detour listed on the Aichi Map, so this is a pretty permanent detour. Because of 
this you go around the area Nishinakayama (西中山). The detour is marked with XXX on 
the maps, and the prefectural map states “For the time being please use the detour. 
(当分の間,う回跡を利用してください)”.

The distance is about the same both ways, and if you get off course because of the detour 
you can use Google Maps or the like to find directions for Sanage-Jinja Shrine (猿投神社). 
Nishinakayama (西中山) is pronounced “Nishinakayama”.
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Map 36 Sanage-Jinja Shrine (猿投神社) to Unkoji Temple(雲興寺)

Map 36 continues through Aichi Prefecture and covers 10.5 km.

Sanage-Jinja Shrine (猿投神社) to Mt. Sanageyama (猿投山) 5.0 km
Sanage-Jinja Shrine (猿投神社) is known for the Sanage Festival, which centers around 
the martial arts called bonote. Bonote is considered an intangible folk cultural property 
by Aichi prefecture. The guardian deity of Sanage Shrine is Ousu no Mikoto, also 
known as Yamato Takeru. The temple has no closing days and has free entrance. (85) 
Yamato Takeru is the legendary prince of the Yamato dynasty, he is enshrined in many 
shrines across Japan, and you will encounter some of them on the Tokai. (57) There is 
also Daihidentosho Temple (東昌寺大悲殿) that you will pass after Sanage-Jinja Shrine 
(猿投神社). Each year on Setsubun Day there is a celebration at this temple to ward off 
evil by throwing soybeans (86).

As you hike to Mt. Sanageyama (猿投山) you will pass Okura Rock (お倉岩) and 
Gomonsugi (御門杉), which is a large cedar tree. A little bit after the marker for the 
Biotite Granite Stone (黒雲母花崗岩) there are two routes you can take, the main course 
that continues along the trail, or the side route that is 2.3 km. The side route takes you 
by the following places; a name board for the Nature Observation Route 
(自然観察路), Nishinomiya (西の宮), Mausoleum for Oousu (大碓命廟), Ofuni Stone 
(御船石) and an Informational Board About Flora and Fauna of Sanage Area 
(猿投地区の区形地質). Both routes take you to the Shrine listed as Higashinomiya
(東の宮). You will be walking through Mt. Sanageyama Virgin Forest 
(猿投山々頂の自然林). 
Sanage-Jinja Shrine (猿投神社) is pronounced “Sanage Jinja.”

Mt. Sanageyama (猿投山) to Unkoji Temple(雲興寺) 5.5 km
Mt. Sanageyama (猿投山) is 629 meters tall, and  is located at the west end of the 
Mikawa Plateau. (84) There is a bench and table at the top, along with room to set up 
camp. Mt. Sanageyama (猿投山) is also listed as Mt. Sanage summit (猿投山々頂). Coming 
down from Mt. Sanageyama (猿投山) there will be a restroom and benches, there is 
room to set up camp here. 
Mt. Sanageyama (猿投山) is pronounced “Sanageyama.”
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Map 37 Unkoji Temple(雲興寺) to Jōkōj-Ji Temple (定光寺)

Map 37 continues through Aichi Prefecture and covers 20.7 km.

Unko-Ji Temple (雲興寺) to Iwadoya (岩屋堂) 3.3 km
Unko-Ji Temple(雲興寺) is a temple that belongs to the Soto sect, and was opened in 
1384. At the temple the bell tower is considered a cultural asset of Seto city, as it is from 
the Edo period . The bell was replaced in 2009, as the original was lost in WWII.(85) As 
you approach Unko-Ji Temple(雲興寺) you will see the Akazu River (赤津川). Before you 
reach Iwadoya (岩屋堂) you will pass by Natural Children’s Park (自然児童遊園), which is a 
facility that focuses at growing children’s relationship with nature. 
Unko-Ji Temple(雲興寺) is pronounced “Unko-Ji”.

Iwadoya (岩屋堂) to Shiraiwa (白岩) 4.5 km
By Iwadoya (岩屋堂) there is also Iwadoya Onsen (岩屋堂温泉) near Iwadoya (岩屋堂).
As you continue down the path to the east you will see Iwadoya Onsen (岩屋堂温泉), there 
is no current information on this place. I believe it has closed down, or been renamed. 
Iwadoya (岩屋堂) is pronounced “Iwadoya”.

Shiraiwa (白岩) to Nakahira Bridge (中平橋) 2.7 km
Shiraiwa (白岩) refers to the area you are entering. You also pass Shiraiwa no sato 
(白岩の里) which is marked by a sign. Shiraiwa (白岩) is pronounced “Shiraiwa”.

Nakahira Bridge (中平橋) to Chigo Bridge(稚児橋) 2.3 km 
By Nakahira Bridge (中平橋) there is also Nakahira Bashi Bus Stop (中平橋バス停), which 
does not take you to any major areas. 
Nakahira Bridge (中平橋) is pronounced “Nakahira Bashi”.

Chigo Bridge(稚児橋) to Jōkō-Ji Temple (定光寺) 7.9 km 
After Chigo Bridge(稚児橋) you will pass by Miyazaki Pass (宮苅峠), Mt. Yamaboshi 
(山星山), Mt. Takaneyama(高根山) and  Ogawa Pass (大河峠). There are camping spots 
at Miyazaki Pass (宮苅峠), Mt. Yamaboshi (山星山) and Mt. Takaneyama(高根山). Before 
reaching Jōkō-Ji Temple (定光寺) you will reach Jōkō-Ji Station(定光寺駅). Right before 
entering Jokō-Ji Temple (定光寺) there is a rest area that you can also camp at, note this 
is not the rest area in the temple area.

Jōkōji Station(定光寺駅) is a railway station on the JR Chuo Line. You cannot get water 
at Jōkōji Station(定光寺駅). There are no hotels nearby, but you can ride to the Tajimi 
Station (多治見駅) which is not too far away, or go all the way to Nagoya Station 
(名古屋駅) which is a much longer train ride. Both offer hotels, food and places to 
resupply. Chigo Bridge(稚児橋) is pronounced “Chigo Bashi”.
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Map 38 Jōkōj-Ji Temple (定光寺) to Komaki City (小牧市)

Map 38 continues through Aichi Prefecture and covers 14.5 km. 

Jōkō-Ji Temple (定光寺) to Tonohara (外之原) 3.1 km 
Jōkō-Ji Temple (定光寺) is a temple of the Rinzai school of Zen Buddhism. By Jōkōji 
Temple (定光寺) there is also Shiromine Bridge (城嶺橋), after passing the station there is 
Tamano Garden (玉野園地), which is a spot known for it’s summer flowers and autumn 
leaves . There is also an observation deck at this garden where you can see the city of 
Kasugai below. 
Jōkō-Ji Temple (定光寺) is pronounced “Jōkōji”.

Tonohara (外之原) to Hinoki Pass (桧峠) 2.2 km
Tonohara (外之原) refers to the area that you are entering. 
Tonohara (外之原) is pronounced “Tonohara”.

Hinoki Pass (桧峠) to Mt. Dojusan (道樹山) .9 km
Hinoki Pass (桧峠) is a small pass with nothing of note near it. 
Hinoki Pass (桧峠) is pronounced “Hinoki Tōge”.

 Mt. Dojusan (道樹山) to Utsutsu Pass (内津峠) 3.5 km
Mt. Dojusan (道樹山) is 429 m. At the summit there is a rest area, as well as a bench. 
There is room to set up camp. After Mt. Dojusan (道樹山) you will pass Mt. Ōtaniyama 
(大谷山) which is 425 m and Mt. Mirokuyama (弥勒山) which is 437m, there is also a rest 
area, and sign board here. 
Mt. Dojusan (道樹山) is pronounced “Dojusan”.

Utsutsu Pass (内津峠) to Komoaki City (小牧市) 4.8 km
After Utsutsu Pass (内津峠) you will pass by Kitayama Bridge (北山橋) and cross the 
Central motorway (中央自動車道). Utsutsu Pass (内津峠) is marked with an informational 
board. 
Utsutsu Pass (内津峠) is pronounced “Utsutsu Tōge”.
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Map 39 Komaki City (小牧市) to Imai (今井)

Map 39 continues on the Aichi course and covers 12.9 km.

Komoaki City (小牧市) to Okuiruka Bridge (奥入鹿橋) 6.1 km
Komoaki City (小牧市) refers to the area that you are entering and soon after you will 
reach the  Komaki・Inuyama City Border (小牧・犬山市境) marker. You will next cross 
Maruyama Bridge (丸山橋) and Kuro Hiraya Bridge (黒平谷橋). At this point you can go 
off on other hiking trails, these trails will eventually take you back to the Tokai. Keep 
walking along the Gojō River (五条川) and you will see an explanatory board about Hasso 
National Forest(八曽国有林). Next there will be No. 2 Bridge (第二号橋) and then No. 1 
Bridge  (第一号橋). From No. 1 Bridge (第一号橋) you meet up with the other hiking trails. 
Both bridges are marked by signs. 
Komoaki City (小牧市) is pronounced “Komoaki Shi”.

Okuiruka Bridge (奥入鹿橋) to Imai (今井) 6.8 km
From Okuiruka Bridge (奥入鹿橋) you will see Lake Iruka (入鹿池), which is the second 
largest reservoir pond, it was created for irrigation purposes. The pond is a popular 
tourist destination with fishing and boating being the most popular activities (89). After 
the bridge you will encounter a guide board and then walk past Kurama Church 
(鞍馬教会). Continuing on you will be walking on easy pavement and you will encounter 
an area with several benches where you can set up camp. You can also set up camp at 
the restroom by the Pilot Reclamation Project (開拓パイロット). 
Okuiruka Bridge (奥入鹿橋) is pronounced “Okuiruka Bashi”.
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Map 40 Komaki City (小牧市) to Rain Ōhashi (ライン大橋))

Map 40 is the final map of the Aichi course, and also shows where the Ena Course 
(恵那コース)  meets up with the Main Course.The map covers 11.4 km.

Imai (今井) to Zenjino Station (善師野駅) 3.2 km
Imai (今井) refers to the area you are entering. After Imai (今井) you will reach Maruyama 
Pond (丸山池). Maruyama Pond (丸山池) is a small pond with a rest area. There is also 
Meino Bypass (名濃バイパス) which is marked by a name board. 
Imai (今井) is pronounced “Imai”.

Zenjino (善師野) to Jakko-In Temple (寂光院) 4.4 km
Zenjino (善師野) refers to the area that you are entering. You will also be close to Zenjino 
Station (善師野駅). Zenjino Station  (善師野駅) is operated by Meitetsu on the Hiromi Lime. 
There are no hotels near by, there is a convenience store that is about a 22 minute walk 
away from the station. You also cannot get water at this station. The varying stations 
around Zenjino Station  (善師野駅) do have hotels. The Meitetsu Gifu Station 
(名鉄岐阜駅) has the most hotels, as well as many convenience stores, and shopping 
centers. This station is covered in more detail in the Gifu prefecture section. 

You will pass Hiratani Pond (平谷池) Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (白山神社), Kumano-Jinja Shrine 
(熊野神社), Yotoku-Ji Temple (陽徳寺), and Ōbora Pond (大洞池).

Ōbora Pond (大洞池) will be marked with a name board, there is sufficient space by the 
pond to set up a tent. After Ōbora Pond (大洞池) you will see the meeting point of the Ena 
route. You will also pass by Inuyama’s National Forest (犬山国有林) and Japan Line 
(日本ライン) both of which are marked by an informational board. There is room to camp 
at Mt. Tsugao (継鹿尾山), which is only 273 m.
Zenjino (善師野) is pronounced “Zenjino”.

Jakko-In Temple (寂光院) to Inuyama Bridge (犬山橋) 2.2 km
Jakko-In Teple (寂光院) is  650 years old and is known for its breath taking autumn 
leaves. To reach the top of the temple you climb 320 steps, along the steps there are 
Jizō statues and Buddhist icons of the seven Gods of Fortune. The main hall has statues 
of Thousand-Hand Kannon. From the outlook you can see Inuyama, Gifu, Komaki and 
Nagoya Castle. The temple is free to enter and does not have  closing hours(90).
Coming down from the temple you will cross Kannon Bridge (観音橋). 
Jakko-in Temple (寂光院) is pronounced “Jakkoin”.
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Inuyama Bridge (犬山橋) to Rain Ōhashi/ Rain Large Bridge (ライン大橋) 1.6 km 
Directly by Inuyama Bridge (犬山橋) you will reach Inuyama-Yūen Station (犬山遊園駅), 
which is steps away from both Inuyama Station (犬山駅) and is on the Meitetsu line, and 
Unuma Station (鵜沼駅) which is operated by JR Company. The Aichi prefectural map 
ends at Rain Ōhashi (ライン大橋), while the Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 2 ends at Inuyama 
Castle (犬山城). In this area there are few hotels, and they tend to be pricer, you can 
however easily take one of the trains to a station with more hotels, such as Meitetsu Gifu 
Station (名鉄岐阜駅), which is covered in more detail in the Gifu prefecture section. Rain 
Ōhashi (ライン大橋), refers to a bridge that connects Aichi Prefecture, Inuyama City to Gifu 
Prefecture. Inuyama Bridge (犬山橋) is pronounced “Inuyama Bashi”.

Inuyama Castle (犬山城)
Inuyama Castle (犬山城) was constructed in1537 by  Oda Nobuyasu, who was the uncle to 
the famous Oda Nobunaga. In  1891 this was partially destroyed in the Nobui earthquake, 
and the Narsue family began restorations on the castle. Up until 2004 it was owned by 
the Narsue family You can take a tour of the castle, and experience a beautiful view of 
the city below (91).  
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Aichi Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops you will pass by or are within walking 
distance to the Aichi Course. This section covers bus stops in Aichi Prefecture. While 
you will find places where you can resupply on the trail, purchasing hiking goods without 
leaving the trail was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such 
purchases will be in larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that 
allows you to know what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical 
Japanese to English phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes 
the information about the stations where these buses will take you. All information 
about bus routes comes from Navitime.com and may have changed. I encourage you to 
download the NAVITIME app for bus routes. For more information about this see the 
“Getting Around Japan” section or the Bus Guide which can be downloaded from the 
website and shows how to use the NAVITIME app, as it is only in Japanese.

Ropponmatsu Bus Stop (六本松バス停)
Natsumibashi Bus Stop(夏明橋バス停)
Kirikubo Bus Stop (桐久保バス停)
 Suyama Bus Stop (巣山亭バス停)

 Nanatakiguchi Bus Stop (七滝口バス停)
Mutsudaira Bus Stop (睦平バス停)

This group of bus stops all go toMikawa-Ōno Station (三河大野駅) . This is a place on the 
Tokai Nature Trail. I’ve included them on here in case you need to take a bus because of 
a bad weather or another reason where it would be expedient to ride the bus rather than 
walk to this station. You will start to encounter them right after passing the prefectural 
boarder. They also go to Hon-Nagashino Bus Terminal (本長篠バスターミナル), which is 
across from Hon-Nagashino Station (本長篠駅).

Key Terms:
Bound For:  Mikawa-Ōno Station/Hyakukendakiguchi(百間滝口/三河大野駅前方面)-This 
direction is the way you will take for Mikawa-Ōno Station (三河大野駅) or Hon-Nagashino 
Bus Terminal (本長篠バスターミナル).
Bound For: Kirikubo(向久保方面)
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Korankei Bus Stop (香嵐渓バス停)
Ashizawa Hashi Bus Stop (足助大橋バス停)

Chikaoka Bus Stop (近岡バス停)

Korankei Bus Stop (香嵐渓バス停), Ashizawa Hashi Bus Stop (足助大橋バス停), Chikaoka 
Bus Stop (近岡バス停) are all on the same line, and you will pass them once you enter the 
Korankei area (香嵐渓). There are multiple lines that go from these stops, but only two go 
to any major areas. These are the Sanage/ Asuke Line (さなげ/足助線) and Okazaki/Asuke 
Line(岡崎/足助線) that is run by the Meitetsu company(名鉄) .Route 1, the Sanage/ Asuke 
Line (さなげ/足助線) goes to Jōsui Station (浄水駅), Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅), and Sanage 
Station (猿投駅). Route 2, the Okazaki/Asuke Line(岡崎/ 足助線) goes to Higashi Okazaki 
Station North Entrance (東岡崎駅(北口))

Key Terms (Sanage/ Asuke Line-さなげ/足助線):
Bound For: Toyota Welfare Hospital(豊田厚生病院方面)-This direction is the way you will 
take for Jōsui Station 
(浄水駅), Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅), and Sanage Station (猿投駅).
Bound For: Hyakunenso (百年草方面)

Key Terms (Okazaki/Asuke Line-岡崎/ 足助線):
Bound For: Asuke (足助方面)
Bound For: Higashi Okazaki Station North Entrance (東岡崎駅(北口)方面)

Taburi Bus Stop (田振バス停)
Taburishimo Bus Stop(田振下バス停)

Oshima Bus Stop (大島バス停)
Taburi Bus Stop (田振バス停), Taburishimo Bus Stop (田振下バス停) and Oshima Bus Stop 
(大島バス停) are all on the same line, and you will pass them after Ohara Bridge (小原橋). 
If you search for Oshima Bus Stop (大島バス停), the stop you are looking for will be listed 
under Oshima (Toyota City)(大島(豊田市)). There are two lines going from this station both 
run by the Meitetsu company (名鉄).  

Route 1, the Okazaki/Asuke Line-(岡崎/ 足助線), goes Higashi Okazaki Station North 
Entrance (東岡崎駅(北口)), this is the same line as the Korankei Bus Stop (香嵐渓バス停), 
Ashizawa Hashi Bus Stop (足助大橋バス停), Chikaoka Bus Stop (近岡バス停).

Route 2 ,the Yanami Line (矢並線), goes to Toyotashi East Entrance(豊田市(東口)), which is 
a only about a two minute walk from Toyotashi Station (豊田市駅)

Key Terms ( Okazaki/Asuke Line-岡崎/ 足助線):
Bound For: Asuke (足助方面)
Bound For: Hokutodaiguchi/Daijuu-Ji Temple(北斗台口/大樹寺方面)-This direction is the 
way you will take for Higashi Okazaki Station North Entrance (東岡崎駅(北口)).
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Key Terms (Yanami Line -矢並線):
Bound For: Asuke (足助方面)
Bound For: Toyotashi East Entrance(豊田市(東口)方面)-This direction is the way you will 
take for Toyotashi Station (豊田市駅)

Hirose Bus Stop (広瀬バス停) 
Hirose Bus Stop (広瀬バス停) has two different bus routes, both will take you to train 
stations. 

Route 1, Sanage/ Asuke Line (さなげ/足助線) will take you to Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅), 
Jōsui Station (浄水駅) and Sanage Station (猿投駅). Korankei Bus Stop (香嵐渓バス停), 
Ashizawa Hashi Bus Stop (足助大橋バス停), Chikaoka Bus Stop (近岡バス停) are also on this 
same line. 

Route 2, Asahi/Toyota Line (旭/豊田線) goes to Toyotashi (豊田市(東口)), which is a only 
about a two minute walk from Toyotashi Station (豊田市駅).

Key Terms (Sanage/ Asuke Line-さなげ/足助線):
Bound For: Toyota Welfare Hospital(豊田厚生病院方面)-This direction is the way you will 
take for Jōsui Station 
(浄水駅), Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅), and Sanage Station (猿投駅).
Bound For: Hyakunenso (百年草方面)

Key Terms (Asahi/Toyota Line-旭/豊田線):
Bound For: Toyota-shi (East Entrance ) (豊田市(東口)方面)
Bound For: Odo (小渡方面)
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Major Stations

The following section lists the major stations that you pass on the Tokai, the stations you 
can reach by bus stops on the Tokai, or the closest station that has hotels. The stations 
on the trail or the station that the bus will take you to don’t always have hotels, or you 
may need to go to larger city to find a hiking supply store. Therefore I have included 
stations that are a bit out of the way from the trail. I have also included information 
about unique cultural sites around the cities.  I believe that seeing sites off the trail 
enhances your experience, and allows you to explore some more unknown parts of 
Japan.

 Mikawa-Ōno Station (三河大野駅)
Mikawa-Ōno Station (三河大野駅) is operated by Japan Railway Company and on the 
Iida Line. There are no hotels nearby however you can transfer to Toyotashi Station (豊
田市駅), which is a larger station with hotels, restaurants and convenience stores in the 
vicinity. This is a long journey, taking about 2 hours, and costing around ¥2000. If you 
are a need of a hotel you might find one along the Iida Line at a small station, I have 
seen a few along the line. Your best bet will be Toyotashi Station (豊田市駅)!

Hon-Nagashino Station (本長篠駅)
Hon-Nagashino Station (本長篠駅) is operated by Japan Railway Company and on the 
Iida Line. There are no hotels nearby however you can transfer to Toyotashi Station (豊
田市駅), which is a larger station with hotels, restaurants and convenience stores in the 
vicinity. This is a long journey, taking about 2 hours, and costing around ¥2000. If you 
are in need of a hotel you might find one along the Iida Line at a small station, I have 
seen a few along the line. Your best bet will be Toyotashi Station (豊田市駅)!

Jōsui Station (浄水駅)
Jōsui Station (浄水駅) is a railway station operated by Meitetsu on the Toyota Line. There 
are no hotels nearby however you can transfer to Toyotashi (豊田市駅), which is a larger 
station with hotels, restaurants and convenience stores in the vicinity.

Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅)
Shigō Station (愛環四郷駅) is a railway station on the Aichi Loop Line and is run by Aichi 
Loop Railway, There are no hotels nearby however you can transfer to Toyotashi (豊田
市駅), which is a larger station with hotels, restaurants and convenience stores in the 
vicinity.

Sanage Station (猿投駅)
Sanage Station (猿投駅) is railway station run by the Meitetsu company on the Mikawa 
Line. There are no hotels nearby, there is one convenience store about a four minute 
walk away. If you want to stay on the same line you will reach Toyotashi (豊田市駅) 
which is a larger station with hotels, restaurants and convenience stores in the vicinity. 
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Toyotashi Station(豊田市駅)
Toyotashi Station (豊田市駅) is a railway station operated by Meitetsu on the Mikawa Line. 
There are many hotels in the Toyotashi Station (豊田市駅) area. This area also has hiking 
stores, restaurants, supermarkets and convenience stores.

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Shichishu Castle

Toyota Municipal Museum of Art
Nishiyama Park

Higashi Okazaki Station (東岡崎駅)
Higashi Okazaki Station (東岡崎駅) is a railway station on the Meitetsu Nagoya Main Line. 
There are some hotels in the area of Higashi Okazaki Station (東岡崎駅), if you cannot find 
a hotel right by the station there are many around the surrounding stations. This area 
also has hiking stores, restaurants, supermarket and convenience stores.

Cultural highlights of the area include: 
Okazaki Castle

Okazaki City Art Museum
Daijuji Temple

Hatcho Miso no Sato (Miso Museum) 

Inuyama Station (犬山駅)
Inuyama Station (犬山駅) is operated by Meitetsu company. It is a manned station 
with multiple lines. There are many convenience stores and restaurants around the 
station. There are some hotels around Inuyama Station (犬山駅) but they are expensive. 
Gifu station (岐阜駅) has more hotels, and there are also various hotels that dot the 
surrounding stations. Gifu station (岐阜駅) is covered in more detail in the Gifu appendix.

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Festival Museum Dondenkan
The Museum Meiji-mura

Momotaro Shrine (Peachboy Shrine)
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Nagoya Station (名古屋駅)
Nagoya Station (名古屋駅) is operated by Japan Railway Company. Nagoya Station is in 
the center of Nagoya city. There are many hotels in the area as well as restaurants and 
convenience stores within walking distance from the station. This would be a good area 
to pick up hiking supplies if needed. This is out of the way from most stations, but it is a 
central hub so returning to where you came from is pretty easy from Nagoya. You will be 
able to restock all supplies and see an interesting area of Japan. I only suggest this station 
if all other hotels are booked or you want to take a few days to rest and recoup. Then 
I suggest enjoying Nagoya, it is not the most touristy city in Japan but it has wonderful 
hidden gems. If you do stay here for a few days I strongly recommend Toganji Temple, 
which as has a 15m high statue of the seated Buddha that is bright green! 

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Nagoya City Science Museum 

Hosho-in (Osu Kannon)
Toganji Temple
Nagoya Castle
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Top: Leaving Jōkō-Ji Temple (定光寺)

Bottom Right: Shizuoka/Aichi Border
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Top:
Coming 
down from 
Motoyamanaka 
(元山中) 

Bottom Left:
Seven Falls 
of Atera                 
(阿寺の七滝)

Bottom Right:
Stone Statue at 
Gyouja (行者越)
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 Ena Course (恵那コース)

The Ena Course (恵那コース) is a bypass route that starts in Aichi and that takes you 
through more of Gifu than the main course does. Taking the Ena route significantly limits 
the amount of time you spend in Aichi prefecture. The course starts at Nebiso Peak
(寧比曽岳) in Aichi, and ends at Branch Point (分岐点) in Aichi, with the closest named 
location being Mt. Tsugo (継鹿尾山). The trail on the Ena Course (恵那コース) is very easy 
going, and there are currently no trail closures. You walk through semi populated areas 
on this course, and you also walk along part of the Nakasendō (中山道), which is one of 
the the five routes of the Edo Period. Because of this you see many interesting cultural 
sites, but if you are looking for a physical challenging hike this section of the Tokai does 
not give you that. I enjoyed this section of the trail, and overall found it easy to navigate.
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Both in Aichi and Gifu the signs were pretty regularly spaced out. You find a mix of 
English and Japanese only signs, if you are visiting a more popular cultural site there are 
also English explanation boards that were put up for people walking the Nakasendō 
(中山道).

The Ena Course covers a total of 113.2 km. 18.1 km comes from Aichi Prefecture and 
95.1 km come from Gifu Prefecture. The Aichi Prefecture distance calculation comes 
from the Official Aichi Prefecture maps, while the Gifu Prefecture distance calculation 
from comes the Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide, Pictorial 
Map Guide and my own hiking experience. Gifu Prefecture does not list distances for all 
areas, and overall I found that the information on Gifu, even from official sources, was 
missing information. The 111.6 km does about match what I walked so while there may 
be some mistakes I am confident in this calculation 

The Ena Course (恵那コース) provides you with fairly easy access to water and food 
because you are in populated areas, you also pass a decent amount of train stations along 
the way. You do need to plan your campsites more carefully but unlike sections of the 
Mountain Course (山野辺コース) where there are long stretches with no camping spots you 
can campout along almost all of the Ena Course (恵那コース). There is only one section, 
covered in map 49-50, where camping poses a bit of a problem. This is discussed in more 
detail on Map 49. Camping spots are more spread out than in other sections, this may 
mean longer days in some stretches but because the course is more of a walking course 
than a hiking course this is quite doable. You do not have the elevation changes you saw 
in Kanagawa or rocky mountains terrain that you walked through in Aichi.

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefecture Map
Ena Course (恵那コース) does not have it’s own map, rather it is covered by each 
prefecture. The Ena Course (恵那コース) is covered in maps 1, 2 and 6 of the Aichi 
Prefectural Map. The Gifu Official Prefecture Map shows some but not all of the Ena 
Route and overall is not a useful map.

The Aichi Course is covered in over six maps, as well as one overview map. The Aichi 
map can be downloaded from the prefectures website, along with a brochure about the 
trail. The map is only in Japanese. This PDF version of this map is a little hard to read 
compared to the paper version. However you need to request the paper version by mail 
or in person at the Aichi Natural Environment Division.

Aichi Prefecture Map:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/c.html
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The Gifu Course is covered in one map brochure. Gifu prefectural map is not available to 
download from the official website. The map can only be found by requesting it by mail 
or going to the office of the Gifu Prefecture Environmental Planning Division. They are 
open Monday to Friday from 8:30 am to 5:15 pm. 

The Gifu Official Prefectural Map does not contain the entire section of Gifu. It only 
shows the “Ideal Courses”, so consider this if you want to obtain a copy. The website also 
links to a Geographic Information System (GIS) that you can use to see the trail on your 
computer. I have tried to use it several times and always found that it was quite clunky. 
Again both of these are only in Japanese.  

How to Guide to requesting maps from Gifu Prefecture:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/kurashi/kankyo/kankyo-hozen/c11265/hodo_map.html

Geographic Information System Link:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/kurashi/kankyo/kankyo-hozen/c11265/hodou-map.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps, Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial Map Guide. I found 
the resources I used were not complete and didn’t include all information, so I created 
a new set of maps. These are in English and Japanese, show campsites, and water sites 
in addition to major locations. They can be downloaded on the website where you 
downloaded this book.
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Trail Closures

There are currently two trail closures at the time of publication of this book. Both of the 
closures are located in Aichi.

1. Due to the construction of power transmission lines, a part of the Tokai Nature Trail 
in Toyota City (豊田市) is closed. As of May 28, 2019 this should be open, but I have 
included it as Aichi prefecture still lists this section as closed. The area affected is slightly 
before Okuyahagi Lake (奥矢作湖). There is a detour provided. The symbol for detour in 
Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. This is a very small detour, and should 
not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. The area affected is 
shown on map 41, but no additional information is provided because there is no need for 
a different alternative route as one is already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/oshirase/20190814map.pdf

2. Due to landslides in April 2017 in Inuyama City (犬山市) part of this section is closed 
for an undecided amount of time. The closure for this sections starts at Okuiruka Bridge   
(奥入鹿橋). There is a detour provided.   This is a very small detour, and should not affect 
the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. The area effected is shown on map 
41, but no additional information is provided because there is no need for a different 
alternative route as one is already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/oshirase/20170412_3map.pdf

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier.   

Aichi Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.aichi.jp/kankyo/sizen-ka/shizen/shizenho/index.html

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail will be listed on the sites page. The Aichi 
Prefecture has an entire page devoted to trail closures. 
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Gifu Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/kurashi/kankyo/kankyo-hozen/c11265/tsukodome.html

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail will be listed on the sites page. The Gifu 
Prefecture has an entire page devoted to trail closures. 
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Ena Course Overview
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Map 41 Nebisodake Peak (寧比曽岳) to Shizurase (閑羅瀬) 

Map 41 is the first map of Ena Course (恵那コース), it covers both Aichi and Gifu 
Prefecture. This is the starting point of the Ena Course (恵那コース), and shows where the 
trail branches off to the Main Course (本コース). Map 41 covers a total of 18.1 km.

Nebisodake Peak (寧比曽岳) to Otaka Pass (大多賀峠) 2.2 km
Nebisodake Peak (寧比曽岳) is 1,112 meters, here there is a guide board, bench and a 
shelter hut. There is also space to set up camp at the summit. Nebisodake Peak(寧比曽
岳) is located on the border between Otaka Town and and Onika Town. Depending on the 
weather you may be able to see Mt. Fuji in the east. This is also the point where the Main 
Course (本コース) meets with the Ena Course (恵那コース).
Nebisodake Peak(寧比曽岳) is pronounced “Nebisodake”.

Otaka Pass (大多賀峠) to Isegami Pass (伊勢神峠) 2.6 km
Otaka Pass (大多賀峠) will be marked with a sign board, as well as an informational board 
with a map. Some maps mark Ikoi Aichi Village (いこいの村愛知) as well as a restroom at 
this location. I have included this spot on the maps even though it is now permanently 
closed.
Otaka Pass (大多賀峠) is pronounced “Otaka Tōge”.

Isegami Pass (伊勢神峠) to Saru Castle Ruins (猿が城趾) 5.1 km
Isegami Pass (伊勢神峠) will be marked with a sign board. There is space to camp at 
Isegami Shrine. (伊勢神宮遥拝所), which is about 100 meters away from the pass. Here 
there is a small shrine and a view point of Ise Bay, there are signs that will lead you 
directly. About 1.5 km away from Isegami Pass (伊勢神峠) there is Isegami Bus Stop
(伊勢神バス停). This area is not great for water, so I started looking online for areas that I 
might have missed. Around Isegami Bus Stop(伊勢神バス停) according to google there is a 
restaurant and restroom. You can also take the bus to Kamiasugawa Bus Stop 
(上明川バス停), as google maps shows a supermarket and restroom near this stop. Use 
caution in this area because it is on a major highway. I also have not tried this route 
before.
 Isegami Pass (伊勢神峠) is pronounced “Isegami Tōge”.

Saru Castle Ruins (猿が城跡) to Asahi Plateau (旭高原) 3.7 km
At Saru Castle Ruins (猿が城趾) there is an informational board about the ruins and near 
by one about Koubou Cedar (弘法杉). You can set up camp at the ruins, but it will be a bit 
of a tight fit because there are also benches. On the way to Asahi Plateau (旭高原) you will 
pass Nagaizaka Pass(長井坂峠), which is marked by a guide board. 
Saru Castle Ruins (猿が城跡) is pronounced “Saru Ga Shiroato”.
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Asahi Plateau (旭高原) to Okuyahagi Lake (奥矢作湖) 3.6 km
At Asahi Plateau (旭高原) will be marked with a name board. There is also Asahi Kogen 
Genki-Mura (旭高原元気村) near by. Asahi Kogen Genki-Mura (旭高原元気村) is a camp 
ground/nature education center. There is also a restaurant located in the center, that as of 
this writing has not closed down.

Hours:
9:00-17:00.

Official Website:
http://www.asahikougen.co.jp/

Price:
Free

Closing Days: 
Every Thursday

Asahi Plateau (旭高原) is pronounced “Asahi Kōgen”.

Okuyahagi Lake (奥矢作湖) to Shizurase (閑羅瀬) .9 km
Okuyahagi Lake (奥矢作湖) is an artificial lake that was created by the completion of 
Yahagi Dam. The area has cherry blossoms that bloom in the spring, and is a popular 
spot for fishing and boating. There is an information board about Okuyahagi Lake 
(奥矢作湖) as well.
Okuyahagi Lake (奥矢作湖) is pronounced “Okuyahagi Ko”.
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Map 42 Shizurase (閑羅瀬) to Akechi River (明智川) 

Map 42 continues the Ena Course (恵那コース) and covers Gifu Prefecture. 
Map 42 covers a total of 15 km.

Shizurase (閑羅瀬) to Sanbonmatsu Pass (三本松峠) 2.2 km
Shizurase (閑羅瀬) refers to the area that you are entering. 
Shizurase (閑羅瀬) is pronounced “Shizurase”.

Sanbonmatsu Pass (三本松峠) to Oubai-In Temple (黄梅院) 2.5 km
Sanbonmatsu Pass (三本松峠) is a small typical mountain pass. From Sanbonmatsu Pass 
(三本松峠) there is a rest area and a place to camp .1 km away. There are signs that will 
lead you to Sanbonmatsu Pass Rest Area (三本松休憩所).
Sanbonmatsu Pass (三本松峠) is pronounced “Sanbonmatsu Tōge”.

Oubai-In Temple (黄梅院) to Oroshi (颪) 4.0 km
Oubai-In Temple (黄梅院) is a temple that belongs to the Buddhist Soto Sect, and is 
thought to have been built in 1632. The temples principle image is the eleven-faced 
Kannon(89). From Oubai-In Temple 
(黄梅院) you are getting into a more populated area with homes, where you are able to 
ask for water if you are running low. 
Oubai-In Temple (黄梅院) is pronounced “Oubaiin”.

Oroshi (颪) to Senjoujiki Park(千畳敷公園) 6.3 km
Oroshi (颪) refers to the area that you are entering. As you head to Senjoujiki Park
(千畳敷公園) you will also pass through the area of Kamikashio (上柏尾). 
Oroshi (颪) is pronounced “Oroshi”.
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Map 43 Senjoujiki Park (千畳敷公園) to Hachioji Shrine (八王子神社)

Map 43 continues the Ena Course (恵那コース) and continues thru Gifu Prefecture. 
Map 43 covers a total of 4 km.

Senjoujiki Park (千畳敷公園) to Hachioji-Jinja Shrine (八王子神社) 1.6 km
Senjoujiki Park (千畳敷公園) is a park that is thought to be where Lord Akechi Mitsuhide 
was born. There is a well listed as the “Well from which water was drawn for Lord 
Mitsuhide’s natal bath” (明智光秀産湯の井戸). The following information comes from 
the explanation board by the well. According to oral history Lord Mitsuhide the 11th 
successor of the Akechi line was born at the castle on March 10 1526 (93). Information 
also comes from the information board in Senjoujiki Park (千畳敷公園).
Senjoujiki Park (千畳敷公園) is pronounced “Senjoujiki Kōen”.

Hachioji-Jinja Shrine (八王子神社) to Anzu-Ji Temple (安住寺) 2.4 km
Hachioji-Jinja Shrine (八王子神社) is dedicated to the eight children of Ametarasu Omikai, 
who was the founding goddess of Japan. The shrine was founded in 909 during the reign 
of Emperor Terreki. According to legend the area was named Ena because Ametarasu 
Omikai was thought to have buried her afterbirth here. The shrine is considered to be 
an important prefectural cultural property. This information comes from the information 
board at Hachioji-Jinja Shrine (八王子神社). Walking from Hachioji-Jinja Shrine 
(八王子神社) there is Ryogo-Ji Temple (龍護寺), and Nihon Taisho Village (日本大正村). 

Ryogo-Ji Temple (龍護寺)
Ryogo-Ji Temple (龍護寺) was founded in 1596 and is part of the the Rinzai sect of 
Zen Buddhism. The temple was founded by Tōyama Toshikage. Today there is still the 
Toyama Family Tomb next to the main hall. On the temple grounds there is also the 
mausoleum of Akechi Mitsuhide . The temple has an interesting explanation board that 
explains genealogy between Toyama and Akechi Mitsuhide, and a map of the history of 
the temple(94). 

Nihon Taisho Village (日本大正村) 
Nihon Taisho village (日本大正村) is an amusement park that has stores, museums, 
buildings etc. that are created to mimic the atmosphere of the Meiji and Taisho era.

Official Website:
http://nihon-taishomura.or.jp/

Hachioji-Jinja Shrine (八王子神社) is pronounced “Hachioji Jinja”.
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Side Route: 
Hachioji-Jinja Shrine (八王子神社) to Akechi Station (明智駅) 0.3 km

Akechi Station (明智駅) is a manned station on the Akechi Line, it is operated by Akechi 
Railway. There are no hotels by the station, but there is one convenience store  and 
another supermarket within walking distance. There are multiple restaurants within 
walking distance as well. If you are looking for a hotel there are a few at Ena Station 
(恵那駅), which is on the same line.
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Map 44 Anzuji Temple (安住寺) to Iwamura Station (岩村駅)

Map 44 continues the Ena Course (恵那コース) and covers Gifu Prefecture. Map 44 covers 
a total of 6.2 km.

Anzu-Ji Temple (安住寺) to Iidaka Kannon Temple (飯高観音) 3.2 km
Anzu-Ji Temple (安住寺) was originally built by the priest Shungyoku Koukoku. During 
the Sengoku period or the warring states period Lord Kageyuki Toyama was forced to 
commit suicide after defeat by Lord Ikeda. It is thought that his body was brought back 
and interred at Anzu-Ji Temple (安住寺) in secret. Fires in the Edo and Meji period 
destroyed the temples records but it is believed in the cedar trees on the temple grounds 
are the graves of the Lord and Lady. People come to the gave of Lord Kageyuki to pray 
of all ailments that occur above the neck. The grave stones are often covered in incense 
and offerings, including wooden practice swords. This information comes from the 
explanation board at Anzu-Ji Temple (安住寺).

After Anzu-Ji Temple (安住寺) you will pass a Group of Stone Buddha’s 
(姥石石仏群). There are also two paths that will lead you to either Yamaoka Station 
(山岡駅) or Hanashiro Station (花白駅). Both of these are on the Akechi Railroad 
(明智鉄道). 
Anzu-Ji Temple (安住寺) is pronounced “Anzu Ji”.

Iidaka Kannon Temple (飯高観音) to Iwamura Station (岩村駅) 3.0 km
Iidaka Kannon Temple (飯高観音) is a temple dedicated to Kannon. The principle 
image of the temple ,Kannon Bodhisattva, and is thought to be have been created by 
Jikaku Daishi . Jikaku Daishi , also known as Ennin, was  priest of the Tendai school 
of Buddhism in Japan. Jikaku Daishi journeys to China are considered to be crucial in 
expanding the Tendai Buddhism in Japan. Every year on February 3rd there are special 
prayers held for  family safey, success in school and for warding off evil(95-97). 

Around the temple there are small shops and restaurants. These are small local shops, 
so opening hours might very.  On the way to Iwamura Station (岩村駅) you will see an 
explanation board for Branching of to Mt. Tenbaku (天瀑山分岐). 
Iidaka Kannon Temple (飯高観音) is pronounced “Iidaka Kannon”.
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Map 45 Iwamura Station (岩村駅) to Ogasawara Pond (小ヶ沢池)

Map 45 continues the Ena Course (恵那コース) and covers Gifu Prefecture. Map 45 covers 
a total of 8.1 km.

Iwamura Station (岩村駅) to Kian Bridge (希菴橋) 1.7 km
Iwamura Station (岩村駅) is a manned station on the Akechi Line, it is operated by Akechi 
Railway. There are only a few hotels near Iwamura Station (岩村駅) but they are either far 
away or expensive. There are two convenience stores that are about a ten minute walk 
away from the station. There are also some restaurants within walking distance from the 
station. If you are looking for a hotel there a few at the Ena Station (恵那駅), which is on 
the same line. From Iwamura Station (岩村駅) you can also go visit Iwamura Castle Ruins 
(岩村城址), though this is not on the Trail. You will also pass Takenami-Jinja Shrine 
(武並神社). 
Iwamura Station (岩村駅) is pronounced “Iwamura Eki”.

Kian Bridge (希菴橋) to Mt.Yudachiyama (夕立山) 3.8 km
The Kian Bridge (希菴橋) is named after Kien who was the priest at Daien Temple 
(大円寺). He was known for his writings. He rejected Takeda Shingen’s, a Daimyo who 
lived from 1521-1573, repeated invitations. Upset by this he sent people after the 
priest, which resulted in his death on the current Kian Bridge (希菴橋). By the bridge 
there is Kianzuka (希菴塚), this is where Kian and others are buried (98). On the way to 
Mt.Yudachiyama (夕立山) you will pass by Shinmei-Jinja Shrine (神明神社).
 Kian Bridge (希菴橋) is pronounced “Kian Bashis”.

Mt. Yudachiyama (夕立山) to Tea House ruins (茶屋場跡) 1.6 km
Mt.Yudachiyama(夕立山) is a small mountain that is 727 m. There is a small rest area and 
room to camp on this mountain. When you go up the mountain you will come back down 
to continue down the trail. So you can pass by this mountain completely if you choose. 
Mt.Yudachiyama(夕立山) is pronounced “Yudachiyama”.

Tea House Ruins (茶屋場跡) to Ogasawara Pond (小ヶ沢池) 1.0 km 
At the Tea House ruins (茶屋場跡) there is a marker letting you know you are at this 
spot. There is an information board here as well. There is some space to camp, but Mt. 
Yudachiyama (夕立山) is a much better alternative.
Tea House Ruins (茶屋場跡) is pronounced “Chiyayaba Ato”.
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Map 46 Ogasawara Pond (小ヶ沢池) to 
Yotsutani Rest Area (四ツ谷休憩所)

Map 46 continues the Ena Course (恵那コース) and covers Gifu Prefecture. Map 46 covers 
a total of 8 km.

Ogasawara Pond (小ヶ沢池) to Noi (野井) 1.8 km
Ogasawara Pond (小ヶ沢池) is a pond that you will pass on the trail. There is nothing note 
worthy about this location. On the way to Noi (野井) you will pass Takeshidai-Ji Temple
(威代寺). There is a rest area and restroom at this temple where you can get water. 
Ogasawara Pond (小ヶ沢池) is pronounced “Ogasawara Ike”.

Noi (野井) to Makigane (槙ヶ根) 4.0 km
Noi (野井) refers to the area that you are entering. On the way to Makigane (槙ヶ根) you 
will pass by Noitakenami Shrine (野井武並神社).
Noi (野井) is pronounced “Noi”.

Makigane (槙ヶ根) to Makigane Branch (槙ヶ根分岐) .4 km
Makigane (槙ヶ根) refers to the area that you are entering. From here you are near 
Makigane Park (まきがね公園), and Ena Station (恵那駅). According to Google maps its 
about an hour walk from Makigane Park(まきがね公園) to Ena Station (恵那駅). You will 
be walking along the highway, but it seems that for the busy sections there is a separate 
pedestrian sidewalk. I haven’t walked this way before, but it seems a reasonable course. 
Ena Station (恵那駅) is a manned station on the Akechi Line, it is operated by Akechi 
Railway. At this station you also connect to the JR-Chūō Main Line (中央本線).

There are restaurants and convenience stores within walking distance of the station, and 
there are a few reasonably priced hotels by the station.  
Makigane (槙ヶ根) is pronounced “Makigane”.

Makigane Branch (槙ヶ根分岐) to Yotsutani Rest Area (四ツ谷休憩所) 1.8 km
Makigane Branch (槙ヶ根分岐) is a branch point of the the Nakasendo . Going on from 
Makigane Branch (槙ヶ根分岐) you will pass the Broken Neck Jizō (首なし地蔵) and Midare 
Hill (乱れ坂). The Broken Neck Jizō (首なし地蔵) was built by local people in 1756, to 
watch over those that traveled the Nakasendo Road. At a later point the Jizō was moved 
to the top of this hill where locals would view cherry blossoms in the spring. Broken 
Neck Jizō (首なし地蔵) legend says that two samurai passed by and took a nap by the Jizō. 
When one woke up he saw his friends neck was gone, out of anger he cut off the Jizō’s 
neck with a sword for not watching over them(99). This information is also listed on the 
informational sign by the Jizō.
Makigane (槙ヶ根) is pronounced “Makigane Gunki”.
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Map 47 Yotsutani Rest Area (四ツ谷休憩所) to Biwa Pass (琵琶峠) 

Map 47 continues the Ena Course (恵那コース) and covers Gifu Prefecture. Map 47 covers 
a total of 9.6 km.

Yotsutani Rest Area (四ツ谷休憩所)to Fukagaya Tateba (深萱立場) １.8 km
Yotsutani Rest Area (四ツ谷休憩所) is a small rest area in a populated area. There is a 
restroom where you can get water. Leaving the rest area you will pass Akasaka Mile 
Marker (紅坂一里塚) and Dotan Stone (ぼたん岩). Akasaka Mile Marker (紅坂一里塚) is the 
89th mile stone from Edo, and is considered a designated historical site in Gifu (100). The 
Dotan Stone (ぼたん岩) is marked with a post, you can also recognize it by the flat stone 
on the ground that has thin layers and is about 5m. The stone is thought to look like a 
peony flower (101). 
Yotsutani Rest Area (四ツ谷休憩所) is pronounced “Yotsutani Kyūkeisho”.

Fukagaya Tateba (深萱立場) to Okugo Parking Lot (大久後駐車場) 2.5 km
From Fukagaya Tateba (深萱立場) it is about a 30 minute walk to Takenami Station 
(武並駅). There are no restaurants, convenience stores, or supermarkets near this station. 
There are also no hotels at the station, you can take the train back to Ena Station(恵那駅) 
or go to Tajimi Station(多治見駅). Both these stations are on the same line as Takenami 
Station (武並駅), which is the JR-Chūō Main Line (中央本線).

As you continue on, you will pass the Stone Marker for Nakasendo (中山道). You will also 
pass Mt. Gongen Rest Area (権現山休憩所) which is a good area for camping. At this rest 
area there is a covered area as well as sufficient room around this covered rest area to set 
up a tent.
Fukagaya Tateba (深萱立場) is pronounced “Fukagaya Tateba”.

Okugo (大久後) to Sumiyaki Tateba Ruins (炭焼立場跡) .6 km
Okugo (大久後) refers to the area that you are entering, some guide books and maps refer 
to this area as Okugo Parking Lot (大久後駐車場). There will be a guide board at this spot.
Okugo (大久後) is pronounced “Okugo”.

Sumiyaki Tateba Ruins (炭焼立場跡) to Awaya no Kannon (阿波屋の観音) 1.9 km
Sumiyaki Tateba Ruins(炭焼立場跡) was a place where travelers could rest on the 
Nakasendo Trail. Travelers could also drink the water and provide water for their 
animals. There is an explanation board about this area but it is maintained by the 
Nakasendo Road not the Tokai. You will also pass by Otasuke Spring (お助け清水) and 
Mt. Gongen Milestone (権現山一里塚). Mt. Gongen Milestone (権現山一里塚) is also near 
Kariyasu-Jinja Shrine (刈安神社) and Mt. Gongenyama (権現山). 
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Mt. Gongenyama (権現山) is 317 m, the Tokai Trail passes through the east and west. 
In the spring this area of the course trail is covered in Yamato Azalea, Violets and 
Shojobakama also known as Oriental Swamp Pink (102) 
Sumiyaki Tateba Ruins(炭焼立場跡) is pronounced “Sumiyaki Tateba Ato”.

Awaya no Kannon (阿波屋の観音) to Ōkute (大湫) 1.0 km
Awaya no Kannon (阿波屋の観音) is a collection of Thirty-three stone Kannons that are 
placed in a small cave. They were erected in 1840, and came from the neighboring 
villages. People who were on Nakasendo Road could come and pray for safety on their 
travels(100). This place is also listed as Juusantouge no Sanjuusankannon 
(十三峠の三十三観音). Juusantouge/Juusan Pass refers to the location and 
Sanjuusankannon refers to the 33 stone Kannons that are located at this place. There are 
benches and tables here as well as explanatory boards about Awaya no Kannon 
(阿波屋の観音). Before you reach Ōkute (大湫) you will pass Shrihiyashi Jizō (尻冷やし地蔵).
Awaya no Kannon (阿波屋の観音)  is pronounced “Awaya no Kannon”.

Ōkute (大湫) to Biwa Pass (琵琶峠) 1.8 km
Ōkute (大湫) refers to the area that you are entering. On the way to Biwa Pass (琵琶峠) 
you will go by Shinmei-Jinja  Shrine (神明神社), a Temple Dedicated to Kannon (観音堂) 
and the Koujo Kazunomiya Monument with a Waka Poem (皇女和宮の歌碑). The Koujo 
Kazunomiya Monument with Waka Poem (女和宮の歌碑) is a stone monument that has a 
poem by Princess Kazunomiya.

Princess Kazunomiya’s journey along the Nakasendo was due to her betrothal to the 
14th Tokugawa shogun, Iemochi, in 1862. It was common for Princesses that were 
betrothed to travel on the Nakasendo rather than the Tokaido. The Nakasendo had the 
nickname  Hime no kaido or the ‘Highway of Princesses’. For Princess Kazunomiya 
it is said that 15,000 traveled to Kyoto to meet her and 10,000 returned with her to 
Edo, not including baggage porters and those that handlels the animals. This put an 
extreme amount of strain on the post-towns. Usually when a daimyo traveled they were 
accompanied by 150-200 people(103).
Ōkute (大湫) is pronounced “Ōkute”.
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Map 48 Biwa Pass (琵琶峠) to 
Izumi Shikibu Monument (和泉式部廟所)

Map 48 continues the Ena (恵那コース) and covers Gifu Prefecture. Map 48 covers a total 
of 18.5 km.

Biwa Pass (琵琶峠) to Kitano-Jinja Shrine (北野神社) 2.5 km
Biwa Pass (琵琶峠) is the highest pass (altitude about 540 m) in the Mino area. It is also 
the longest cobblestone covered path in Japan with a total length of 730 m(105). At Biwa 
Pass (琵琶峠) there is a restroom, but not one you can get water at. There is room to set 
up a campsite by the bathroom, though you could also set up camp by the benches. I 
suggest camping behind the bathroom as there is more room, if you have a larger tent.
Biwa Pass (琵琶峠) is pronounced “Biwa Tōge”.

Kitano-Jinja Shrine(北野神社) to Benten Pond (弁天池) 1.3 km
Kitano-Jinja Shrine(北野神社) is a smaller shrine on the trail, you need to climb up a small 
set of stairs to reach the shrine. 
Kitano-Jinja Shrine (北野神社)  is pronounced “Kitano Jinja”.

Benten Pond (弁天池) to Kanoida Milestone (奧之田一里塚) 1.5 km
Benten Pond (弁天池) is a small pond with a shrine in the middle of it. The shrine is listed 
as Benzaiten (弁財天). The pond is only 750 m, during late April and early May you can 
see water lilies and Japanese iris around the pond. The Japanese poet of the Edo Period 
Ōta Nanpo, wrote a poem about this pond(106).There is also an explanation board that is 
maintained by the Nakasendo Trail not the Tokai. 
Benten Pond (弁天池) is pronounced “Benten Ike”.

Kanoida Milestone (奧之田一里塚) to Hosokute (細久手) 0.8 km
Kanoida Milestone (奧之田一里塚) is a milestone that marked 92 ri to Edo and 42 to 
Kyoto(107). Before you reach Hosokute (細久手) there is a small unnamed temple that you 
can go to.
Kanoida Milestone (奧之田一里塚) is pronounced “Kanoida Ichiridzuka”.

Hosokute (細久手) to Kaigen-In Temple (開元院) 1.6 km 
Hosokute (細久手) refers to the area that you are entering, there will be a guide board. 
I have also seen this area marked as Hosokute (細久手宿), Hosukutejuku was also the 
the 48th inn from Edo. It is located 92 ri to Edo and 42 ri to Kyoto. Hiroshige depicted 
this location in the woodblock in the series the Sixty-nine Stations of the Kiso Kaidō, 
Hosukutejuku “木曽海道六拾九次　細久手宿”(108).
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Continuing on you will pass Daikokuya (大黒屋) and Hiyoshi Shrine (日吉神社). 
Daikokuya (大黒屋) is a the 48th Inn on the Nakasendo(109). 
Hosokute (細久手) is pronounced “Hosokute”.

Kaigen-In Temple (開元院) to Hiraiwa Tsuji (平岩辻) 1.5 km
Kaigen-In Temple (開元院) belongs to the Soto sect of Zen Buddhism, and was founded in 
1439. The temple is known for its temple gate that was erected in 1801, which is also a 
cultural property of Mizunami City (110).
Kaigen-In Temple (開元院) is pronounced “Kaigenin”.

Hiraiwa Tsuji (平岩辻) to Kamonosu Milestone (鴨の巣一里塚) 1.5 km
Hiraiwa Tsuji (平岩辻) refers to the area that you are entering. You will pass by Akiba 
Sakasabi (秋葉坂三尊). Here you will see three stone statues, one of Bato Kannon from 
1768, Thousand-armed Kannon from 1770 and Akiba Mae Buddha from 1770(111). There 
is an explanation board about this area but it is maintained by the Nakasendo Road not 
the Tokai.
Hiraiwa Tsuji (平岩辻) is pronounced “Hiraiwa Tsuji”.

Kamonosu Milestone (鴨の巣一里塚) to Tsubashi (津橋) 1.5 km
Kamonosu Milestone (鴨の巣一里塚) is a mile stone that marked 93  ri to Edo and 41 to 
Kyoto. You will also see a monument to mark Mizunami city’s historical sites (112). There 
is an information board about this area. 
Kamonosu Milestone (鴨の巣一里塚) is pronounced “Kamonosu Ichiridzuka”.

Tsu Bridge (津橋) to Gotemba (御殿場) 1. 5 km
Tsu Bridge(津橋) is a bridge, that crosses the Tsubashigawa River (津橋川).
Tsu Bridge(津橋) is pronounced “Tsu Bashi”.

Gotemba (御殿場) to Hitonomi Spring (一呑の清水) 1.2 km
At Gotemba (御殿場) there is a rest area, room to camp and a guide board. This is a good 
space to camp as there is rest area and sufficient room to set up a the tent. You will pass 
Uta Spring (唄清水), which was a spring where people could drink on the Nakasendo. The 
water is not drinkable now.
Gotemba (御殿場) is pronounced “Gotemba”.

Hitonomi Spring (一呑の清水) to Mimi-Jinja Shrine (耳神社 1.2 km
From Hitonomi Spring (一呑の清水) you will pass Juppengi Washing Place (十本木の洗場) 
which is also listed as Juppengi Tachiba (十本木立場). This was a place on the Nakasendo 
Road where people could wash laundry or dishes(113). There is also a side road that will 
take you by the Statue of Maria (聖母マリア塚) and a rest area. This is not part of the trail 
but it will lead you back to the trail before reaching Mimimyo Shrine (耳神社). 
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Like the previous spring people would drink from the Hitonomi Spring (一呑の清水) while 
on the Nakasendo, the spring was divided into two areas. One area was for animals to 
drink from, one for humans. According to legend Princess Kazunomiya stopped to drink 
at this spring(111). You cannot drink from this spring today. 
Hitonomi Spring (一呑の清水) is pronounced “Hitonomi No Shimizu”.

Mimi-Jinja Shrine(耳神社) to Cow Nose Hill (牛の鼻かけ坂) 1.2 km
Mimi-Jinja Shrine (耳神社) is a small shrine that people will come to to pray at if they 
have problems with their ears. According to legend a carpenter who could not hear 
prayed at this shrine, and regained his hearing. Today when people have problem with 
ears, or they wish for safe delivery of a baby they will come to the shrine to pray. If their 
prayer comes true people will come back and leave an awl. Based on your age you should 
offer the same amount of awls offered (115). I believe that awl is the best translation, the 
tool that you leave in Japanese is called kiri (錐).

Right before reaching Cow Nose Hill (牛の鼻かけ坂) you will pass a Buddha Statue 
(寒念仏像). The name of this statue is Kannen Buddha Statue, I cannot find any 
information on why it has this name. 
Mimi Jinja Shrine (耳神社) is pronounced “Mimi Jinja”.

Cow Nose Hill (牛の鼻かけ坂) to Izumi Shikibu Monument (和泉式部廟所) 1.2 km
Cow Nose Hill (牛の鼻かけ坂) name comes from the times when people would travel this 
path with pack animals. The animals did not want to go up the hill, so the owner would 
have to lead the animal up the hill by a ring on the nose(116).
Cow Nose Hill (牛の鼻かけ坂) is pronounced “Ushi No Hana Kakezaka”.
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Map 49 Izumishikibu Monument (和泉式部廟所) to Kukuri (久々利) 

Map 49 continues the Ena Course (恵那コース) and covers Gifu Prefecture Map 49 covers a 
total of 8.5 km.

Izumi Shikibu Monument (和泉式部廟所) to Ganko-Ji Temple(願興寺) 2.5 km
Izumi Shikibu Monument (和泉式部廟所) is dedicated to the poet Izumi Shikibu. Her exact 
birth and death dates are unknown. She is regarded as one of the medieval 36 immortal 
poets. It is not known where she died, but this monument is the most famous monument. 
While on a journey along the Tokaido road Izumi Shikibu fell ill and died on this spot 
according to legend.(116) 
Izumi Shikibu Monument(和泉式部廟所) is pronounced “Izumi Shikibu Byōsho”.

Ganko-Ji Temple(願興寺) to Ruins of Kilms (大萱古窯跡群) 1.5 km
Ganko-Ji Temple(願興寺)was founded in 185 by Saichō, a Buddhist monk from the Tendai 
sect of Mahayana Buddhism. The temple first burned down in 1108 during the rebellion 
lead by Yoshitsugu Minamoto, then again in 1572 during the battle between Takeda and 
Oda. The temple was rebuilt by Shingen Takeda in 1582 (117). From Ganko-Ji Temple
(願興寺) is about a minute walk to Meitetsu Mitake Station (名鉄御嵩駅). 

Meitetsu Mitake Station (名鉄御嵩駅) 
Meitetsu Mitake Station (名鉄御嵩駅) is an unmanned station on the Hiromi Line, and run 
by Meitetsu company. There is one convenience store which is about a four-minute walk 
away. There are also several restaurants within walking distance. There are no hotels 
near this station, if you are in need of a hotel you can try Inuyama Station (犬山駅). There 
are some hotels by this station at various price levels. However the selection is not great, 
so you may be required to go to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) which is a bit farther way.

After Ganko Temple(願興寺) you will cross the bridge and Kani River (可児川). You will 
also pass by Mitake Forest (みたけの森). I thought about marking Mitake Forest 
(みたけの森) as having a camping spot, because of commentary made in the Pictorial Map 
Guide, which marks a WC and a rest area a little after the Mitake Forest (みたけの森). I got 
lost here and ended up camping on the side of the forest road, far away enough from cars 
but not something I encourage. I did this because I had very limited resources about the 
Gifu area regarding the Ena Course, and do not encourage others to do so. I never saw a 
rest area that was not located in the park. If you see a camping spot or think that is one, 
let me know and I will remark it on the maps, because I went back and forth deciding 
how to label this. This section of the Ena Course (恵那コース) is the one part where 
campsites are pretty non existent, so you will want to decide if you want to have a long 
day or break it up by staying in a hotel. 
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From Gotemba (御殿場) to Branch Point (分岐点), shown on Map 50, the distance is 
33.2 km, a long but hikeable distance. depending on your endurance. You can also camp 
at Mt. Hatobukiyama (鳩吹山), which is a little shorter distance. I wanted to make a note 
of this area because this is one place where you could end up without a place to camp. 
Of course you can go to Meitetsu Mitake Station (名鉄御嵩駅) and get a hotel, and take a 
rest and refill on supplies, but  I understand everyone might not want to do that.
Ganko Temple(願興寺) is pronounced “Ganko Ji”.

Ruins of Kilns (大萱古窯跡群) to Kukuri (久々利) 4.5 km
Ruins of Kilns (大萱古窯跡群) refers to an area where ancient kilns were found. It is 
believed that there were six locations of the kilns, and they date back to 1577. These 
kilns were thought to have been abandoned in the early Edo period(118). Before you 
reach Kukuri (久々利) area you will pass Kobuchi Dam(小渕ダム). There is a viewing area 
and park at this Dam. Kobuchi Dam (小渕ダム) is Japan’s first rock-fill embankment dam. 
It was built in 1951 and dams the Kukuri River(119).
Ruins of Kilms (大萱古窯跡群) is pronounced “Ōgaya Furugamā Togun”.
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Map 50 Kukuri (久々利) to Branch Point (分岐点)

Map 50 is the final map of the Ena Course (恵那コース) and covers Gifu Prefecture. Th 
final map also shows where you meet up with the main trail. Map 50 covers a total of 
17.2 km.

Kukuri (久々利) to Nino Bridge (二野橋) 2.0 km
Kukuri (久々利) refers to the area that you are entering. In this area there is also Kukuri 
Castle Ruins (久々利城跡), Kani Local History Museum (可児郷土歴史館) and Kukuri no 
Miya-Shrine (泳宮). There is a guide board at Kukuri no Miya-Shrine (泳宮).

Kukuri Castle Ruins (久々利城跡)
Kukuri Castle Ruins (久々利城跡) is slightly off the path. The structure of the castle is 
Sengoku period castle, and was constructed during 1394-1427. The castle was owned by 
Daimyo Toki Shugo. 1582 Lord Kukuri was murdered by Mori Nagayoshi, which lead to 
Nagayoshi becoming lord of the castle(120). There is not much of the castle left, so if you 
do go here know that there is not much to see. 

Kani Local History Museum (可児郷土歴史館)
The local museum has objects showing the history and folklore of the Kani area. The 
exhibits include Mino ware pottery, animal and plant fossils and items from local 
archeological sites. At there museum there is also a Ceramic art garden, where they hold 
pottery classes. There is also a Old private house from the Edo Period that was relocated 
from the Kuri Maruyama area. This house is currently closed however.

Hours:
9:00-16:30

Official Website:
https://www.city.kani.lg.jp/3785.htm

Price:
¥210

Closing Days:
Closed every Monday, unless Monday is a public holiday, then it will be closed the 

following day.

Kukuri no Miya-Shrine (泳宮)
Kukuri no Miya-Shrine (泳宮) is a small shrine with a pond. The story of this shrine says 
The 12th Emperor ,Emperor Keikō, met Yasaka Irihime at the pond. Both of them were 
admiring the koi fish in the pond. They were later married and she gave birth to Emperor 
Seimu(121). 
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Emperor Keikō is also known as Ootarashihikooshirowake no Sumeramikoto 
(大足彦忍代別天皇). The Japanese classic books Kojiki and Nihon Shoki tell stories about 
his alleged life time. Emperor Keikō’s life is one legend, but there are little historical 
records to support what has been written. Emperor Keikō is said to have died at age 
143,  fathered at least 80 children and was 10 feet 2 inches tall(122). 

Before reaching Nino Bridge (二野橋) you will pass Excavations Site of Bronze Bell 
(銅鐸発掘の地).
Kukuri (久々利) is pronounced “Kukuri”.

Nino Bridge (二野橋) to Shuga (塩河) 6.6 km
From Nino Bridge (二野橋) you will pass by Shimoakutami Station (下芥見駅). 
Shimoakutami Station (下芥見駅) became a waste station in 2005, when the Minoko-cho 
line was abolished.
Nino Bridge (二野橋) is pronounced “Nino Bashi”.

Shuga (塩河) to Shio (塩) 3.6 km
Shuga (塩河) refers to the area that you are entering.
Shuga (塩河) is pronounced “Shuga”.

Shio (塩) to Ishihara (石原) 3.4 km
Shio (塩) refers to the area that you are entering. Here you are near Kanigawa Station 
(可児川駅). This station is an unmanned station, and is on the Meitetsu Hiromi Line. 
There is one convenience store within walking distance. There are no hotels near this 
station. There are no hotels near this station, if you are in need of a hotel you can try 
Inuyama Station (犬山駅). There are some hotels by this station of various price ranges. 
However the selection is not great, so you may be required to go to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) 
which is a bit farther way.

You will also pass Dota Castle Ruins (土田城跡). This castle was built between 1469 and 
1487. After Dota Gendayu passed way the Ikoma family took the castle over. The castle 
was used until 1574 when it was abandoned(123).
Shio (塩) is pronounced “Shio”.

Ishihara (石原) to Branch Point (分岐点) 1.6 km
Ishihara (石原) refers to the area that you are entering.
Ishihara (石原) is pronounced “Ishihara”.

Branch Point (分岐点)
At the Branch Point you can continue on to the main trail. If you are heading to Gifu 
Course you will head to Mt. Tsugosan (継鹿尾山), heading to Aichi Course you will head 
to Kumano-Jinja Shrine (熊野神社). You do have room to set up camp here, but because 
there are tables and benches it will be a bit of a tight fit depending on the tent size.
Branch Point (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”.
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Ena Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops
There are no major Bus Stops along the Ena Course (恵那コース). This is because you are 
in a more populated area and you are often in walking distance of train stations.

Major Stations
The following section lists the major stations that you pass on the Tokai, the stations you 
can reach by bus stops on the Tokai, or the closet station that has hotels. The stations on 
the trail or the station that the bus will take you to don’t always have hotels, or you may 
need to go to larger city to find a hiking supply store. Therefore I have included stations 
that are a bit out of the way from the trail. I have also included information about unique 
cultural sites around the cities.  I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances your 
experience, and allows you to explore some of the more unknown parts of Japan.

Aichi Prefecture 

Meitetsu Mitake Station (名鉄御嵩駅)
Meitetsu Mitake Station (名鉄御嵩駅) is an unmanned station on the Hiromi Line, and run 
by Meitetsu company. There is one convenience store that is about a four-minute walk 
away. There are also several restaurants within walking distance.  

Inuyama Station (犬山駅)
Inuyama Station (犬山駅) is operated by Meitetsu company. It is a manned station with 
multiple lines. There are many convenience stores and restaurants around the station. 
There are some hotels around Inuyama Station (犬山駅) but they are few and tend be a bit 
pricer. Gifu station (岐阜駅) has more hotels, and there are also various hotels that dot the 
surrounding stations where you might find a better price. You can also reach Gifu Station 
(岐阜駅) from Inuyama Station (犬山駅) though you will need to switch lines. 

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Festival Museum Dondenkan
The Museum Meiji-mura

Momotaro Shrine (Peachboy Shrine)
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Nagoya Station (名古屋駅)
Nagoya Station (名古屋駅) is operated by Japan Railway Company. Nagoya Station is in 
the center of Nagoya city. There are many hotels in the area as well as restaurants and 
convenience stores within walking distance from the station. This would be a good area 
to pick up hiking supplies if needed. This is out of the way from most stations, but it is a 
central hub so returning to where you came from is pretty easy from Nagoya. You will be 
able to restock all supplies and see an interesting area of Japan. I only suggest this station 
if all other hotels are booked or you want to take a few days to rest and recoup. Then 
I suggest enjoying Nagoya, it is not the most touristy city in Japan but it has wonderful 
hidden gems. If you do stay here for a few days I strongly recommend Toganji Temple, 
which as has a 15m high statue of the seated Buddha that is bright green! 

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Nagoya City Science Museum 

Hosho-in (Osu Kannon)
Toganji Temple
Nagoya Castle

Gifu Prefecture

Akechi Station (明智駅)
Akechi Station (明智駅) is a manned station on the Akechi Line, it is operated by Akechi 
Railway. There are no hotels by the station, but there is one convenience store within 
walking distance. There are multiple restaurants within walking distance as well. If you 
are in need of a hotel I suggest trying by Ena Station (恵那駅) which is on the same line 
and has a few hotels.

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Teishin Postal Museum
Iwamura Sake Brewery

Iwamura Station (岩村駅) 
Iwamura Station (岩村駅) is a manned station on the Akechi Line, it is operated by Akechi 
Railway. There are only a few hotels near Iwamura Station (岩村駅) but they are either 
far away or expensive. There are two convenience stores that are about a ten minute 
walk away from the station. There are also a decent amount of restaurants within walking 
distance from the station. If you are in need of a hotel I suggest trying Ena Station 
(恵那駅) which is on the same line and has a few hotels.

Ena Station (恵那駅)
Ena Station (恵那駅) is a station on the Chūō Main Line and Akechi Line. It is operated by 
Japan Railway Company. There are a few business hotels outside Ena Station (恵那駅), but 
not many. There are several restaurants and convenience stores within walking distance 
from the station. 
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Cultural highlights of the area include:
Nakasendo Hiroshige Art Museum 

Stone Museum
Choei-Ji Temple 

Enakyo Valley Excursion Boat

Tajimi Station(多治見駅)
Tajimi Station(多治見駅) is a station on the Chūō Main Line, and operated by Japan 
Railway Company. There are some hotels, restaurants or convenience stores within 
walking distance from the station. This is a good area to stay on the Chūō Main Line 
connects to larger stations, as well as some of the smaller stations on the trail.

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Hondo Shrine

Chofuku-Ji Temple
Ikeda Machiya Local Museum

Takenami Station (武並駅)
Takenami Station (武並駅) is a station on the Chūō Main Line, and operated by Japan 
Railway Company. There are no hotels, restaurants or convenience stores within walking 
distance from the station. For hotels I suggest looking around Tajimi Station(多治見駅), 
because it is on the same line.

Gifu Station (岐阜駅)
Gifu Station (岐阜駅) is operated by Japan Railway Company. Gifu Station is in the heart 
of Gifu city. There are many hotels in the area as well as restaurants and convenience 
stores within walking distance from the station. This would be a good area to pick up 
hiking supplies if needed. You can reach Gifu Station (岐阜駅) from Ogaki station (小柿駅), 
without changing lines. You can also reach Gifu Station (岐阜駅) from Inuyama Station 
(犬山駅) though you will need to switch lines. Gifu Station (岐阜駅) is a bit off the trail 
depending on where you are located but like Nagoya Station (名古屋駅) it could be one of 
the best places to pick up supplies depending on where you are located.  

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Kogane Shrine
Gifu Castle

Nawa Insect Museum
Gifu Shoho-Ji Temple Daibutsu (Great Buddha)

Gifu City Tower 43
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Top: Iidaka Kannon Temple (飯高観音) 

Bottom: Kanoida Milestone (奧之田一里塚)
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Top:
Akechi Station 
(明智駅)

Bottom Left:
Vegetable Stall

Bottom Right:
Ticket machine 
at Iwamura 
Station (岩村駅)
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 Gifu Course (岐阜コース)

Gifu is the sixth prefecture, and is home to 410,000 people. The prefecture covers 203 
square kilometers, and is located in the center of Japan. Nagara River and Mt. Kinka are 
located in the middle of the prefecture.  Gifu is known for Ukai (cormorant fishing), which 
has been a tradition for over 1300 years. The famous warlord Oda Nobunaga  used Gifu 
as a staring point in his efforts to unify Japan. (121)

The prefecture is divided into two main regions Hida in the north and Mino in the south. 
The Hida area is known for its mountains and becoming covered in snow in the winter. 
Mino area is famous for vast plains and flowing rivers.(122)

The Gifu Course covers 290.4 km including the Ena Course, this number comes from the 
Gifu Official Prefecture website. 
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The Nature Love Club (NATS), the website run by the Ministry of the Environment, lists 
the total distance as 310.8 km, the difference between these two is the “Yoroyama summit 
trail” which is 21.5km in length , I have not climbed this and it is currently not included 
in the book. However neither of these sites lists all the stops nor does the distance they 
list match the distance between locations they have listed on the websites . 

Without the Ena Course the Gifu Course covers 196.9 km My book lists the Gifu Course 
as 177.7 km without the Ena Course, and 271.2 km with the Ena Course. My Gifu 
Prefecture distance calculation comes from the Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken 
Mook Walking Guide, Pictorial Map Guide and my own hiking experience. Gifu Prefecture 
does not list distances for all areas, and overall I found that the information on Gifu, even 
from official sources, was missing information. While there may be some mistakes I am 
confident in this calculation.

Why are my numbers so different than the others? The only way I can have the same 
numbers as listed on Gifu Official Prefecture website, is that Gifu Prefecture is including 
the 18.1 km from the Ena route in it’s calculation. Here is the detailed break down, if you 
are interested. 

Gifu Official Prefecture website- 290.4 km, without both the 93.1 km from Gifu and the 
18.1 km from Aichi that make up the Ena Course. Removing these comes to 179.2 km, 
which is about what matches my maps. Adding in the  “Yoroyama summit trail” which is 
21.5km in length, makes both distances almost match the distance from NATS.

The terrain of Gifu prefecture is a bit rocky, and having a semi freestanding tent makes 
it a little harder to find ground to stake out the tent adequately. The marker signs in Gifu 
were fairly consistent, mainly in Japanese and in decent condition. The areas that were 
lacking in signs were the more urban areas, which is the case in all the prefectures. With 
the correct information finding a campsite and picking up water are not too difficult in 
Mie, though there are a few stretches that are a bit bare.

The marker signs in Gifu were fairly frequent, mainly in Japanese and in good condition. 
There were some sign boards that were much newer and did include English, but the 
older sign boarders to not. I did find myself getting lost in Gifu though, but this was 
because so much of Gifu prefecture is not outlined in the resources I relied on!!!! When I 
first hiked I purchased the series of books that I refer to as Tokai Vol. 1-3, and I because 
my trip was a done on short notice I didn’t really use them. Then the second time I 
translated and made my own maps from these books, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide 
and Pictorial Map Guide arrived about a week before I left as I ordered them on a whim. 
Well I didn’t realize that there was so much missing from Gifu and Mie prefecture and I 
spent a significant amount of time being lost, and getting lucky with people helping me 
out. I do think with my revised maps and guidebook you should be ok in Gifu Prefecture.
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Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefecture Map
The Gifu prefecture is covered in one map brochure. Gifu prefectural map is not available 
to download from the official website. The map can only be found by requesting it by 
mail or going to the office of the Gifu Prefecture Environmental Planning Division. They 
are open Monday to Friday from 8:30 am to 5:15 pm. 

The Gifu Official Prefectural Map does not contain the entire section of Gifu. It only 
shows the “Ideal Courses”, so consider this if you want to obtain a copy.  The website 
also links to a Geographic Information System (GIS) that you can use to see the trail on 
your computer. I have tried to use it several times and always found that it was quite 
clunky. Again both of these are only in Japanese.  

How to Guide to requesting maps from Gifu Prefecture:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/kurashi/kankyo/kankyo-hozen/c11265/hodo_map.html

Geographic Information System Link:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/kurashi/kankyo/kankyo-hozen/c11265/hodou-map.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps, Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial Map Guide. I found 
the resources I used were not complete and didn’t include all information, so I created 
a new set of maps. These are in English and Japanese, show campsites, and water sites 
in addition to major locations. They can be downloaded on the website where you 
downloaded this book
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Trail Closures

There are currently six trail closures at the time of publication of this book.

1.Due to construction of a fence to prevent damage to birds and animals the area around 
Tanigumi Station (谷汲駅) is closed for an undecided amount of time. Gifu does not list 
specific locations on the map, but refers to the area affected as Tanigumi /Part of the 
path of pilgrimage and faith (谷汲・巡礼と信仰のみちの一部).There is a detour provided. The 
symbol for detour in Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. The Gifu map does 
state that there are VERY clear signs that mark the detour as you go alongThis is a minor 
detour, and should not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. The 
area affected is shown on map 53, but no additional information is provided because 
there is no need for a different alternative route as one is already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/uploaded/attachment/20643.pdf

2. Due to slope and shoulder collapse caused from a landslide the section from Mt. 
Nabekura Shelter Hut (鍋倉避難小屋) to (県道春日揖斐川線合流地点) is closed for an 
undecided amount of time. 県道春日揖斐川線合流地点) is not listed on ANY other map, but 
I believe that is is located by Rikugō (六合). The distance of the detour shown on the map 
provided by Gifu is about 8.5 km, and this matched Rikugō 
(六合), and you do enter the town of Kasuga. The Gifu map does state that there are 
VERY clear signs that mark the detour as you go along. There is a detour provided. The 
symbol for detour is Japanese in “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. This is a major 
detour, but should not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. Since 
this detour is larger Gifu Prefecture has marked where you will encounter the detour 
signs. The area affected is shown on map 56, but no additional information is provided 
because there is no need for a different alternative route as one is already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/uploaded/attachment/20644.pdf

3. Due to slope and shoulder collapse a portion of the trail is closed. This third section of 
trail closures listed on Gifu is so vague I am not sure what to advise people. I am unsure 
where the closure is!
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Gifu lists the section closed as from Ibigawa Town Tanigumikanbara to Ibigawa Town 
Ozu section (揖斐川町谷汲神原～揖斐川町小津区間). These points are not used on any other 
map, and Ibigawa is a large area. I cannot pinpoint what area this is referring to.

I have written Gifu prefecture asking for clarification about this, but as the publiction 
I have not received a reply back. The issue is future compounded by the fact that Gifu 
Prefecture does not provide a map showing the area closed. I did not see a sign regarding 
the closure while hiking, but I also did not see the closure around  Kawaharagoe (川原越). 
It is possible this closure is there, but it is not marked. My advice is to use caution in the 
area of Ibigawa. I will update the facebook page, instagram and this book if I hear back 
from Gifu. I am sorry I can not provide more information. 

4. Due to slope and shoulder collapse from a natural disaster the section about 400 
meters before and after Matatabi Bridge (木天蓼橋) is closed for an undecided amount of 
time. There is a detour provided. The symbol for detour in Japanese is “迂回路”, follow 
the provided signs. The Gifu map does state that there are VERY clear signs that mark 
the detour as you go along. This is a minor detour, and should not affect the time or 
distance you walk in a significant manner. The area affected is shown on map 55, but no 
additional information is provided because is no need for a different alternative route as 
one already provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/uploaded/attachment/20645.pdf

5. Due to slope and shoulder collapse from landslides the section from about 1 km south 
Mino-Takada Station (美濃高田駅) to Kawaharagoe (川原越) is closed for an undecided 
amount of time. There is no detour provided by Gifu Prefecture. This area is covered in 
more detail in Map 62, and a suggested detour is provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/uploaded/attachment/20646.pdf

6. Due unsafe conditions the section from about Ogaki City Outdoor Activity Center 
(大垣市野外活動センター) is closed for around 500 meters. Gifu does not list specific 
locations on the map, so the closure is about 300 meters North of Ogaki City Outdoor 
Activity Center (大垣市野外活動センター) and affects about around 500 meters. This area 
is closed for an undecided amount of time. There is a detour provided. The symbol for 
detour is Japanese in “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. The Gifu map does state that 
there are VERY clear signs that mark the detour as you go along. This is a minor detour, 
and should not affect the time or distance you walk in a significant manner. The area 
affected is shown on map 57, but no additional information is provided because there is 
no need for a different alternative route as one is already provided.
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Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/uploaded/attachment/20647.pdf

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier.   

Gifu Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/kurashi/kankyo/kankyo-hozen/c11265/tsukodome.html

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail will be listed on the sites page. The Gifu 
Prefecture has an entire page devoted to trail closures. 
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Gifu Prefecture Map
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Map 51 Rain Ōhashi (ライン大橋) to Shimoakutami (下芥見)

Map 51 is the first map of Gifu Prefecture and covers 16.2 km.

Rain Ōhashi (ライン大橋) to Daian-Ji  Temple (大安寺) 2.1 km

Rain Ōhashi/ Rain Large Bridge (ライン大橋) is a bridge on the Kiso River, and was 
constructed in 1968, and is 420 m long and 6 m wide.  The bridge is officially named 
Inuyama Toushukou Rain Ōhashi (犬山頭首工ライン大橋)(126). Note sometimes Rain 
Ōhashi (ライン大橋) is written as Rhine not Rain. In this area there are many activities and 
museums, the map lists a few but I encourage you to explore this area if you have time.
Rain Ōhashi Bridge (ライン大橋)  is pronounced “Rain Ō Hashi”.

Daian-Ji Temple (大安寺) to Kanbora Pond (寒洞池) 5.0 km
The Daian-Ji Temple (大安寺) belongs to the Rinzai school of Zen Buddhism, and was 
originally built in 1396 but was restored in 1596, then again in 1891. On the temple 
grounds there is a large statue of Kannon, and Tombs of Toki Yoritake and Saito 
Toshinaga, both of which are cultural assets of Gifu prefecture(127). Saito Toshinaga was 
a daimyō who ruled during Japan’s Muromachi period, and Toki Yoritake was  member of 
the Toki clan which held power from the  Kamakura to the Edo period(128, 129). 

On the way to Kanbora Pond (寒洞池) you will pass by Kurumazaki Shrine (車折神社) and 
Hinodefudō (日之出不動).

Kurumazaki Shrine (車折神社) 
Kurumazaki Shrine (車折神社) was founded in 1955 after it split with the Kuramaori 
Shrine in Kyoto. People come to this shrine to pray before taking exams, and visits 
become quite popular during examination season. There is no fee to enter this 
shrine(130).

Hinodefudō (日之出不動)
Hinodefudō (日之出不動) is the inner temple of the Daian-Ji Temple (大安寺). The principle 
image of this temple is Fudō Myōō (不動明王). According to one legend while staying at 
Unuma-juku, the fifty-second of the sixty-nine stations of the Nakasendō Trail a monk 
stopped to rest while transporting a zushi, a miniature shrine. He heard a voice coming 
from the zushi, which said “I am Hinodefudō of Mount Kurama. Please enshrine me 
at the back of Daian-Ji Temple (大安寺).” The monk then told the local people what he 
heard, and Hinodefudō was enshrined at its current location(131). Fudō Myōō 
(不動明王) is one of the best known Myōō(明王), warlike and wrathful deities that 
represent the power to over come ones passions in Buddhism. Fudō Myōō (不動明王). 
Fudō Myōō  is considered to be the personification of Dainichi Buddha. 
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Fudō is depicted with a fearsome face, in the right hand he holds a sword and a rope in 
the left. The sword represents wisdom cutting through ignorance, and the rope is used to 
tie up demons(132). Daian-Ji Temple (大安寺)  is pronounced “Daianji”.

Kanbora Pond (寒洞池) to Tengudani Historic Site (天狗谷遺跡) 1.0 km
Kanbora Pond (寒洞池) is surrounded by Mt. Kita (北山) and Mt. Gobou (御坊山), because 
of this it becomes very cold at night. This is how the pond was given it’s name(133).  
There is a small rest area with a bench, as well as some space to camp beside the rest 
area. Depending on the size of your tent you might not have a lot of room under the rest 
area. But you should be able to set up camp here even  if next to the rest area with a 
larger tent.
Kanbora Pond (寒洞池) is pronounced “Kanbora Ike”.

Tengudani Historic Site (天狗谷遺跡) to Mitsu Pond (三ツ池) 2.0 km
Tengudani Historic Site (天狗谷遺跡) is an archeological site with kilns and pottery from 
the Kofun period to the Kamakura period. This find shows that the area was a pottery 
production area. It is a designated historic site.(134) 
Tengudani Historic Site (天狗谷遺跡) is pronounced “Tengudani Iseki”.

Mitsu Pond (三ツ池) to Oibora Pass(老洞峠) 2.4 km
Mitsu Pond (三ツ池) is a series of three ponds, there is a bench by the ponds. As you walk 
along the ponds you will encounter a rest area. Here like Kanbora Pond (寒洞池) there is 
also sufficient room to set up a tent. 
Mitsu Pond  (三ツ池)  is pronounced “Mitsu Ike”.

Oibora Pass (老洞峠) to Shimoakutami (下芥見) 3.7 km
Oibora Pass (老洞峠) is a typical mountain pass, there is nothing of note at the pass.
Oibora Pass (老洞峠) is pronounced “Oibora Tōge”.
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Map 52 Shimoakutami (下芥見) to Norimatsu (則松)

Map 52 continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 24.5 km.

Shimoakutami (下芥見) to Chidori Bridge (千鳥橋) 3.0 km
Shimoakutami (下芥見) refers to the area you are entering. This area has been listed as 
Iwata Station (岩田駅) and Shimoakutami Station (下芥見駅) in some guide books. These 
stations no longer exist as the line was abolished. Shimoakutami Station (下芥見駅) was a 
station of the Nagoya Railway Minoko-cho line. It became a waste station in 2005, when 
the Minoko-cho line was abolished. Some Japanese Guidebooks show Shimoakutami 
Station (下芥見駅), but this was because they were published before 2005. You will also 
pass Iwanonishi Shrine (伊波西神社) and an Imperial Tomb (日向坐命御墓)
Shimoakutami (下芥見) is pronounced “Shimoakutami”.

Chidori Bridge (千鳥橋) to Matsuo Pond (松尾池) 4.9 km
Chidori Bridge (千鳥橋) crosses the Nagara River. It is 215 m long and 9.6 m wide(135). 
After crossing the bridge you will reach Shirayama Shrine (白山神社). You will also pass 
Furutsu Bus Stop (古津バス停). The major place Furutsu Bus Stop (古津バス停) will go to is 
Gifu Station (岐阜駅). See the bus appendix for more information. 
Chidori Bridge (千鳥橋) is pronounced “Chidori Bashi”.

Matsuo Pond (松尾池) to Mitahora Kōbō (三田洞弘法) 4.2 km
Matsuo Pond (松尾池) is an reservoir which was created in 1885. In the spring this spot 
is known for cherry blossoms, and in autumn beautiful autumn leaves surround the pond 
(136). There is a rest area and space to set up camp here. There is also Hagi Falls 
(萩の滝) by the pond. On the way to Mitahora Kōbō (三田洞弘法) you will also pass 
Shirayama Observatory (白山展望台). 
Matsuo Pond (松尾池) is pronounced “Matsuo Ike”.

Mitahora Kōbō Temple (三田洞弘法) to Tsubakibora (椿洞) 3.9 km
Before reaching Mitahora Kōbō Temple (三田洞弘法) there is also Kifushi 
Mitahorashinbutsu Hot Spring (三田洞神仏温泉). Kifushi Mitahorashinbutsu Hot Spring 
(三田洞神仏温泉) requires you to bring your own shampoo, body soap and towels, but you 
can also rent or purchase these as needed at the Hot Spring.
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Hours:
10:00-17:00 (March to October)

10:00-17:00 (November to February)
Official Website:

http://www.group-sanwa.co.jp/mitahoraspa/
Price:
¥510

Closing Days:
　1st of every month, every Wednesday, New Year’s Holidays (December 29-January 3)

Mitahora Kōbō Temple (三田洞弘法) was founded in 816. On the temple grounds there are 
ponds, and beautiful autumn foliage. On the temple grounds there is also a Bohi tree that 
is a natural treasure, as it twas planted by Kobo Daishi, who founded Shingon school of 
Buddhism(132). This temple is also listed as Hokke-Ji Temple(法華寺).7
After Mitahora Kōbō (三田洞弘法) you will reach Mitahora Kōbō Bus Stop (三田洞バス停) in 
the area. The major place Mitahora Kōbō Bus Stop (三田洞バス停) will go to is Gifu Station 
(岐阜駅). See the bus appendix for more information. Then you will cross a bridge and 
pass a Stone Buddhist Image (石仏) and Hakusan Shrine (白山神社).
Mitahora Kōbō Temple (三田洞弘法) is pronounced “Mitahora Kōbō”.

Tsubakibora (椿洞) to Norimatsu (則松) 8.5 km
Tsubakibora (椿洞) refers to both the area and a bus stop. There will be an information 
board about Tsubakibora (椿洞). Tsubakibora Bus Stop (椿洞バス停) does not go to any 
major areas or stations. Continuing on you will pass through a bamboo thicket, the area 
called Murayama (村山) as well as a cemetery (墓地). 
Tsubakibora (椿洞) is pronounced “Tsubakibora”.
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Map 53 Norimatsu (則松) to Myohoga Peak (妙法ケ岳)

Map 53  continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 19.1 km.

Norimatsu (則松) to Kawauchi (川内) 6.9 km
Norimatsu (則松) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Norimatsu Bus Stop (則松バス停) 
does not go to any major areas or stations. You will cross a bridge, then you will continue 
on until you pass a Mountain Shrine (山神社), Shikaana Pass (鹿穴峠) anda  set of Fish-
Breeding Ponds (養魚池).
Norimatsu (則松) is pronounced “Norimatsu”.

Kawauchi(川内) to Koumi Bridge (神海橋) 4.3 km
Kawauchi(川内) refers to the area you are entering. You will cross a bridge and reach 
Yunoko Park (湯ノ古公園), which has a rest area and a pond. 
Kawauchi (川内) is pronounced “Kawauchi”.

Koumi Bridge (神海橋) to Kire (岐礼) 2.5 km
Before crossing Koumi Bridge (神海橋) you will be near Kōmi Station (神海駅) and 
Tanigumi-guchi Station  (谷汲口駅). There is a supermarket near Tanigumi-guchi Station 
(谷汲口駅), and you are in a more urban area now. There are no hotels in this area, but 
you can go to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) if you are in need of a hotel or resupplying.
Koumi Bridge (神海橋) is pronounced “Koumi Bashi”.

Kire (岐礼) to Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺) 3.5 km
Kire (岐礼) refers to the area you are entering. On the way to Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺), 
some maps show, Tanigumi Station (谷汲駅). Tanigumi Station (谷汲駅) was part of the 
Nagoya Railway company (more commonly referred to as Meitetsu (名鉄), and was on the 
Tanigumi Line. In 2001 the Tanigumi Line was abolished, and this station no longer is a 
running station. The station building still stands, and provides information in Japanese 
about the station and line. I have the station  on the map, because so many of the older 
maps, and personal websites do list this place. This station should not be confused 
with Tanigumi-Guchi Station (谷汲口駅) which is currently in operation. Before entering  
Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺) complex you can also walk down to Tanigumisan Bus Stop
(谷汲山バス停). The major place Tanigumisan Bus Stop(谷汲山バス停) will go to is Gifu 
Station. See the bus appendix for more information about this location. 
Kire (岐礼) is pronounced “Kire”.
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Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺) to Myohogadake Peak (妙法ヶ岳) 1.9 km
Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺) is a temple in the Tendai Buddhist sect, and the 33rd and final 
temple on the Saigoku Kannon pilgrimage. The temple was first established in 1560. 
The temple grounds are filled with cherry trees and trees that offer beautiful autumn 
foliage(138). Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺) is a temple complex, so there are many small 
temples in the area you can also visit. This is a very popular tourist spot, there are 
restaurants as well as a tourist information center. You can pick up snack foods here but 
nothing major. 

This is the second of the three temples that you MUST enter to continue on the trail, the 
third is Enryaku-Ji Temple(延暦寺) in the Shiga Course. Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺) does say 
that the main hall is open from 8:00 - 16:30. Since the entrance is free I believe that you 
can pass through the temple complex but not see the main hall if you pass through during 
a different time. I still I recommend trying to pass through Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺) by 
16:30.

On the way to Myohogadake Peak (妙法ヶ岳) you will pass by Okunoin (奥の院) and 
Temple Dedicated to Fudō (不動尊堂), Fudō (不動) is a shortened reference to Fudō Myōō 
(不動明王).

Okunoin (奥の院) refers to the inner sanctuary. The path to Okunoin (奥の院) is lined with 
many small Buddhist statues. 
Kegon-Ji Temple (華巌寺) is pronounced “Kegon Ji”.
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Map 54 Myohogadake Peak (妙法ケ岳) Tousen-Ji Temple (洞泉寺)

Map 54  continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 14 km.

Myohogadake Peak(妙法ヶ岳) to Yokokura-Ji Temple (横蔵寺) 6.4 km
Myohogadake Peak(妙法ケ岳) is 667 m. There is space to campout at this peak but it is 
not a great camp spot. The space is limited, and were many low hanging branches as 
well as wasps swarming the area. Though I didn’t see wasps nests while in this area. 
After Myohogadake Peak (妙法ケ岳) you will continue to  walk on the path until you pass 
a bench area before reaching Rhododendron Plain (シャクナゲ平). This is an area that is 
famous for the flowering Rhododendron bush, they usually have pink or white flowers. 
These are very common to see on the trail. The next point is Main Temple Ruins (本堂跡).

From the Main Temple Ruins (本堂跡) you can take a side path that will take you past the 
Grave Site of Kumagai Naozane (熊谷直実の墓) and Chigo Rock (稚児の岩) This path is not 
part of the trail but will loop you around to Azuchi Castle Ruins (仁王門跡休憩所) which is 
on the trail.

Grave Site of Kumagai Naozane (熊谷直実の墓)
Kumagai Naozane was a famous warrior, from the Minamoto faction during the Taira-
Minamoto War. He was instrumental in leading them to victory at Ichinotane, close to 
modern day Kobe. Kumagai Naozane killed young  warrior Taira no Atsumori, which 
has been retold in the famous Japanese epic  Heike Monogatari and numerous Noh 
and Kabuki plays. Kumagai Naozane felt such remorse at the killing of young Taira no 
Atsumori and his life as a solider he converted to Pure Land Buddhism after visiting with 
a monk and founder Hōnen (139, 140).

Azuchi Castle Ruins (仁王門跡) will be marked with a marker. At Azuchi Castle Ruins 
(仁王門跡) there is room to camp out, as well as a covered rest area. Continuing on you  
will reach a rest area with a washroom, along with benches. This area is marked on the 
maps as Ikoi Forrest (いこいの森). You can also camp out at Ikoi Forrest (いこいの森), which 
has a rest area and wide open fields where you can set up a tent. Both areas are good for 
camping.
Myohogadake Peak (妙法ヶ岳) is pronounced “Myohogadake”.

Yokokura-Ji Temple (横蔵寺) to Katsuji Pass (下辻峠) 3.6 km
Yokokura-Ji Temple (横蔵寺) is sometimes written as Ryokaizan Yokokura Temple (両界
山横蔵寺). The temple is known for having a mummy, Myoujin , who was the buddhist 
priest who died in 1817. The temple grounds are also known for their cherry blossoms 
and the autumn leaves(141, 142). 
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Hours:
10:00-16:00

Official Website:
https://www.town.ibigawa.lg.jp/kankoujyouhou/0000006092.html

Price:
Free (Temple Grounds)
¥500 (Treasure Hall)

Closing Days:
Free (Temple Grounds)

December to March, and on rainy days(Treasure Hall)

After leaving the temple you will pass , what looked like a small shop by the temple. It 
was hard to tell if it was closed for the season or permanently. There is also Yokokuraji 
Bus Stop (横蔵寺バス停). The major place Yokokuraji Bus Stop (横蔵寺バス停) will go to is 
Ibi Station(揖斐駅). See the bus appendix for more information about this location.

On the way to Katsuji Pass (下辻峠) you will cross a bridge. This bridge should not lead 
you to Trail Center (トレイルセンター), if you end up here you took a wrong turn. 
Yokokura-Ji Temple (横蔵寺) is pronounced “Yokokura Ji”.  

Katsuji Pass (下辻峠) to Tousen-Ji Temple (洞泉寺) 4.0 km
At Katsuji Pass (下辻峠) there is a stone statue of Jizō. Coming down from Katsuji Pass 
(下辻峠) there is an area with a large warning board (警告板), this area has a flat area 
where you could camp out. You will also pass by a rest area before the temple however 
the area with the warning board (警告板) is the better camp spot. 
Katsuji Pass (下辻峠) is pronounced “Katsuji Tōge”.
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Map 55 Tousen-Ji Temple (洞泉寺) to Hisakagosi Pass (日坂越峠)

Map 55 continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 17 km. 

Tousen-Ji Temple (洞泉寺) to Otsu Gorge (小津渓谷) 3.0 km
Tousen-Ji Temple (洞泉寺) is part of the Rinzai zen Buddhist sect, and the origin of the 
temple is unknown. The main hall was built in 1671 and then rebuilt due to aging in 
1820. This is a small temple, though it does have a bell tower(143, 144). Some guide 
books also refer to this area as Otsu (小津). On the way to the gorge you will pass 
Matatabi Bridge (木天蓼橋). The bridge crosses over to a area with a small bench and 
trees. 
Tousen-Ji Temple (洞泉寺) is pronounced “Tousen Ji”.

Otsu Gorge (小津渓谷) to Higashitsukumi (東津汲) 1.0 km
Otsu Gorge (小津渓谷) is pronounced “Otsu Keikoku”.

Higashitsukumi (東津汲) to Meoto Falls (夫婦滝 ) 4.0 km
Higashitsukumi (東津汲) refers to the area that you are entering. On the way to the falls 
you will cross Kyuse Bridge (久瀬橋), and two parking lots.
Higashitsukumi (東津汲) is pronounced “Higashitsukumi”.

Meoto Falls (夫婦滝) to Hisaka (日坂) 4.0 km
The falls get their name because there are two falls that are close to each other. The falls 
are about 17 m tall. The area is known for its spring, summer and fall foliage(145). At 
Meoto Falls (夫婦滝) there is also a parking lot and benches. Use caution while walking 
from the falls because you will be on a main road. 
Meoto Falls (夫婦滝) is pronounced “Meoto Taki”.

Hisaka (日坂) to Agriculture Work Hut (農業小屋) 1.0 km
Hisaka (日坂) refers to the area that you are entering, there will also be an informational 
board at this spot. You can also take a side path to Choukoku-Ji Temple (長国寺), Kasuga-
Jinja Shrine (春日神社) and Takahashi Family House (高橋家住宅). 

Takahashi Family House (高橋家住宅)
Takahashi Family House (高橋家住宅) belonged to the powerful and wealthy Takahashi 
family. The Takahashi family is thought to have lived in the area of Hisaka from the 
middle ages and worked as a Shoya(庄屋) throughout the Edo Period. A shoya was 
a village officer or municipal official in the Edo period. They served as the official 
representative  of that town, and took on the job of collecting taxes and other 
administrative duties for the daimyos. 
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During this time the daimyos or other officials would also stay at this home while 
traveling. Today the structure is still well maintained with the gate, outer walls and main 
building still standing. There are also five store houses still standing which all have tiled 
roofs. Takahashi Family House (高橋家住宅) is privately owned, and is considered to be a 
important cultural property(146, 147).
Hisaka (日坂) is pronounced “Hisaka”.

Agriculture Work Hut (農業小屋) to Choujahira Branch Point (長者平分岐) 2.0 km
While walking along this section of the trail you will be walking along side the 
Hisakagawa River (日坂川). After the agriculture work hut (農業小屋) there is another 
warning board (警告板) sign. The area with the warning board (警告板) also makes a good 
camp site. Some guidebooks and maps show the Agriculture Work Hut (農業小屋) as 
Wasadani (和佐谷), which is referring to the area you are entering. 
Agriculture Work Hut (農業小屋) is pronounced “Nōgyō Koya”.

Choujahira Branch Point (長者平分岐) to Hisakagosi Pass (日坂越峠) 2.0 km
At the branch point you can  continue on the trail or go to Chojanosato Camping Ground 
(長者の里). As you head to Hisakagosi Pass (日坂越峠) you will also pass an area listed as 
prefectural grove (県林地).
Choujahira Branch Point (長者平分岐) is pronounced “Choujahira Bunki”.
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Map 56 Hisakagosi Pass (日坂越峠) to 
Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停)

Map 56 continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 17.7 km.

Hisakagosi Pass (日坂越峠) to Mt. Nabekurayama (鍋倉山) 2.5 km
Hisakagosi Pass (日坂越峠) is a nondescript mountain pass. 
Hisakagosi Pass (日坂越峠) is pronounced “Hisakagosi Tōge”.

Mt. Nabekurayama (鍋倉山) to Taniyama Pass (谷山峠) 2.8 km
Mt. Nabekurayama (鍋倉山) is 1050 m. There is also a shelter hut on the mountain. The 
shelter hut is a little way down from the mountain and both locations have large guide 
boards. There will be multiple sign boards leading up to the mountain. 
Mt. Nabekurayama (鍋倉山) is pronounced “Nabekurayama”.

Taniyama Pass (谷山峠) to Abandoned Temple (廃寺) 2.6 km
From the pass there is another path that is not on the trail, be aware of which way you 
are going.
Taniyama Pass (谷山峠) is pronounced “Taniyama Tōge”.

Abandoned Temple (廃寺) to Rikugō (六合) 5.0 km
To reach the abandoned temple you will pass (谷山廃村集落), as well as cross a bridge. 
There is also an unnamed shrine on the the other side of the bridge. As you walk along 
this section you will be walking along Takahashi River Valley (高橋渓谷). 
Abandoned Temple (廃寺) is pronounced “Hai Ji”.

Rikugō (六合) to Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停) 4.8 km
Rikugō (六合) refers to both the area and a bus stop. The major place Rikugō Bus Stop
(六合バス停) will go to is Ibi Station (揖斐駅) See the bus appendix for more information.
Around the Rikugō Bus Stop (六合バス停) area there is also Hakusan-Jinja Shrine 
(白山神社) and Enshrinement Hall for Buddha of Medicine(楽師御堂). The Enshrinement 
Hall for Buddha of Medicine(楽師御堂) is also referred to as Yakushi, and is commonly 
shown holding a medicine jar in the left hand(148).

There is also a road that leads to Morimori Village (モリモリ村). Morimori Village 
(モリモリ村) is an onsen, that has a restaurant attached. There is also a souvenir corner 
where local products, such as vegetables and tea can be purchased.
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Hours:
10:00-21:00

Official Website:
https://morimorimura.com/

Price:
¥440

Closing Days:
Every Wednesday ,unless Wednesday. is a holiday then it will be closed the following day.
Rikugō (六合) is pronounced “Rikugō”.
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Map 57 Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停) to Otaki (大滝) 

Map 57 continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 18 km.

 Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停) to Zennan-Ji Temple(善南寺) .3 km
The major place Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停) will go to is Ibi Station (揖斐駅) See the 
bus appendix for more information. 
Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停) is pronounced “Shinchou Basu Tei”

Zennan-Ji Temple(善南寺) to Otsudani Park (大津谷公園) 3.1 km
Zennan-Ji Temple(善南寺) is thought to have been built in 811 by the monk Saichō, who 
was the founder of the Tendai school of Buddhism, in the Heian era. The temple stands 
on the hillside and overlooks the  Kasumama valley. The current temple was rebuilt in 
1943. The temple is part of the Jodo Buddhist sect, and is the 8th stop on the thirty-three 
sacred sites of Nishi-Mino Kannon Pilgrimage (149). After Zennan-Ji Temple(善南寺) you 
will pass Revitalization Spring (蘇生の泉), Heian-Ji Temple (平安寺) and 
Yuge-Ji Temple(弓削寺).

Heian-Ji Temple (平安寺)
According to stories Emperor Shirakawa came down with a disease while coming back 
from a pilgrimage, and was cured by the water at Yuge-Ji Temple (弓削寺). Emperor 
Shirakawa was the 72nd Emperor and his reign lasted from 1073 to 1087. Emperor 
Shirakawa showed his appreciation by building the main building and donating 600 
volumes of scriptures. The temple was originally part of the Tendai Sect, but in 1658 the 
temple was rebuilt and became part of Rinzai sect of Zen Buddhism. There is a small 
pagoda on the temple grounds and old Satsuki trees. Heian-Ji Temple (平安寺) is also the 
10th stop on the thirty-three sacred sites of Nishi-Mino Kannon Pilgrimage (150, 151)

Revitalization Spring (蘇生の泉)
Revitalization Spring (蘇生の泉) is (二条関白蘇生), also listed as Nijōkanpaku Revitalization 
Spring (二条関白蘇生の泉). This spring was visited by Nijō Yoshimoto  in  1353 , who 
rested here when he was too weak to go to Zuigan-Ji Temple(瑞巌寺). At the time Nijō 
Yoshimoto was a kampaku, this position was the chief advisor for the Emperor. He also 
wrote waka and renga poetry, as well as multiple books.  According to the legend a young 
women appeared and offered him water, which refreshed him enough to continue on his 
journey. Today this same stream still exists, and people come from all around to collect 
water from here (152, 153)
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Note both the website I found this information on, and myself do not suggest drinking 
water without boiling it, though from what I read people do come to collect this water.     
I am assuming that they treat it in some way before drinking it. 

The trail does not take you to Zuigan-Ji Temple(瑞巌寺), but from here you are about a 10 
minute walk away.

Yuge-Ji Temple (弓削寺)
Yuge-Ji Temple (弓削寺) grounds are famous for the over 20,000 hydrangeas that bloom 
in June. The temple is also a good spot for viewing cherry blossoms and autumn leaves. 
From the temple you can also see Mt. Ibuki. The temple is thought to have been founded 
in 817. Legend says that  Emperor Shirakawa came down with a disease while coming 
back from a pilgrimage and it was at this temple he  was cured by the water from this 
temple. This temple is the 9th stop on the 33(154). 
 Zennan-Ji Temple(善南寺) is pronounced “Zennan Ji”

Otsudani Park (大津谷公園) to Kamagatani (霞間ヶ渓) 2.6 km
Otsudani Park (大津谷公園) is a valley campground in a nature park, where you can camp 
and have a BBQ. You can camp here without reservations as long as you do not need to 
use the BBQ or rent supplies.

Official site:
https://www.town.gifu-ikeda.lg.jp/0000000229.html 

English Information Site
:https://japantravel.navitime.com/en/area/jp/spot/02301-4100621/

From Otsudani Park (大津谷公園) you will pass Ganjouji Temple Group of Burial Mounds
 (願成寺古墳群), Zenzo-Ji Temple (禅蔵寺), and Ankoku-Ji Temple (安国寺). On the way to 
Kamagatani (霞間ヶ渓) you will also pass Kodera Observation Deck (小寺展望台).

Ganjouji Temple Group of Burial Mounds (願成寺古墳群)
The Ganjouji Temple Group of Burial Mounds (願成寺古墳群) are located on the hills of 
Mt. Ikeda and cover 9 hectares, with a total of 111 tumuli that have been found. It is 
believed that most of the tombs come from the end of 6th century to the the 7th century. 
The site was designated as a historic site in Gifu Prefecture in 1969(155).

Zenzo-Ji Temple (禅蔵寺)
Zenzo-Ji Temple (禅蔵寺) is a temple in Rinzai Sect of Zen Buddhist. The temple was 
founded in 1356, it’s principle images are statues of Jizō. On the temple grounds there 
are Toki clan tombs that are designated historic sites by Gifu Prefecture(156, 157).
Otsudani Park (大津谷公園) is pronounced “Otsudani Kouen”.
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Kamagatani (霞間ヶ渓) to Ryōun-Ji Temple (涼雲寺) 1.6 km
Kamagatani (霞間ヶ渓) was designated as a national scenic natural monument in 1955. 
The area is known for its cherry blossoms. There are about 7 to 8 types of trees and 
approximately 1,500 trees(158). At Kamagatani (霞間ヶ渓) there is a path that leads to 
Mt. Ikedayama (池田山). 

The path to Mt. Ikedayama (池田山) is about 2 hours and 50 minutes. On the way to 
Ryōun-Ji Temple (涼雲寺) you will pass Zennan-Ji Temple (善南寺), there is also Ikeda 
Onsen (池田温泉) near by.

Ikeda Onsen (池田温泉) has two buildings you can use, the main building and the new 
building. There are open air baths, saunas and speciality baths you can try at the Ikeda 
Onsen (池田温泉). There is also a restaurant at the onsen, and you can pay to stay over 
night.

Hours:
10:00-22:00 (For both buildings)

Official Website:
 http://ikedaonsen.jp/

Price:
¥500

Closing Days:
The main building is closed every Monday, and the new building is closed every 

Wednesday. If a holiday falls on the  day of closing the building will be closed the next 
day instead. Both Buildings are closed For New Year Holidays 

(December 30-December 31)
Kamagatani (霞間ヶ渓) is pronounced “Kamagatani”.

Ryōun-Ji Temple (涼雲寺) to Enko-Ji Temple (円興寺) 2.8 km
On the way to Enko-Ji Temple (円興寺), you will go by Enko-Ji Pass (円興寺峠), about 10 
minutes after the pass there are some benches.You can set up camp here, though it will 
be a tight fit. You will also pass by Ogaki City Outdoor Activity Center 
(大垣市野外活動センター).
Ryōun-Ji Temple (涼雲寺) is pronounced “Ryōun Ji”.

Enko-Ji Temple (円興寺) to Minokokubun Temple Ruins (美濃国分寺跡) 1.9 km
Enko-Ji Temple (円興寺) was founded in 790, but the original was burned down multiple 
times over the years. The current temple was built and moved to its current location in 
1658. On the temple grounds there is a  camphor tree that is over 300 years old . The 
temple is also known for beautiful autumn leaves(159). On the route to Minokokubun 
Temple Ruins (美濃国分寺跡) you will pass an unnamed shrine, and Minokokubun-Ji 
Temple(美濃国分寺). 
Enko-Ji Temple (円興寺) is pronounced “Enko Ji”.
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Minokokubun Temple Ruins (美濃国分寺跡) to Hirao Pond (平尾池) 1.8 km
Minokokubun Temple Ruins (美濃国分寺跡) were discovered in 1916, and were 
extensively excavated during 1968-1979. The museum opened in 1982, with the entire 
site being opened to the public in 2007(160). 
Minokokubun Temple Ruins (美濃国分寺跡) is pronounced “Minokokubun Ji Ato”.

Hirao Pond (平尾池) to Otaki (大滝) 3.9 km
Heading to Otaki (大滝) you will pass the area of Umetani (梅谷)and then Fuji Forest 
Rest Area (藤の森休憩所). There is also a side path that will take you to Miyouden-Ji 
Temple (明伝寺).
Hirao Pond (平尾池) is pronounced “Hirao Ike”.
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Map 58 Otaki (大滝) to Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場)

Map 58 continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 9 km.

Otaki (大滝) to Iwate (岩手) 3.9 km
Otaki (大滝) refers to the area that you are entering. After entering this area you will pass 
by Tsushima-Jinja Shrine (島津神社),Yukei-Ji Temple (遊景寺) and Zento-Ji Temple 
(禅憧寺).
Otaki (大滝) is pronounced “Otaki”.

Iwate (岩手) to Ibuki Shrine (伊富岐神社) 1.5 km
Iwate (岩手) refers to the area that you are entering. There are several side paths on the 
way to Ibuki Shrine (伊富岐神社), so pay attention to where you are going. These paths 
will take you to Takenaka’s Encampment Ruins(竹中陣屋跡), or Bodaisan Castle Ruins
(菩提山城跡).
Iwate (岩手) is pronounced “Iwate”.

Ibuki-Jinja Shrine (伊富岐神社) 
to Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) 3.6 km

It is not known when the Ibuki Shrine (伊富岐神社) was built but it is thought to have been 
here since 713. The original shrine was destroyed in 1600 during the battle at Sekigahara, 
and was rebuilt in 1636. On the shrines grounds there is a cedar thought to be over 300 
years old, and is 30m tall and 9.6m around. This tree is a natural monument designated 
by Gifu Prefecture. Every April 2nd there is a festival where people come and pray for a 
good harvest(155, 156). On the way to Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) you 
will pass a path way leading to Myoujin Forest (明神の森), as well as Zuiryu-Ji Temple 
(瑞竜寺).
Ibuki-Jinja Shrine (伊富岐神社) is pronounced “Ibuki Jinja”.
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Map 59 Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) to 
Hirai (平井)-Northern and Southern Route

Map 59 continues through Gifu Prefecture . Map 59 covers a total of 13.2  kilometers if 
you take the Northern Route, or 8.9 km if you take the Southern Route. The Northern 
Route covers 7.5 km, the Southern Route covers 3.2 km, the main route that you will 
walk which ever course you choose covers 5.7 km. These maps cover a popular tourist 
area and there are many guide signs, but they are not all Tokai Nature Trail signs. The 
map shows additional places that are not covered in the guide book, this is done to help 
orient you around Sekigahara.  

Sekigahara(関ヶ原)
Sekigahara is the location of a major battle in Japan that occurred on  October 21, 1600. 
After Toyotomi Hideyoshi died there was continued discord across Japan regarding who 
would rule. On this day Tokugawa Ieyasu and Ishida Mitsunari met in Sekigahara for a 
final battle.  In the end Tokugawa Ieyasu won the battle and went on to become shogun 
of Japan(162). If you are interested in reading more about this I suggest the following 
websites as a place to start.

The Story of the Battle of Sekigahara:
https://www.nakasendoway.com/the-story-of-the-battle-of-sekigahara/

Tourist and Historical Information: 
https://www.japan.travel/en/spot/2341/

Historical Information and Tourist Information about Battle Grounds:
https://www.tokyocreative.com/articles/18601-sekigahara-a-battlefield-guide-history-sites-

and-getting-around

Taking the Northern Route:
Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) to Battleground (決戦地) 1.2 km

Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) is listed under multiple names, I have 
previously listed this spot as Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山のろ場). In guidebooks 
you are more likely to see Maruyama Smoke Signal  Spot (丸山のろ場), but if you want 
to search for this place on google maps or something similar you have more luck with 
either Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) or  Okayama (Maruyama) Signal Fire 
Location(岡山(丸山)烽火場).

Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) is an important location of the Battle of 
Sekigahara. On the morning of the battle Nagamasa Kuroda and Shigemon Takenaka 
gathered around 5,000 troops at this location. 
From here they had a panoramic view of the entire battle field. Here they lit the signal 
fire signaling the attack on Ishida Mitsunari at Mt. Sasao (笹尾山)(163,164).
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On the way to Battleground (決戦地) you will pass through Eco Field (エコフィールド). 
The Eco Field (エコフィールド) has a nature path that will take you around the three ponds 
in the Eco Field (エコフィールド), if you do not want to take this course be careful to stay on 
the main trail. The Eco Field (エコフィールド) field offers views of seasonal flowers, as well 
as migratory birds(165). 
Ibuki Shrine (伊富岐神社) is pronounced “Ibuki Jinja”.

Battleground (決戦地) to Mt. Sasaoyama (笹尾山) .8 km
Battleground (決戦地) is the location where the turning point of the battle of Sekigahara. 
Here the flags of both Tokugawa family and the Ishida family fly.This area was the turning 
point because Hideaki Kobayakawa betrayed Ishida Mitsunari, allowing the Tokugawa 
family, those in control of the Eastern Army, to become dominate and win the battle 
(166).
Battleground (決戦地) is pronounced “Kessenchi”

Mt. Sasaoyama (笹尾山) 
to Eco-Museum Sekigahara (エコミュージアム 関ヶ原) 2.3 km

Mt. Sasaoyama (笹尾山) is a small mountain that over looks the battleground. There is a 
map outlining the battle that took place, as well as a small rest area. Mt. Sasao (笹尾山) 
was designated a national historic site scenic natural monument in 1988(167). Coming 
down from Mt. Sasao (笹尾山) there is a small shrine. Follow the signs to Sekigahara 
Warland (関ヶ原ウォーランド). There is another path that will have you seeing significant 
sights in Sekigahara, but this is not the Tokai. In place of Tokai trail signs there are many 
informational signs leading to different historical sites in Sekigahara. In this area it is 
important to know what historic sight you should be walking towards. 

Sekigahara Warland (関ヶ原ウォーランド)
Sekigahara Warland (関ヶ原ウォーランド) is a theme park that is filled with life-sized statues 
that depict the battle. There is also a small indoor museum featuring where you can 
view historical weapons and armor from the battle(168). The official website is still under 
construction, and has been for over six months. I have included an additional website 
that provides information about location attractions in Gifu. As far as I can tell Sekigahara 
Warland (関ヶ原ウォーランド) is still open, the website is simply under construction. 

Hours:
10:00-16:00 (April-November)
10:00-15:00 (December-March)

Official Website:
http://www.rest-sekigahara.co.jp/war_land/index.html

Prefectural Website:
https://www.kankou-gifu.jp/spot/6095/

Price:
¥500

Closing Days:
New Year’s Holidays (December 26-January 5)

Mt. Sasaoyama (笹尾山) is pronounced “Sasaoyma”
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Eco-Museum Sekigahara (エコミュージアム関ヶ原) to Fuwaseki (不破関) 3.2 km
The Eco-Museum Sekigahara (エコミュージアム関ヶ原) is a nature museum that offers 
interactive exhibits. Coming down from the Eco-Museum Sekigahara (エコミュージアム関ヶ
原) there is a path leading to Mt. Shiroyama (城山), it is about 20 minutes to the top. This 
is a great place to set up camp. 

Hours:
10:00-17:00 

10:00-15:00 (December-March)
Official Website:

https://www.pref.gifu.lg.jp/page/5268.html
Price:
Free

Closing Days:
The museum is closed Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. Then it will be closed the 

following day. New Years Holidays (December 28-January 3)

Eco-Museum Sekigahara (エコミュージアム関ヶ原) is pronounced “Ekomyūjiamu Sekigahara”.

Fuwaseki (不破関) to Mt. Matsuoyama (松尾山) 2.5 km
Fuwaseki (不破関) refers to the ruins of a gate that was built after the Mishin revolt(164). 
At this point you will meet up with the Southern route.  Some maps will also list this 
place as Fuwaseki Defense Ruins (不破関守跡). 
Fuwaseki (不破関) is pronounced “Fuwaseki”.

Mt. Matsuoyama (松尾山)  to Hirai (平井) 3.2 km
Mt. Matsuoyama (松尾山) was the location that Kobayakawa Hideaki was set up at the 
battle of Sekigahara. On the mountain there is a small rest area, tables and benches. 
You can see the area of Sekigahara below. Walking down to Hirai (平井) you will pass by 
Shōren-Ji Temple(聖蓮寺).
Mt. Matsuoyama (松尾山) is pronounced “Matsuoyama”.
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Taking the Southern Route: 
Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) to East Burial Mound (東首塚) 1.2 km

Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) is listed under multiple names, I have 
previously listed this spot as Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山のろ場). In guidebooks 
you are more likely to see Maruyama Smoke Signal  Spot (丸山のろ場), but if you want to 
search for this place on google maps or something similar you will have more luck with 
either Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) or Okayama (Maruyama) Signal Fire 
Location(岡山(丸山)烽火場).

Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) is an important location of the Battle of 
Sekigahara. On the morning of the battle Nagamasa Kuroda and Shigemon Takenaka 
gathered around 5,000 troops at this location. From here they had a panoramic view of 
the entire battle field. Here they lit the signal fire signaling the attack on Ishida Mitsunari 
at Mt. Sasao (笹尾山)(169, 170).

Walking from Maruyama Signal Fire Location (丸山烽火場) you will pass by Sekigahara 
Station (関ヶ原駅). Sekigahara Station (関ヶ原駅) is a manned station which is on the 
Tōkaidō Main Line. There are no hotels at this station, but there are several restaurants 
and convenience stores. You will need to either go to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) or Ogaki 
Station (小柿駅). From Sekigahara Station (関ヶ原駅) you are closer to Ogaki Station (小柿
駅), about a 15 minute train ride verse going to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) which is 30 minutes.

Battleground (決戦地) is pronounced “Kessenchi”.

East Burial Mound (東首塚) 
to Ishida Mitsunari Remains of Encampment (石田三成陣跡) 1.7 km

There are two burial mounds, you will first encounter the East Burial Mound (東首塚) then 
the West Burial Mound (西首塚) on the path to Ishida Mitsunari Remains 
(石田三成陣跡). These mounds were created under orders from Ieyasu Tokugawa who 
ordered the  disposal of bodies. At the East Burial Mound (東首塚) it is thought that Ieyasu 
inspected and washed the heads of enemy generals. 
Both mounds were used to bury the heads of enemy generals(165, 166).
Some maps show these places as East Burial Mound Ruins (東首塚跡) or West Burial 
Mound Ruins(西首塚跡).
East Burial Mound (東首塚) is pronounced “Higashi Kubitsuka ”.

Ishida Mitsunari Remains of Encampment (石田三成陣跡) to Fuwaseki (不破関) .3 km
Ishida Mitsunari Remains of Encampment (石田三成陣跡) is the location where Ishida 
Mitsunari had about 6,000 troops set up camp, on the day of the battle. Around 8:00 am 
they fought attacks from the Eastern Armies but were eventually overwhelmed. Around 
noon that day Kobayakawa Hideaki switched sides to the Western Army leading to the 
annihilation of Ōtani Yoshitsugu troops. After being overwhelmed Ishida Mitsunari was 
defeated around 2pm, after which Mitsunari fled to Mt. Ibuki (171, 172). 
Ishida Mitsunari Remains (石田三成陣跡) is pronounced “Ishida Mitsunari”
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Fuwaseki (不破関) to Mt. Matsuo (松尾山) 2.5 km
Fuwaseki (不破関) refers to the ruins of a gate that was built after the Mishin revolt (173). 
At this point you will meet up with the Southern route.  Some maps will also list this 
place as Fuwaseki Defense Ruins (不破関守跡). 
Fuwaseki (不破関) is pronounced “Fuwaseki”.

Mt. Matsuo (松尾山)  to Hirai (平井) 3.2 km
Mt. Matsuo (松尾山) was the location that Kobayakawa Hideaki was set up at the battle of 
Sekigahara(174). On the mountain there is a small rest area, tables and benches. You can 
see the area of Sekigahara below. Walking down to Hirai (平井) you will pass by Shōren-Ji 
Temple(聖蓮寺). 
Mt. Matsuo (松尾山) is pronounced “Matsuo Yama”
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Map 60 Hirai (平井) to Kamigatashirotori Shrine (上方白鳥神社)

Map 60 continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 9.8 km.

Hirai (平井) to  Fujikogawa Bridge (藤古川橋) 2.7 km
Hirai (平井) refers to the area that you are entering. By this area there is an unnamed 
shrine.
Hirai (平井) is pronounced “Hirai”.

Fujikogawa Bridge (藤古川橋) to Hirose Bridge (広瀬橋) 3.0 km
Leaving Fujikogawa Bridge (藤古川橋) you will reach Yamamura Bus Stop (山村バス停). The 
major place Yamamura Bus Stop (山村バス停) will go to is Ogaki Station (大垣駅) See the 
bus appendix for more information about these locations. 
Fujikogawa Bridge (藤古川橋) is pronounced “Fujikogawa Bashi”.

Hirose Bridge(広瀬橋) to Sakuraishirotori-Jinja Shrine(桜井白鳥神社) 3.0 km
From Hirose Bridge(広瀬橋) you will continue past an unnamed shrine. 
Hirose Bridge(広瀬橋) is pronounced “Hirose Bashi”.

Sakuraishirotori-Jinja Shrine(桜井白鳥神社) 
to Kamigatashirotori-Jinja Shrine (上方白鳥神社) 1.1 km

Sakuraishirotori-Jinja Shrine(桜井白鳥神社) is a small local shrine in Gifu. There is no 
historical record regarding founding of the Sakuraishirotori-Jinja Shrine(桜井白鳥神社). 
However according to local legend there once was a well on the grounds of the shrine. 
The water of this well was so sweet it is said to taste as sweet as cherry blossoms, which 
is how the temples name came about as Sakura means cherry blossoms in Japanese. The 
legend also says that Yamato Takeru, the legendary prince of the Yamato dynasty , came 
down from heaven to visit Mt. Ibukiyama (伊吹山). On the way back from Mt. Ibukiyama 
(伊吹山) he stopped and rested at the shrine where he sipped the water from the well, 
and was surprised by the sweetness of the water. The deity of the shrine is also  Yamato 
Takeru (175).
Sakuraishirotori-Jinja Shrine (桜井白鳥神社) is pronounced “Sakuraishirotori Jinja”.
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Map 61 Kamigatashirotori-Jinjya Shrine 
(上方白鳥神社) to Yōrō Park (養老公園)

Map 61 continues into Gifu prefecture course and covers 6 km.

 Kamigatashirotori- Jinja Shrine (上方白鳥神社) to Sentai Jizō (千体地蔵) 3.0 km
As you continued on from Kamigatashirotori- Jinja” Shrine (上方白鳥神社) you will pass 
an unnamed temple and then Ryūsen-Ji Temple Ruins(竜泉寺跡). The Ryūsen-Ji Temple 
Ruins (竜泉寺跡) are marked by a small monument, but around them there is flat ground 
that makes for a decent camping spot.I know that there are not many good spots along 
this route. You will then pass by Hiyoshi- Jinja” Shrine (日吉神社).

Hiyoshi- Jinja Shrine (日吉神社)
Hiyoshi-Jinja Shrine (日吉神社) was founded in 817 by Saichō a monk from the Heian 
period.The temple is home to several important cultural properties including  a three-
storied pagoda. On the way to the next shrine you will also pass Sentai Jizō (千体地蔵)
(176).

At Ryūsen-Ji Temple Ruins (竜泉寺跡) there is another path that is not the Tokai Trail and 
will lead you to Anyoin Temple (安養院), as well as other shrine and temples. This path 
will take you along the Old Ise Road (旧伊勢街道), and meets up with the Tokai Trail at 
Motoshosamu Emperor ‘s Army Ruins (元正天皇行幸遺跡).
Kamigatashirotori-Jinja Shrine (上方白鳥神社) is pronounced “Kamigatashirotori Jinja”.

Sentai Jizō (千体地蔵) to Kashio Valley (柏尾谷) 1.0 km
Sentai Jizō (千体地蔵) refers to about 1,000 stone Jizō that were discovered by a villager 
who dug them up in 1897. They have now been set up around the Temple Ruins. Sentai 
Jizō (千体地蔵) in the same spot as Kashiwaohai-Ji Temple Ruins(柏尾寺跡)(177). I have 
also seen this site called 1000 Stone Buddha (千体石仏群).

Kashiwaohai-Ji Temple Ruins(柏尾寺跡)
Kashiwaohai-Ji Temple Ruins(柏尾寺跡) is a historical site, it is no longer a temple but 
only the ruins of one. In 1962 Gifu prefectural government made it a designated historical 
site. It once was a flourishing temple in Japanese middle ages. The main hall, and parts of 
a pagoda still remain(178).
Sentai Jizō (千体地蔵) is pronounced “Sentai Jizō”.

Kashio Valley (柏尾谷) to Yōrō Park (養老公園) 2.0 km
The path to Yōrō Park (養老公園) will lead you past Shoukei Temple(正慶寺), Motoshosamu 
Emperor ‘s Army Ruins (元正天皇行幸遺跡), Yōrō Falls (養老の滝) and Yōrō Temple 
(養老寺). After Yōrō Temple (養老寺) you will cross Fudou Bridge (不動橋).
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Yōrō Falls (養老の滝)
Yōrō Falls is 30 m tall and has a width of 4 ms, every year on July first people gather at 
the falls to pray for the safety of tourists. The legend of Yōrō Falls says that a man came 
to the falls to gather water in a gourd for his father to drink, only to find that the water 
tasted like sake. The area around the falls is known for it’s cherry blossoms in the spring 
and autumn leaves in the fall( 179, 180).
 

Yōrō Temple (養老寺)
On the way to Yōrō Park (養老公園) you will also pass Yōrō Temple (養老寺). Yōrō Temple 
(養老寺) is a temple that was rebuilt in 1607. The temple is devoted to Shin Buddhism and  
is home to several important cultural properties including a Wooden Senju Kannon(181).

Motoshosamu Emperor ‘s Army Ruins (元正天皇行幸遺跡)
Motoshosamu Emperor ‘s Army Ruins (元正天皇行幸遺跡) is marked by a stone marker. 
In 717 Emperor Gensho  came to Yōrō  area and bathed at natural spring in the area. 
He thought that this was a healing spring and gave aid to those that lived in the area 
including tax breaks. It is unknown what misuzu refers to, it is thought to be Yōrō  Falls 
or the Spring water at Yōrō shrine.This site was designated a historical site on February 
12, 1967(182).  Misuzu (美泉) refers to a spring.
Kashio Valley (柏尾谷) is pronounced “Kashio Tani”
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Map 62 Yōrō Park (養老公園) to Kawaharago (川原越)

Map 62 continues through Gifu Prefecture, covers 9.8 km and is the final map of the Gifu 
Prefecture .

Yōrō Park (養老公園) to Wakamiya (若官) 2.0 km
Yōrō Park (養老公園) is a fantastic theme park created by Shusaku Arakawa and poet 
Madeline Gins, it is also called the Site of Reversible Destiny. There are large sculptural 
art works laid out all over the sites 18,000 square meters. 

Hours:
9:00-17:00

Official Website:
http://www.Yōrō -park.com/facility-map/hantenchi/

Price:
¥750

Closing Days:
Every Monday, unless Monday. is a holiday then it will be closed the following day.

From Yōrō Park (養老公園) you are about a twenty minute walk from Yōrō Station 
(養老駅). You can detour to Yōrō Station (養老駅), which is on the Yōrō Line and run by 
the private railway operator Yōrō Railway. There are no hotels by the stations, but there 
was a small shop where you can get little snacks. If you need supplies or a place to stay 
you can take train to a large station I suggest either Gifu Station (岐阜駅) or Ōgaki Station 
(大垣駅). For more information about Gifu Station (岐阜駅) or Ōgaki Station (大垣駅) please 
see the appendix. 
Yōrō Park (養老公園) is pronounced “Yōrō Kouen”

Wakamiya (若官) to Shimotado (下多度) 4.9 km
Wakamiya (若官) refers to the area that you are entering. When you enter Wakamiya 
(若官) you will also pass by Akaiwa-Jinja Shrine (赤岩神社). Akaiwa-Jinja Shrine (赤岩神社) 
was founded around the end of the Meji Era. This shrine does not have a head office and 
is a stand alone shrine. Only a few people are allowed to enter the Inner Shrine. In the 
inner shrine there is a sacred rock that was discovered in the Media Period. Today many 
people come to Akaiwa-Jinja Shrine (赤岩神社) to pray for success in business and good 
health. The shrines holds a festival every April 8th.(183) 
Wakamiya (若官) is pronounced “Wakamiya”. 
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Shimotado (下多度) to Kawaharagoe (川原越) 2.9 km
Shimotado (下多度) refers to the area that you are entering. There is also a path leading to 
Mino-Takada Station (美濃高田駅). 

About 1 km from Mino-Takada Station (美濃高田駅) to Kawahara Pass(川原越) the trail 
is closed. There is no detour provided by Gifu Prefecture. Below I outline the one 
alternative route I have come up with. Unfortunately because this area around Kawahara 
Pass(川原越) and after is so rural the options for a detour are limited. There is NOT a sign 
marking this trail closure and I hiked it, because I was unaware. 

I WOULD NOT recommend this, I was going to suggest using caution because the trail 
was quite rough.  

Alternative Route Suggestion:

Step 1: From Mino-Takada Station (美濃高田駅) take the train to Nishi-Fujiwara Station 
(西藤原駅). This does require multiple transfers and takes about 1 hour and half. 

Step 2: Continue on from Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅) on the main Mie Course. If 
you want you can backtrack all the way to Kawahara Pass(川原越). However you will 
then need to return to Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅) by foot. If you do this route know 
that you can camp at Kawahara Pass (川原越), because the area that is closed is the trail 
leading up to Kawahara Pass(川原越) coming from Shimotado (下多度). 

Kawahara Pass(川原越)
Kawahara Pass (川原越) pass is a small pass, which breaks off to two different mountain 
courses. You can camp here but you will need to climb the route that goes to Mt. Yōrō  
(養老山). After climbing the log stairs you will see the rest area and a place to camp. This 
is about 5-10 minutes of walking. From this rest area you will have a view of the town 
below. After passing Kawahara Pass (川原越) you have entered Mie Prefecture. 
Kawahara Pass (川原越) is pronounced “Kawahara Tōge”.
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Gifu Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops you will pass by or are within walking 
distance to the Gifu Course. This section covers bus stops in Gifu Prefecture. While you 
will find places where you can resupply on the trail, purchasing hiking goods without 
leaving the trail was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such 
purchases will be in larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that 
allows you to know what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical 
Japanese to English phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes 
the information about the stations where these buses will take you. All information 
about bus routes comes from Navitime.com and may have changed. I encourage you to 
download the NAVITIME app for bus routes. For more information about this see the 
“Getting Around Japan” section or the Bus Guide which can be downloaded from the 
website and shows how to use the NAVITIME app, as it is only in Japanese.

This area like the Ena route has few bus stops, as you will fairly frequently pass by 
smaller stations on your route. Stations on the route are covered in detail in the pertinent 
section. From the smaller stations, that do not offer you the option to find a hotel or to 
resupply you should go to either Ogaki Station 
(大垣駅) or Gifu Station (岐阜駅).

Furutsu Bus Stop (古津バス停)
Furutsu Bus Stop (古津バス停) has two different bus routes, both of which will take you to 
Gifu Station (岐阜駅). Only one of the lines comes frequently, the Kanodanchi Line (加野団
地線). This is the only one that is covered in this guide book. 

Key Terms:
Bound For:  Kanodanchi/ In Front of Miwa Shaka (加野団地/三輪釈迦前方面)
Bound For: In front of Ukai Museum/ In front of Gifu Station North Exit (うかいミュージアム
前/ＪＲ岐阜駅前(北口)方面)

Mitahora Kōbō Bus Stop (三田洞バス停)
Mitahora Kōbō Bus Stop (三田洞バス停) has three different bus routes, all will take you to 
Gifu Station (岐阜駅). These lines are the Takami Line(高美線), the Gihoku Line (岐北線) 
Via Taichi (他) and Itatori Line(板取線). These lines are also all Gifu City buses (岐阜バス).
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Route 1: Takami Line(高美線) will take you to Gifu Station (岐阜駅).
Route 2: Gihoku Line (岐北線) Via Taichi (他) will take you to Gifu Station (岐阜駅).
Route 3: Gifu Itatori Line(岐阜板取線) will take you to Gifu Station (岐阜駅).

Key Terms (Takami Line高美線):
Bound For: Chūnōchōsha (中濃庁舎方面)
Bound For: In front of Gifu Station North Exit (ＪＲ岐阜駅前(北口)方面)

Key Terms (Gihoku Line via Taichi 岐北線,他):
Bound For: Moriya (森屋方面). This route will take you to Gifu Station (岐阜駅).
Bound For: Shougo (塩後方面).

Key Terms (Itatori Line 板取線):
Bound For: Horado Kiwi Plaza (ほらどキウイプラザ方面)
Bound For: In front of Gifu Station North Exit (ＪＲ岐阜駅前(北口)方面)

Tanigumisan Bus Stop(谷汲山バス停)
Tanigumisan Bus Stop(谷汲山バス停) has three different bus routes, and goes to multiple 
stations. These stations are Tanigumiguchi Station (谷汲口駅) and Ibi Station (揖斐駅). 
One of the routes that you may see listed on the bus station has no time table listed on 
Navi Time, so it is not included in this guidebook. The Yokokura Line (横蔵線) goes to Ibi 
Station (揖斐駅), and Tanigumiguchi Line/Tanigumi Line (谷汲口線/谷汲線) will take you to 
Tanigumiguchi Station (谷汲口駅). Yokokuraji Bus Stop 
(横蔵バス停) is on the same lines.

Key Terms (Yokokura Line 横蔵線):
Bound For: Ibi Station (揖斐駅方面). 
Bound For: Yokokura-Ji Temple(横蔵方面). This will take you to in front of Yokokura-Ji 
Temple.

Key Terms (Tanigumiguchi Line/Tanigumi Line 谷汲口線/谷汲線):
Bound For: Takashina (高科方面). 
This route will take you to Tanigumiguchi Station (谷汲口駅)
Bound For: Fukasakanishimura/Attori(深坂西村/有鳥方面). This will take you to the front 
of Yokokura-Ji Temple, if you get off at Yokokuraji Bus Stop (横蔵寺バス停).

Yokokuraji Bus Stop (横蔵バス停)
Yokokura Bus Stop (横蔵バス停) has two different bus routes, and two stations. These 
stations are Tanigumiguchi Station (谷汲口駅) and Ibi Station (揖斐駅).  The Yokokura Line 
(横蔵線) goes to Ibi Station (揖斐駅), and Tanigumiguchi Line/Tanigumi Line 
(谷汲口線/谷汲線) will take you to Tanigumiguchi Station (谷汲口駅).

Key Terms (Yokokura Line 横蔵線):
Bound For: Ibi Station (揖斐駅方面). 
Bound For: Yokokura-Ji Temple(横蔵方面). This will take you to the front of Yokokura-Ji 
Temple.
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Key Terms (Tanigumiguchi Line/Tanigumi Line 谷汲口線/谷汲線):
Bound For: Takashina (高科方面) . This route will take you to Tanigumiguchi Station 
(谷汲口駅)
Bound For: Fukasakanishimura/Attori(深坂西村/有鳥方面). This will take you to the front 
of Yokokura-Ji Temple, if you get off at Yokokuraji Bus Stop (横蔵寺バス停).

Rikugō Bus Stop(六合バス停)
Rikugō Bus Stop(六合バス停) has line route which goes to Ibi Station (揖斐駅). This line is 
the Kasuga Line (春日線), which is the same line that Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停) is on.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Ibi Station (揖斐駅方面). 
Bound For: Furuya (Ibikawa Town) (古屋(揖斐川町)方面). 

Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停)
Shinchou Bus Stop (新丁バス停) is a one line route which goes to Ibi Station (揖斐駅). This 
line is the Kasuga Line (春日線), which is the same line that Rikugō Bus Stop(六合バス停) is 
on.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Ibi Station (揖斐駅方面). 
Bound For: Furuya (Ibikawa Town) (古屋(揖斐川町)方面). 

Yamamura Bus Stop (山村バス停)
Yamamura Bus Stop (山村バス停) has two routes, but only one goes to Ogaki Station 
(大垣駅). Only the route that goes to Ogaki Station (大垣駅) is included in the guide book. 
Take the Ogakitara Line (大垣多良線) to reach Ogaki Station (大垣駅).

Key Terms:
Bound For: In front of Ogaki Station (大垣駅前方面). 
Bound For: Makidaueno/Toki (牧田上野/時方面). 

Major Stations
The following section lists the major stations that you pass on the Tokai, the stations you 
can reach by bus stops on the Tokai, or the closest station that has hotels. The stations on 
the trail or the station that the bus will take you to don’t always have hotels, or you may 
need to go to larger city to find a hiking supply store. Therefore I have included stations 
that are a bit out of the way from the trail. I have also included information about unique 
cultural sites around the cities.  I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances your 
experience, and allows you to explore some more unknown parts of Japan.
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Kōmi Station (神海駅)
Kōmi Station (神海駅) is on the Tarumi Line and run by the private railway operator 
Tarumi Railway. The station is unmanned. There is not anything by this station, but you 
will be passing by when you cross into Map 53. If you find yourself in need of a hotel or 
supplies you can take this station to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) or Ogaki Station (小柿駅).

Tanigumi-Guchi Station (谷汲口駅)
Tanigumi-Guchi Station (谷汲口駅) is on the Tarumi Line and run by the private railway 
operator Tarumi Railway. The station is unmanned. There is not anything by this station, 
but you will be passing by when you cross into Map 53. If you find yourself in need of a 
hotel or supplies you can take this station to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) or Ogaki Station (小柿
駅).

Ibi Station (揖斐駅)
Ibi Station (揖斐駅), is on the Yōrō Line and run by the private railway operator Yōrō 
Railway. The station is staffed. There are several restaurants and convenience stores 
within walking distance from the station. There are no hotels in the vicinity, if you are in 
need of a hotel you will need to go yo either Gifu Station (岐阜駅) or Ogaki Station (小柿
駅). The Yōrō Line has a stop at Ogaki Station (大垣駅), so the ride between them is fairly 
short and inexpensive.

Sekigahara Station (関ヶ原駅)
Sekigahara Station (関ヶ原駅) is a manned station which is on the Tōkaidō Main Line. 
There are no hotels at this station, but there are several restaurants and convenience 
stores. You will need to either go to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) or Ogaki Station (小柿駅). From 
Sekigahara Station (関ヶ原駅) you are closer to Ogaki Station (小柿駅), about a 15 minute 
train ride verse going to Gifu Station (岐阜駅) which is 30 minutes. 

Yōrō Station (養老駅)
Yōrō Station (養老駅), which is on the Yōrō Line and run by the private railway operator 
Yōrō Railway. There are no hotels by the stations, but there was a small shop where you 
can get little snacks. If you need supplies or a place to stay you can take a train to a large 
station I suggest either Gifu Station (岐阜駅) or Ōgaki Station 
(大垣駅). The Yōrō Line has a stop at Ogaki Station (大垣駅), so the ride between them is 
fairly short and inexpensive.

Mino-Takada Station (美濃高田駅) 
Mino-Tsuya Station is a station on the Yōrō Line, and is an unmanned station. There are 
a few hotels in the vicinity but these are high priced hotels. If you are in need of a hotel 
or resupplying I suggest going to Ogaki Station (大垣駅). The Yōrō Line has a stop at Ogaki 
Station (大垣駅), so the ride between them is fairly short and inexpensive.
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Ogaki Station (大垣駅) 
Ogaki station (大垣駅) is operated by by Japan Railway Company, as well as Tarumi 
Railway and Yōrō Railway. Multiple lines run through Ogaki station (大垣駅). There are 
hotels in the area. As well as multiple restaurants and convenience stores. There does 
not seem to be any good locations for hiking supplies like fuel, but if you do find you 
need hiking supplies you are near Gifu Station (岐阜駅).

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Ogaki Castle

Zensho-Ji Temple
Ogaki City Moriya Tadashi Art Museum
Hirui Otsuka Tumulus Historic Park

Gifu Station (岐阜駅)
Gifu Station (岐阜駅) is operated by Japan Railway Company. Gifu Station is in the heart 
of Gifu city. There are many hotels in the area as well as restaurants and convenience 
stores within walking distance from the station. This would be a good area to pick up 
hiking supplies if needed. You can reach Gifu Station (岐阜駅) from Ogaki station (小柿駅), 
without changing lines. You can also reach Gifu Station (岐阜駅) from Inuyama Station
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Top:
Matsuo Pond 
(松尾池)

Bottom Left:
Kegon-Ji Temple 
(華巌寺)

Bottom Right:
Fallen Sign
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Mie Course (三重コース)

Mie Prefecture covers 5,777 square kilometers, and lays along the Pacific Ocean. As of 
2016 the population was 1,807,611. It is the seventh prefecture on the Tokai Nature Trail, 
the Mie course takes you through western Mie, where you can continue either into Nara 
prefecture, or Shiga prefecture. Mie’s capital city Tsu City, is about 3 hours away from 
Toyko (178).  

Mie Prefecture’s landscape consists of plains, basin areas and mountainous regions as 
well as coastal region, which includes the famous Ago Bay. Mie’s coastline is also famous 
for Mikimoto Pearl Island, where you can still see the traditional women pearl divers, 
Ama dive(179). Mie is home to Ise and Kumano, two main spiritual sites of Japan. The 
pilgrimage site of Kumano ,Kumano-Kodo, became a World Heritage Site in 2004 (178). 
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The Tokai Nature Trail does not take you to these places, but if you have the chance they 
are worth visiting .

I found Mie’s landscape breathtaking, I had never spent much time in Mie besides going 
to Ise Grand Shrine. Mie quickly became one of the most enjoyable parts of the hike, but 
also quite frustrating because the trail was not completely covered in the guide book I 
used. The Mie Course covers a total of 183.5 km according to my book, this includes both 
Mountain Course (山野辺コース) and the Main Course. The Official Mie Prefecture website 
shows the total distance as 197 km as does the Pictorial Map Guide. Though when you 
add the distance given in these you come to about 179 km, this matches about what I 
encountered. The difference between the distance I calculated and theirs comes from 
when you reach about Yono Park (余野公園). The other books end the Mie Course there. 
But you have another 4.7 km until you reach Shōkaku-Ji Temple (正覚寺). As you walk to 
Shōkaku-Ji Temple (正覚寺) you are walking along the Mie and Shiga Border, but you 
are still in Mie prefecture. Shiga does not include these 4.7 km, and neither does Mie 
depending on what map or sign you are looking at! 

The Main Mie Course covers about 113 km, while the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) 
covers 70.6 km.

While I was hiking I found that there were many sections that were not covered in the 
Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 1-3 guidebooks, but were covered in Gakken Mook Walking Guide 
and Pictorial Map Guide both of which arrived to my house while I was in Japan! These 
two, particularly the Pictorial Map Guide, helped clear up why I became so lost in Mie 
Prefecture. Additionally Mie has a significant amount of trail closures that do not have 
any detours, and they are not always marked on the trail. With the correct information 
finding a campsite and picking up water are not too difficult in Mie, though there are a 
few stretches that are a bit bare. When hiking any area in Mie Prefecture, both the Main 
and Bypass Course, you will need to take in account trail closures and consider if you 
want to skip that section or hike as much as you want and then double back. Where there 
are current trail closures I have provided the options that I recommend. 

The guide posts in Mie generally have no English or Romaji but are usually well 
maintained. Some stretches don’t seems to have frequent guideposts, this is why there 
are so many maps in this section. You see some maps cover less than 10 km, I did this 
because I spent a lot of time getting lost in Mie because of all the side roads, and lack of 
guide posts when you are in residential areas. In mountain areas the trail is easy to follow 
but outside of that I struggled. Therefore the maps here are quite detailed and sometimes 
only cover smaller sections. 

I have noticed that location names used in the Mie Prefectural Map do not always match 
what you see on the sign boards in Mie Prefecture! Also some locations on maps only 
have dots not names only dots!!! You may see different names on guide boards through 
out the trail, I wouldn’t worry. It seems to me that the major locations are the same and 
you can plan camp spots, and water with confidence. 
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Some names will be completely different because the Mie Prefectural Map only listed 
dots not location names, so I used names from Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial 
Map Guide guides, which generally supply the name of the area you are in or locations of 
items you are near, such as the Chūbu Electric Power  Transformer Substation 
(中部電力変電所).

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefecture Map
The Mie prefecture is covered in one map booklet. The Mie prefectural map is not 
available to download from the official website. The map can only be found by requesting 
it by mail or going to the office of the Mie Prefectural Forest Association with an advance 
notice, as the staff is small and might not be in the office. If you are able to request it I 
would do so. The Mie Prefectural Map was helpful and provided useful information.

How to Guide to requesting maps from Mie Prefecture:
http://www.za.ztv.ne.jp/wdsnd73h/guidemap.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience, the official prefecture maps, Tokai 
Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial Map Guide. I found 
the resources I used were not complete and didn’t include all information, so I created 
a new set of maps. These are in English and Japanese, show campsites, and water sites 
in addition to major locations. They can be downloaded on the website where you 
downloaded this book.
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Trail Closures 

There are currently three trail closures at the time of publication of this book.

1. Due to heavy rain, which has caused damage to the trail the section in the Yokkaichi 
City part of the trail is closed for an undecided amount of time. The area affected is from 
Momiji Valley (もみじ谷) to about Kirara Bridge (雲母橋). There is a detour provided by 
Mie Prefecture. This is a very small detour, and should not alter the time or distance you 
walk in a significant manner. The symbol for detour is Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the 
provided signs. The area affected is shown on map 68, but no additional information 
is provided because there is no need for a different alternative route as one already 
provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/MIDORI/HP/shizen/81733000628.htm

2. Due to the effects of Typhoon 18 in September 2013, and Typhoon No. 11 in August 
2014 which caused landslides part of the area of the Tokai Nature Trail in Kameyama and 
Iga City has been closed. The area affected is from the Branch Point (分岐点) to a bit after 
Zoro Pass (峠～ ゾロ峠). Mie Prefecture marks this location as the unnamed pass (峠) on 
one map, but on another, also from Mie Prefecure,the unnamed pass (峠) is slightly after 
the Branch Point (分岐点). I wanted to make note of the differences you may see on my 
maps, the Official Prefecture Maps and the Trail Closure Explanatory PDF Maps. There is 
no detour provided by Mie Prefecture. This area is covered in more detail in Map 74-75, 
and a suggested detour is provided. 

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000401478.pdf
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000097241.pdf

3. Due to the effects of Typhoon 18 in September 2013, and Typhoon No. 11 in August 
2014 which caused landslides part of the area of the Tokai Nature Trail in Iga City has 
been closed. The area affected is from Yono Pond (余野池), and goes about 500 meters 
from that point. There is no detour provided by Mie Prefecture. This area is covered in 
more detail in Map 75, and a suggested detour is provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000097241.pdf
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Mie has undergone major route changes, and these are listed on the course closures 
page. I believe I have correctly accounted for them on my maps. The problem is that the 
maps that show the new course have no landmarks! The trail will be marked with these 
changes, I had no problem with them in 2019. But you may see them on the trail closure 
page and think they are unaccounted for. They are not, they are not actually closures. 
They are listed below , and include both the Main Mie Course and the Mie Section of the 
Mountain course. 

Mie Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/01/ci600006500.htm

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail will be listed on the sites page. The Mie 
Prefecture has an entire page devoted to trail closures. 
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Mie Course Overview 
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Map 63 Kawaharago (川原越) to Tōrin-Ji Temple (東林寺) 

Map 63 is the first Mie prefecture map and covers 6.1 km.

Kawahara Pass (川原越) to Tōrin-Ji Temple (東林寺) 6.1 km
Kawahara Pass (川原越) pass is a small pass, which breaks off two different mountain 
courses. You can camp here but you will need to climb up to a rest area that is about 
5-10 minutes off the Tokai main trail. From Kawahara Pass (川原越) you can also climb 
Mt. Yōrō (養老山), there will be signs directing you to this trail. Follow that sign, which 
will take you up a set of log stairs, where after about 5-10 minutes of climbing you will 
see a rest area. From this rest area you will have a view of the town below. After passing 
Kawahara Pass (川原越) you have entered Mie prefecture. 
Kawahara Pass (川原越) is pronounced “Kawahara Tōge”.
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Map 64 Tōrin-Ji Temple (東林寺) to 
Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅)

Map 64 continues into Mie prefecture course and covers 11.3 km.

Tōrin-Ji Temple (東林寺) 
to Chūbu Electric Power  Transformer Substation (中部電力変電所) 1.8 km

On the way to Tōrin-Ji  Temple (東林寺) you will pass a rest area where you can also 
camp. Tōrin-Ji  Temple (東林寺) is a small temple, there is also a small waterfall. The 
waterfall is named Shiro Falls (白滝).
 Tōrin Temple (東林寺) is pronounced “Tōrin Ji”.

Chūbu Electric Power Transformer Substation (中部電力変電所) 
to Nagao (長尾) 2.3 km

This area is mainly residential and quite deserted. The Chūbu Electric Power  Transformer 
Substation (中部電力変電所) is not marked but there are plenty of signs that will lead you 
along the path. You will also see the substation as you continue along this path.
Chūbu Electric Power  Transformer Substation (中部電力変電所) is pronounced “Chūbu 
Denryoku Hendenjo”.

Nagao (長尾) to Fujiwara Salmon Farm (藤原養鱒場) 4.0 km
Nagao (長尾) refers to the area that you are entering. It is not marked with a sign. You will 
also pass  Shiro Castle Ruins (白瀬城) and Tosen Temple (東泉寺) before crossing the Inabe 
River (員弁川). After crossing the river you will go by Hachiman-Jinja Shrine (八幡神社) 
and Zencho-Ji Temple (善長寺). 
Nagao (長尾) is pronounced “Nagao”.

Fujiwara Salmon Farm (藤原養鱒場) to Seiho-Ji Temple (聖宝寺) 2.0 km
Fujiwara Salmon Farm (藤原養鱒場) is listed as  “R365, R306” on the Mie Prefecture Map. 
From here you will pass by a Cemetery (墓地) and Kiyōzen Temple (敬善寺).
Fujiwara Salmon Farm (藤原養鱒場) is pronounced “Fujiwara Yōsonjō”.

Seiho-Ji Temple (聖宝寺) to Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅) 1.2 km
Seiho-Ji Temple (聖宝寺) is thought to have been built in Heian period, it burned down 
and it was rebuilt in the middle of the Edo period. The Temple belongs to the Rinzai sect 
of Zen Buddhism, and its gardens are known for the  spring cherry blossoms, summer 
hydrangea, autumn leaves (180). 
Seiho-Ji Temple (聖宝寺) is pronounced “Seiho Ji”.
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Map 65 Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅) 
to Kitayama Bridge (北山橋)

Map 65 continues into Mie prefecture course and covers 5.4 km.

Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅) to Higashi-Fujiwara Station (東藤原駅) 3.1 km
Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅) is a manned station on the Sangi Line operated by the 
Sangi Railway. The station is very small, and only has a single island platform. There 
are no hotels or convenience stores near the station. If you need a hotel or to pick up 
supplies you will want to go to Yokkaichi Kintetsu Station (近鉄四日市駅). Across from the 
station is Seigan Temple (誓願寺). As you continue you will pass by Hachiman Shrine 
(八幡神社) and a stone statue (石像).
Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅) is pronounced “Nishi-Fujiwara Eki”.

Higashi-Fujiwara Station (東藤原駅) to Kitayama Bridge (北山橋) 2.3 km
Nishi-Fujiwara Station (西藤原駅) is on a single island platform station on Sangi Line 
operated by the Sangi Railway. There are no hotels or convenience stores near the 
station. If you need a hotel or to pick up supplies you will want to go to Kintetsu-
Yokkaichi Station (近鉄四日市駅). Around Higashi-Fujiwara Station (東藤原駅) there are 
several local shrines and temples. As you continue on to Kitayama Bridge 
(北山橋) you will pass by an area referred to as Okuramura (奥村), some guides mention 
this area and some do not. It is included on the map for reference. After passing through 
the area of Okuramura (奥村) you will pass by Jissei-Ji Temple (実成寺) and cross Kogane 
Bridge (黄金橋).
Higashi-Fujiwara Station (東藤原駅) is pronounced “Higashi-Fujiwara Eki”.
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Map 66 Kitayama Bridge (北山橋) to Large
Suspension Bridge (大吊橋)

Map 66 continues into Mie prefecture course and covers 5.1 km.

Kitayama Bridge (北山橋) to Large Suspension Bridge (大吊橋) 5.1 km
After Kitayama Bridge (北山橋) you continue on and pass by Isobe-Jinja Shrine (石部神社) 
and Ochidani Bridge (落谷橋). Right before Ochidani Bridge (落谷橋) the road breaks off 
and you can head to Ugakei Camping Ground (宇賀渓キャンプ場). This camp ground does 
require reservations. Information regarding the camp ground can be found on the official 
website. 

Ugakei Camping Ground (宇賀渓キャンプ場)
https://ugakei.info/

Kitayama Bridge (北山橋) is pronounced “Kitayama Bashi”.
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Map 67 Large Suspension Bridge (大吊橋) to Kazakoshi Pass 
(風越峠)

Map 67 continues into Mie prefecture course and covers 13.2 km.

Large Suspension Bridge (大吊橋) 
to Fukuou-Jinja Shrine Entrance (福王神社入口) 3.2 km

By the Large Suspension Bridge (大吊橋) there is Suishou Camp Spot (水晶キャンプ場). This 
area is marked in many older guide books, but I am not sure it is still around. There is no 
website for this location. Some Japanese hiking chat boards say that it is open and run by 
Uga Valley Tourism Association, while some personal websites run by Japanese people 
who hiked the trail say it was closed but you can still get water here. I left it on the map 
with these notes because the area is marked in many guides.
Large Suspension Bridge (大吊橋) is pronounced “Dai Tsu Bashi”.

Fukuou-Jinja Shrine Entrance (福王神社入口) 
to Large Stone Happuu (八風大石) 2.1 km

From Fukuou-Jinja Shrine Entrance (福王神社入口) you can walk down to Fukuou-Jinja 
Shrine (福王神社). At Fukuou-Jinja  Shrine (福王神社) the deity enshrined is the deity of 
Good Fortune, Bishamonten (毘沙門天). The grounds of the shrine have many old cedar 
trees, there is also a giant cedar tree which is over 1,000 years old(187).
Fukuou -Jinja Shrine Entrance (福王神社口) is pronounced “Fukuou Jinja Iriguchi”.

Large Stone Happuu (八風大石) to Odaka Kannon Temple (尾高観音) 3.3 km
The Large Stone Happuu (八風大石) is a large stone that was once used to mark the 
boundaries of the the villages. The size of the stone is listed as 18 tatami mats(188). 
Large Stone Happuu (八風大石) is pronounced “Happuu Tai Seki”.

Odaka Kannon Temple (尾高観音) to Prefectural Forest (県民の森) 1.5 km
Odaka Kannon Temple (尾高観音) was built by Hinozo Masuda, a carpenter, in 1815 and 
repaired in 1851.The current roof was built in 1957. The original temples that were on 
these grounds were destroyed by Nobunaga’s invasion of Ise in 1568. The temple main 
hall’s unique feature is a hexagon building. The main hall also holds a life-size wood 
Senju Kannon bodhisattva statue. The path of this building is lined with cedar trees, some 
of which are over 300 years old (189). 

If you need to camp around Odaka Kannon Temple (尾高観音) there is Odakakannon 
Camp Ground (尾高高原キャンプ場). Here you can camp but it is a bit pricer than other 
campsites because it offers a wonderful view. Reservations are required, and should be 
made by phone.
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Odakakannon Camp Ground (尾高高原キャンプ場)
https://odakacamp.shop/

Odaka Kannon Temple (尾高観音) is pronounced “Odaka Kannon”.

Prefectural Forest (県民の森) to Mizunashi(水無口) 2.0 km
The Tokai Trail takes you through part of a Prefectural Forest (県民の森). There is a rest 
area where you are able to set up camp.  There is also an observation area, as this a 
popular area for locals to come an enjoy the season. 
Prefectural Forest (県民の森) is pronounced “Kenmin no mori”.

Mizunashi(水無口) to Kazakoshi Pass (風越峠) 1.1 km
Mizunashi(水無口) refers to the area that you are entering. It is not marked with a sign. 
Here there is a side route that you can take, it will take about one hour and over a total 
of 4 km. Taking this detour will give you a chance to see more of Asake River (朝明川) 
but either way is good to take. You will pass Asaakiguchi Bus Stop (朝明口バス停) and 
Mizunashi Bus Stop (水無バス停) but neither were listed on navitime.com 
Mizunashi (水無口) is pronounced “Mizunashi”.
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Map 68 Kazakoshi Pass (風越峠) to 
Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停)

Map 68 continues into Mie prefecture course and covers 15.4 km.

Kazakoshi Pass (風越峠) to Kibousou (希望荘) 1.9 km
Kazakoshi Pass (風越峠) is a small nondescript mountain pass. Coming down from the 
pass you will reach Toriimichi Rest Area (鳥居道休憩所), which makes a good camping 
spot. Kazakoshi Pass (風越峠) is pronounced “Kazakoshi Tōge”.

Kibousou (希望荘) to Ao Falls (蒼滝) 2.2 km
All maps I have seen mark the location of Kibousou Onsen (希望荘温泉) only as Kibousou 
(希望荘), which is how it is listed on google maps.

This onsen offers two types of different baths the traditional onsen where you soak in 
water, and a hot air bath. The hot air bath claims that you can sit and experience the 
positive effects of radon by inhaling the low-radiation that forms from radon that is 
naturally occurring in the spring water. For this treatment the site suggests that you make 
a reservation. There is also a restaurant at the onsen, and you can pay to stay over night.

Hours:
11:00 - 21:00

Official Website:
http://www.kibousoh.or.jp/

Price:
Adult ¥600 - Self Help Bath (自助の湯)
Adult ¥2000 - Hot air bath (ラドンの泉)

Closing Days: 
See website, they change each month  

In the vicinity of Kibousou (希望荘) there Toriidoyama Camping Ground 
(鳥居道山キャンプ場). The official website is not up to date. You do need reservations, these 
can be made by calling 059-392-3181. Leaving Kibousou (希望荘) there is a side route that 
will lead you to Mt. Komono Fuji (菰野富士), if you want to take this route you can camp 
on the mountain even though it is not part of the Tokai. 
Kibousou (希望荘) is pronounced “Kibousou”.

Ao Falls (蒼滝) to Oishi Park (大石公園) .8 km
Ao Falls (蒼滝) the largest of the three waterfalls whose source is the Mitaki River. 
Continuing from the falls you will pass by Gozaisho Ropeway Yunoyama Onsen Station
(御在所ロープウェイ 湯の山温泉駅). 
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At this station there are cafes, and a hiking supply store. There are also hotels but they 
are pricier. You can pick up water and some supplies here. This station will take you to 
Mt. Gozaisho  (御在所岳) by means of the rope way. If you do take this route you are going 
off course. 
Ao Falls (蒼滝) is pronounced “Ao Taki”.

Oishi Park (大石公園) 
to Yu Forest, Forest Road Ending Point (湯森林道終点) 2.3 km

Oishi Park (大石公園) is a natural park where Mitaki River flows through the park. It is 
thought that Ōishi Yoshio from the Forty-seven rōnin stopped to rest at Yunoyama-Onsen 
(湯の山温泉) area. In the park you can also see a very large stone that is estimated to 
be 800 tons. Leaving Oishi Park (大石公園) you will pass by Sansake Temple (三岳寺), 
Yunoyama-Onsen (湯の山温泉) and Gugurido Falls (潜戸の滝). 

Sansake-Ji Temple (三岳寺) 
Sansake-Ji Temple (三岳寺) is a temple on the base of the mountain, where in its heyday 
many monks would gather. Now it is a matchmaking temple, and in the early spring 
“Orizuru Prayer Dedication”  takes place. Additionally each October the temple holds 
a Sōhei festival which commemorates the soldiers who fought against  Oda Nobunaga’s 
army. Men and women dressed in monk’s costumes carry a large mikoshi, a sacred 
religious palanquin, that has 50  burning torches and weighs around 600kg (190, 191). 

Yunoyama-Onsen (湯の山温泉)
Yunoyama-Onsen (湯の山温泉) is a collection of 11 onsens that offer day baths, restaurants 
and overnight stays. The hours and prices vary by places but for a bath only the price 
ranges from  ¥500- ¥900.

Official Site:
https://www.yunoyama-onsen.com/oyado/higaeri/

Official Site English:
https://www.yunoyama-onsen.com/english/

Gugurido Falls (潜戸の滝)
Gugurido Falls (潜戸の滝) is a 12 m-high waterfall located in the Inamori Valley.  The 
upper tier has a 7m waterfall and the lower tier has a 5m waterfall (192).
Ao Falls (蒼滝) is pronounced “Ao Taki”.

Yu Forest, Forest Road Ending Point (湯森林道終点)
 to Kirara Rest Area (雲母休憩所) 2.7 km

From Yu Forest, Forest Road Ending Point (湯森林道終点) to the rest area you continue on 
the path and do not encounter anything of interest. 
Yu Forest, Forest Road Ending Point (湯森林道終点) is pronounced “Yu More Rindō 
Shūten”.
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Kirara Rest Area (雲母休憩所) 
to Yu Forest, Forest Road Starting Point (湯森林道始点) 2.1 km

Kirara Rest Area (雲母休憩所) makes a great place to set up camp. There is open space 
and a basic shelter area. 
Kirara Rest Area (雲母休憩所) is pronounced “Kirara Kyūkeisho”.

Yu Forest, Forest Road Starting Point (湯森林道始点) 
to Kirara Bridge (雲母橋) 2.4 km

From Yu Forest, Forest Road Starting Point (湯森林道終点) you are about 40-45 minutes 
away from Yunoyama-Onsen Station (湯の山温泉駅). The station is on the Yunoyama Line 
and run by the private Kintetsu Railway. There are no convenience stores or affordable 
hotels by the station. If you are in need of a hotel or supplies I suggest you go to Kintetsu-
Yokkaichi Station(近鉄四日市駅), which is on the same line.The path to Kirara Bridge 
(雲母橋) is uneventful, and you do not pass anything of interest.  
Yu Forest, Forest Road Starting Point (湯森林道始点) is pronounced “Yu More Rindō 
Shiten”.

Kirara Bridge (雲母橋) to Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停) 1.0 km
At Kirara Bridge (雲母橋) there is a hiking path that that leads to Mt. Kiraramine (雲母峰), 
You do not want to take this path. Continuing on you will pass by tea fields and Momiji 
Valley (もみじ谷). Depending on the season you will see beautiful fall colors at Momiji 
Valley(もみじ谷). 
Kirara Bridge (雲母橋) is pronounced “Kirara Hashi”.
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Map 69 Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停) to Sakamoto (坂本)

Map 69 continues into Mie prefecture course and covers 11.2 km.

Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停) to Ookubo (大久保) 1.8 km
Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停) goes to Hinaga Station (日永駅) and JR Yokkaichi 
Station (四日市駅). See the bus appendix for more information about this location. As you 
walk to Ookubo (大久保) you will be able to see tea fields depending on the season. 
Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停) is pronounced “Miyatsumakuchi Basu Tei”. 

Ookubo (大久保) to Tsubaki Grand Shrine (椿大神社) 1.4 km
Ookubo (大久保) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Ookubo Bus Stop (大久保バス停) is 
slightly off course but it will take you to Hinaga Station (日永駅) and JR Yokkaichi Station 
(四日市駅). If you are using navtime.com the bus stop is listed under Ookubo (Mizusawa)
(大久保 (水沢線)), as there are many bus stops with the same name. See the bus appendix 
for more information about this location. 
Ookubo (大久保) is pronounced “Ookubo”.

Tsubaki Grand Shrine (椿大神社) to Torin-Ji Temple(桃林寺) 1.5 km 
The trail takes you to Tsubaki Grand Shrine (椿大神社). There is a small shop and 
restaurant where you can buy traditional snacks. You can also use the restroom .Tsubaki 
Grand Shrine (椿大神社)is said to be the oldest shrine in Japan being founded in  3 BCE. 
The shrine is dedicated to Sarutahiko-no-okami, the leader of the earthly kami. The 
two main attractions of the Shrine are “Mifune Iwakura” and Kinryu Myojin no Taki. 
“According to legend Mifune Iwakura” is the rock that the Japanese Gods tied their 
ship to after descending to heaven. The waterfall Kinryu Myojin no Taki is said to have 
curative powers (193).  The trail will then continue to take you alongside the Nabekawa 
River(鍋川).

Right outside Tsubaki Grand Shrine (椿大神社) there is Tsubaki Grand Shrine Bus Stop 
(椿大神社バス亭)  Tsubaki Grand Shrine Bus Stop(椿大神社バス亭) goes to Hinaga Station 
(日永駅), and JR Yokkaichi Station (JR四日市駅), Hiratacho Station (近鉄平田町駅), JR 
Kasado Station (JR加佐登駅) please see the bus appendix for more information. 
Tsubaki Grand Shrine(椿大神社) is pronounced “Tsubakidai Jinja”.

Torin-Ji Temple (桃林寺) to NTT Highway Entrance (NTT道路入口) 4.9 km
Torin-Ji Temple (桃林寺) was first founded in 1181. The temple is  200 meters above sea 
level overlooking the Shima and Chita Peninsula. The temple is also home to the oldest-
bell in the prefecture , as well as being a famous cherry blossom viewing location Mie 
Prefecture Tourism (194). 
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Next to Torinji Temple (桃林寺)  there is the Kokishidai-Jinja  Shrine  (小岸大神社) and 
Hensho-Ji  Temple(遍照寺). 

Continuing on from Hensho-Ji Temple(遍照寺) you will cross a bridge and go over 
Onbegawa River (御幣川).To the south of Hensho-Ji Temple(遍照寺) there is Ogisukuchi 
Bus Stop(小岐須口バス亭) and Ogisukuchi Park (小岐須口公園). Ogisukuchi Bus Stop            
(小岐須口バス亭) goes to Hiratacho Station (近鉄平田町駅) and JR Kasado Station             
(JR加佐登駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information. 

Once you reach Shinhata Bridge (新畑橋) there are two routes that you can go, neither has 
any distinguishing features and both are 1.3 km and take the same amount of time. There 
are two alternative routes right before NTT Highway Entrance (NTT道路入口), these will 
take you off the course to Yatou Temple (野登寺) and Mt. Nonoboriyama (野登山). Both 
will take you significantly off course. 
Torin-Ji Temple (桃林寺) is pronounced “Torin Ji”.

NTT Highway Entrance (NTT道路入口) to Sakamoto (坂本) 1.6 km
From NTT Highway Entrance (NTT道路入口)  to Sakamoto (坂本) there is nothing of 
interest. Be careful to not go down the road that is the NTT Highway route. 
NTT Highway Entrance (NTT道路入口)  is pronounced “NTT Dōro Iriguchi”.
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Map 70 Sakamoto (坂本) to Anraku Pass (安楽峠)

Map 70 continues into Mie prefecture course and covers 7.1 km.

Sakamoto (坂本) to Sekisuikei Camp Ground (キャンプ場 石水渓) 2.8 km
Sakamoto (坂本) refers to the area that you are entering. You will walk over several 
unnamed bridges until you reach Yahara Bridge (矢原橋), and then Anraku Bridge (安楽橋). 
Before Anraku Bridge (安楽橋) there is a course that leads to Sengadake Peak (仙ヶ岳), do 
not take this course. 
Sakamoto (坂本)  is pronounced “Sakamoto”.

Sekisuikei Camp Ground (キャンプ場 石水渓) to Anraku Pass (安楽峠) 4.3 km
Sekisuikei Camp Ground (キャンプ場 石水渓) is a camp site that makes a good overnight 
camping spot. Reservations are required but you can make reservations on the day of. 
You can check if there is space and prices on the website. Reservations should be made 
by phone at 0595-85-2800.

Official Site:
http://kameyama-sekisuikei.com/

After leaving Sekisuikei Camp Ground (キャンプ場 石水渓) you are able to see Oni Fang 
(鬼ヶ牙), which is a rocky mountain that looks like an Oni’s Fang. Oni is Japanese for 
demon. As you walk to Anraku Pass (安楽峠) you will walk along Anraku River (安楽川), 
and briefly leave Mie Prefecture and entering Shiga Prefecture once you reach Anraku 
Pass (安楽峠). 
Sekisuikei Camp Ground (キャンプ場 石水渓) is pronounced “Kyanpu Ba Sekisuikei ”.
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Map 71 Anraku Pass (安楽峠) to Suzuka Pass (鈴鹿峠)

Map 71 enters Shiga Prefecture for a total of 6.5km, after this map you are remain in Mie 
until you enter the Shiga Course in Map 75.

Anraku Pass (安楽峠) to to Akebihara (山女原) 2.5 km
Anraku Pass (安楽峠) is a small nondescript pass. As you head to Akebihara (山女原) you 
will pass by Kamoshika Plateau (かもしか高原). Kamoshika Plateau (かもしか高原) is an 
open plateau, that has room for a campsite. There is also a sign board, benches, and an 
informational sign. 
Anraku Pass (安楽峠) is pronounced “Anraku Tōge ”.

Akebihara (山女原) to Suzuka Pass (鈴鹿峠) 4.0 km
Akebihara (山女原) refers to the area that you are entering. It is marked by a name board. 
You will continue to walk along a river crossing multiple bridges ,five  according to the 
Mie Prefecture Map, until you reach Suzuka Pass (鈴鹿峠).
Akebihara (山女原) is pronounced “Akebihara”.
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Map 72 Suzuka Pass (鈴鹿峠) to Magaki Bridge (まがき橋)

Map 72 returns to Mie prefecture course and covers 6.0 km.

Suzuka Pass (鈴鹿峠) to Sakashita (坂下) 1.8 km
At Suzuka Pass (鈴鹿峠) there is a map of the area, benches, and space to set up a camp 
site. Very near the pass there is Suzuka Tunnel (鈴鹿トンネル), Kagamiiwa (鏡岩) which is 
a large stone that looks like a frog. There is also Katayama-Jinja Shrine(片山神社). As you 
walk to Sakashita (坂下) you will be walking along the Suzuka River (鈴鹿川). 
Suzuka Pass (鈴鹿峠) is pronounced “Suzuka Tōge”.

Sakashita (坂下) to Kutsukake (沓掛) 2.2 km
Sakashita (坂下) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Sakashita Bus Stop (坂下バス停) 
does not go to any major areas or stations. You continue walking along the river as you 
approach Kutsukake (沓掛). You will also pass Suzuka Magouta Kaikan Mae Bus Stop 
(鈴鹿馬子唄会館前バス停). Suzuka Magouta Kaikan Mae Bus Stop (鈴鹿馬子唄会館前バス停) 
goes to Seki Station (関駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information. 
Sakashita (沓掛) is pronounced “Sakashita”.

Kutsukake (沓掛) to Magaki Bridge (まがき橋) 2.0 km
Kutsukake (沓掛) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Kutsukake Bus Stop(沓掛バス停) 
goes to Seki Station (関駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information. Continue to 
follow the river, which splits into Nakatsu River  (中津川), until you reach the bridge. 
Kutsukake (沓掛) is pronounced “Kutsukake ”.
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Map 73 Kutsukake (沓掛) to Mt. Kannonyama (観音山)

Map 73 takes you to Shin Pond (新池) according to the Mie Prefectural Map, but some 
local maps I used show the route going to Seki Station(関駅). The map 73 does show the 
route to Seki Station(関駅). To skip this section, that does dead end at Seki Station(関駅), 
continue with Map 74. Map 73 covers 4.4 km.

Kutsukake (沓掛) to Mt. Fudesuteyama (筆捨山) 1.1 km
Kutsukake (沓掛) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Kutsukake Bus Stop(沓掛バス停) 
goes to Seki Station (関駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information. You will 
pass Chōizumi-Ji Temple (超泉寺). 
Kutsukake (沓掛) is pronounced “Kutsukake ”.

Mt. Fudesuteyama (筆捨山) to Mt. Kannonyama (観音山) 3.3 km
Mt. Fudesuteyama (筆捨山) is 286.2 m, and is is part of the Suzuka Mountain. The 
mountain is known for having many uniquely shaped rocks. Pine, maple and Azaleas 
cover the mountain (189). You will pass an Observatory (展望台), that offers a good view 
of the surrounding area. 
Mt. Fudesuteyama (筆捨山) is pronounced “Fudesuteyama ”.

Mt. Kannonyama (観音山)
Mt. Kannonyama (観音山) is 222 meters, and located in Kannonyama Park
(観音山公園). You can continue on to Seki Station(関駅) or return to the main path after 
reaching Shin Pond (新池) which is also located in the park. It takes about 30 minutes 
to reach Seki Station(関駅) , I used my phone and a few signs to navigate to the station. 
The Mie Prefecture map ends at Mt. Kannonyama (観音山). The Tokai Nature Trail Vol.2 
does go to Seki Station. I included this because this is a good area to pick up food and 
water. There are also hotels around Seki Station (関駅) or you can go one station over to 
Kameyama Station (亀山駅) for more hotels.  
Mt. Kannonyama (観音山) is pronounced “Kannonyama”.

Seki Station(関駅)
There are no hotels by Seki Station(関駅), and few affordable ones in the vicinity.  There 
are convenience stores and one supermarket within a ten minute walk. You can go to 
Kameyama Station (亀山駅) which has a few hotels, and is on the same line. Inside the 
station there is a tourist information center, they did not have an official prefecture map 
of the Tokai Trail but they will give you a local map that does have the Tokai marked. 
There are several points of interest around Seki Station(関駅), which include Seki-Juku 
(関宿) and Jisou Temple (地蔵院).
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Seki-Juku (関宿)
 Seki-Juku (関宿) was the forty-seventh of the fifty-three stations of the Tōkaidō. Any 
of the buildings in the area have been preserved so you can visit historically accurate 
buildings. There are still around 200 preserved in Seki-Juku (関宿) in the area(196). I 
suggest taking some time and walking around the area, it is a worthwhile experience. 

Jisou-In Temple (地蔵院)
Jisou-In Temple (地蔵院) was founded in 741. According to legend the Gyōki, a monk 
from the Nara period who posthumously granted him the title of Bosatsu, enshrined Jizō 
Bodhisattva in this area of Seki to save people from the smallpox that was prevalent 
in time(197). This Jizō is said to be the oldest Jizō Bosatsu in Japan and many people 
come today to visit. Today the main hall, bell tower, and Aizen road in the precincts are 
designated as national important cultural properties(198).
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Map 74 Suzuka Pass (鈴鹿峠) to Zoro Pass (ゾロ峠)

Map 74 returns to Mie prefecture course and covers 11.8 km.

Magaki Bridge (まがき橋) to Branch Point (分岐点) 1.5 km
As you walk from Magaki Bridge (まがき橋) there are not any points of interest. 
Magaki Bridge (まがき橋) is pronounced “Magaki Hashi”.

Branch Point (分岐点) to Kadafudo Falls (加太不動滝) 8.4 km
At Branch Point (分岐点) there is a trail closure from the Branch Point (分岐点) to a bit 
after Zoro Pass (峠～ ゾロ峠). Mie Prefecture marks this location as the unnamed pass (峠) 
on one map, but on another, also from Mie Prefecure, the unnamed pass (峠) is slightly 
after the Branch Point (分岐点). I wanted to make note of the differences you may see 
on my maps, the Official Prefecture Maps and the Trail Closure Explanatory PDF Maps. 
There is no detour provided by Mie Prefecture, below I outline the two alternative routes 
I have come up with. When I hiked I went with the second option. 

Alternative Route Suggestion 1:

Step 1: Take the detour to Kabudo Station(加太駅), which is about a 40- 50 minute walk.

Step 2: Take the train to Tsuge Station (柘植駅). This is where you meet up with the 
Mountain Course (山野辺コース).

Step 3: Either continue to the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) or back track to Yono Park 
(余野公園), which is about a 45 minute walk away to continue on the main course.

Alternative Route Suggestion 2:
Step 1: Take the side route that dead ends at Seki Station (関駅), this route is outlined on 
map 72.

Step 2: From Seki Station you can take the train to Tsuge Station (柘植駅). This is where 
you meet up with the Mountain Course (山野辺コース).

Step 3: Either continue to the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) or back track to Yono Park 
(余野公園), which is about a 45 minute walk to continue on the main course.

From the Branch Point (分岐点) you can take a detour to Kabudo Station(加太駅) which 
takes about 40-50 minutes one way. There is not much by Kabudo Station (加太駅). It is 
on the JR-Kansai Main Line (関西線), so if you are in need of supplies or a hotel you can 
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go to either Seki Station (関駅) or Kameyama Station (亀山駅) which are only a few stops 
away. Before reaching Kadafudo Falls (加太不動滝) you will pass Stone Monument (石碑) 
but overall the road is uneventful. 
Branch Point (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”.

Kadafudo Falls (加太不動滝) to Zoro Pass (ゾロ峠) 1.9 km
Kadafudo Falls (加太不動滝) is a waterfall in near Kada Pass. This name comes from the 
fact that Fudo Myōō was once enshrined in the neighborhood(199).
Kadafudo Falls (加太不動滝) is pronounced “Kadafudo Taki”.
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Map 75 Zoro Pass (ゾロ峠) to Shōkaku-Ji Temple (正覚寺)

Map 75 is the final Map of the Mie course. This map also shows the meeting point of the 
Mountain Course (山野辺コース), which starts with map 86 and ends with map 99. Map 75 
covers 8.0 km.

Zoro Pass (ゾロ峠) to Branch Point (分岐点) 2.5 km
Zoro Pass (ゾロ峠) is overall a nondescript mountain pass. From Zoro Pass (ゾロ峠) it is 
about 40 minutes to Mikunidake Peak (三国岳). You can camp out on the peak if you need 
a place to camp or are interested in climbing an additional peak. 
Zoro Pass (ゾロ峠) is pronounced “Zoro Tōge”.

Branch Point (分岐点) to Yono Park (余野公園) .8 km
From the Branch Point (分岐点) you can reach Tsuge Station (柘植駅) in about 30 minutes, 
the total distance is 2.2 km. To get to the main course you will have to back track, as if 
you continue on the course you will be on the Mountain Course (山野辺コース). There is 
not much by Tsuge Station (柘植駅). If you need supplies or a hotel you can go to either 
Seki Station (関駅) or Kameyama Station (亀山駅) which are both in the direction from 
which you came. These stations are on the same line, the JR-Kansai Main Line (関西線). 
Branch Point (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”.

Yono Park (余野公園) to Shōkaku-Ji Temple (正覚寺) 4.7 km
Yono Park (余野公園) is an almost twenty acre park, with almost five acres of open 
space.  The park is known for it’s Azaleas which are in full bloom during May. The 
park also hosts cherry blossoms, maple and Japanese clover. There is also a steam 
locomotive displayed in the park (200). After Yono Park (余野公園) you will cross over 
into Shiga Prefecture, and continue on the main course. 

There is a very small trail closure, that extends about 500 meters from Yono Pond 
(余野池). There is no detour provided by Mie Prefecture. The map that shows the closure 
is not detailed enough to provide helpful information. I did not see this detour on my 
hike, and since it is in the town area of Mie, I suggest just use your best judgment. If 
you see a closure put Shōkaku-Ji Temple (正覚寺) into your GPS, or into Google Maps or 
something similar, and follow that course.

You are more likely to see a Tokai Nature Trail sign and can get back on the course. 
This is what I did when I got lost around Mie when I was in a more popular area. After 
following the GPS I would find a trail sign in about 10-15 minutes and continue on the 
way. I believe that this is the best course of action because the closer is only 500 m. 
Yono Park (余野公園) is pronounced “Yono Kōen”.
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Mie Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops you will pass by or are within walking 
distance to the Mie Course. This section covers bus stops in Mie Prefecture. While you 
will find places where you can resupply on the trail, purchasing hiking goods without 
leaving the trail was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such 
purchases will be in larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that 
allows you to know what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical 
Japanese to English phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes 
the information about the stations where these buses will take you. All information 
about bus routes comes from Navitime.com and may have changed. I encourage you to 
download the NAVITIME app for bus routes. For more information about this see the 
“Getting Around Japan” section or the Bus Guide which can be downloaded from the 
website and shows how to use the NAVITIME app, as it is only in Japanese.

This area like the Ena and Gifu Routes has few bus stops, and you will fairly frequently 
pass by smaller stations on your route. Stations on the route are covered in detail in the 
pertinent section.

Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停)
Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停) goes to Hinaga Station (日永駅) and JR Yokkaichi 
Station (四日市駅) by Line 61. This bus line is listed as having line 61/62/63, but this route 
will be on line 61. 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Kintetsuyokkaichi City/JR Yokkaichi City (近鉄四日市/ＪＲ四日市方面)

Ookubo (大久保バス停)
Ookubo (大久保バス停) goes to Hinaga Station (日永駅) and JR Yokkaichi Station (四日市駅) 
by Line 61. Using navtime.com the bus stop listed under Ookubo (Mizusawa)
(大久保 (水沢線)), as there are many bus stops with the same name. This bus top is on the 
same line as Miyatsumakuchi Bus Stop (宮妻口バス停). This bus line is listed as having line 
61/62/63, but this route will be one line 61. 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Miyatsuma kuchi (宮妻口方面)
Bound For: Kintetsuyokkaichi City/JR Yokkaichi City (近鉄四日市/ＪＲ四日市方面)
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Tsubaki Grand Shrine (椿大神社バス停)
Tsubaki Grand Shrine (椿大神社バス停) goes to Hinaga Station (日永駅), JR Yokkaichi 
Station (JR四日市駅) by line 62. This bus line is listed as having line 61/62/63, but 
this route will be one line 62. Taking the Tsubakihirata Line(椿平田線) you can reach 
Hiratacho Station (近鉄平田町駅), and JR Kasado Station (JR加佐登駅).The two lines on 
the Tsubaki Grand Shrine Bus Stop (椿大神社バス停) will both take you to stations. 

Key Terms (Line 62):
Bound For: Miyatsuma kuchi (宮妻口方面)
Bound For: Kintetsuyokkaichi shi/JR Yokkaichi shi (近鉄四日市/ＪＲ四日市方面)

Key Terms (Tsubakihirata Line 椿平田線):
Bound For: Īno kōkō (飯野高校方面)
Bound For: Koyashiro koen(小社公園方面)

Ogisukuchi Bus Stop(小岐須口バス亭)
Ogisukuchi Bus Stop (小岐須口バス亭) goes to Hiratacho Station (近鉄平田町駅) and JR 
Kasado Station (JR加佐登駅). This bus top is on the same line as Tsubaki Grand Shrine 
(椿大神社バス停). There is only one line from Ogisukuchi Bus Stop (小岐須口バス亭), which 
is the Tsubakihirata Line (椿平田線)

Key Terms:
Bound For: Īno kōkō (飯野高校方面)
Bound For: Koyashiro koen(小社公園方面)

Suzuka Magouta Kaikan Mae Bus Stop (鈴鹿馬子唄会館前バス停)
Suzuka Magouta Kaikan Mae Bus Stop (鈴鹿馬子唄会館前バス停) goes to Seki Station (関駅) 
.There is only one line from Suzuka Magouta Kaikan Mae Bus Stop 
(鈴鹿馬子唄会館前バス停), which is the Seibu Route (西部ルート).

Key Terms:
Bound For: In front of General Health and Welfare Center (総合保健福祉センター前面) - 
This direction is the way you will take for Seki Station(関駅).
Bound For: Isesakashita (伊勢坂下面)

Kutsukake Bus Stop(沓掛バス停)
Kutsukake Bus Stop(沓掛バス停) goes to Seki Station (関駅), and is on the same line as 
Suzuka Magouta Kaikan Mae Bus Stop (鈴鹿馬子唄会館前バス停). There is only one line 
from Kutsukake Bus Stop (沓掛バス停), which is the Seibu Route (西部ルート).

Key Terms:
Bound For: In front of General Health and Welfare Center (総合保健福祉センター前面) - 
This direction is the way you will take for Seki Station(関駅).
Bound For: Isesakashita (伊勢坂下面)
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Major Stations
Yokkaichi Kintetsu Station (近鉄四日市駅)

Yokkaichi Kintetsu Station (近鉄四日市駅) is located in Yokkaichi City. There are many 
hotels in the area as well as restaurants and convenience stores within walking distance 
from the station. This would be a good area to pick up hiking supplies if needed. . This 
station is over an hour away from the stations that you encounter on the trail, but you 
will be able to restock on all supplies and see an interesting area of Japan.

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Kaizogawa Riverbank

Yokkaichi Municipal Museum
Umiterasu 14

Daisho-in Temple

JR Yokkaichi Station (JR四日市駅)
JR Yokkaichi Station (JR四日市駅) is a railway station operated by Central Japan Railway 
Company on the Kansai Main Line. There are no hotels nearby however you can walk to 
Yokkaichi Kintetsu Station (近鉄四日市駅), which is a larger station with hotels, restaurants 
and convenience stores in the vicinity. You are only about 15 minutes away from the 
Kintetsu station.

Hinaga Station (日永駅)
Hinaga Station (日永駅) is a railway station operated by the private railway operator 
Yokkaichi Asunarou Railway. There are no hotels nearby however you can transfer to 
Yokkaichi Kintetsu Station (近鉄四日市駅), which is a larger station with hotels, restaurants 
and convenience stores in the vicinity.

Hiratacho Station (平田町駅)
Hiratacho Station (平田町駅) is a railway station operated by Kintetsu Railway and 
is on the Suzuka Line. There are a few affordable hotels near the station, as well as 
convenience stores and restaurants.

Kasado Station (JR加佐登駅)
Kasado Station (JR加佐登駅) is a railway station operated by Central Japan Railway 
Company on the Kansai Main Line. There are no hotels nearby however you can 
transfer to Yokkaichi Kintetsu station (近鉄四日市駅), which is a larger station with hotels, 
restaurants and convenience stores in the vicinity.

 Seki Station (関駅)
Seki Station(関駅) is a railway station operated by West Japan Railway Company on the 
Kansai Line . There are no hotels by Seki Station(関駅), and few affordable ones in the 
vicinity.  There are convenience stores and one supermarket within a ten minute walk. 
You can go to Kameyama Station (亀山駅) which has a few hotels, and is on the same 
line.
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Kameyama Station (亀山駅) 
Kameyama Station (亀山駅) is a railway station operated by West Japan Railway Company 
on the Kansai Line . There are only a few hotels by Kameyama Station (亀山駅) but they 
are affordable. There are convenience stores and supermarkets within at most a twenty 
minute walk of the station.

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Nobono Shrine Ichi no Torii

Kameyama City Museum of History
Kameyamajo Ato (Kameyama Castle Ruins)

Remains of Kato Residence

 Kabudo Station (加太駅)
Kabudo Station (加太駅) is a railway station operated by West Japan Railway Company 
on the Kansai Line . There are no hotels nearby however you can transfer to Kameyama 
Station (亀山駅) which has a few hotels, and is on the same line.
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Top: Hiking 
down from 
Kawahara 
Pass (川原越)

Left: Manhole 
cover in Seki

Right:
Shiro Falls 
(白滝) at Tōrin-
ji Temple
 (東林寺) 
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Shiga Course (滋賀コース)

Shiga prefecture is the eighth prefecture on the Tokai Nature Trail. The capital city of 
Shiga is Otsu, the Tokai Nature trail takes you through the city and offers views of Lake 
Biwa. Otsu was briefly the capital of Japan 1300 years ago. Shiga prefecture is also home 
to Hikone Castle, which is a complete castle, and Azuchi Castle which is now in ruins but 
was once the largest castle in Japan(195). 

Lake Biwa covers one-sixth of Shiga’s total area making it the largest lake in Japan. 120 
rivers feed into Lake Biwa, all coming from the surrounding mountains (196). Shiga also 
boasts the largest land area, 37%, of Natural Parks in Japan. Shiga is mainly a rural 
prefecture, with the majority of the people living in Otsu, which has a population of about 
341,000(195).
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The Shiga Course covers a total of 94 km according to my book. The Official Shiga 
Prefecture website its the total distance as 92 km. This does not include the 6.5 km that 
you walk through while on the Mie Course. These 6.5 km are not covered with the Shiga 
Prefecture Map, but only on the Mie Map. These 6.5 km are added to the total distance 
for the Mie course. The 94 km also do not include the 6.2 km you are in Shiga Prefecture 
while on the Mountain Course (山野辺コース). If you hike ALL sections of the Tokai there 
is an additional 12.7 km you will spend hiking in Shiga Prefecture. The Shiga Prefecture 
distance calculation comes the Official Shiga Prefecture maps, Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 
1-3, the Gakken Mook Walking Guide, and my own hiking experience.

The guide posts in Shiga generally have English or Romaji and are generally well 
maintained. Also the information about locations is also in English. I was very surprised 
by this because you spend so little time in Shiga compared to other prefectures. Like Mie 
though, when you are in a more residential or urban area the sign posts are a bit lacking 
but, you are near popular locations so you can use the internet to guide you to the next 
spot on the trail if you get off course. Usually when you do this you will end up going 
along the same course as the Tokai, or see a sign post before too long. This doesn’t work 
too well in Mie because often the locations given are are too general, but in Shiga you are 
usually going from a semi-popular location to a semi-popular location.

The information presented here is taken from my own hiking experience, the Shiga 
Prefectural Map, Tokai Nature Trail Vol.3 and the Gakken Mook Walking Guide. The 
Shiga Prefectural Map does a good job of outlining the trail. Similar to Mie, Shiga does 
have trail closures that do not have any detours, and they are not always marked on the 
trail. When hiking any area in Shiga Prefecture, both the Main and Bypass Course, you 
will need to take account trail closures and consider if you want to skip that section or 
hike as much as you can and then double back. Where there are current trail closures I 
have provided the options that I recommend. 

With the correct information finding a campsite is not too bad in Shiga, though there are 
a few stretches that are a bit bare. Unlike some prefectures where you have the pick of 
campsites in Shiga you have only a few, so you will need to plan. Of course because of 
this, it means you are going through more populated areas and will have an easy time 
getting food or water. 

The trail conditions in Shiga are fairly easy, and you will make good time going through 
this prefecture. There is little elevation gain, and very little mountainous terrain. Shiga is 
one of three courses that REQUIRES you to enter a temple to continue on the trail. You 
walk through Enryakuji Temple(延暦寺) and visit several locations in the temple complex. 
This does require additional planning to make sure you can enter and leave the temple 
before closing time. 
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Where do I find the map???:
Official Prefecture Map

The Shiga prefecture is broken up into four maps, that are all in one booklet, all of which 
can be downloaded from the website. The maps are only in Japanese, and they are pretty 
good maps. Previously I mentioned that you could not get the Shiga Prefecture Maps 
from the website, but I was wrong. I have found them online and linked to them below.

Shiga Prefectural Web Site: 
https://www.pref.shiga.lg.jp/ippan/kankyoshizen/shizen/300385.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 2-3, the Official Shiga Prefectural 
Map, Gakken Mook Walking Guide and the Pictorial Map Guide, and my own hiking 
experience. I have found that each map presents different information sometimes 
omitting key places all together! So I created a resource that lists camping spots, water 
spots and  distances between location in English and Japanese. More information on how 
to use these maps can be found in the Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps 
book. This can be downloaded from the website.
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Trail Closures 

There are currently three trail closures at the time of publication of this book.

1. Due to heavy rain, which has caused damage to the trail the section in the Yokkaichi 
City part of the trail is closed for an undecided amount of time. The area affected is from 
Momiji Valley (もみじ谷) to about Kirara Bridge (雲母橋). There is a detour provided by 
Mie Prefecture. This is a very small detour, and should not alter the time or distance you 
walk in a significant manner. The symbol for detour is Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the 
provided signs. The area affected is shown on map 68, but no additional information 
is provided because there is no need for a different alternative route as one is already 
provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/MIDORI/HP/shizen/81733000628.htm

2. Due to the effects of Typhoon 18 in September 2013, and Typhoon No. 11 in August 
2014 which caused landslides part of the area of the Tokai Nature Trail in Kameyama 
and Iga City has been closed. The area affected is from the Branch Point (分岐点) to a bit 
after Zoro Pass (峠～ ゾロ峠). Mie Prefecture marks this location as the unnamed pass 
(峠) on one map, but on another, also from Mie Prefecure, the unnamed pass (峠) is 
slightly after the Branch Point (分岐点). I wanted to make note of the differences you may 
see on my maps, the Official Prefecture Maps and the Trail Closure Explanatory PDF 
Maps. There is no detour provided by Mie Prefecture. This area is covered in more detail 
in Map 74-75, and a suggested detour is provided. 

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000401478.pdf
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000097241.pdf

3. Due to the effects of Typhoon 18 in September 2013, and Typhoon No. 11 in August 
2014 which caused landslides part of the area of the Tokai Nature Trail in Iga City has 
been closed. The area affected is from Yono Pond (余野池), and goes about 500 meters 
from that point. There is no detour provided by Mie Prefecture. This area is covered in 
more detail in Map 75, and a suggested detour is provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000097241.pdf

Mie has undergone major route changes, and these are listed on the course closures 
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page. I believe I have correctly accounted for them on my maps. The problem is that the 
maps that show the new course have no landmarks! The trail will be marked with these 
changes, I had no problem with them in 2019. But you may see them on the trail closure 
page and think they are unaccounted for. They are not, they are not actually closures. 
They are listed below , and include both the Main Mie Course and the Mie Section of the 
Mountain course. 

Mie Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/01/ci600006500.htm

Any closures that apply to the Tokai Trail will be listed on the sites page. The Mie 
Prefecture has an entire page devoted to trail closures. 
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Shiga Prefecture Map
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Map 76 Shōkaku Temple (正覚寺) to Shigarakigūshi Remains (紫香
楽宮跡)

Map 76 is the first Map of the Shiga course. Map 75 covers a total of 21.8 km.

Shōkaku-Ji Temple (正覚寺) to Iseba-Ji Temple(伊勢廻寺) 3.8 km
Shōkaku-Ji Temple (正覚寺) is a temple of the Jodo Shinshu Honganji school. The main 
temple statue is Amida Buddha, which is thought to be around 300 years old (201). 
Shōkaku-Ji Temple (正覚寺) is pronounced “Shōkaku Ji”.

Iseba-Ji Temple(伊勢廻寺) Kamiisoo Bus Stop (上磯尾バス停) 4.0 km
Iseba-Ji Temple(伊勢廻寺) is a temple of the Shingon sect, it  is open from 9: 00-16: 00, 
and costs ¥300 to enter. The temple is home to a statue of  Kannon Bodhisattva (202). 
Leaving Iseba-Ji Temple(伊勢廻寺) requires you to cross a VERY busy road. You are 
only on this road for a short period of time but it is very busy, and semi-trucks do come 
barreling down the road. Use extra caution in this area.
Iseba-Ji Temple(伊勢廻寺) is pronounced “Iseba Ji”.

Kamiisoo Bus Stop (上磯尾バス停)to Iwao Pond (岩尾池) 4.5 km
Kamiisoo Bus Stop (上磯尾バス停) goes to Kōnan Station (甲南駅), however it only comes 
twice a day.bus appendix for more information about this location. Across from the bus 
stop there is Myōou-Ji Temple(明王寺)

Myōou-Ji Temple(明王寺)
Myōou-Ji Temple(明王寺) was founded in the Kōnin era, in 811. The temple has four 
Myōō statues, arranged around a fifth Myōō statue. This is considered to be very rare for 
a Tendai Temple. The temple is also known for its beautifully landscaped garden (203). 
Myōō refers to a Wisdom King , which is a deity in Buddhism. They are ranked third in 
Buddhism after Buddhas, and Bodhisattvas in Japanese statuary(204). 
Kamiisoo Bus Stop (上磯尾バス停) is pronounced “Kamiisoo Basu Tei”. 

Iwao Pond (岩尾池) to Hayato Bridge(隼人橋) 7.0 km
By Iwao Pond (岩尾池) there are also Shōwa Pond (昭和池) and Osawa Pond (大沢池). 
There is a wide open grass area where you can camp at Iwao Pond (岩尾池). As you walk 
to Hayato Bridge(隼人橋) you will pass by Koka Viewing Platform (甲賀展望台). Some 
maps, including the Official Prefecture map mark Koka Viewing Platform (甲賀展望台 )as 
Arata (新田). Arata (新田) refers to the area that you are entering.

At Arata (新田) there is a trail closure from the Arata (新田) to Hayato Bridge(隼人橋). 
There is no detour provided by Shiga Prefecture, below I outline an alternative route I 
have come up with, this is what I did when I hiked. 
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Your only options are to skip a significant portion or double back, I provide both options 
bellow. I went with option 1, I enjoyed the walk back, and felt that it was a beautiful easy 
going part of the trail.

Alternative Route Suggestion 1:

Step 1: You can’t go much past Iwao Pond (岩尾池), so that is your stopping point. From 
there you will walk back to Iseba-Ji Temple (伊勢廻寺).

Step 2: From Iseba-Ji Temple (伊勢廻寺) you will walk to Koka Station (甲賀駅). It is about 
a 50 minute walk, and you will travel on frequently used roads but you have a sidewalk 
to walk along on the busier areas.

Step 3 : At Koka Station (甲賀駅) take the train to Shigarakigūshi Station (紫香楽宮跡駅). 
Shigarakigūshi Station (紫香楽宮跡駅) is operated by Shigaraki Kohgen Railway and is 
an unmanned, one-line station in the Shigaraki line, which is a private line so you will 
have to transfer and pay attention to the running times. I suggest checking the transfers 
based on when you are leaving because the  Shigaraki line runs only once every hour. At 
Shigarakigūshi Station (紫香楽宮跡駅) you will be back on the main course.

Alternative Route Suggestion 2:

Step 1: If you would prefer to not double back, I suggest going from Iseba-Ji Temple 
(伊勢廻寺) directly to Koka Station (甲賀駅). From Iseba-Ji Temple (伊勢廻寺) go to Koka 
Station (甲賀駅). It is about a 50 minute walk, and you will travel on frequently used roads 
but you have a sidewalk to walk along on the busier areas.

Step 2: At Koka Station (甲賀駅) take the train to Shigarakigūshi Station (紫香楽宮跡駅). 
Shigarakigūshi Station (紫香楽宮跡駅) is operated by Shigaraki Kohgen Railway and is an 
unmanned, one-line station in the Shigaraki line, which is a private line so you will have 
to transfer and pay attention to the running times. I suggesting checking the transfers 
based on when you are leaving because the  Shigaraki line runs only once every hour. 
At Shigarakigūshi Station (紫香楽宮跡駅) you will be back on the main course.
Iwao Pond (岩尾池) is pronounced “Iwao Ike”.

Hayato Bridge(隼人橋) to Shigarakigūshi Ruins (紫香楽宮跡) 2.5 km.
Hayato Bridge(隼人橋) is pronounced “Hayato Hashi”.
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Side Route to Koka Station (甲賀駅):
Koka Station (甲賀駅) does connect to many other main stations, if you need to reach 
a more populated area. If you are planning to walk here I suggest starting from Iseba 
Temple(伊勢廻寺), and it will take you about an hour one way to reach the station.

Koka Station (甲賀駅)
Going to Koka Station (甲賀駅) does take you slightly off route, and you will have to 
backtrack to Iseba Temple(伊勢廻寺) to continue on the main route.  Koka Station (甲賀
駅) is a railway station on the Kusatsu Line. There are no hotels nearby, but there are 
convenience stores, one supermarket and multiple restaurants within walking distance. If 
you need a hotel the closest stations will be Kusatsu Station (草津駅) or Ōtsu Station 
(大津駅).
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Map 77 Shigarakigūshi Ruins (紫香楽宮跡) to Ishiyamadera Temple 
(石山寺) 

Map 77 continues in Shiga and covers 27 km. This map also shows the meeting point of 
the Mountain Course(山野辺コース).

Shigarakigūshi Ruins (紫香楽宮跡) to Tashiro Bus stop (田代バス停) 8.0 km
Shigarakigūshi Ruins (紫香楽宮跡) is a nationally designated historic site, and was built 
during the Nara era in the year 742. Here you can see what remains of Shikaraku Palace. 
There are 335 foundation stones left from the time of construction(201). Across from 
the ruins is Shigarakigūshi Station (紫香楽宮跡駅). The station is operated by Shigaraki 
Kohgen Railway and is an unmanned, one-line station in the Shigaraki line. There are 
no hotels nearby, but there are convenience stores and a few restaurants within walking 
distance. If you need a hotel the nearest stations will be Kusatsu Station (草津駅) or 
Ōtsu Station (大津駅). 
Shigarakigūshi Ruins (紫香楽宮跡) is pronounced “Shigarakigūshi Ato”.

Tashiro Bus Stop (田代バス停) to Misujino Falls (三筋の滝) 1.5 km
Tashiro Bus Stop (田代バス停) goes to Shigaraki Station (信楽駅). See the bus appendix 
for more information about this location. If you are planning to take a bus from this 
area I suggest going to Mihomyūjiamu Bus Stop(ミホミュージアムバス停), the bus runs more 
frequently and will take you to Ishiyama Station (石山駅). Another reason I suggest this is 
that because Miho Museum (ミホミュージアム) is a popular location it may be hard to find a 
seat on the bus if you get on at another spot. Also this bus runs more frequently than the 
lines that go from Tashiro Bus Stop (田代バス停).

To reach this bus stop do not continue on the main trail but walk past Tashiro Bus stop 
(田代バス停) and head to Miho Museum(ミホミュージアム). The bus waiting room is located 
on the property of Miho Museum(ミホミュージアム), you will see signs guiding you as you 
continue up the drive way. The distance to this area is under .5km. 
Tashiro Bus stop (田代バス停) is pronounced “Tashiro Basu Tei”. 

Misujino Falls (三筋の滝) to Fudou Temple (不動寺) 6.5 km
Misujino Falls (三筋の滝) flows from the Tashiro River , the waterfall is divided into three 
segments, which is where the name comes from(205). There is a rest area by the falls, as 
well as a toilet. You are unable to get water at this location. There is also some room for 
camping by the restroom. 
Misujino Falls (三筋の滝) is pronounced “Misujino Taki”.
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Fudo Temple (不動寺) to Seta River Dam (瀬田川洗堰) 8.5 km
On the mountain Taijisan (太神山), the Fudō ji Temple (不動寺) was built in the Heian 
period. The temple was founded by Buddhist monk Enchin (206). Continuing on from the 
temple you will walk along the Tenjinkawa River (天神川). As you walk along the river 
you will pass Muaki Fudō (迎不動) and Naki Fudō (泣不動). Both are small shrines where 
Fudō is thought to reside. I believe that there must be more detail about the legend of 
these particular paces, but I am unable to find them.

There are several side paths that you can take, so make sure you stay on the main trail.
You will pass Tagami Athletic Park (田上運動公園) then cross the Setagawa River (瀬田川) 
before reaching the dam. 
Fudō Temple (不動寺)  is pronounced “Fudō Ji”.

Seta River Dam (瀬田川洗堰) to Ishiyama-Dera Temple (石山寺) 3.0 km
Seta River Dam (瀬田川洗堰) was completed in 1891 after the Great Flood that occurred 
in 1891 to control the water level of the lake and for flood control in the downstream Uji 
and Yodo River basins. The current construction of the dam was constructed in 1958, 
with a total length of 173 m (207). From the dam you can see Uji River power Plant 
Cannel (宇治川発電所水路), and you are also close to Nangou Onsen(南郷温泉).

Nangou Onsen(南郷温泉)
Nangou Onsen(南郷温泉) has both open air and inside baths. The amenities include a 
restroom, gift shop and a restaurant which offers reasonably priced traditional Japanese 
food.  

Hours:
10:00-20:00

Official Website:
http://www.nango-spa.co.jp/

Price:
¥510

Closing Days:
Closed Thursday

Seta River Dam (瀬田川洗堰)  is pronounced“Seta Gawa Araiseki”.
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Map 78 Ishiyamadera (石山寺) to Miidera (三井寺)
 

Map 78 is the continues along Shiga course and covers 14.5 km. This map shows where 
the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) connects to the main course.

Ishiyama-Ji Temple (石山寺) to Mt. Otowayama (音羽山) 10.0 km
Ishiyama-Ji Temple (石山寺) is the meeting point of Mountain Course (山野辺コース) and 
the main course. Ishiyama-Ji Temple (石山寺) was founded in 747 CE, at the request of 
Emperor Shomu. Ishiyama-Ji Temple (石山寺) is the 13th holy site on the Saigoku 33 
Kannon pilgrimage. The temple is home to Nyoirin Kannon, which is only seen once 
every thirty three years. The Main Shrine is the oldest wooden structure in Shiga, it is 
thought to be constructed in the Heian period.

On the grounds there is also a two story Pagoda, which was built in 1194 CE, in the 
pagoda there is a Buddha from the Kamakura period. (208). 

Hours:
8:00-16:30

Official Website:
https://www.ishiyamadera.or.jp/

Price:
¥600 (Main Temple)

Price varies for other area such as the 
Museum and Main Shrine

Closing Days:
None Listed 

By the temple you are in a residential area, and also near Keihan-Ishiyama Station 
(京阪石山駅). Keihan-Ishiyama Station (京阪石山駅) is on the private Keihan Line, and is 
also in the vicinity of JR stations Ishiyama-Dera Station(石山寺駅) and Ishiyama Station 
(石山駅).

There are only a few hotels by the station, but you can easily take the train to one of the 
many hotels that are around Lake Biwa. Some are more expensive but there are a good 
number that are not expensive, I’ve also had good luck getting last minute nice hotels in 
this area for very cheap when I lived in Japan. If you want to spend some time in this 
area, keep your eyes open for a good deal. 
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This is an easy area to get supplies because if you cannot find what you need near by you 
are only a 20- 30 minute train ride away from Kyoto Station. Of course you can also stay 
in Kyoto if you need a hotel.

On the way to Mt. Otowayama (音羽山) you will also pass a view point named Panorama 
View (パノラマ台) there are multiple benches, and information boards, there is also a 
restroom listed on the Tokai Nature Trail maps. The Panorama View 
(パノラマ台) is only 1 km away from Mt. Otowayama (音羽山). 
Ishiyama Temple (石山寺) is pronounced“Ishiyama dera”.

Mt. Otowayma (音羽山) to Nagara Park (長等公園) 3.0 km
Mt. Otowa (音羽山) is listed at 593 m, the Tokaido Shinkansen runs directly beneath the 
mountain, this tunnel is known as Ousakayama Tunnel(逢坂山トンネル). Mt. Otowa 
(音羽山) is located in the east of the Yamashina Basin, and is on the boundary 
between Kyoto City and Otsu City(209). Mt. Otowa (音羽山) is pronounced“Otowa Yama”.

Nagara Park (長等公園) to Mii-Dera (三井寺) 1.5 km
Nagara Park (長等公園) is famous for it’s cherry blossoms, the park was originally opened 
during the Meiji era in 1902. The park is located next to Lake Biwako (琵琶湖) and Otsu 
Station (大津駅) (210). Otsu Station (大津駅) is a major station which is covered in the 
appendix. If you have the time Lake Biwako (琵琶湖) is a wonderful place to visit. 
Nagara Park (長等公園) is pronounced“Nagara Kōen”.
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Map 79 Miidera Temple (三井寺) to Enryakuji Cable Car Station (ケ
ーブル延暦寺駅)

Map 79 is the continues along Shiga course and covers 12.5 km.

Mii-Dera Temple(三井寺) to Hōmyō-In Temple (法明院) 2.2 km
Mii-Dera Temple(三井寺) is also known as Onjo-Ji Temple(園城寺), and is one of the Four 
Great Temples of Japan and the head temple of the Tendaijimon Buddhist sect. The 
temple has been destroyed by fire multiple times. The main structure of the temple is 
considered a national treasure. The temples gate, bell tower and miraculous spring are all 
important cultural properties(211). 

As you walk by Mii-Dera Temple(三井寺) you will be near lake Lake Biwako (琵琶湖), 
and multiple train stations, on the Keihan Ishiyama Sakamoto Line (京阪石山坂本線). The 
nearest station is Mii-Dera Station (三井寺駅), which is a large station. You will also pass 
the grave of samurai Shinra Saburō (新羅 三郎の墓). Shinra Saburō is another name of 
the samurai  Minamoto Yoshimitsu, After passing the grave you will pass by Ōtsu City 
Museum of History (大津市歴史博物館).

Ōtsu City Museum of History (大津市歴史博物館)  shows the  history and culture of Otsu 
city in chronological order. In addition to the permeant exhibit the museum will also 
have temporary special exhibits. 

Hours:
9:00-17:00 

Official Website:
http://www.rekihaku.otsu.shiga.jp/

Price:
Adult: ¥320
Closing Days:
Closed Monday

Unless Monday is a national holiday, then it is closed the following day.
Miidera Temple(三井寺) is pronounced“Mii-dera”.

Hōmyō-In Temple (法明院) to Ōmi-Jingū Shrine (近江神宮) 1.8 km
Hōmyō-In Temple (法明院) was founded 1653 and is famous being the location for the 
tombs of William Sturgis Bigellow and Ernest Francisco Fenollosa. Both of whom were 
among some of  Americans to live in Japan. They both also shaped how the western art 
world viewed Japanese art and culture(212). The temple grounds consist of a small pond, 
and garden where you can see the city below. 
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This small temple is quite serene, and was one of my favorite temples I visited. After 
leaving Hōmyō-In Temple (法明院) you will pass Ojiyama Tomb (皇子山古墳), and Ōmi 
Ōtsumiyanishikoori Ruins (近江大津宮錦織遺跡).
 

Ojiyama Tomb (皇子山古墳)
 Ojiyama Tomb (皇子山古墳) is the oldest burial mound in the city, Otsu, and is thought to 
have been built in the latter half of the 4th century and a nationally designated historic 
site. The first mound is covered Fukiishi and is 60 meters. Fukiishi refers to stones 
collected from riverbeds, and then placed to the slopes of raised kofun. The second 
mound is 20 meters it is a circular mound, and located slightly east of the first mound.
The tomb is believed to have belonged to a local chief of the time period(213, 214). 

Ōmi Ōtsumiyanishikoori Ruins (近江大津宮錦織遺跡)
Ōmi Ōtsumiyanishikoori Ruins (近江大津宮錦織遺跡) is the location that Emperor Tenji 
relocated to in 667. At the time the palace was located in Nara, but he moved it to Otsu. 
This was a short lived relocation, as the site was destroyed during the Jinshin War in 
672. For a long time this location was disputed, but in 1974 an excavation discovered the 
remains at the current location(215).
Hōmyō-In Temple (法明院) is pronounced“Hōmyō In”.

Ōmi-Jingū Shrine (近江神宮) to Sūfukuji Ruins (崇福寺跡) 2.5 km
Ōmi-Jingū Shrine (近江神宮) is located near Otsu city center, and is a registered cultural 
property  due to it’s representation of modern Shinto architecture. At the temple there is 
also a Clock & Treasure Museum, which costs ¥300 to enter and is closed on Mondays. 
Ōmi-Jingū Shrine (近江神宮) was founded in 1940, and is dedicated to Emperor Tenji 
(天智天皇), the 38th Emperor(216).

On the way to Sūfukuji Ruins (崇福寺跡) you pass under a tunnel, use caution. On the 
path there are also, the South Shiga Temple Ruins (南滋賀廃寺跡), a Large Buddha 
(志賀の大仏), Konsen Falls (金仙の滝) and Tombs of Hyakketsu (百穴古墳群). 
Ōmi-Jingū Shrine (近江神宮) is pronounced“Ōmijingū”.

 Sūfukuji Ruins (崇福寺跡) 
to Enryakuji Cable Car Station (ケーブル延暦寺駅) 6.0 km

At Sūfukuji Ruins (崇福寺跡) there is a trail closure from the Sūfukuji Ruins (崇福寺跡) 
to Enryakuji Cable Car Station(ケーブル延暦寺駅). There is no detour provided by Shiga 
Prefecture, below I outline an alternative route I have come up with, this is what I did 
when I hiked.
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Alternative Route Suggestion:

Step 1: From Sūfukuji Ruins (崇福寺跡) walk to Shigasato Station (滋賀里駅), which is 
about a 20 minute walk.

Step 2: Take Shigasato Station (滋賀里駅) to Sakamoto-hieizanguchi Station
(坂本比叡山口駅).

Step 3: From  Sakamoto-hieizanguchi Station(坂本比叡山口駅) walk to Cable Sakamoto 
Station (ケーブル坂本駅). This is about a 10 minute walk.

Step 4: Take Cable Sakamoto Station (ケーブル坂本駅) to Enryakuji Cable Car Station 
(ケーブル延暦寺駅). This route has you take the cable car up the mountain, which is a 
pretty fun experience. From here you are back on the main course, and can continue on.

Sūfukuji Ruins (崇福寺跡) is a location of the ruins of a temple built by Emperor Tenji in 
668 . It is a designated historical site (214).There is an guide board at this location. You 
continue along the path until you reach Enryakuji Cable Car Station (ケーブル延暦寺駅) 

Sūfukuji Ruins (崇福寺跡) is pronounced“Sūfukuji Ato”.
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Map 80 Enryakuji Cable Car Station 
(ケーブル延暦寺駅) To Ougi Pass (仰木峠) 

Map 80 is the final map in Shiga course and covers 13.2 km.

Enryakuji Cable Car Station (ケーブル延暦寺駅) 
to Konpon Chu-Dō  (根本中堂) .8 km

Enryakuji Station (えんりゃくじ駅) is a cable car station which opened in 1927. It was 
designated an registered tangible cultural asset in 1997. The second floor has an 
observation terrace, there is also a restroom at this location(215). Coming down from 
the station there is also an information desk (案内所). From here you enter Enryaku-Ji 
Temple(延暦寺), and the course takes you different locations in the temple complex. 

This is the last of three temples that you must walk through on the trail, this is 
because the trail takes you past several locations in the temple complex. The temple 
has varying opening hours depending on the season, make sure you plan your hike 
knowing this. Check the temple website to ensure that hours have not changed since 
publication.

Enryaku-Ji Temple(延暦寺)
Enryaku-Ji Temple(延暦寺), is the head temple of the Tendai Sect and spreads across Mt. 
Hieizan. The current temple was completed in 1642. The temple holds the eternal light, 
a small lamp which has not been extinguished in 1200 years. The temple is undergoing 
construction which started in 2016, and is expected to continue for  the next 10 years. 
(216). 

Hours:
9:00 to 16:30 (January to February)
9:00 to 16:00(March to November)

9:30 to 15:30 (December)
Official Website: 

https://www.hieizan.or.jp/
https://www.hieizan.or.jp/wp-content/themes/enryakuji/pdf/english.pdf

Price:
Adult ¥700 

Enryakuji Cable Car Station (ケーブル延暦寺駅) is pronounced“Enryakuji Kēburu Eki”.
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Konpon Chu-Dō  (根本中堂) to Shakadō (釈迦堂) 1.2 km
Konpon Chu-Dō (根本中堂) is the main hall, and was established in 788 by the monk 
Saichō. Saichō was the founder of Tendai Buddhism in Japan , and was given the title 
Dengyo Daishi after his death elevating his title to Great Master. 

His full title is Dengyo Daishi Saichō. Inside the hall is a hidden Buddhist icon ,Yakushi 
Buddha (Medicine Buddha), which is said to have been carved by Saichō. The Yakushi 
Buddha  is illuminated by the Fumetsu-no-hoto, an eternal light that has remained lit for 
over 1,200 year (217, 218). The Enryaku-Ji Temple (延暦寺) complex has gift shops, small 
restaurants and restrooms where you can refill your water. As you continue you may want 
to explore the complex, staying on the trail you will pass Amida-Dō (阿弥陀堂) and Jōdo-
In (浄土院). 

Amidad-Do(阿弥陀堂)
Amidad-Dō(阿弥陀堂), is also called the Amida Hall. By the hall is Hokke So Ji-in which 
was the training hall of Tendai Tantric Buddhism, the original hall was burned down by 
Oda Nobunaga and restored in 1987. Amidad-Dō (阿弥陀堂) was build in 1937, the main 
purpose of this hall is for  commemorating the spirit of ancestors. Every day memorial 
services are held. The main deity of this hall is Amida Nyorai (Amida Buddha)(217, 219).

 Jōdo-In (浄土院)
 Jōdo-In (浄土院) is the mausoleum of Dengyo Daishi, and is a sacred area in Hiezan. 
Priests that serve this mausoleum are required to strictly follow Buddhist precepts, and 
pledge to stay for 12 years to serve Dengyo Daishi(217). 
Konpon Chu-Do(根本中堂) is pronounced“Konpon Chu-Do ”

Shaka-Do (釈迦堂) to Gyokutai Cedar (玉体杉) 2.0 km
Shaka-Dō (釈迦堂), also referred to as Shaka Hall is an important cultural asset. Formally 
called Tenbo Rin-do. The original building was also burned down by Oda Nobunaga’s 
attack. The building you will see is the oldest building on the mountain and was originally 
the Miroku-do of Enjo-Ji Temple. Toyotomi Hideoyshi relocated the building and moved 
it to its current location. The main figure of the hall is a figure of Shaka Nyorai, that 
was made by Dengyo Daishi (217). As you walk to Gyokutai Cedar (玉体杉) , you will be 
walking along Hieizan Drive Way (奥比叡ドライブウェイ). 
Shaka-Do (釈迦堂) is pronounced“Shaka-Do ”.

Gyokutai Cedar (玉体杉) to Yokokawa Parking Lot (横川駐車場) 4.3 km
Gyokutai Cedar (玉体杉) is a large cedar tree. After Gyokutai Cedar (玉体杉) you will pass 
Mt. Yokotakayama (横高山), which you can take a slight detour to climb. If you need a 
place to camp Mt. Yokotakayama (横高山) is a good camping spot. It took me about 15-20 
minutes to reach top. There is not a great view from the mountain but the terrain is flat 
and setting a tent up here is fairly easy at this location.
Gyokutai Cedar (玉体杉) is pronounced“Gyokutai Sugi”.
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Yokokawa Parking Lot (横川駐車場) to Ougi Pass (仰木峠) 4.9 km
Yokokawa Parking Lot (横川駐車場) is a free parking lot near Enryakuji Temple(延暦寺). 
Yokokawa Parking Lot (横川駐車場) is pronounced“Yokokawa Chūshajō”.

Ougi Pass (仰木峠) 
Ougi Pass (仰木峠) is a nondescript mountain pass. At Ougi Pass(仰木峠) there will be 
guide posts, and information signs. You can camp near the pass, once you reach the 
information sign you will see a small flat area covered with grass, where you can set up a 
tent. It is slightly off the trail, but just turn to your right (I believe it is right if it’s not it’s 
your left!) and you will see the area. 

Ougi Pass (仰木峠) sits on a road that goes from Ogicho, Otsu City to Ohara, Kyoto. Ougi 
Pass (仰木峠) is also called the Sasamine Pass (篠峯峠). It is said that Ganzan Daishi’s 
mother prayed for Ganzan Daishi to gain enlightenment.  She did this by doing this by 
looking up at the Yokokawa’s sacred tree. It is said that is why the name of the pass 
is Ougi, Aogu(仰ぐ) means to look up and ki (木) refers to tree. In 1174 Minamoto no 
Yoshitsune, the military commander of the Minamoto clan of Japan, traveled to Oshu 
with the help of merchant Kaneuri Kichiji in 1174(226-228).  Ganzan Daishi is also known 
as Ryōgen, and was the restorer of the Tendai school of Mahayana Buddhism. He was 
the  18th chief abbot of Enryaku-ji temple(229). 

Note, I can’t find any information on which tree Ganzan Daishi’s mother prayed at, but I 
am assuming that they are referring to Gyokutai Cedar (玉体杉), which is in the area.
 
Ougi Pass (仰木峠) is pronounced“Ougi Tōge”.
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Shiga Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops which take you to stations in Shiga 
prefecture. This section covers the Shiga section of the trail. While you will find places 
where you can resupply on the trail purchasing hiking goods without leaving the trail 
was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such purchases will be in 
larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that allows you to know 
what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical Japanese to English 
phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes the information about 
the stations where these buses will take you. All information about bus routes comes 
from navitime.co.jp and may have changed. I have also included information about 
unique cultural sites around the cities. I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances 
your experience, and allows you to explore some less seen parts of Japan. This area has 
few bus stops, and you will frequently pass by smaller stations on your route.

Kamiisoo Bus Stop (上磯尾バス停)
Kamiisoo Bus Stop (上磯尾バス停) goes to Kōnan Station (甲南駅). There is only one line 
leaving from Kamiisoo Bus Stop (上磯尾バス停), which is Nishi line (西線). This bus only 
leaves twice a day in the afternoon. 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Kōnan Station (甲南駅方面).
Bound For: Noda (野田方面)

Tashiro Bus stop (田代バス停)
Tashiro Bus stop (田代バス停) goes to Shigaraki Station (信楽駅). There are multiple lines 
leaving from Tashiro Bus stop (田代バス停), that takes you to Shigaraki Station (信楽駅), 
one that goes to goes to the Miho Museum (ミホミュージ). The line that goes to Shigaraki 
Station (信楽駅) is Tashiro Hata Tōgeino Forest route (田代畑陶芸の森ルート).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Shigaraki Station (信楽駅方面). 
Bound For: Miho Museum (ミホミュージアム方面)
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Mihomyūjiamu Bus Stop(ミホミュージアムバス停)
Mihomyūjiamu Bus Stop(ミホミュージアムバス停) goes to Ishiyama Station (石山駅). There are 
multiple lines leaving from Mihomyūjiamu Bus Stop(ミホミュージアムバス停), the line that 
goes to Ishiyama Station (石山駅) is Ishiyama・ 
Mihomyūjiamu Line (石山・ミホミュージアム線).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Ishiyama Station (石山駅方面).

Major Stations
Kusatsu Station (草津駅) 

Kusatsu Station (草津駅) is located on the Kusatsu Line and is operated by West Japan 
Railway Company. Kusatsu Station (草津駅) a large station, which means there are 
affordable hotels, restaurants and convenience stores within walking distance from the 
station. This would be a good area to pick up hiking supplies if needed. 

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Lake Biwa Museum

The Museum of Modern Art
Isasa Shrine

Kōnan Station (甲南駅)
Kōnan Station (甲南駅) is located on the Kusatsu Line and is operated by West Japan 
Railway Company.  There are no hotels by Kōnan Station (甲南駅) but there are 
convenience stores within about 20 minutes walking distance. If you need a hotel the 
closest stations will be Kusatsu Station (草津駅) or Ōtsu Station (大津駅).

Shigaraki Station (信楽駅)
Shigaraki Station (信楽駅) is located on the Shigaraki Line. There are no hotels by 
Shigaraki Station (信楽駅) but there are convenience stores and a few restaurants within 
walking distance. If you need a hotel the closest stations will be Kusatsu Station (草津駅) 
or Ōtsu Station (大津駅).

Ōtsu Station (大津駅)
Ōtsu Station (大津駅) is located on the Tōkaidō Main Line and is operated by West 
Japan Railway Company. Ōtsu is the capital of Shiga prefecture, in the area surrounding 
the station there are many hotels as well as restaurants and convenience stores within 
walking distance from the station. This would be a good area to pick up hiking supplies if 
needed. 

Cultural highlights of the area include:
Lake Biwa Flower Fountain

Lake Biwako
Otsu City Science Museum
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Top: Hōmyō-In Temple (法明院) 
Bottom: Seta River Dam (瀬田川洗堰)
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Kyoto Course (京都 コース) 

Kyoto Prefecture is almost directly in the center of Japan, it borders Osaka, Nara, Mie, 
Shiga, Fukui prefectures as well as the Sea of Japan. Tanba Mountains separated the 
northern and southern parts of the prefecture. 21% of the Kyoto Prefecture is designated 
as Natural Parks. For over 1000 years Kyoto was Japans capital, and is still regarded as 
the cultural capital of Japan(230). Kyoto is the eleventh prefecture of the Tokai Nature 
Trail, and you will go through this prefecture both on the main course and on the 
Mountain Course. 

The Kyoto Course covers a total of 67.2 km according to my book. The Official Kyoto 
Prefecture website lists the total distance as 65 km. The difference in distances is because 
both maps go slightly into Osaka Prefecture. Removing the sections covered on both 
maps that include Osaka, you only spend about 61 km in Kyoto Prefecture. 
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If you hike the mountain course you will spend an additional 92.1 km in Kyoto 
Prefecture. You can also hike Mt. Atago which would add an additional 12 km, though 
this is a side hike and not on the main trail.

Camping in Kyoto is quite difficult and you are forced to either have very long days or 
stay in a hotel sometimes. This is because the Kyoto course takes you through popular 
tourist areas. The upside is you can move through these areas easily as the trail is not 
arduous, and it is easy to obtain water and supplies. I cover what I did regarding lack 
of camping spots in the pertinent maps . The guide posts, and informational signs are 
usually in English and Japanese. Some of the less popular areas are only in Japanese but 
the sign posts are frequent, and very clear. 

The trail is well kept, and while there are some closures the detours are always marked 
along the trail. In case of trail closures you will be able to take the detour by following 
the posted signs. The Kyoto section of the trail takes you along many interesting cultural 
land marks and temples. You do not need to enter any of these, but I suggest considering 
going to a least some of the temples. I had no issue navigating the area of Kyoto, even in 
the more urban and residential areas there are constant sign posts that will guide you.  

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefecture Map
The Kyoto prefecture is on one map that shows both the Kyoto Course and Kyoto section 
of the bypass course. I received a copy of this map my going to MANY tourist offices in 
Kyoto asking for it, and generally I was told the map didn’t exit and sometimes that the 
trail did not exist. Finally a person kindly gave me a map but made it clear that this was 
a secret and not to let anyone in the office know. I am so thankful that I received a copy 
because it was incredibly helpful in writing this book. So thank you to the person who 
gave me this map. 

The Kyoto prefectural map is NOW available to download from the official website. This 
happened while I was at the tail end of updating this book. I think that physical copy is 
much easier to read but now the full map can be accessed online. The Kyoto map can 
be downloaded from the prefectures website, along with a brochure about the trail. The 
map is only in Japanese. This PDF version of this map is a little hard to read I have found 
compared to the paper version.

The website also links to a Geographic Information System (GIS) that you can use to see 
the trail on your computer. I have tried to use it several times and always found that it 
was quite clunky. This is the same system that is used by Gifu Prefecture. Again both of 
these are only in Japanese.  
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 Kyoto Prefectural Website:
https://www.pref.kyoto.jp/shizen-koen/tokai.html

Geographic Information System Link:
https://g-kyoto.gis.pref.kyoto.lg.jp/g-kyoto/Map?mid=683&fid=20-2200&ShowFidOnly=1

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from my own hiking experience Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 3, the Official 
Kyoto Prefectural Map, and the Gakken Mook Walking Guide. I have found that each map 
presents different information sometimes omitting key places all together! So I created a 
resource  that lists camping spots, water spots and  distances between locations in English 
and Japanese. More information on how to use these maps can be found in the Hiking 
the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps book. This can be downloaded from the 
website.
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Trail Closures 

There are currently no trail closures at the time of publication of this book.

However, I know that Kyoto had trail closures while I was hiking. It seems that they are 
not currently listed on the website. They could be updated soon, it seems that Kyoto 
Prefecture is adding more information to the website. While I was writing this book they 
even uploaded the maps! Which were not even acknowledged as existing previously. So I 
will continue to monitor this, and suggest you check the website before going out hiking. 
The good thing is that EVERY closures had a very easy to follow detour, and were clearly 
marked. These were all very small detours, that did not significantly alter the course. The 
symbol for detour in Japanese is “迂回路”, follow the provided signs. When I was there 
in 2019 the signs were well maintained, as was most of Kyoto. I suspect that this will 
continue to be the case as time goes on.     

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have 
linked to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier.   

Kyoto Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.kyoto.jp/shizen-koen/tokai.html

Currently no sections for closures are listed on the website. I am hopeful that Kyoto will 
continue to improve the website and add a section for them in the future. All closures I 
encountered in Kyoto were small, well marked and provided easy to follow detours.
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Kyoto Prefecture Map
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Map 81 Ougi Pass (仰木峠) to Senzoku (千束)

Map 81 is the first map of  Kyoto course, and covers 23 km.

Ougi Pass (仰木峠) to Ohara Bus Station(大原バス停) 3.2 km
Ougi Pass (仰木峠) is a nondescript mountain pass. At Ougi Pass(仰木峠) there will be 
guide posts, and information signs. You can camp near the pass, once you reach the 
information sign you will see a small flat area covered with grass, where you can set up a 
tent. It is slightly off the trail, but just turn to your right (I believe it is right if it’s not it’s 
your left!) and you will see the area. 

Ougi Pass (仰木峠) sits on a road that goes from Ogicho, Otsu City to Ohara, Kyoto. Ougi 
Pass (仰木峠) is also called the Sasamine Pass (篠峯峠). It is said that Ganzan Daishi’s 
mother prayed for Ganzan Daishi to gain enlightenment.  She did this by doing this by 
looking up at the Yokokawa’s sacred tree. It is said that is why the name of the pass 
is Ougi, Aogu(仰ぐ) means to look up and ki (木) refers to tree. In 1174 Minamoto no 
Yoshitsune, the military commander of the Minamoto clan of Japan, traveled to Oshu 
with the help of merchant Kaneuri Kichiji in 1174(226-228).  Ganzan Daishi is also 
known as Ryōgen, and was the restorer of the Tendai school of Mahayana Buddhism. He 
was the  18th chief abbot of Enryaku-ji temple(229). 

Note, I can’t find any information on which tree Ganzan Daishi’s mother prayed at, but I 
am assuming that they are referring to Gyokutai Cedar (玉体杉), which is in the area.
 
Continuing from the pass you will reach Sanzen-In Temple (三千院).

Sanzen-In Temple (三千院) is famous for it’s large gardens which are covered with moss 
and dotted with cedar trees. The temple gardens are beautiful any time of the year, but 
are especially known for the fall colors. The temple was established by either the Monk 
Saichō also know as Dengyo Daishi. It is considered to be the birthplace of Shomyo 
(Buddhist sutra chanting), and is a sacred spot in Jodo Pure Land Buddhism(231, 232). 
There are small shops and restaurants at Sanzen Temple (三千院).
Ougi Pass (仰木峠) is pronounced“Ougi Tōge”.

Ohara Bus Station (大原バス停) to Ebumi Pass(江文峠) 3.8 km
The area by Ohara Bus Station (大原バス停) is called Ohara (大原). Ohara Bus Station
(大原バス停) goes to Kyoto Station (京都駅), Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳駅), Shūgakuin 
Station (修学院駅), Yase-Hieizanguchi Station ( 八瀬駅) and Kokusaikaikan Station 
(国際会館駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information. After passing the bus 
stop you will reach Jakko-In Temple (寂光院). 
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Jakko-In Temple (寂光院) was most likely built in the seventh century by Emperor Yomei. 
The main hall was burned down in 2000, and was rebuilt in 2005. Due to the fire a 
700 year old tree and Jizō statue were both destroyed. On the grounds there is also the 
remains of Empress Dowager Kenrei Mon’in, who after losing her entire family spent her 
remaining days at the temple (233, 234).
Ohara Bus Station (大原バス停) is pronounced“Ohara Basu Tei”. 

Ebumi Pass(江文峠) to Shizuhara (静原) 2.2 km
On the way to Ebumi Pass(江文峠) you pass by  Ebumi-Jinja Shrine (江文神社). To reach 
Ebumi Pass(江文峠) you will cross a road, and the pass will be marked with a small 
marker.  If you walk about <10 minutes there are small benches where you can set up a 
tent. The area to set up camp is cramped, but there are not many good camping spots 
around the area.

Here was the last spot I camped on the Kyoto course until Mt. Ponpon (ポンポン山). I hiked 
until Gentaku Bus Stop (玄琢バス停) took the bus to Kyoto Station (京都駅) and the next 
day took the bus back to Gentaku Bus Stop (玄琢バス停). I repeated this each day until I 
hiked the rest of the section, including the side course of Mount Atago (愛宕山). I would 
end at a bus stop or train stop, and then start my hike back up that day. I spent 5 days in 
Kyoto, which let me go at an easy pace and have time to relax and eat food that wasn’t 
dehydrated trail food. You can make this much shorter of course. It depends how long 
you want to hike, as the Kyoto Course is very easy going.
Ebumi Pass (江文峠) is pronounced“Ebumi Tōge”.

Shizuhara (静原) to Yakouzaka (楽王坂) 1.7 km
Shizuhara (静原) refers to the area that you are entering. There is also a local shrine 
named Shizuhara Jinja Shrine (静原神社). By the shrine there is also a small park with 
restrooms. 
Shizuhara (静原) is pronounced“Shizuhara”.

Yakouzaka (楽王坂) to Kurama (鞍馬) .5 km
Yakouzaka (楽王坂) refers to the area that you are entering. 
Yakouzaka (楽王坂) is pronounced“Yakouzaka”.

Kurama (鞍馬) to Ninose (二ノ瀬) 1.9 km
Kurama (鞍馬) refers to the area that you are entering. At Kurama (鞍馬) there is also 
Kurama Station(鞍馬駅). Kurama Station (鞍馬駅) is run by Eizan Electric Railway and is 
on the Kurama line. There are no hotels by this station. There are no convenience stores 
or supermarkets near the station. There area several restaurants in the surrounding area. 
Kurama (鞍馬) is pronounced“Kurama”.
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Ninose (二ノ瀬) to Ōiwa (大岩) 3.0 km
Ninose (二ノ瀬) refers to the area that you are entering. You will be near Ninose Station 
(ニノ瀬駅), which is on the same line as Kurama station (鞍馬駅). As you continue on you 
will  be walking along Kumogawa River(雲ヶ畑川), and cross Sankobashi Bridge 
(山幸橋). On the way to Ōiwa (大岩) you will go by Yonakitouge Pass (夜泣峠). 
Yonakitouge Pass (夜泣峠) is a pass on the trail, it will be marked by an informational 
sign. Ninose (二ノ瀬) is pronounced“Ninose”.

Ōiwa (大岩) to Gentaku (玄琢) 6.6 km
Ōiwa (大岩) refers to the area that you are entering. 
Ōiwa (大岩) is pronounced“Ōiwa”.

Gentaku (玄琢) to Senzoku (千束) 1.0 km
Gentaku (玄琢) refers to the area that you are entering. There is also Gentaku Bus Stop 
(玄琢バス停). Gentaku Bus Stop (玄琢バス停) goes to Kyoto Station (京都駅). Please see the 
bus appendix for more information. Before you reach the area of Senzoku (千束) you will 
pass by Koetsu-Ji Temple (光悦寺). 

Koetsu-Ji Temple name came from Honami Koetsu. Honami Koetsu was a Japanese 
craftsman, potter, lacquerer, and calligrapher from the Edo Period. In 1656 the temple 
became Nichiren temple after  Honami Koetsu passing, where before the grounds were 
used as a mausoleum for the Honami family. The treasure house of the temples is home 
to many of Koetsus works, including paintings, teacups, and wooden statues. Koetsu 
was also a master of the Tea Ceremony, today there are seven teahouses on the temple 
grounds. One of the temples unique features is a crisscrossed bamboo fence, which is 
referred to as a Koetsu-gaki(235).
Gentaku (玄琢) is pronounced “Gentaku”.
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Map 82 Senzoku (千束) to Ochiai (落合)

Map 82 is continues along the  Kyoto course, and covers 13.5 km.

Senzoku (千束) to Sakajiri (坂尻) 1.2 km
Senzoku (千束) refers to the area that you are entering.After entering Senzoku (千束) you 
will pass by Atago-Jinja Shrine (愛宕神社). 
Senzoku (千束) is pronounced “Senzoku”.

Sakajiri (坂尻) to Nakawa (中川) 3.4 km
Sakajiri (坂尻) refers to the area that you are entering. Pay attention to the signs in this 
area, you will be entering an area that is a busy road way. 
Sakajiri (坂尻) is pronounced “Sakajiri”.

Nakawa (中川) to Takao (高雄) 3.6 km
Nakawa (中川) refers to the area that you are entering. This spot on the map is also right 
next to Bodaimichi Bus Stop (菩提道バス停).

I advise taking the bus from Bodaimichi Bus Stop (菩提道バス停) to Toganoo Bus Stop 
(栂ノ尾バス停). This is a very short bus ride but otherwise you must walk along an 
extremely busy road, which I don’t think is safe. The Tokai does take you into more 
populated areas, where there are some cars, but this road seemed to be more like a 
highway. There were multiple semi trucks and cars racing by you. I thought at first I 
had taken a wrong turn when I decided to get on the bus, that I knew would take me 
to the Takao (高雄) area, but while on the bus I saw that the busy street was lined with 
signage showing that the busy highway was where you were suppose to walk! I think this 
is because when the trail was formed it was not such a busy area, but as time went on it 
became busier. 

As you walk along to Takao (高雄) you will be walking along Kiyotakigawa River (清滝川). 
You will pass Bishamon Bridge (毘沙門橋), Saimyō-Ji Temple (西明寺) and Kōzan-Ji Temple 
(高山寺). You also enter the area called Toganoo (栂ノ尾), this is shown on some maps but 
not others. In this area there are a few small restaurants. Depending on the time of year 
more may be open.

The ones that were closed had fall leaf viewing areas, so I believe they may be open 
during the fall. As this area is a popular spot of viewing fall colors, though they may have 
also closed down, it was hard to tell. 
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Saimyō-Ji Temple (西明寺) 
Saimyō-Ji Temple (西明寺) was built originally in the Heian period, and belongs to the 
Shingon Buddhism sect. The original temple burned down during the Warring States 
period and was reconstructed in 1602. The current main building was rebuilt in 1700 
from donations from Keishoin ,the mother of Tokugawa Tsunayoshi (236). Tokugawa 
Tsunayoshi was the fifth shōgun of the Tokugawa dynasty of Japan, and the great-
grandson of Tokugawa Ieyasu. Tokugawa Tsunayoshi is also known as the “Dog Shogun”. 
After hearing that he had been a dog in a previous life from a Buddhist Monk he began 
to issue decrees relating to the wellbeing of dogs. This included that the death penalty for 
anyone who hit a dog, and that dogs should be addressed by honorific terms. Additionally 
he kept 50,000 of them at government expense(237, 238).

Hours:
9:00 to 17:00

Official Website: 
https://www.saimyoji.or.jp/

Price:
Adult ¥500 

Kōzan-Ji Temple (高山寺)
Kōzan-Ji Temple (高山寺) is thought to have been founded in 744 under Emperor Kōnin, 
though there is little to no evidence that supports this claim, though it is still the oldest 
temple in Kyoto. In 1206 priest Myoe reopened the temple as a training monastery. The 
original buildings on the ground were burned down over history, the current standing The 
Sekisui-in hall is the only building on the temple grounds that is an original building, and 
dates back to Kamakura period. The other buildings you see on the grounds have been 
rebuilt over the years (239).

Hours:
9:00 to 17:00

Official Website: 
https://kosanji.com/

Price::
Adult ¥600 

Nakawa (中川) is pronounced “Nakawa”. 

Takao (高雄) to Kiyotaki (清滝) 4.0 km
Takao (高雄) refers to the area that you are entering. Going past the area of Takao (高雄) 
you will continue walking along Kiyotakigawa River (清滝川). You also pass by Jingo-Ji 
Temple(神護寺).

Tokai, Kyoto, Jingo-Ji Temple, Monk Mongaku was established in 824 from the merging 
of two temples, Shingan-Ji Temple and Takaosan-Ji Temple. This temple holds an 
important place in Buddhism, with Kobo Daishi, founder of Shingon Buddhism, briefly 
staying at the temple.(240). During the late Heian period the temple began to fall into 
decay, and corruption. Upon seeing what disrepair the temple had fallen to Buddhist 
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Monk Mongaku began to raise funds for its restoration. Mongaku was originally a 
samurai of the Watanabe clan.  Mongaku appealed to Emperor Goshirakawa, but this lead 
him to being exiled to Izu Province. While there he met the samurai Minamoto Yoritomo 
who was also exiled to Izu Province. Minamoto Yoritomo was persuaded to take up arms 
against the  Taira family. Mongaku was then able to begin restoration of temples with 
the patronage of Minamoto Yoritomo and Emperor Goshirakawa. Though  Mongaku was 
unable to see the restoration of the temple completed as he was exiled to Sado Province 
after falling out of favor with Emperor Goshirakawa. His disciple Jokaku continued to 
over see the restoration(240, 241). 

There are sixteen National Treasures and even more Important cultural properties 
stored at the temple One of the unique traditions of this temple is visitors can fling a 
ceramic yaku-yōke plate from the cliff into the mountain valley, doing this is said to ward 
off misfortune. This can be done at the Jizo-in building the west of the temple grounds. Of 
the original buildings, only the Daishi-dō survived the Ōnin War, but the date that it was 
built is unknown. The main hall, the Kondō, and the pagoda are the most recently built, 
being rebuilt in 1934(242, 243).

Hours:
9:00 to 16:00

Official Website: 
http://www.jingoji.or.jp/

Price:
Adult ¥ 500

You will also pass a stone bridge, and then a restroom before reaching Kiyotaki 
(清滝). You will see a path that leads to Mount Atago (愛宕山). This is not included on the 
Kyoto Prefecture Map it is shown on Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 3. However, there are signs 
telling you the way to the mountain that have the Tokai trail marker on it. This course is 
covered in map 84. 
Takao (高雄) is pronounced “Takao”.

Kiyotaki (清滝) to Ochiai (落合) 1.3 km
Kiyotaki (清滝) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Kiyotaki Bus Stop (清滝 バス停) 
goes to Hankyu Arashiyama Station(阪急 嵐山駅). Please see the bus appendix for more 
information.
Kiyotaki (清滝) is pronounced “Kiyotaki”.
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Map 83 Ochiai (落合) to Konzou-Ji Temple (金蔵寺)

Map 83 continues along the  Kyoto course, and covers 18.8 km.

Ochiai (落合) to Arashiyama (嵐山) 4.6 km
Ochiai (落合) refers to the area you are entering. On the way to Arashiyama (嵐山) you 
will pass by Kameoka Park(亀岡公園) as well as Nison-In Temple(二尊院) and they are 
close to Nenbutsu-Ji Temple (念仏寺). Nenbutsu-Ji temple (念仏寺) is a bit off the main 
path but if you have time I suggest visiting. In my opinion it is in the top ten temples I 
have visited in Japan. 

Nison-In Temple(二尊院)
Nison-In Temple (二尊院) was built between 834-847 under Emperor Saga, and 
constructed by the priest Jikaku-Daishi. The temple holds two statutes that are Important 
Cultural Properties of Japan, these are Shaka Buddha and Amida Buddha(244). 

Nenbutsu-Ji Temple (念仏寺)
Nenbutsu-Ji Temple (念仏寺) is a temple with 1200 unique Rakan statues, each represent 
disciples of the historical Buddha. The temple was originally built in 770 in Higashiyama, 
but it was moved to Kyoto after being washed away by floods. The temple fell into 
disrepair leading to it’s move in 1922, which was done in an attempt to preserve as much 
of the temple as possible. The famous  Rakan statues were not added to the temple until 
1981, and continued to be added until 1991(245).  This temple is slightly off the main 
Tokai Nature trail, but it is such a unique temple I suggest taking the short detour.

After passing Nison-In Temple (二尊院) you reach Torokko Arashiyama Station(トロッコ
嵐山駅). The station is owned by JR West but operated by Sagano Sightseeing Railway 
and is on the Sagano Scenic Line. From here you are entering the popular tourist area of 
Arashiyama. There will be small traditional restaurants, and shops. There are no hotels 
by this station but there are a few in this Arashiyama that are are affordable, but if they 
are booked up the best spot for a hotel is around Kyoto Station (京都駅).
Ochiai (落合) is pronounced “Ochiai”.

Arashiyama (嵐山) to Kutsukake (沓掛) 8.3 km
Arashiyama (嵐山) refers to the area you are entering. You will have a wonderful view of 
Katsura River (桂川). On one side of the river is Arashiyama  Station (嵐山駅) that is run by 
the Keifuku Electric Railroad  (京福電気鉄道), and on the other side is Hankyu Arashiyama 
Station (阪急嵐山駅). It is operated by the Hankyu Railway and is on the Arashiyama line. 
There are multiple convenience stores within a five to twenty minute walk from the 
station. There are also several restaurants in the surrounding area.
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Going from Hankyu Arashiyama Station (阪急嵐山駅) you pass Matsuno Taisha Shrine
(松尾大社) and Matsuno Station (松尾駅). Matsuno Station (松尾駅) is also on the Hankyu 
Arashiyama Line (嵐山線).

Matsuno Taisha Shrine (松尾大社)
Matsuno Taisha Shrine(松尾大社) was founded in 701, with the current main hall going 
back to 1397. The main hall is designated as an Important Cultural Asset, and has 
survived fires and Civil War and remains one of the oldest shrines in the area. The roof 
also has a unique style referred to as matsuozukuri, where the roof  forms a portico in 
both front and back .

The shrine is known for its sacred waterfall that comes from Mt. Matsuo. Sake and miso 
manufacturers come from all around Japan to procure the water for their goods. To show 
their thanks casks of products are donated to the shrine, you can view this collection  
when you visit the shrine. The shrine has three gardens that were designed by Shigemori 
Mirei, who is recognized as one of the foremost designers of modern-traditional in Kyoto. 
The gardens were completed in 1975(246).

Hours:
05:00 to 18:00
Official Website: 

http://www.matsunoo.or.jp/
Price:

Adult Free (Shrine)
Adult ¥500 (for Gardens & Museum)

After Matsuno Taisha Shrine(松尾大社) you will pass by four more temples that are 
Suzumushiji Temple (鈴虫寺), Saihō-Ji Temple (苔寺), (Takenotera)(地蔵院(竹の寺)) and 
Jōjuji Temple (浄 住寺).

Suzumushi-Ji Temple (鈴虫寺)
Suzumushi-Ji Temple (鈴虫寺) also known as “Cricket Temple”, was founded in 1723. 
The temple gets its nickname from the  chirps of crickets that were heard on the temple 
grounds. The story goes that a buddhist priest liked the sound so much he trained the 
crickets to chirp all year round. The temple now has a cricket room, where the walls are 
lined with crickets in cages, allowing visitors to hear the crickets all year long(180).

Hours:
09:00 to 17:00
Official Website: 

https://www.suzutera.or.jp/
Price:

Adult ¥500
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Saihō-Ji temple (西芳寺)
Saihō-Ji temple (西芳寺) is also known as Koke-Dera temple’s (苔寺). Koke-Dera temple’s 
(苔寺) beautiful moss garden is listed as an UNESCO World Heritage site. It is also more 
commonly known as Saihō-Ji temple (西芳寺). The temple gardens were designed by Zen 
monk Musō Soseki in 1339. During the Edo period the garden is thought to have fallen 
into disrepair and became covered in moss. Currently there are around 120 different 
varieties of moss in the garden. The temple can only be visited with previous registration 
to keep the gardens in good condition(181). If you are interested in visiting you can use 
the website to make reservations.

Reservations: 
http://saihoji-kokedera.com/en/reservation.html

Jizō-In Temple (Takenotera)(地蔵院(竹の寺))
Jizō-In temple (地蔵院) was built in 1367 by Hosokawa Yoriyuki, and is part of the 
Buddhist Rinzai school. The original was destroyed by the Ōnin war between 1467-77. 
The Ōnin war was a  civil war, largely fought within Kyoto, the Capital at the time. The 
dispute started between  Hosokawa Katsumoto and Yamana Sōzen regarding who would 
succeed shōgun Ashikaga Yoshimasa. This civil  war paved the way for the the Warring 
States period. While Ōnin war was considerably shorter than Warring States it devastated 
the Kyoto area(237). Later the temple was rebuilt in the Edo period. The temple is 
a bamboo temple, as bamboo groves grow around the temple. The temple boasts a 
beautiful garden and stone Jizō statues(182).

Hours:
9:00 to 16:40

Official Website: 
 http://takenotera-Jizōin.jp/

Price:
Adult ¥500

Jōju-Ji Temple (浄 住寺)
Jōju-Ji Temple (浄 住寺) is part of the Tendai buddhist sect and was opened in 810 under 
the name Jōjū (常住寺). In 1261 the temple’s name was changed to it’s current name. 
The temple was once much larger however due to wars the temple burned down multiple 
times over the years. In 1687 the current main hall and tower were rebuilt. The temple is 
known for it’s autumn leaves, and is a popular viewing spot in Kyoto(183). 

Hours:
April to November: 9:00 to 17:00
December to March: 9:00 to 16:30 

Official Website: 
http://takenotera-Jizōin.jp/

Price:
Free
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After Jōju-Ji Temple (浄 住寺) you will cross Yatabashi bridge (谷田橋) where you will walk 
along the old road entitled Saninkaidou (旧山陰街道). 
Arashiyama (嵐山) is pronounced “Arashiyama”.

Kutsukake (沓掛) to Shōji-Ji Temple (勝持寺) 2.6 km
Kutsukake (沓掛) refers to the area you are entering, here you will cross the Obata River
(小畑川).
Kutsukake (沓掛) is pronounced “Kutsukake”.

Shōji-Ji Temple (勝持寺) to Konzou-Ji Temple (金蔵寺) 3.3 km
Shōji-Ji Temple (勝持寺) is often called Hana no Tera Temple (花の寺), meaning flower 
temple. The temple has about 100 cherry trees planted around the grounds. The temple is 
part of the Tendai buddhist sect. The cost to enter the temple is ¥400(185). On the way to 
Konzou-Ji Temple (金蔵寺) there is a small detour that will take you to Minamikasugacho 
Bus Stop (南春日町バス停).

Minamikasugacho Bus Stop (南春日町バス停) goes to Katsura Station (桂駅) and Mukōmachi 
Station (JR向日町駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information. You will also walk 
by Shouhou-Ji Temple (正法寺)
Shōji-Ji Temple (勝持寺) is pronounced “Shōji-Ji ”.
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Map 84 Konzou-Ji Temple (金蔵寺) to Hara (原)

Map 84 is the final map of  Kyoto course, and the first that covers Osaka. Map covers11.9 
km, 4.2 km cover Kyoto and 7.7 km cover Osaka.

Konzou-Ji Temple (金蔵寺) to Cedar Valley (杉谷) 2.0 km
Konzou-Ji Temple (金蔵寺) is a temple in the Buddhist Tendai sect, which was founded in 
the Nara period.The current temple was rebuilt in the Edo period by Keishōin ,Shōguns 
Tokugawa Tsunayoshi mother. The temple is in a secluded area and it is not popular with 
tourists until autumn, when it becomes a popular autumn leaf viewing spot(244).
Konzou-Ji Temple (金蔵寺) is pronounced “Konzou-Ji ”. 

Cedar Valley (杉谷) to Mt.Ponpon (ポンポン山) 2.2 km
Cedar Valley (杉谷) refers to an area lined with cedar trees. From here you can continue 
on the main path or take a detour to see several temples. 
Cedar Valley (杉谷) is pronounced “Sugitani”.

Side Route:
Cedar Valley (杉谷) to Oshio Bus Stop (小塩バス停) 3.0 km

At Cedar Valley (杉谷) you can take the alternate path to see additional temples. Taking 
this path you will pass Jūrin-Ji Temple (十輪寺), Sanko-Ji Temple (三鈷寺) and Yoshimine-
Dera (善峰寺). This path will end at Oshio Bus Stop (小塩バス停). To return to the main 
course you will have to double back.

Jūrin-Ji Temple (十輪寺)
Jūrin-Ji Temple (十輪寺) was constructed in 850 to pray that the wife of Emperor Montoku 
would bear a child. The main hall burned down during the Ōnin War. Ariwara Narihira, 
a 9th century Japanese poet, also made the temple his last home. There are two small 
gardens in the temple grounds. Jūrin-Ji Temple (十輪寺) also has a 200-year-old weeping 
cherry tree, in summer the ponds boasts water lilies and the fall offers autumn foliage 
viewing(249, 250). 

Hours:
9:00-17:00
Price:
¥400
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Sanko-Ji Temple (三鈷寺)
Sanko-Ji Temple (三鈷寺) was built in 1074, the original temple was burned down during 
the Ōnin War, now only the main hall and the mausoleum remain today. From the main 
hall you will have a spectacular view of Kyoto City(251).

Hours:
9:00-16:30
Price:
¥500

Yoshimine-Dera  Temple(善峰寺)
Yoshimine-Dera temple (善峰寺) was founded in 1029 by Gesan a monk from Enryaku-
Ji Temple. The temple legend says that Gesan was at first unable to build the temple 
because the ground was too rocky, but a team of wild boars came and leveled the ground. 
Then Gesan carved the Thousand-Armed Kannon, which became the temple’s principle 
image. The original temple was destroyed in  1467 from the Ōnin War. 

The temple was rebuilt in the Edo period Keishō-in, the mother of  fifth Tokugawa 
shogun. The Temple grounds offer breath taking views on a clear day, you can see  Kyoto 
Tower, and Mt. Hiei in the east. The temple also has a Japanese white pine that is said 
to be over 600 years old, and is called Yōryū no Matsu. The pine received this name 
because it looks like a reclining dragon, now the pine is 37 meters long and is supported 
by wooden supports  which visitors can walk under. Like many temples in Japan 
Yoshimine-Dera temple (善峰寺) is known for it’s cherry blossom and hydrangea garden, 
there are thought to be over a thousand hydrangeas(252). 

Hours:
8:00-17:00
Price:
¥400

Main Route:
Mt.Ponpon (ポンポン山) to Honzan-Ji Temple (本山寺) 2.3 km

Before reaching Mt.Ponpon (ポンポン山) there is another hiking path that leads to Mt. 
Shaka (釈迦岳). This is not part of the Tokai Nature trail. At the entrance of Mt.Ponpon 
(ポンポン山) there is a bench, informational sign, and an informational sign with a map. 
Mt.Ponpon (ポンポン山) is 678.9 meters, and is on the border of Kyoto and Osaka. 

After Mt.Ponpon (ポンポン山) you enter the last prefecture of the trail, Osaka. 
Mt.Ponpon (ポンポン山) offers great views, and there is space to camp on the mountain. 
Mt. Ponpon (ポンポン山)  is pronounced “Ponpon Yama”.
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Honzan-Ji Temple (本山寺) to Kabusan-Ji Temple (神峰山寺) 3.4 km
Honzan-Ji Temple (本山寺) was founded by Prince Kaijo in the late 8th century, and 
is part of the Tendai Buddhist sect. The temple was renovated in the 18th century by 
Keishoin, who was the mother of  Shogun Tsunayoshi Tokugawa. The temple holds two  
Important Cultural Properties, two statutes of  Kannon and Bishamonten(239). At Honzan-
Ji Temple (本山寺) there is a bench and restroom. 
Honzan-Ji Temple (本山寺) is pronounced “Honzan Ji”.

Kabusan-Ji Temple (神峰山寺) to Hara (原) 2.0 km
Kabusan-Ji Temple (神峰山寺) was founded in 697 by En no Gyoja. The temple was also 
the first site in Japan that Bishamonten was enshrined. Bishamonten is considered to be 
the god of warriors and god of defense against foreign invaders. Around the 15th century 
Bishamonten was included in the Japanese group of Seven Lucky Gods(253).

Prince Kaijo restored the temple in 774, over the years the different clans from Japan 
offered protection for the temple. Today the temple is known for it’s beautiful autumn 
leaves, as the temple grounds have over 300 trees.(240) There will be a guide board 
located at the temple. Leaving the temple you will pass by Kabusan-Ji Bus Stop 
(神峰山寺バス停). Kabusan-Ji Bus Stop (神峰山寺バス停) goes to Takatsuki Station (高槻駅) 
by three different routes. Please see the bus appendix for more information. 
Kabusan-Ji Temple (神峰山寺) is pronounced “Kabusan Ji”.

Hara (原)
Hara (原) refers to the area that you are entering. At this same location there is also 
Haratateishi Bus Stop (原立石バス停) which goes to Takatsuki Station (高槻駅). Please see 
the bus appendix for more information. This bus stop is unique as it is constructed to look 
like what I believe to be two large barrels. 
Hara (原) is pronounced “Hara”.
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Map 85 Mt. Atago Course (愛宕山コース)

This map takes you on a detour to Mount Atago (愛宕山). You will go up to Mount Atago 
(愛宕山) and the follow the loop back to Kiyotaki Bus Stop (清滝バス停). The starting point 
of this course is shown on map 82.

Kiyotaki Bus Stop (清滝バス停) to Osugisha (大杉大神) 3.5 km
Kiyotaki Bus Stop (清滝 バス停) goes to Hankyu Arashiyama Station. Please see the bus 
appendix for more information .At the bus stop there is restroom, rest area parking lot, 
and informational board with a map. After crossing Toenkyou bridge (渡猿橋) there is 
another parking lot, restroom and informational board with a map. When you cross the 
bridge you will be crossing Kiyotakigawa River (清滝川). As you begin the mountain climb 
you will pass multiple rest areas, as well as small buddhist statues and informational 
markers. There is also a sign that asks people to be off the mountain by nightfall, which 
is why I do not list camping spots on this mountain, even though there are multiple rest 
areas. Please respect this request from Kyoto Prefecture.

Authors Note: I was REALLY tired of recording things when I climbed this mountain, and 
this is probably the one section I didn’t take enough notes on. I stayed in Kyoto a few 
days after this to recharge, and the following sections were given my full attention.The 
hike up this course does have more small buddhist statues, shrines and the like than my 
map shows. I’m sorry about that! Hopefully this doesn’t discourage you from exploring, 
and next time I am in Japan I hope to add to this section.  

Kiyotaki Bus Stop (清滝バス停) is pronounced “Kiyotaki Basu Tei”.

Osugisha (大杉大神) to Mizuo Branch (水尾の分岐) 1.5 km
 Osugisha (大杉大神) is a small shrine set below a giant cedar tree. At Osugisha (大杉大神) 
you will have a view of area below. This is one of the better, if not the best views, on this 
trail.
Osugisha (大杉大神) is pronounced “Osugisha”.

Mizuo Branch (水尾の分岐) to Atago-Jinja Shrine (愛宕神社) 1.5 km
At the Mizuo Branch (水尾の分岐) there is a rest area. There is also a sign marking this 
branch point. As you approach Atago-Jinja Shrine (愛宕神社) you will pass the shrine 
office (社務所), the Black Gate (黒門).
 Mizuo Branch (水尾の分岐) s pronounced “Mizuo Bunkiten”. 
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Atago-Jinja Shrine (愛宕神社) to Mt. Atagoyama (愛宕山) 2.0 km
Atago-Jinja  Shrine (愛宕神社) was founded between 701- 704 by En no Ozunu and 
Taichō. Atago Shrine (愛宕神社) is the head of all 900 Atago shrines across Japan. 
Enshrined is Atago Gongen, who is said to protect Kyoto from fire(254). 
Atago-Jinja Shrine (愛宕神社) pronounced “Atago Jinja”.

Mt. Atagoyama (愛宕山) to Tsukinowa-Dera Temple (月輪寺) 2.0 km
Mt. Atagoyama (愛宕山) is 924 m. The view from the mountain is average. There are 
many trees on the mountain top that blocks the view below. There are benches where 
you can sit and enjoy the area, as well as several vending machines. 
Mt. Atagoyama (愛宕山) pronounced “Atago Yama”.

Tsukinowa-Dera Temple (月輪寺) to Kiyotaki Bus Stop (清滝バス停) 3.0 km
Tsukinowa-Dera (月輪寺) is a buddhist temple that was founded in 781. The temple was 
associated with Shugendō practices of the monks Hōnen and Kūya. The temple has 
Heian period statues in the collection(255). At this temple there is a restroom and an 
informational sign.

Coming down from Tsukinowa-Dera Temple (月輪寺) you will also pass Kūya Falls
(空也の滝). Kūya Falls (空也の滝) is a waterfall with a width of 1 m and a height of 12 m, 
the water from the falls comes from Kiyotakigawa River (清滝川). In the Heian period it is 
said that the monk Kūya trained at the waterfalls(256). 
Tsukinowa-Dera Temple (月輪寺) pronounced “Tsukinowa Dera”.
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Kyoto Prefecture Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops

The following section lists the major bus stops which take you to stations in Kyoto 
prefecture. This section covers the Kyoto section of the trail. While you will find places 
where you can resupply on the trail purchasing hiking goods without leaving the trail 
was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such purchases will be in 
larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that allows you to know 
what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical Japanese to English 
phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes the information about 
the stations where these buses will take you. All information about bus routes comes from 
navitime.co.jp and may have changed. I have also included information about unique 
cultural sites around the cities. I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances your 
experience, and allows you to explore some more of the less seen areas of Japan.

Ohara Bus Stop(大原バス停)

Ohara Bus Stop (大原バス停) goes to Kyoto Station (京都駅), Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳
駅), Shūgakuin Station (修学院駅), Yase-Hieizanguchi Station ( 八瀬駅) and Kokusaikaikan 
Station (国際会館駅) by three different routes. 

Route 10 will take you to Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳駅), Shūgakuin Station (修学院駅), 
and Yase-Hieizanguchi Station ( 八瀬駅). 

Line 16/17/18 takes you to Kyoto Station (京都駅), Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳駅), 
Shūgakuin Station (修学院駅), and Yase-Hieizanguchi Station ( 八瀬駅). 

Line 19 takes you to Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅), and Yase-Hieizanguchi Station 
( 八瀬駅).

Key Terms (Line 10):
Bound For: Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳駅方面)
Bound For: Kutsuki gakkōmae (朽木学校前方面)

Key Terms (Line 16/17 /18):
Bound For: Kyoto Station (京都駅方面)
Bound For: Ohara Bus station (大原方面)
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Key Terms (Line 19):
Bound For: Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅方面)
Bound For: Kōminkan mae (公民館前方面)

Gentaku Bus Stop (玄琢バス停)
Gentaku Bus Stop (玄琢バス停) goes to Kyoto Station (京都駅). There are two lines from the 
bus stop, only line 6 goes to Kyoto Station (京都駅).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Kyoto Station (京都駅方面)

Bodaimichi Bus Stop (菩提道バス停)
Bodaimichi Bus Stop (菩提道バス停)  goes to Kyoto Station (京都駅). There is only one line 
that goes from the bus stop, and that is the Takao/Keihoku Line (高雄/京北線). 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Kyoto Station (京都駅方面)
Bound For: Shūzan (周山方面)

Toganoo Bus Stop (栂ノ尾バス停)
Toganoo Bus Stop (栂ノ尾バス停) goes to Kyoto Station (京都駅), and is on the same line as 
Bodaimichi Bus Stop (菩提道バス停). There is only one line that goes from the bus stop, 
and that is the Takao/Keihoku Line (高雄/京北線). 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Kyoto Station (京都駅方面)
Bound For: Shūzan (周山方面)

Kiyotaki Bus Stop (清滝バス停)
Kiyotaki Bus Stop (清滝バス停) goes to Hankyu Arashiyama Station (阪急嵐山駅), there is 
only one line, line 92/94, that leaves from the stop. 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Hankyu Arashiyama Station (阪急嵐山駅方面),
Bound For: Kutsuki gakkōmae (清滝方面)

Minamikasugacho Bus Stop (南春日町バス停)
Minamikasugacho Bus Stop (南春日町バス停) goes to Katsura Station (桂駅) and JR 
Mukōmachi Station (JR向日町駅) by two different routes. Line West 2 (西 2) goes to 
Katsura Station (桂駅). Line 63 goes to Mukōmachi Station (JR向日町駅).

Key Terms (Line West 2):
Bound For: Katsura Station West Entrance(桂駅西口方面)
Bound For: Rakusai Bus Terminal Bus Stop (洛西バスターミナル方面)
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Key Terms (Line West 63):
Bound For: Mukōmachi Station (JR向日町駅方面)
Bound For: Minamikasugacho Bus Stop (南春日町方面)

Oshio Bus Stop (小塩バス停)
Oshio Bus Stop (小塩バス停) goes to JR Mukōmachi Station (JR向日町駅), there is only one 
line, line 66, that leaves from the stop. 

Key Terms:
Bound For: Mukōmachi Station (JR向日町駅方面) 
Bound For: Yoshimine-Dera Temple (善峯寺方面)

Kabusanjiguchi Bus Stop(神峰山寺口バス停)
Haratateishi Bus Stop (原立石バス停)
Uenokuchi Bus Stop (上ノ口バス停)

Kabusanjiguchi Bus Stop(神峰山寺口バス停), Haratateishi Bus Stop (原立石バス停) and 
Uenokuchi Bus Stop (上ノ口バス停) are all on the same line, and in close proximity to 
each other. These bus stops all go to Takatsuki Station (高槻駅) by three different routes. 
Any line you take from one of these bus stops will go to Takatsuki Station (高槻駅). These 
bus stops are in Osaka but since they are shown on map 83, in the Kyoto section I have 
included in both this section and the Osaka section.

Key terms (Line 53, 54, 58):
Bound For: Haraohashi Bus Stop (原大橋方面).
Bound For: JR Takatsuki Station North Entrance (JR高槻駅北口方面)

Key terms (Line 60, 63):
Bound For: Sugio Bus Stop (杉生方面).
Bound For: JR Takatsuki Station North Entrance (JR高槻駅北口方面)

Key terms (Line 61):
Bound For: Nakahata Kaitensjou Bus Stop (中畑回転場方面).
Bound For: JR Takatsuki Station North Entrance (JR高槻駅北口方面)
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Major Stations
Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳駅)

Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳駅) is run by Eizan Electric Railway with the Eizan main 
line the  and Keihan Electric Railway and the Oto line. The two companies run at the 
same station but they are not connected. There are a few affordable hotels by this station, 
but you can easily reach Kyoto Station (京都駅) if they are unavailable. There are multiple 
convenience stores, supermarkets and restaurants all about 5-20 minutes walk away.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Shimogamo Jinja

Tadasu No Mori Grove
The Kyoto University Museum

Toraya Kyoto Gallery

Shūgakuin Station (修学院駅)
Shūgakuin Station (修学院駅) is run by Eizan Electric Railway and is on the Eizan main 
line.There are no affordable hotels by this station, but you can easily reach Kyoto Station 
(京都駅) for a hotel. There are multiple convenience stores, supermarkets and restaurants 
all about 5-20 minutes walk away.

Yase-Hieizanguchi Station ( 八瀬駅)
Yase-Hieizanguchi Station ( 八瀬駅) is run by Eizan Electric Railway and is on the Eizan 
main line. There are no hotels by this station, but you can easily reach Kyoto Station 
(京都駅) for a hotel. There is one convenience store less than a 10 minute walk away, 
there are also several restaurants. 

Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅)
Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅) is a subway station on the Karasuma Line.
There are no affordable hotels by this station, but you can easily reach Kyoto Station 
(京都駅) for a hotel. There are several convenience stores all less than a 15 minute walk 
away, there are also several restaurants in the area. 

Katsura Station (桂駅)
Katsura Station (桂駅) is run by the Hankyu Corporation, the Kyoto and Arashiyama Line 
run through the station. There are no hotels by this station, but you can easily reach 
Kyoto Station (京都駅) for a hotel. There are multiple convenience stores and restaurants 
directly outside the station.

Mukōmachi Station (JR向日町駅)
Mukōmachi Station (JR向日町駅) is run by the West Japan Railway Company, the Tokaido 
main line runs through the station. There are no hotels by this station, but you can 
easily reach Kyoto Station (京都駅) for a hotel. There are a few convenience stores and 
restaurants about a 10-15 minute walk away from the station.
Hankyu Arashiyama Station (阪急嵐山駅)
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Kyoto Station (京都駅)
Kyoto Station (京都駅) is the major station in Kyoto, multiple lines by multiple companies 
run through the station. There are many hotels by the station, as well as convenience 
stores, restaurants and places to resupply hiking goods. Since Kyoto Station is such a 
central location I suggest staying here for a few days if time permits and see some of 
Kyoto. Cultural highlights are all around Kyoto, not just because they are in walking 
distance as they usually are, because I think it is worth traveling outside the trail if you 
have the time.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Fushimi Inari Taisha

Ryozen Kannon Temple
Sanjūsangen-dō

Philosopher’s Path
Kaleidoscope Museum 
Costume Museum
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Top: Around Saimyō-Ji Temple (西明寺)

Left: Temple Map at Jingo-Ji Temple
(神護寺)
Right:

Mt. Atago Entrance Mount Atago 
(愛宕山入口)
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Mountain Course (山野辺コース)

The Mountain Course (山野辺コース) covers Mie, Kyoto, Nara and Shiga Prefecture. This 
is the only part of the course that takes you into Nara prefecture. Nara is the tenth 
prefecture of the Tokai Nature Trail. I am not sure where the course gets is name from, 
but it is what all other guidebooks refer to this course as. I suspect the name comes from 
Yamanobe road(山辺の道), which you do walk along on part of the trail. Much like how 
the Ena Course name comes from the time you spend in Ena area. This course is unique 
as it is the only way that you will go through Nara Prefecture. Since this course is the 
only course that will take you into Nara, the Nara prefectural map and information is 
included in this section.

Nara prefecture is home to 1,348,930, with 350,000 people living in Nara City. Only 
851 km².of the prefecture is inhabitable with most of Nara being covered by mountains 
and forest(257). From A.D. 710 to 784 Nara was the capital of Japan, and once spread 
over a much wider area

Nara is now famous for it’s eight UNESCO World Heritage Sites, and Nara deer which 
have taken over much of the parks. The Nara deer have been designated a national 
natural treasures, and can be found in Nara Park which is about 10 minutes away 
from Nara Station. Nara Park was created in 1880, and most of the he UNESCO World 
Heritage Site in Nara are located in the park. The Tokai Trail takes you to the heart of 
Nara city, if you have time I suggest staying the night and seeing these sights(248).

The Mountain Course covers a total of 238.5 km according to my book. Mie Covers 70.6 
km, Nara Covers 79.9  Kyoto Covers 81.8 km and Shiga Covers 6.2 km.

The Mie section of the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) covers a total of 70.6 km. Mie 
prefecture does not list separate sections for both the main and the Mountain Course 
(山野辺コース), and in the Mie section I explained the differences in distance .Please see 
that section for additional information.

The Nara section of the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) covers a total of 79.7 according to 
the fOfficial Nara Prefecture website and Map. 

The Kyoto section of the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) covers a total of 91.2 km 
according Official Kyoto Prefecture website and Map. Though when you add up the 
distance listed on the map it comes to 81.5km, Nature Love Club (NATS) also lists the 
distance as 81.5 km, which is less than a kilometer difference between my map. 
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The Shiga section of the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) covers a total of 6.2 km 
according Official Shiga Prefecture Map and my map as well.

The Mie section of the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) was one of my favorite parts of 
this hike. But like the main Mie Trail there were a significant number of trail closures that 
did not have any detours, and these closures are not always marked on the trail. Where 
there are current trail closures I have provided the options that I recommend. The guide 
posts in Mie generally have no English or Romaji but are generally well maintained. 
You do have more guide posts in the Mountain Course (山野辺コース), or it seemed that 
way to me, than found along the main route. However I also made the maps for the 
Mie Mountain Course (山野辺コース) detailed and sometimes only cover smaller sections, 
because I think Mie Prefecture is still one where you can become lost.

Like in the Main Mie Course location names used in the Mie Mountain Course 
(山野辺コース) may not always match the the sign boards in Mie Prefecture. Again I used 
names from Gakken Mook Walking Guide and Pictorial Map Guide guides when the Mie 
Prefectural Map did not provide me with a location name. Camping in the Mie Mountain 
Course (山野辺コース) is fairly frequent, as is water. Though trail detours do make it more 
difficult. These are addressed on the pertinent maps, along with suggested solutions.

In Kyoto Prefecture the guide posts, and informational signs are usually in English and 
Japanese. Some of the less popular areas are only in Japanese but the sign posts are 
frequent, and very clear. 

The trail is also well maintained  in the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) area , and while 
there are some closures the detours are always marked along the trail. In case of trail 
closures you will be able to take the detour by following the posted signs.

Camping in Kyoto Prefecture on the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) is nearly nonexistent, 
for the same reason it was in the previous section. You are walking through semi-popular 
to popular areas that are filled with historical landmarks, temples, shrines and peoples 
homes. Water and areas to pick up food are very frequent, and the trail is easy going. You 
are rarely in an area with mountainous terrain. Like the previous Kyoto section I had no 
issue navigating the area of Mountain Course (山野辺コース).

In Nara Prefecture the guide posts, and informational signs are usually in English and 
Japanese. Some of the less popular areas are only in Japanese but the sign posts are 
frequent, and very clear. The informational signs are very new, and often include Chinese 
and Korean as well as English.  The trail is very very well maintained, I did not encounter 
any closures or detours. Like the Kyoto area camping is nearly nonexistent. You can move 
through these areas easily as the trail is not arduous, and it is easy to pick up water and 
supplies. I cover what I did regarding lack of camping spots in the pertinent maps.

I did not have any issue navigating the area of Nara, even in the more urban and 
residential areas there are constant sign posts that will guide you.  
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You enter Shiga very briefly and you stay on the Mountain Course (山野辺コース) until you 
meet up with Ishiyama-Dera Temple, in 6.2 km. From there you are back on the main 
course. Depending on your hiking plan once you are in Shiga you may need to stay in 
a hotel or you could reach Mt Otowayama (音羽山) to camp there. Shiga does require 
planning to camp through the entire prefecture but it is not nearly as hard as Kyoto or 
Nara to find campsites. 
 

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefecture Map
Where to find the Mie, Kyoto and Shiga prefectural maps are covered in the respective 
sections. 

The Nara maps are not the best quality when saved to the computer but you can access 
them without writing to Nara Prefecture. To obtain better quality maps you must write to 
or visit Nara prefecture Landscape and Natural Environment Division.

Nara prefectural website:
http://www.pref.nara.jp/3036.htm
http://www.pref.nara.jp/3039.htm

If you go to the Nara Tourist information office you may be able to get a copy, by getting 
lucky like I did in Kyoto but that is unlikely. I went multiple times and tried different 
people, most of whom told me the trail didn’t exist or they didn’t know what it was. 
Though if you ask for a map for Yamanobe Road (山辺の道) you can get a copy of that 
area. I think that this is worth doing as the map provides English information about the 
sites you will be walking by.

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 2-, the Official Mie, Shiga, Kyoto & Nara 
prefectural map, Gakken Mook Walking Guide and the Pictorial Map Guide, and my own 
hiking experience. I have found that each map presents different information sometimes 
omitting key places all together! So I created a resource  that lists camping spots, water 
spots and  distances between locations in English and Japanese. More information on 
how to use these maps can be found in the Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete 
Maps book. This can be downloaded my the website.
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Trail Closures

There are currently four trail closures at the time of publication of this book.

As mentioned in the Kyoto Course Section, there may be trail closures in Kyoto but Kyoto 
is not listing them. All closures that I encountered in Kyoto are very small detours, that 
did not significantly alter the course and had detour signs along the path. The other 
closures come from Mie and Nara. There are currently no closures in Shiga that affect the 
mountain course. 

1.Due to Typhoon 19, which has caused damage to the trail the section from Tashiro 
Pond (田代池) to Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺) this section is closed as of September 
1st 2019. The section is closed for an undecided amount of time. There is no detour 
provided by Mie Prefecture. This area is covered in more detail in Map 87, and a 
suggested detour is provided. 

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF: 
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000857185.pdf

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF: 
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000857186.pdf

2. Due to Typhoon 21, which has caused damage to the trail in the area that is referred to 
as the Amagadake Peak Course (尼ヶ岳コースー) by Mie Prefecture. This section was closed 
in September 2018 and is closed for an undecided amount of time. A note about this 
section, the closure is in middle of trail, and you will encounter the closure after coming 
down from Amagadake Peak (尼ヶ岳) but before reaching Kikyoudaira Rest Area 
(桔梗平の休憩所). There is not a better landmark to refer to in relation to the closure, but 
you will know it when you see it. There is a detour provided by Mie Prefecture. 

This is a very small detour, and should not affect the time or distance you walk in a 
significant manner. There are also signs that will guide you, these are also shown in the 
current link to the explanatory PDF. The symbol for detour in Japanese is “迂回路”, follow 
the provided signs. The area affected is shown on map 91, but no additional information 
is provided because there is no need for a different alternative route as one is already 
provided.

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF: 
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000800144.pdf
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3. Due to the effects of Typhoon 18 in September 2013, and Typhoon No. 11 in August 
2014 which caused landslides part of the area of the Tokai Nature Trail in Iga City has 
been closed. The area affected is from Triangulation Point (三角点) to Isemi (伊勢見). 
There is no detour provided by Mie Prefecture. This area is covered in more detail in 
Map 89, and a suggested detour is provided. 

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF: 
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/content/000097240.pdf

4. Due to a landslide near the Tokai Nature Trail you cannot use the section in the area 
around the Rokuyaon ward in Nara City (奈良市鹿野園町 岩井川橋梁) is closed for an 
undecided amount of time. The trail was closed from July, 14, 2019. There is no detour 
provided by Nara Prefecture. This area is covered in more detail in Map 97, and a 
suggested detour is provided. 

Here is the current link to the explanatory PDF: 
http://www.pref.nara.jp/secure/232600/東海自然歩道.pdf

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier.   

Mie Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.mie.lg.jp/common/01/ci600006500.htm

Any closures will be listed under the header “通行止め等情報(東海自然歩道)”, which says 
Information about Traffic Closures. Mie Prefecture does not mark the trail closures well 
if at all When I was hiking I did not think that they were very clear, and I did miss a 
significant trail closures. So be cautious and make sure you are aware of current closure.  

Shiga Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.shiga.lg.jp/ippan/kankyoshizen/shizen/300385.html

Any closures will be listed under the header “通行止め区間”, which says Closed Section. 
Shiga Prefecture does mark the trail closures on the large sign boards. When I was hiking 
I did not think that they were very clear, and could be missed. Make sure you keep your 
eyes out for them.
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Nara Official Prefectural Site:
http://www.pref.nara.jp/3036.htm

Any closures will be listed under the header “通行止め情報”, which says Road closure 
information. While I was hiking there were no closures, so I am unsure of how well these 
will be marked. 

Kyoto Official Prefectural Site:
https://www.pref.kyoto.jp/shizen-koen/tokai.html

Currently no sections for closures are listed on the website. I am hopeful that Kyoto will 
continue to improve the website and add a section for them in the future. All closures I 
encountered in Kyoto were small, well marked and provided easy to follow detours. 
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Mountain Course Overview
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Nara Prefecture Map
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Map 86 Branch Point (分岐点) to Tashiro Pond (田代池)

Map 86 is the first map of the Mountain Course  (山野辺コース), here you start in Mie 
Prefecture (三重県). Map 85 coves 12.5 km.

Branch Point (分岐点) to Tsuge Station (柘植駅) 2.2 km
This Branch Point (分岐点) is where the the course breaks allowing you to go either to the 
main course, or continue to the mountain course. To stay on the Mountain Course  
(山野辺コース) continue you to Tsuge Station (柘植駅). 
Branch Point (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”.

Tsuge Station (柘植駅) to Meihan National Highway (名阪国道) 3.7 km
There is not much by Tsuge Station (柘植駅). If you need supplies or a hotel you can go 
to either Seki Station (関駅) or Kameyama Station (亀山駅) which are both in the direction 
from which you came. These stations are on the same line, the JR-Kansai Main Line 
(関西線). 
Tsuge Station (柘植駅) is pronounced “Tsuge Eki”.

Meihan National Highway (名阪国道) to Mt. Reizan (霊山) 4.3 km
There is not a marker denoting Meihan National Highway (名阪国道), there is a road that 
goes to Meihan National Highway (名阪国道), but you pass that by and instead continue 
to Manju-Ji Temple (万寿寺) and Bashō Park(芭蕉公園).

Manju-Ji Temple (万寿寺)
The original Manju-Ji Temple burned down in 1932, and in 1934 the new temple was 
rebuilt. The main deity of the temple is Life-Prolonging Jizō (延命地蔵). The statue has 
been designated as an important cultural property. The temple is free to enter(259). 

Bashō Park (芭蕉公園)
Bashō Park (芭蕉公園) was built on the ruins of Fukuchi Castle, and is a memorial to 
commemorate the poets Bashō birth. The park was established 200 years after Bashōs 
death. There is a stone memorial, and a rest area(260).

As you continue to Mt. Reizan (霊山) you will be walking along a forest road. Before 
reaching Mt. Reizan (霊山) you will pass several radio towers. 
Meihan National Highway (名阪国道) is pronounced “Meihan Koku Dō”.
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Mt. Reizan (霊山) to Tashiro Pond (田代池) 2.3 km
Mt. Reizan (霊山) is 766 meters at its summit, and is part of the Nunobiki Mountain chain. 
The mountain offers great views of surrounding areas. There is also a small mountain 
temple on the top of the mountain.

Mt. Reizan has space for camping, but because it is covered by beautifully manicured 
grass unlike most mountains I suggest going .5km down the path. There is a bench and 
space to set up camp, and you won’t ruin the grass. The mountain top has the feel of a 
well kept park more than that of a mountain.
Mt. Reizan (霊山) is pronounced “Reizan.
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Map 87 Tashiro Pond (田代池) to Furotani Forest Road (風呂谷林道)

Map 87 continues the Mountain Course and covers Mie Prefecture .Map 87 covers a total 
of 13.9 kilometers.

Tashiro Pond (田代池) to Higashitanibashi River (東谷端川) 4.4 km
Tashiro Pond (田代池) is near Osaka Municipal Youth Outdoor Activities Center
(大阪市立伊賀青少年野外活動センタ). The pond is surrounded by a grass area that also has 
a stone monument, there is room to set up camp here. You can take a short detour to 
Ōhira Pond (大平池).
Tashiro Pond (田代池) is pronounced “Tashiro Ike”.

At Tashiro Pond (田代池) there is a trail closure from Tashiro Pond (田代池) to Shin-
Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺). There is no detour provided by Mie Prefecture, below I 
outline an alternative route. 

Unfortunately this is a large trail closure, and there is a second closure on Map 88. This 
significantly impacts how easy it is to hike the Mie section of the Mountain Course. When 
I hiked this closure was not in affect but another one was which prevented me from 
hiking most of Map 88. I have come up with a few options that I think would be doable. 
When deciding what to do consider the price of bus fare, and if you will be able to find 
a camping spot. On my hike Mie Prefecture had me going back and forth by bus, and 
then to a hotel then back to where I was the day before. These costs add up, but I felt it 
was worth it because I was writing a guide. Take those factors into considerations when 
planning what you will do. The ease of hiking the Mie section of the mountain course has 
greatly been impacted by Typhoon 19, which has caused damage to the trail section from 
Tashiro Pond (田代池) to Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple 
(新大仏寺). 

I have provided an outline of the major places that you will go through on the alternative 
routes, but due to unforeseen changes, and the multiple transfers you will have to make 
I STRONGLY recommend using navitime.co.jp or the mobile app. It seems that Google 
keeps getting better at providing these routes, but I have been disappointed by them in 
the past. Whichever method you choose make sure you plan very carefully because of 
the amount of transfers you will need to make between trains and buses, some of which 
only run once an hour. 
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Alternative Route Suggestion 1:

Step 1: From Tashiro Pond (田代池) hike back to Tsuge Station (柘植駅).

Step 2: From Tsuge Station (柘植駅), you will need to reach either Naritasanmae Bus Stop 
(成田山前バス停), Tominaga Bus Stop (富永バス停) or Oohashi Bus Stop (大橋バス停). These 
are all on the same line and are close to Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺). This is a 
LONG journey, from Tsuge Station (柘植駅) to whichever bus stop you go to and is over 2 
hours. As a note most routes recommend Naritasanmae Bus Stop (成田山前バス停).

It may be better to go to Tsuge Station (柘植駅) and than Uenoshi Station (上野市駅) and 
stay overnight at Uenoshi Station (上野市駅) rather than make the whole trip in one day. 
From Uenoshi Station  (上野市駅) you can take the bus to where you can get the bus to 
Naritasanmae Bus Stop (成田山前バス停), Tominaga Bus Stop (富永バス停) or Oohashi Bus 
Stop (大橋バス停).

Step 3: From the bus stop you can enter Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺), and then 
continue on your trip. 

Alternative Route Suggestion 2:
This route assumes that you want to skip all trail closures and have a straight forward 
route on the trail. This means you will skip all of maps 88-90, and start up in the middle 
of map 91.

Step 1: From Tsuge Station (柘植駅) you do not continue on, but rather go to Nabari 
Station (名張駅), where you can take a bus to Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停)
This is a LONG journey, from Tsuge Station (柘植駅) to Nakararou Bus Stop 
(中太郎生バス停). It is almost 3 hours. If you want to break up the day you can try to stay 
at Nabari Station (名張駅) but most likely you will need to stay in Nara, and then take a 
train to Nabari Station (名張駅).

Step 2: From Nabari Station(名張駅) walk to Nabari Ekimae Bus Stop (名張駅前バス停), 
which you will see as soon as you exit the station. From there you can take the bus to 
Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停). This is a manned bus terminal, and there is a small 
tourist information booth by the bus terminal. The people at both of these places were 
extremely helpful, so if you feel unsure you are going to the right place they will help! 
There is also a convenience store across from Nabari Station
(名張駅)

Step 3: From Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停) you can either continue on to 
Kameyama Pass (亀山峠), which has you back on the main mountain course where you 
will not face any major trail closures.  Or if you want you can hike back in the direction 
of Isemi (伊勢見), until you reach Isemi (伊勢見). You would have to hike all the way back 
to Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停) if you choose this path. 
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However there are multiple campsites along this route, I suggest you look at the map and 
see if you want to backtrack to see some of the interesting places.

Higashitanibashi River (東谷端川) to Branch Point (分岐) 1.3 km
Higashitanibashi River (東谷端川) is not listed on the Mie Prefectural Map. The Mie 
Prefectural Map does not list any points, only dots without places listed, this location 
comes from the Pictorial Map Guide.
Higashitanibashi River (東谷端川) is pronounced “Higashitanibashi Kawa”.

Branch Point (分岐) to Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺) .8 km
From the branch point you can take the Eastern path that is .8 km or the Western path 
that is . 9 km. The Eastern path is lined with small stone Buddhist statues. Both paths 
will take you to the same location, I took the Eastern path but I cannot comment on the 
Western path. The Eastern path will also take you to Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺) 
directly.
Branch Point (分岐点) is pronounced “Bunkiten”.

Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺) to Hattori River (服部川) 2.0 km
Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺) was founded in 1202 and belongs to the Japanese sect 
of Shingon Buddhism. The current temple grounds were rebuilt in the Edo period, due to 
the temples decline that occurred during the  Warring States period . The main temple 
image is a seated wooden Buddha that is about 5m high and was created by the famed 
sculptor Kaikei. The locals refer to the statue as The Great Buddha of Awa 
(阿波の大仏さん). There was not additional information about why it received that 
nickname however.

The temple grounds offer flowers for all seasons including spring cherry blossoms, 
summer hydrangeas, and fall chrysanthemums, and maples(261, 262). While I was there 
in the summer I thought the area around the temple was one of my most memorable 
experiences in Japan, it has the feel of an idyllic Japanese countryside with clear blue sky 
and rice growing in the fields. 

Leaving Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺) you can take either Naritasanmae Bus Stop 
(成田山前バス停), Tominaga Bus Stop (富永バス停) or Oohashi Bus Stop (大橋バス停). These 
are all on the same line and will take you to Uenoshi Station (上野市駅). See the bus 
appendix for more information about this location. Each of these bus stops are slightly off 
the trail, but are shown on the map and are close to the temple. Before crossing Hattori 
River (服部川) you will see a stone slab with a haiku by Basho (芭蕉句碑). 
Shin-Daibutsu-Ji Temple (新大仏寺) is pronounced “Shin-Daibutsu Ji”.

Hattori River (服部川) to Bench Below Mt. Kasatoriyama (笠取山下ベンチ) 5.1 km
Hattori River (服部川) is not listed on the Mie Prefectural Map. The Mie Prefectural Map 
does not list any points only dots without places listed, this location comes from the 
Pictorial Map Guide. 
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After Hattori River (服部川) you will pass Chousen-Ji Temple (長泉寺). As you continue on 
the path to Bench Below Mt. Kasatoriyama (笠取山下ベンチ) there is a side road that will 
take you to a radio tower, do not take this path. The path will end in a dead end with a 
radio tower. 
Hattori River (服部川) is pronounced “Hattori Gawa”.

Bench Below Mt. Kasatoriyama (笠取山下ベンチ)
to Furotani Forest Road (風呂谷林道) .3 km

Bench Below Mt. Kasatoriyama (笠取山下ベンチ) is not listed on the Mie Prefectural Map. 
The Mie Prefectural Map does not list any points only dots without places listed, this 
location comes from the Pictorial Map Guide. There is a small area with a bench where 
you can set up camp if you need to here, though because there is such a small amount of 
space it is not an ideal camp site.
Bench Below Mt. Kasatoriyama (笠取山下ベンチ) is pronounced “Kasatoriyama Shita 
Benchi”.
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Map 88 Furotani Forest Road (風呂谷林道) to 
Triangulation Point (三角点)

Map 88 continues the Mountain Course and covers Mie Prefecture. Map 88 covers a total 
of 6.2 km.

Furotani Forest Road (風呂谷林道) 
to Nunobiki Forest Entrance (布引きの森入口) 1.8 km

Furotani Forest Road (風呂谷林道) is not listed on the Mie Prefectural Map. The Mie 
Prefectural Map does not list any points only dots without places listed, this location 
comes from the Pictorial Map Guide.
Furotani Forest Road (風呂谷林道) is pronounced “Furotani Rindō”.

Nunobiki Forest Entrance (布引きの森入口) 
to Underground Tunnel (地下道) 1.0 km

Nunobiki Forest Entrance (布引きの森入口) is not listed on the Mie Prefectural Map. 
The Mie Prefectural Map does not list any points only dots without places listed, this 
location comes from the Pictorial Map Guide. About half way between Nunobiki Forest 
Entrance (布引きの森入口) and Underground Tunnel (地下道) there will be a guide board 
where there is sufficient space to camp. 
Nunobiki Forest Entrance (布引きの森入口) is pronounced “Nunobiki No Mori Iriguchi”.

Underground Tunnel (地下道) to Triangulation Point (三角点) 3.4 km
Underground Tunnel (地下道) is not listed on the Mie Prefectural Map. The Mie 
Prefectural Map does not list any points only dots without places listed, this location 
comes from  the Pictorial Map Guide. At the Underground Tunnel (地下道) you can 
continue on the main Tokai or you can explore Aoyama Kogen (青山高原). Aoyama Kogen 
(青山高原) is a plateau in the middle of  Muro-Akame-Aoyama Quasi-National Park. From 
April to May the plateau is known for azalea and Japanese andromeda(253). The map 
shows multiple routes and locations you can visit, though these are not located on the 
Tokai. A bit before the Triangulation Point (三角点) there is a guide board and a side 
path that will take you to Okuyama Atago-Jinja Shrine (奥山愛宕神社), the distance to the 
shrine is about 1.1 km. 
Underground Tunnel (地下道) is pronounced “Chika Dō”.
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Map 89 Triangulation Point (三角点) to Isemi (伊勢見)

Map 89 continues the Mountain Course and covers Mie Prefecture. Map 89 covers a total 
of 5.3 km.

Triangulation Point (三角点) to Pedestrian Bridge (歩道橋) 3.2 km
At Triangulation Point (三角点) there is a trail closure from Triangulation Point 
(三角点) to Isemi (伊勢見). There is no detour provided by Mie Prefecture, below I outline 
an alternative route. Unfortunately this is a large trail closure, and due to the previous 
second closure on Map 87 the easy way is to hike the Mie section of the Mountain 
Course.

I have provided an outline of the major places that you will go through on the 
alternative routes, but due to unforeseen changes, and the multiple transfers you 
will have to make I STRONGLY recommend using navitime.co.jp or the mobile 
app. It seems that Google keeps getting better at providing these routes, but I have 
been disappointed by them in the past. Whichever method you choose make sure 
you plan very carefully because of the amount of transfers you will have to make 
between trains and buses, some of which only run once an hour.

Alternative Route Suggestion 1:

Step 1: From Triangulation Point (三角点) hike back to Oohashi Bus Stop (大橋バス停). 
Of course you can also return to Naritasanmae Bus Stop (成田山前バス停) or Tominaga Bus 
Stop (富永バス停).

Step 2: At Oohashi Bus Stop (大橋バス停) you will want to go to Nakararou Bus Stop 
(中太郎生バス停) which is on map 91! This is a LONG journey, from Oohashi Bus Stop 
(大橋バス停) to Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停). It is over 3 hours. From Oohashi Bus 
Stop (大橋バス停) you return to Uenoshi Station (上野市駅).

Step 3: From Uenoshi Station (上野市駅) you can take a train to Nabari Station
(名張駅) or a bus directly to Nabari Ekimae Bus Stop (名張駅前バス停). Which one you 
do will be based on transfer times, which is why I recommend the use of navitime.
co.jp or the mobile app. Nabari Ekimae Bus Stop (名張駅前バス停) is directly across from 
Nabari Station(名張駅). You might choose going to Nabari Station(名張駅) by train if you 
want more flexibility with finding a place to stay overnight before you continue on to 
Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停).
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Step 4: From Nabari Ekimae Bus Stop (名張駅前バス停)take the bus to Nakararou Bus Stop 
(中太郎生バス停). This is a manned bus terminal, and there is a small tourist information 
booth by the bus terminal. The people at both of these places were extremely helpful, 
so if you feel unsure you are going to the right place they will help! There is also a 
convenience store across from Nabari Station
(名張駅)

Step 5: At Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停) you will want to decide if you want to hike 
the portion of the course that you missed due the trail closures, which will require you to 
double back to Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停). Or continue on from Nakararou Bus 
Stop (中太郎生バス停) and hike the rest of the mountain course!

Alternative Route Suggestion 2:

Step 1: From Triangulation Point (三角点) hike back to Sakakibara-Onsenguchi Station
(榊原温泉口駅). This is not something I have done, but the Mie Prefecture map shows a 
trail that goes from the Triangulation Point (三角点) to Sakakibara-Onsenguchi Station
(榊原温泉口駅). It should take 3 hours. I have not taken this before, I only found about this 
route from the Mie Prefecture map.

Step 2: From Sakakibara-Onsenguchi Station(榊原温泉口駅) you want to go to Nakararou 
Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停). From Sakakibara-Onsenguchi Station(榊原温泉口駅) to 
Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停) is an 1 hour and 45 minutes to a little over two 
hours depending on the time you depart. First you will want to reach Nabari Station
(名張駅).

Step 3: At Nabari Station(名張駅) you will take the bus from Nabari Ekimae Bus Stop 
(名張駅前バス停), to Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停).

Step 4: At Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停) you will want to decided if you want 
to hike the portion of the course that you missed due the trail closures, which will 
require you to double back to Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停). Or continue on from 
Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停) and hike the rest of the mountain course!

At the triangulation point (三角点) there is a restroom where you can get water, there is 
also a restaurant near the point. There will be an information sign board marking the 
location. From the triangulation point (三角点) there is a different hiking path that will 
eventually take you to Sakakibara-Onsenguchi Station (榊原温泉口駅). This course takes 
you by Nunobiki Falls (布引の滝), and takes a total of 3 hours. 
Triangulation Point (三角点) is pronounced “Sankaku Ten”.
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Pedestrian Bridge (歩道橋) to Isemi (伊勢見) 2.1 km
The Pedestrian Bridge(歩道橋) will allow you to cross the busy highway, there will also 
be a guide board. You can reach Nishi-Aoyama Station (西青山駅) easily from the bridge. 
From the Pedestrian Bridge (歩道橋) to Nishi-Aoyama Station (西青山駅) it is 1.8 km 
and 30 minutes either way. You are near a busy highway so use caution if you take this 
detour. I have not taken this way before, looking at google map images it does seem that 
there is a separate pedestrian sidewalk along the busy road, but I am not sure that goes 
the entire way. 

Nishi-Aoyama Station (西青山駅) is operated by the Kintetsu Railway and is on the Osaka 
Line, it is an unmanned station. There is nothing near the station, it does not seem 
that there is a restroom either. I have not been to this station, so use caution if you are 
planning to going here only to get water. If you need to stay in a hotel the closest station 
would be either Tsu Station (津駅) or Uenoshi Station (上野市駅) both are a bit far away, 
with Tsu Station (津駅) being 30 - 45 minutes and Uenoshi Station (上野市駅) being an 
hour away. 
Pedestrian Bridge(歩道橋) is pronounced “Hodōkyō”.
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Map 90 Isemi (伊勢見) to Nunobiki Pass (布引峠)

Map 90 continues the Mountain Course and covers Mie Prefecture. Map 90 covers a 
total of 12.9 km.

Isemi (伊勢見) to Guide Board A (案内板) 2.3 km
Isemi (伊勢見) refers to the area you are entering. Here you will be entering a more 
residential area and will be near (青山高原保健休養地). If you can’t get water at 
(青山高原保健休養地), there are a few houses in the area that you might be able to ask 
for water. 
Isemi (伊勢見) is pronounced “Isemi”.

Guide Board A (案内板) to Guide Board B (案内板) 1.5 km
The Mie Prefectural guide lists this spot as Guide Board (案内板), I added A to 
differentiate the Guide  Boards. At this point there will be a guide board, watch out 
for the multiple roads that lead from the area.  
Guide Board A (案内板) is pronounced “ Annaiban”.

Guide Board B (案内板) to Ohara Bridge (大原橋) 3.6 km
The Mie Prefectural guide lists this spot as Guide Board (案内板) I added A to 
differentiate the Guide  Boards. Like the previous location at this point there will be 
a guide board, watch out for the multiple roads that lead from the area. 
Guide Board B (案内板) is pronounced “ Annaiban”.

Ohara Bridge (大原橋) to Nunobiki Pass (布引峠) 5.5 km
From Ohara Bridge (大原橋) you continue walking and crossing a series of rivers that 
take you across river off shoots. 
Ohara Bridge (大原橋) is pronounced “ Ohara Bashi”.
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Map 91 Nunobiki Pass (布引峠) to Kameyama Pass (亀山峠)

Map 91 continues the Mountain Course and is the final map of the Mie Prefecture. Map 
91 covers a total of 19.8 km.

Nunobiki Pass (布引峠) to Sakura Pass (桜峠) 4.7 km
Nunobiki Pass (布引峠) is a mountain pass located on the road way, there is no camping 
available . 
Nunobiki Pass (布引峠) is pronounced “Nunobiki Tōge”.

Sakura Pass (桜峠) to Amagadake Peak (尼ヶ岳) 3.1 km
Sakura Pass (桜峠) is a typical mountain pass, that also does not offer room for camping. 
As you continue to Amagadake Peak (尼ヶ岳), you will go through a Hinoki Cypress Grove 
(ヒノキ林) and you will pass a trail that would take you to Fujimi Pass (富士見峠). If you 
take the way to Fujimi Pass (富士見峠) by mistake you will meet back up with the main 
trail.
Sakura Pass (桜峠) is pronounced “Sakura Tōge”.

Amagadake Peak (尼ヶ岳) to Kikyoudaira Rest Area (桔梗平の休憩所) 4.0 km
At Amagadake Peak (尼ヶ岳) there will an informational board and a bench. Amagadake 
Peak (尼ヶ岳) has a wide open area, where you may camp. There are also several benches 
where you may rest. Coming down you will pass by a large tower (大タワ). After the large 
tower (大タワ) there is a different hiking course that will take you to Odake peak (雄岳) and 
Medake Peak (雌岳), if you take this course by mistake you will meet back up with the 
Tokai. Amagadake Peak (尼ヶ岳) is pronounced “Amaga Dake”.

Kikyoudaira Rest Area (桔梗平の休憩所) 
to Mitaki Campground (三多気キャンプ場) 1.3 km

At Kikyoudaira Rest Area (桔梗平の休憩所) there is room to set a up a tent, as well as a 
rest area with a roof. There will also be a guide board at this location. 
Kikyoudaira Rest Area (桔梗平の休憩所) is pronounced “Kikyoudaira No Kyūkeisho”.

Mitaki Campground (三多気キャンプ場) to Zaō-dō Shrine (蔵王堂) 1.1 km
Mitaki Campground (三多気キャンプ場) seems to be a former camp ground, it is listed 
on the Mie Prefecture Map but I have been unable to find any information about this 
location. After leaving this point you will reach Zaōdō Park (蔵王公園). 
Zaōdō Park (蔵王公園) also has a rest area and guide board where you can set up camp. 
Mitaki Campground (三多気キャンプ場) is pronounced “Mitaki Kyanpu Ba”. 
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Zaō-dō Shrine (蔵王堂) to Nakararou Bus Stop(中太郎生バス停) 1.9 km
Zaō-dō Shrine (蔵王堂) is a small shrine which is located on the hillside of Mt. Oohorasan 
(大洞山).
Zaō-dō Shrine (蔵王堂) is pronounced “Zaō Dō ”.

Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停) to Ikenohira Plateau (池の平高原) 2.2 km
Nakararou Bus Stop(中太郎生バス停) goes to Ise-Okitsu Station (津駅) and Nabari Station 
(名張駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information. When you enter this area 
around Nakararou Bus Stop (中太郎生バス停) there are small local shops, restaurants and 
homes. You should be able to get water in this area. 
Nakararou Bus Stop(中太郎生バス停) is pronounced “Nakararou Basu Tei”.

Ikenohira Plateau (池の平高原) to Kameyama Pass (亀山峠) 1.5 km
Walking along Ikenohira Plateau (池の平高原) you will see Kurosoyama (倶留尊山) and 
Ōhorayamam(大洞山) in the distance. During spring and summer months you can see 
azalea and Japanese pampas grass (264). Before reaching Kameyama Pass(亀山峠) you 
will pass a map sign board, and a restroom. The area behind the sign board is a forest 
area where there is flat land and paths.  You can set up camp here though it is not an 
ideal spot. The area suitable for camping is small, and you will have to search for a spot 
that is not slanted. 
Ikenohira Plateau (池の平高原) is pronounced “Ikenohira Kōgen”.
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Map 92 Kameyama (亀山峠) Pass To Murō-Ji Temple (室生寺)

Map 92 continues the Mountain Course and is the first map of the Nara Prefecture. Map 
93 covers a total of 13.6 km.

Kameyama Pass (亀山峠) to Taroji Bus Stop (太良路バス停) 3.0 km
At Kameyama Pass(亀山峠) you enter Nara Prefecture, there is also a map board at the 
pass. The views from here are amazing, you have an astounding view of Soni Plateau 
(曽爾高原) below you and the area that surrounds it. This is because you are also standing 
on Mt. Kameyma (亀山), and you can take a side route to the peak, there will be signs that 
guide you.

As you come down you will enter Soni Plateau (曽爾高原). Soni Plateau covers 38 hectors 
and is covered in sushi grass. Along the plateau there is the Soni Plateau Farm Garden 
which is a restaurant and gift shop showcasing products of the local area. There is also 
Soni Plateau Onsen. As you walk along the trail you will also see Okame Pond(お亀池), 
which was once the mouth of a volcano (265).  

 Soni Plateau Onsen
Hours:

11:00-21:00 (April to November)
11:00-20:30 (December to March)

Price:
¥750

English PDF:
http://www.soni-kogen.com/common/download/sonivillage_english.pdf

Closing Days:
Wednesday (Open Wednesday if national holiday, then closed on next day) 

New Year’s Holidays (December 26-January 5)
Kameyama Pass (亀山峠) is pronounced “Kameyama Tōge”.

Tarouji Bus Stop (太郎路バス停) to Nagabashiri Falls (長走りの滝) 3.0 km
Taroji bus stop (太良路バス停) goes to Nabari Station(名張駅). Please see the bus appendix 
for more information. As you walk to Nagabashiri Falls (長走りの滝) you will see 
Kabutodake Peak (兜岳) and Yōrōidake Peak (鎧岳) in the distance. 
Tarouji Bus Stop (太郎路バス停) is pronounced “Tarouji Basu Tei”.

Nagabashiri Falls (長走りの滝) to Saijōbō Falls (済浄坊の滝) .5 km
Nagabashiri Falls (長走りの滝) is a mountain waterfall with a total length of 30 m, which 
flows from the Yokowa River(262). 
Nagabashiri Falls (長走りの滝) is pronounced “Nagabashiri No Taki”.
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Saijōbō Falls (済浄坊の滝) to Kumatawa Pass (クマタワー峠) 2.1 km
Saijōbō Falls (済浄坊の滝) is a mountain waterfall with a total length of 27 m and width of 
6 m, which flows from the Yokowa River(266). 
Saijōbō Falls (済浄坊の滝) is pronounced “Saijōbō Taki”.

Kumatawa Pass (クマタワー峠) to Unokawa Bridge (宇野川橋) 3.0 km 
At Kumatawa Pass (クマタワー峠) there is a bench and a restroom. The path also branches 
off to a different hiking trail that will lead you to Mt.Kunimisan (国見山).There is room to 
set up camp at this pass. Continuing on you pass Nanmatsu Waterfall (南松の滝), and then 
you will cross Ōyabu Bridge (大藪橋). During this part of the course you will be walking 
along Unokawa River (宇野川).
Kumatawa Pass (クマタワー峠) is pronounced “Kumatawa Tōge”.

Unokawa Bridge (宇野川橋) to Murō-Ji Temple (室生寺) 2.0 km
At Unokawabashi Bridge (宇野川橋) you will continue to walk along Unokawa River(宇野
川), and then reach Ryūketsu-Jinja Shrine  (龍穴神社). Ryūketsu-Jinja Shrine  (龍穴神社) is a 
shrine dedicated to the dragon god, who is thought to control the water(267). 
Unokawa Bridge (宇野川橋) is pronounced “Unokawa Bashi”.
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Map 93 Murō-Ji Temple (室生寺) to Hase-Dera Temple(長谷寺)

Map 93 continues the Mountain Course and continues through Nara Prefecture .
Map 93 covers a total of 17 km.

Murō-Ji Temple (室生寺) to  Murō Dam (室生ダム) 4.0 km
Murō-Ji Temple (室生寺) is part of the Omoto school of Shingon Buddhism, and was 
open to women which was unusual for the time. The legend states En no Gyōja opened 
the temple by orders of Emperor Tenmu(268). En no Gyōja is thought to be the 
founder of Shugendō, a religion combining raditional Shintoism and Buddhism. En 
no Gyōja preached his message to the common people, though this was prohibited by 
the government.En no Gyōja spent years wandering around Japan visiting the highest 
mountains. He gathered a significant following during his lifetime(269). 

The national treasures of the temple include Shaka Buddha, or the Buddha of 
Enlightenment, a Five-storied Pagoda and Kondō Hall, the main hall. During spring 
over 3,000 Rhododendron trees are in bloom on the temple grounds, in the autumn the 
temples maple trees offer beautiful fall colors(270). 

Leaving Murō-Ji Temple (室生寺) you will pass Kadomori Pass (門森峠), which is a typical 
mountain pass.
Murō-Ji Temple (室生寺) is pronounced “Murō Ji”.

Murō Dam (室生ダム) to Yamabe Akahito Gravesite  (山部赤人墓) 4.6 km
Murō Dam (室生ダム) was competed in 1973, and is a concrete gravity dam for the Uda 
River and Yodo River System.(46) At the dam there is a small rest area, guide board 
and restroom where you can get water. As you continue on from the dam you will pass 
Shimoyama Bridge (下山橋) and cross Akahito Bridge  (赤人橋). Before reaching the 
gravesite you will pass Kuzu-Jinja Shrine (葛神社), Sasahata-Jinja
Shrine (篠畑神社) and Kaicho-Ji Temple (戒長寺).
Murō-Ji Temple (室生寺) is pronounced “Murō Ji”.

Yamabe no Akahito Gravesite (山部赤人の墓) to Seiryu-Ji Temple(青龍寺) 2.4 km
Yamabe no Akahito was a poet of the Nara period in Japan, who is thought to have 
written poems between 724 and 737. He wrote a total of 50 poems, 37 tanka and 
13 nagauta  (271). Near the gravesite there is a rest area where you can set up camp, 
there is also a guide board.  
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Next you will pass Sanjuhachi-Jinja Shrine (十八神社). Sanjuhachi-Jinja Shrine 
(十八神社) is a small shrine Some maps show this place as Nukai (額井), and you will able 
to see Nukaitake Peak (額井岳) in the distance. 

Yamabe no Akahito Gravesite (山部赤人の墓) is pronounced “Yamabe No Akahito Haka”.

Seiryu-Ji Temple (青龍寺) to Tomiyama Park(鳥見山公園) 1.0 km
Seiryu-Ji Temple (青龍寺) is a temple that belongs to the Hokke school of Nichiren 
Buddhism (271).
Seiryu-Ji Temple (青龍寺) is pronounced “Seiryu Ji”.

Tomiyama Park(鳥見山公園) to Hase Dam (初瀬ダム) 4.0 km
Tomiyama Park(鳥見山公園) park is centered around Magatama pond (勾玉池). In the 
park, there are monuments dedicated to Emperor Jimmu (神武天皇), the first emperor of 
Japan. The park is a famous spot for viewing thousands of cherry blossoms and azaleas 
in spring. From the observatory, you can see the Yamato basin and the mountain range of 
Uda below(272). 

As you leave the park you will pass by Takatsuka Castle Ruins (高束城跡). There is 
nothing really to see of the castle now, but you can camp out here. It is not a great 
camping spot because the ground is covered with fallen trees, and there is little flat land. 
But you can find a small place to set up a tent for a night.

Some maps mark Kuchinokura (口ノ倉), which refers to the area you are entering, you 
enter this area after coming down from Takatsuka Castle Ruins (高束城跡). 
Tomiyama Park (鳥見山公園) is pronounced “Tomiyama Kōen”.

Hase Dam (初瀬ダム) to Hasedera Temple(長谷寺) 1.0 km
As you approach Hase Dam (初瀬ダム) you will go around Maboroba Lake (まほろば
湖). Hase Dam (初瀬ダム) was completed in 1986, it is a multi purpose dam gravity-
type concrete dam. Hase Dam (初瀬ダム) dams the Yamato River(273). There is an 
informational map board, rest area and restroom by the dam.
Hase Dam (初瀬ダム) is pronounced “Hase Damu”.
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Map 94 Hase-Dera Temple(長谷寺) to Chogaku-Ji Temple(長岳寺)

Map 94 continues the Mountain Course and continues through Nara Prefecture. 
Map 94 covers a total of 10.9 km.

Hase-Dera Temple (長谷寺) to Ōmiwa-Jinja Shrine(大神神社) 5.5 km
Hase-Dera Temple (長谷寺) was founded in AD 686, the temple is nestled in a mountain 
top, and is reached by climbing a stone stairway. The temple grounds are covered with 
flowering trees and bushes earning the temple the name the temple of flowers. The best, 
and most popular times to visit are in the spring and autumn. The temple’s main Buddha 
is a an eleven-faced Kannon statue which was carved from a local camphor tree (274). 
After leaving Hase-Dera Temple (長谷寺) you will pass Jūnihashira-Jinja Shrine 
(十二柱神社), Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (白山神社), Kasuga-Jinja Shrine (春日神社), a monument 
to the Start of Buddhism in Japan (仏教伝来碑), Tsubaichi Kannon-do Hall (海柘榴市観音
堂) a Stone Buddhist Image (石仏) and then Byōdou-Ji Temple (平等寺).

Jūnihashira-Jinja Shrine (十二柱神社)
Jūnihashira-Jinja Shrine (十二柱神社) enshrines the Kamiyonanayo(神世七代), the seven 
generations of gods that emerged after the formation of heaven and earth, for a total of 
12 gods, which is how the temple gets its name. In English the temple would be twelve 
pillar temple. On the temple grounds there is also a shrine dedicated to Nomi-Sukune, the 
legendary sumo wrestler, who is enshrined here. Take a look at the four sumo wrestlers 
holding up the guardian komainu (狛犬) that stand on either side of the temples entrance 
(275).

Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (白山神社) and Kasuga-Jinja Shrine (春日神社)
Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (白山神社) and Kasuga-Jinja Shrine (春日神社) are both typical small 
shrines. There  are other shrines that have the same names as these, which are much 
bigger. I haven’t found additional information about these smaller locations.

Monument to the Start of Buddhism in Japan (仏教伝来碑)
Monument to the Start of Buddhism in Japan (仏教伝来碑). This monument 
commemorates when the envoy of Baekje, which was a kingdom in southwestern Korea, 
visited Emperor Kinmei bringing Buddhist scrolls and imagery. This is considered the 
location where Buddhism started in Japan(275).

Tsubaichi Kannon-do Hall (海柘榴市観音堂)
Tsubaichi Kannon-do Hall (海柘榴市観音堂) is a small hall dedicated Kannon.  At this 
location there used to be a market, but later this area became a city called Tsubaichi. 
This is where the name came from. 
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Now this area is called Sakuraki city. There is no cost to enter, however generally you can 
not enter the hall. You can peer in and see the buddhist statues(275, 276). 

Stone Buddhist Image (石仏)
This particular image is also referred to as Kanaya Stone Buddha. The two images are 
carved on pieces of shale with the image of Shaka Nyoari and Miroku Nyoari. Both are 
thought to have come from the Heian Period(277). The next temple you will pass is 
Byōdou-Ji Temple (平等寺).

Byōdou-Ji Temple (平等寺)
The original Byōdou-Ji Temple (平等寺) was completely destroyed during the Meiji anti 
Buddhism movement. In 1880 the Suisho-Ji Temple was built in this location but in 1977 
the Byōdou-Ji Temple (平等寺) was restored to this location. At the temple you can view 
the Main Hall, the Fudo Hall of the temple, and stone feet of a Buddha that date back to 
the Edo period(279).

Side Route to Hasedera Station (長谷寺駅):
From Hase-Dera Temple (長谷寺) you can reach Hasedera Station (長谷寺駅), which is 
only 1.2 km away. Hasedera Station (長谷寺駅) is on Kintetsu Osaka Line, and operated 
by Kintetsu Railways. There are no affordable hotels near this station, for hotels I suggest 
going to Nara Station (奈良駅) or Sakurai Station (桜井駅). There are no restaurants or 
convenience stores within walking distance either. 
Hase-Dera Temple(長谷寺) is pronounced “Hase Dera”.

Ōmiwa-Jinja Shrine (大神神社) to Hibara-Jinja Shrine (桧原神社) 1.5 km
Ōmiwa-Jinja Shrine (大神神社) is home to the deity who is enshrined in Mount Miwa . 
Omononushi-no-kami is the deity of cultivation. During medieval times Ōmiwa-Jinja 
Shrine (大神神社) was considered the Top Shrine of the Yamato province. The present 
building was reconstructed in 1664, and is now an important cultural asset. During the 
year the shrine holds six festivals, some of which have been celebrated for the last 2,000 
years(280). 

Side Route to Miwa Station (三輪駅):
From Ōmiwa-Jinja Shrine (大神神社) you can reach Miwa Station (三輪駅), which is only 
.7 km away. Miwa Station (三輪駅) is on the Sakura Line, and operated by West Japan 
Railway Company. There are a few affordable hotels near this station, if they are full it 
will be easy to find a room at one of the surrounding stations. There are also restaurants 
and convenience stores all within walking distance.

After Ōmiwa-Jinja Shrine (大神神社) you will pass Sai-Jinja Shrine (狭井神社) and 
Genpinan Temple (玄賓庵). 

Sai-Jinja Shrine (狭井神社)
Sai-Jinja Shrine (狭井神社) is part of Ōmiwa-Jinja Shrine (大神神社). Sai-Jinja Shrine 
(狭井神社) is known for its natural spring which are thought to have healing qualities. You 
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can purchase bottles of this water at the shrine. On April 18th the annual flower festival 
is held, this festival has been going on for over 2,000 years (281). 

 Genpinan Temple (玄賓庵)
Genpinan Temple (玄賓庵) was the hermitage of the Buddhist priest Genpin, who wanted 
to live quietly in the mountains, despite being a high ranking priest who had great favor 
with  Emperor Kanmu and the Emperor Saga. A wooden seated statue of Fudō Myōō is 
held in the temple and considered an Important Cultural Property(282). Genpinan Temple 
(玄賓庵) is also the setting for the song “Miwa”. Miwa was written by Zeami Motokiyo, 
the actor and playwrite who is considered creator of the Noh theater we known today. 
The song tells the story of the Buddhist priest Genpin meeting with the Deity of Miwa, 
who appears in  the form of a young women. The setting of the story takes place around 
Sakurai City.The full play can be read online, in both English and Japanese (283).

Noh Play
https://www.the-noh.com/jp/plays/data/program_065.html

Genpinan Temple (玄賓庵) was originally located in the Hibara Valley of Mt. Miwa, 
and was flourishing for many years. During the Meiji Restoration when Buddhism and 
Shintoism separated the temple was moved to the current location. (277). 
Ōmiwa-Jinja Shrine (大神神社) is pronounced “Ōmiwa Jinja”.

Hibara-Jinja Shrine (桧原神社) to Mausoleum of Emperor Keikō (景行天皇陵) 2.5 km
Hibara-Jinja Shrine (桧原神社) is the original location of the Ise Jingu Shrine, making it 
one of the oldest shrines in Nara. The shrine has three unique Torii gate entrances. This 
shrine is part of the the Ōmiwa Shrine (大神神社) complex (284). As you continue you 
pass Hyosu-Jinja Shrine (兵主神社), which is about 300 m off the main route. If you are 
walking when fall colors are in full force I suggest stopping by as the temple is said to 
have beautiful foliage The temple was originally founded by Emperor Sujin over 2,000 
years ago. The temple is also listed as Anashiniimasu Hyosu-Jinja Shrine(穴師坐兵主神社) 
on some maps(285). 
Hibara-Jinja Shrine (桧原神社) is pronounced “Hibara Jinja”.

Mausoleum of Emperor Keikō (景行天皇陵) to Chogaku-Ji Temple(長岳寺) 1.4 km
Mausoleum of Emperor Keikō (景行天皇陵) is a keyhole shaped three tired mausoleum 
that is located on the top of a hill. Some maps do list this as Tomb of Emperor Keikō 
(景行天皇陵) or Tomb on the Yamanobe no Michi (山辺道上陵). Emperor Keikō (景行天皇f) 
As you continue on to Chogaku-Ji Temple(長岳寺) you will pass Kushiyama Burial Mound 
(櫛山古墳), which is also referred to as Kushiyama Kofun(櫛山古墳). It is not known who 
was buried here, the site was excavated in 1948 to 1949. The site is designated a national 
historic site(286). 
Mausoleum of Emperor Keikō (景行天皇陵) is pronounced “Keikou Ten’nōryō ”.
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Map 95 Chogaku-Ji Temple (長岳寺) to Clock Tower (時計台)

Map 95 continues the Mountain Course and continues through Nara Prefecture.
Map 95 covers a total of 12.5 km.

Chogaku-Ji Temple(長岳寺) to Yatogi-Jinja Shrine (夜都岐阜神社) 2.9 km
Chogakuji Temple(長岳寺) is thought to have been founded in 824 by a Buddhist monk 
and the poet Kobo Daishi. The temple is known for it’s traditional gardens and a beautiful 
pond. The temple displays paintings depicting hell from the 16th century from  October 
to November. The temple is open year around and cost 350 yen to enter(287). After 
passing Chogakuji Temple(長岳寺 ) you will pass Kakinomoto no Hitomaro monument 
(柿本人麻呂歌碑), which is a stone slab with a waka poem engraved. The poet is 
Kakinomoto no Hitomaro. The poem goes “River waves are standing on the Anashi River. 
It seems that the clouds have floated up to the Yusuki Peak of Mt. Makimuku”, translation 
from Yamanobe no Michi Beautification Promotion Association (277).

In this area there is also Nishitonozuka Kofun Burial Mound (西殿塚古墳), some maps list 
this location as Fusumadaryou (衾田陵) and Nenbutsu-Ji Temple (念仏寺). At this point 
you have passed by multiple tombs, some are listed as Kofun while some are not. Kofun 
refers to tombs of the members of ruling class that were built from the 3rd century to the 
7th century, this period is referred to as the Kofun period They were built in different 
shapes and often surrounded by a moat (288).  

Nenbutsu-Ji Temple (念仏寺) was founded in 745, and is a typical local temple. There 
is also a local cemetery on the temple grounds(289). Leaving this temple you will pass 
through a Strawberry Field and Mikan Orchard. 
Chogaku-Ji Temple(長岳寺) is pronounced “Chogaku Ji ”.

Yatogi-Jinja Shrine (夜都岐阜神社) to Isonokami-Jingu Shrine (石上神宮) 2.5 km
Yatogi-Jinja Shrine (夜都岐阜神社) is an example of the rare thatched roof house.The four 
deities of Kasuga Taishia Shrine are enshrined here. As you approach the shrine you will 
see a Torii gate that was originally located at Kasuga Wakamiya that was moved to the 
current location in 1853.(277)After Yatogi Shrine (夜都岐阜神社) you will reach Uchiyama 
Eikyuuji Ruins (内山永久寺跡). 

Uchiyama Eikyuuji Ruins (内山永久寺跡) are ruins of a temple that was thought to have 
been built in 1114 under Emperor Toba.  The temple was most likely destroyed in the 
Meiji era during the anti-Buddhist riots(290).
Yatogi-Jinja Shrine (夜都岐阜神社)  is pronounced “Yatogi Jinja ”.
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Isonokami-Jingu Shrine (石上神宮) to Shirakawa Dam (白川ダム) 4.8 km
Isonokami-Jingu Shrine (石上神宮) is one of the oldest shinto shrines in Japan, the shrine 
is dedicated to the Futsu-no-Mitama god. Futsu-no-Mitama is said to dwell in a legendary 
sword  which Emperor, Jinmu held. On the temples grounds there are roosters which 
wander around, as well as  cedar trees(291).

As you walk from Isonokami Shrine (石上神宮) you will pass Toyohi-Jinja Shrine 
(豊日神社). Continuing on you pass along another Mikan Orchard, then another Burial 
Mound (古墳), this one is classified as Kofun. Finally there will be two ponds Daishōgun 
Pond (大将軍鏡池) and Kuchinashi Pond (クチナシ池).
Isonokami-Jingu Shrine (石上神宮)  is pronounced “Isonokami Jingu”.

Side Route to Tenri Station (天理駅):
From Isonokami Shrine (石上神宮) you can take a detour to Tenri Station (天理駅), which 
is about 2.1 away from the shrine. Tenri Station (天理駅) is on the Sakura Line, and 
operated by West Japan Railway Company. There are a few affordable hotels near this 
station, if they are full it will be easy to find a room at one of the surrounding stations 
such as Nara Station (奈良駅). There are also restaurants and convenience stores all 
within walking distance either. This is a larger area, so you should be able to restock on 
hiking supplies.

Shirakawa Dam (白川ダム) to Konin-Ji Temple (弘仁寺) 1.5 km
Shirakawa Dam (白川ダム) was completed in 1996, and is used for flood control and 
agricultue. It is an earth fill dam(292). At Shirakawa Dam (白川ダム) there is a rest area, 
and an information board. 
Shirakawa Dam (白川ダム) is pronounced “Shirakawa Damu”.

Konin-Ji Temple (弘仁寺) to Clock Tower (時計台) .8 km
Konin-Ji Temple (弘仁寺) is a temple in the Koyasan Shingon sect, it opened in 814. The 
temple is famous for it’s Jusan Mairi(十三詣り), a coming of age ceremony for children 
who turn thirteen years old that year(293). 
Konin-Ji Temple (弘仁寺) is pronounced “Konin Ji”.
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Map 96 Clock Tower (時計台) to Byakugou-Ji Temple (白毫寺)

Map 96 continues the Mountain Course and continues through Nara Prefecture. Map 96 
covers a total of 6.5 km.

Clock Tower (時計台) to Enshouji Bus Stop (円照寺バス停) 2.0 km
The Clock Tower (時計台) is also listed on some maps as Yanagichaya Clock Tower 
(柳茶屋時計台). By the Clock Tower (時計台) is also Yanagichaya Bus Stop (柳茶屋バス停) 
there is no information on navitime.co.jp about this bus stop. 
Clock Tower (時計台) is pronounced “Tokei Dai”.

Side Route to Obitoke Station (帯解駅):
Going to Obitoke Station (帯解駅) is a slight detour from Clock Tower (時計台). Obitoke 
Station (帯解駅) is on the Sakura Line, and operated by West Japan Railway Company. 
There are no affordable hotels near this station, but you can easily go to Nara Station 
(奈良駅), which is on the same line. There are no restaurants or convenience stores 
within walking distance either, so simply go to Nara Station (奈良駅) if you are in need of 
supplies.

Enshouji Bus Stop (円照寺バス停) 
to Shirayama Hime-Jinja Shrine (白山比咩神社) 1.1 km

Enshouji Bus Stop (円照寺バス停) ) goes to Nara Station(奈良駅). Please see the bus 
appendix for more information. Before reaching Shimada Temple (嶋田神社) you will pass 
a small pond, and Enshouji Temple(円照寺). Enshouji Temple(円照寺) is a  monastery 
temple that does not allow admission .

Shimada Temple (嶋田神社) was built in 1709 and was originally the Kasuga Taisha 
Shrines main shrine. The Kasuga Taisha Shrines main shrine was rebuilt about every 
twenty years until the Tokogawa period. In 1727 the shrine was moved, and became 
Shimada Temple (嶋田神社)(294).
Enshouji Bus Stop (円照寺バス停)  is pronounced “Enshouji Basu Tei”.

Shirayama Hime-Jinja Shrine (白山比咩神社) 
to Yasaka-Jinja Shrine (八坂神社) 1.9 km

Shirayama Hime-Jinja Shrine (白山比咩神社) construction is unknown, it is thought that 
the shrine existed during the Edo period. The shrine is small, but has a rest area built on 
the grounds where you can enjoy the views of Nara Basin and Mt. Ikoma, as well as the 
surrounding rice fields(295).  
Shirayama Hime-Jinja Shrine (白山比咩神社) is pronounced “Shirayama Hime-Jinja”.
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Yasaka-Jinja Shrine (八坂神社) to Byakugou-Ji Temple(白毫寺) 1.5 km
Yasaka-Jinja Shrine (八坂神社) is thought to be founded in 1338, but succumbed to fires 
over the years being rebuilt in 1606, 1642, and 1704. People come to this shrine to pray 
for good health. This shrine has a smaller version of the famous Gion Festival, that is 
held on July 13th and July 14th(296). 

On the way to Byakugouji Temple (白毫寺) you will cross the Iwaigawa River (岩井川). You 
can continue on to Byakugouji Temple (白毫寺), or take a detour to Nara Station (奈良駅). 
Near Yasaka Shrine (八坂神社) there is Shin-Yakushi-Ji Temple (新楽師寺).

Shin-Yakushiji Temple (新楽師寺) is dedicated to Yakushi Buddha, who is the patron of 
medicine in Japanese Buddhism. The temple was founded during the Nara period; all 
but the main building of the temple are lost. Inside the temple there are twelve life-size 
statues of 12 guardians, which surround the Yakushi Buddha. The Yakushi Buddha is 
made of wood. Visitors can also spend time walking the paths of the temple grounds. 
Admission to the temple is ¥600, there are no closing days for the temple(297).
Yasaka-Jinja Shrine (八坂神社) is pronounced “Yasaka-Jinja”.
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Map 97 Byakugouji Temple(白毫寺) to Former Yagyu Clan 
Encampment Ruins (旧柳生藩陣屋跡) 

Map 97 continues the Mountain Course and is the final map forNara Prefecture. 
Map 97 covers a total of 16.5 km.

Byakugou-Ji Temple (白毫寺) to Kubikiri Jizō (首切地蔵) 2.7 km
There is a trail closure in Nara that does not have a clear marking of where there closure 
is located. The map does show that the closure is near Byakugou-Ji Temple (白毫寺). This 
was not closed while I was there and Nara does not offer a detour.  If you see a closure 
put Byakugou-Ji Temple (白毫寺) into your GPS, or into Google Maps or something similar, 
and follow that course.

You are more likely than not to see a Tokai Nature Trail sign and can get back on the 
course. This is what I did when I got lost around Nara when I was in a more popular 
area, and this closure is in a popular and populated area!!! After following the GPS I 
would find a trail sign in about 10-15 minutes and continue on the way. I believe that this 
is the best course of action because the closure is at most 500 meters!

Byakugou-Ji Temple (白毫寺) was thought to have been built in 715 after the death of 
Prince Shiki. The temple is located at the base of Mt.Takamadoyama (高円山), which 
offers you a spectacular view of Nara city below. Byakugou-Ji Temple(白毫寺) is famous 
in Nara for the five colored Camellias which bloom from March to April. The Japanese 
Camellias can be viewed from March to April as well (298). 

Leaving Byakugou-Ji Temple (白毫寺) you will be near Byakugouji Bus Stop (白毫寺バス停).
Byakugouji Bus Stop (白毫寺バス停) goes to Nara Station(奈良駅). Please see the bus 
appendix for more information. 
Byakugou-Ji Temple (白毫寺) is pronounced “Byakugou Ji”.

Kubikiri Jizō (首切地蔵) to Enjō-Ji Temple (円成寺) 6.1 km
The Jizō has been broken in two at the neck, the Jizō is thought to be from the Kamakura 
period (96). At Kubikiri Jizō (首切地蔵) there is a restroom, and a rest area. Walking by 
Kubikiri Jizō (首切地蔵) you will pass by Notogawa River (能登川). Before you reach Enjō-
Ji Temple (円成寺) you will pass Ninnikusen Bus Stop (忍辱山バス停) which goes to Nara 
Station(奈良駅).Please see the bus appendix for more information. 
Kubikiri Jizō (首切地蔵 )is pronounced “Kubikiri Jizō”.
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Enjō-Ji Temple (円成寺) 
to Yagyū Yamaguchi-Jinja Shrine(夜支布山口神社)  2.9 km

Enjō-Ji Temple(円成寺) was founded in 756, during the late-Heian and Muromachi periods 
the temple was expanded. The temple gates and main hall are both important cultural 
properties. The temple’s late-Heian Pure Land paradise gardens were registered as a Place 
of Scenic Beauty in 1973. The temple is home to Dainichi Buddha, a seated wooden 
statute made by famous Japanese sculptor Unkei which was declared a National Treasure 
in 1920 (299) From Enjō-Ji Temple (円成寺) you will be on the Yagyū road, which is an 
old road that connects Nara to the area controlled by the 
Yagyū clan(300). 
Enjō-Ji Temple (円成寺) is pronounced “Enjō Ji”.

Yagyū Yamaguchi-Jinja Shrine (夜支布山口神社) 
to Nanmyō-Ji Temple(南明寺)  2.4 km

Yagyū Yamaguchi-Jinja Shrine (夜支布山口神社) construction date is unknown, records 
mention the shine in the 10th century People from the Yagyū area come and pray at the 
shrine for protection from the guardian of the shrine. The main hall of this shrine used to 
be the fourth hall at Kasuga Taisha Shrine, and was moved to the current location 1747 
The shrine has a unique ceremony called “Mawari Myojin”, where the elders invite one 
of the gods of the shrine to reside in their house for a year. During the ceremony people 
dance and drum, this ceremony has been going on for 700 years (301). 
Yagyū Yamaguchi-Jinja Shrine (夜支布山口神社) is pronounced “Yagyū Yamaguchi Jinja”.

Nanmyō-Ji Temple (南明寺) 
to Former Yagyu Clan Encampment Ruins (旧柳生藩陣屋跡) 2.8 km

Nanmyō-Ji Temple(南明寺) was thought to be founded in 771, and the main hall was built 
in the Kamakura period though it is not known exactly when the temple was built (302).
The temple is located on the the Yagyū Road. Reservations are required in advance to 
visit the temple. Reservations can be made by calling 0742-93-0392, and the cost is ¥300. 
You can view the grounds of the temple without reservations(300). 
Nanmyō-Ji Temple (南明寺) is pronounced “Nanmyō Ji”
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Map 98 Former Yagyu Clan Encampment Ruins 
(旧柳生藩陣屋跡) to Imayama (今山)

Map 98 continues the Mountain Course and is the final map for Nara Prefecture.
Map 98 covers a total of 20 km.

Former Yagyu Clan Encampment Ruins (旧柳生藩陣屋跡) 
to Nara/Kyoto Prefecture Border(奈良/京都 県境) .8 km

The former Yagyu Clan encampment ruins (旧柳生藩陣屋跡) are the ruins of the former 
Yagyū Jinya regional government office. The home of the Yagyū lord was built in 1642, as 
the clan was nonexistent in the Meiji era the site was demolished. Now the park remains 
to educate people and commemorate the history of the area(303). 

Nara/Kyoto Prefecture Border(奈良/京都 県境) Ataya Stone Buddha (阿対石仏) 
to Kasagidera Temple Mountain Gate (笠置寺山門) 2.0 km

As you continue into the Kyoto Prefecture (京都府) you can take a side route to Yagyū Bus 
Stop (柳生バス停) or Juubee Cedar (十兵衛杉). Yagyū Bus Stop (柳生バス停) goes to Nara 
Station (奈良駅). See the bus appendix for more information. 

Ataya Stone Buddha (阿対石仏) is a collection of stone carvings of Buddhas in large rocks, 
which were thought to have been made between the 14th-16th century. People also 
leave offerings of senbazuru (千羽鶴), one thousand origami cranes, for prayers that have 
been granted. The center image is of Amida Buddha, people pray to Amida Buddha for 
protection against epidemics. Those who want a child will leave an offering of Tofu to the 
statue of Jizō.(304) 

After leaving Ataya Stone Buddha (阿対石仏) you will cross Atai Bridge (あたい橋) and then 
pass Tozanguchi Bus Stop (登山口バス停) which goes to Nara Station (奈良駅). Please see 
the bus appendix for more information. You will also cross Kasagi Bridge (鹿鷺橋), which 
goes over the Utsutaki River (打滝川).
Former Yagyu Clan Encampment Ruins (旧柳生藩陣屋跡) is pronounced “Kyu Yagyu Han
Jinya Ato”.

Kasagidera Temple Mountain Gate (笠置寺山門) to Kasagi Station (笠置駅) 2.5 km
At Kasagidera Temple mountain gate (笠置寺山門) you can continue to Kasagi Station 
(笠置駅) or take a slight detour and see Kasagi-Dera Temple (笠置寺). The detour has you 
walk around in a circle and allows you to see unique stones and ruins, and then has you 
double back to Kasagi-Dera temple mountain gate (笠置寺山門) returning you to the main 
path.
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The detour takes you to the following ten places:
1. Momiji Park (もみじ公園)-Refers to a park that has many Japanese maples. 
2. Kaifuki Iwa (貝吹岩) -Refers to a large stone
3. Byōdō ishi (平等石) -Refers to a large stone
4. Ni no Maru Ato (二の丸跡)- Refers to to the ruins of the outer citadel of a castle
5. Yurugi Ishi(ゆるぎ石) -Refers to a large stone
6. Taikoishi (太鼓石) -Refers to a large stone
7. Gyouba (行場めぐり) -This circular path that you can walk along is referred to as 

Gyouba. These paths are usually circular and the purpose is that as you walk 
along the path you mentally train yourself. Each location you can train  yourself 
differently, in the past they were designed for monks. You may encounter 
different Gyouba around Japan.

8. Tainaikuguri (胎内くぐり) -Is a narrow grotto
9. Anzaishoato (行在所跡)-Ruins of temporary lodging built for Imperial visit 
10. Kokūzō Bosatsu (虚空蔵菩薩)- Stone Carving of Kokūzō Bodhisattva

On the main route you will cross Tainou Bridge (鯛収橋), and then Shirasagi Bridge
(しらさぎ橋). Crossing Shirasagi Bridge(しらさぎ橋) takes you over Shirasunagawa River 
(白砂川). You will also go past Mt. Kasagiyama (笠置山). 
Kasagidera Temple Mountain Gate (笠置寺山門) is pronounced “Kasagidera Sanmon”.

Kasagi Station (笠置駅) to Kasagi Bridge (笠置橋) 0.5 km
Kasagi Station (笠置駅) is on the Kansai Line, and is run by JR West. There are a no 
affordable hotels near this station, there is a supermarket about 10 minutes away and a 
convenience store a 20 minute walk away. If you do need to get a hotel the closest station 
will be Nara Station (奈良駅). 
Kasagi Station (笠置駅) is pronounced “Kasagi Eki”.

Kasagi Bridge (笠置橋) to Takayama Dam (高山ダム) 10.5 km
At Kasagi Bridge (笠置橋) you will cross over Kizu River (木津川). As you continue to 
Takayama Dam (高山ダム) you will go by Koishidan-Jinja Temple (恋志谷神社). Koishidan-
Jinja Temple (恋志谷神社) is a small shrine on the bank of the Kizu River (木津川), 
where Emperor Go-Daigo (後醍醐天皇) is enshrined . People come to pray for children. 
According to legend there is a heart-shaped stone on the ground, and if you find it your 
wish will come true. The shrine is free to enter, and does not have closing hours or 
closing days(305). 
Kasagi Bridge (笠置橋) is pronounced “Kasagi Basshi”.
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Takayama Dam (高山ダム) to Imayama (今山) 2.0 km
Takayama Dam(高山ダム) was constructed in 1969, the dams purpose is flood control, 
water supply and hydropower. It is also a gravity arch type dam (306). There is a 
restroom and an informational board by the dam. Leaving the dam you will go by a 
Shōnenshizen House (少年自然の家).

Shōnenshizen House (少年自然の家) refers to facilities where prefectural 
governments encourage and promote young people interacting with nature. When you 
pass this facility there is an informational sign board with a map, and you will also cross 
Sasasebashi (笹瀬橋). 
Takayama Dam (高山ダム) is pronounced “Takayama Damu”.
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Map 99 Imayama (今山) to Gounokuchi (郷之口)

Map 99 continues the Mountain Course and is the continues into Kyoto Prefecture. 
Map 99 covers a total of 36.8 km.

Imayama (今山) to Oshihara (押原) 3.7 km
The Kyoto Prefecture Map refers to the area you are entering as Imayama (今山). Most 
other maps show this location as Tsukigaseguchi Station (月ヶ瀬口駅). Tsukigaseguchi 
Station (月ヶ瀬口駅) is on the Kansai Line, and is run by JR West. There are a no 
affordable hotels, supermarkets or convenience stores near this station. If you do need to 
get a hotel the closest station will be Nara Station (奈良駅).
Imayama (今山) is pronounced “Imayama”.

Oshihara (押原) to Nodono (野殿) 8.2 km
Oshihara (押原) refers to both the area and a bus stop. Oshihara Bus Stop (押原バス停) 
goes to Kamo Station (加茂駅), Tsukigaseguchi Station (月ヶ瀬口駅) and Kasagi Station 
(笠置駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information. 
Oshihara (押原) is pronounced “Oshihara”.

Nodono (野殿) to Dosenbo (童仙房) 3.0 km
Nodono (野殿) refers to the area that you are entering. 
Nodono (野殿) is pronounced “Nodono”.

Dosenbo (童仙房) to Monzen (門前) 8.5 km
Dosenbo (童仙房) refers to the area that you are entering. In this area you will pass by 
Naion-Ji Temple (泥洹寺). Naion-Ji Temple (泥洹寺) is a small temple that was established 
in 1876. The main image of the temple is an Amida Buddha standing statue (307). There 
is also a rest area by the temple. 
Dosenbo (童仙房) is pronounced “Dosenbo”.

Monzen (門前) to Juubousan (鷲峰山) 4.4 km
Monzen (門前) refers to the area that you are entering.At this point there is also 
Harayama Bus Stop (原山バス停) which goes to Kamo Station (加茂駅). Please see the bus 
appendix for more information.

From here you will see Terraced Fields of Tea, as you take this course you are on private 
property so do not stray from the course. This is very easy to do because this area has 
many signs guiding you though the tea fields. Leaving the tea fields you will be walking 
though a Cryptomeria Forest (杉林). Cryptomeria is also referred to as Japanese Cedar.
Monzen (門前) is pronounced “Monzen”.
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Juubousan (鷲峰山) to Daidouji Course (大道寺コース) 1.0 km
Juubousan (鷲峰山) refers to the area that you are entering as well as the mountain Mt. 
Juubousan (鷲峰山). Mt. Juubousan (鷲峰山) is 685 m, climbing to the summit is a slight 
detour off the trail, but you can camp on top. The area is small but flat, making it an ok 
campsite. Before you climb Juubousan (鷲峰山), if you choose, you will pass Kontai-Ji 
Temple(金胎寺).

Kontai-Ji Temple(金胎寺) was founded over 1,300 years ago. In it’s heyday during 
the Heian Period there were at least 50 temple halls, but over time all but one were 
destroyed(308). On the way to Gounokuchi (郷之口) area you will continue to walk 
through the cryptomeria forest  (杉林).
Juubousan (鷲峰山) is pronounced “Juubousan”.

Daidouji Course (大道寺コース) to Mikurusu-Jinja Shrine (御来栖神社) 5.0 km
When you reach a fork in the road with one way leading to Daidouji Course
(大道寺コース), this is not the way you want to take. After this fork you will continue and 
then reach a rest area and restroom, where you can set up camp. There will be a guide 
board and signs pointing to the different roads you can take.
Daidouji Course (大道寺コース) is pronounced “Daidouji Kōsu”.

Mikurusu-Jinja Shrine (御来栖神社) to Gounokuchi (郷之口) 3.0 km
You continue through the forest until you reach Mikurusu-Jinja Shrine (御栗栖神社), where 
there is a rest area and restroom. Mikurusu-Jinja Shrine (御栗栖神社) is thought to have 
been built where  Emperor Tenmu planted a chestnut before ascending to heaven. The 
chestnut tree became a chestnut grove according to legend, but now this area is covered 
by tea fields(309). Walking from Mikurusu-Jinja Shrine (御栗栖神社) there will also be two 
Stele (碑). 
Mikurusu-Jinja Shrine (御来栖神社) is pronounced “Mikurusu Jinja”.
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Map 100 Gounokuchi (郷之口) to Ishiyama-Dera Temple (石山寺)

Map 100 continues the Mountain Course and is the final map course. This map has you 
in Kyoto and meeting up with the main course in Shiga Prefecture at Iwama-Dera Temple 
(岩間寺).  Map 100 covers a total of 39 .kilometers, with 27.7 km from Kyoto and 6.2 km 
in Shiga.

Gounokuchi (郷之口) to Kutsuwa Pond (くつわ池) 2.2 km
Gounokuchi (郷の口) refers to the area that you are entering. 
Gounokuchi (郷之口) is pronounced “Gounokuchi”.

Kutsuwa Pond (くつわ池) to Shirakawa (白川) 3.4 km
Kutsuwa Pond (くつわ池) is a pond that is part of the campground Kutsuwa Pond Nature 
Park (くつわ池自然公園) is a campground. You will need to make a reservation to camp 
here, which can be made by phone.

Hours:
Check in 14:00
Check out 10:00

Website: 
http://www.town.ujitawara.kyoto.jp/sightseeing/walk/p03.html

Phone Number:
0774-88-3895

Price:
1,000 yen (Camp Site with you own tent)

Walking past Kutsuwa Pond Nature Park (くつわ池自然公園) you will go by a Tea field (茶畑) 
and Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (白山神社). There is a sign at Kutsuwa Pond (くつわ池) that leads 
to Amagase Dam (天ヶ瀬ダム).

Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (白山神社)
Hakusan-Jinja Shrine (白山神社) is a small mountain shrine  People come to pray for 
protection from lightning, smallpox and toothaches. The worship hall is thought to 
be the remains of the Uji Imperial Palace, and was designated an important cultural 
property (310). 

Amagase Dam (天ヶ瀬ダム)
To reach Amagase Dam (天ヶ瀬ダム) you will cross a suspension bridge, and see a Power 
station(発電所). Amagase Dam (天ヶ瀬ダム) is an arch dam, whose main purpose is flood 
control but it also supports a hydroelectric power station . The dam was opened in 1964 
and creates the artificial Lake Hōō and controls the Ujikawa river. (宇治川)(311). 
Kutsuwa Pond (くつわ池) is pronounced “Kutsuwa Ike”.
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Shirakawa (白川) to Uji (宇治) 3.2 km
Shirakawa (白川) refers to the area that you are entering, though you are still in Uji City. 
Shortly after entering the area you reach Byōdō-in Temple (宇治平等院). Byōdō-in (宇治平
等院) is one of the World Heritage Sites in Japan, it was originally converted to a temple 
in 1052 from a villa by Yorimichi Fujiwara, Japanese Court noble. The famous Phoenix 
Hall was constructed a year later in 1053. It is a joint temple of the Jōdo-shū (Pure Land) 
and Tendai-shū sects. Byōdō-in Temple (宇治平等院) is an expansive temple and gardens, 
and holds many national treasures(312).

Hours:
8:30-17:30 (General Grounds)
9:50-15:50 (Phoenix Hall )

Website:
https://www.byodoin.or.jp/en/

Price:
¥600 (General Admission)

¥300 (Phoenix Hall )
Shirakawa (白川) is pronounced “Shirakawa”.

Uji (宇治) to Nishikasatori (西笠取) 13.6 km
Uji (宇治) refers to the area that you are entering. Uji (宇治) is a very popular tourist area, 
it is famous for both being a setting in the The Tale of Genji and for green tea. There are 
many shops selling Uji tea and offering green tea flavored delicacies. Here you will have a 
splendid view of the Uji River (宇治川).

You will be by two stations the Uji Station (宇治駅) and Keihan Uji Station 
(京阪宇治駅).Keihan Uji Station (京阪宇治駅) and is on the Uji Line, and is run by Keihan 
comapny. Keihan Uji Station (京阪宇治駅) is about a 13 minute walk to Uji Station
(宇治駅) is on the Nara Line and run by JR West. There are a few hotels by both stations, 
but if you can’t find a vacant one you can go to Fushimi-Momoyama Station (伏見桃山駅) 
or a bit farther to Kyoto Station (京都駅) that is on the Keihan Main Line. There are many 
convenience stores and restaurants near both stations. 

As you walk along you will pass Mt. Buttokuyama (仏徳山) and Mt. Sumiyama (炭山) 
before reaching the area of Nishikasatori (西笠取). 
Uji (宇治) is pronounced “Uji”.

Nishikasatori (西笠取) to Higashikasatori (東笠取) 3.4 km
Nishikasatori (西笠取) refers to the area that you are entering.
 Nishikasatori (西笠取) is pronounced “Nishikasatori”.

Higashikasatori (東笠取) to Iwama-Dera Temple (岩間寺 2.2 km
Higashikasatori (東笠取) refers to the area that you are entering. After entering this area 
you will pass by Kiyotaki-Miya Shrine (清滝宮), which is a small mountain shrine. 
Higashikasatori (東笠取) is pronounced “Higashikasatori”.
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Iwama-Dera Temple (岩間寺) to Ishiyama-Dera Temple (石山寺) 6.2 km
At this point you have also entered Shiga Prefecture. Iwama-Dera Temple ( 岩間寺), which 
is also referred to as Iwamayama Shōhouji (岩間山正法寺).The main deity of this temple is 
thousand-handed Kannon, which was said to have been carved by the monk Taichō. The 
main deity of the temple ,Kannon, is said to go through the 136 levels of hell every night, 
to save people from suffering. Due to the hard work this statue has been given the nick 
name “Sweaty Kannon” The grounds of the temple are lined with trees, and by the main 
hall there is an old pond, which is said to the the pond which Basho wrote the famous 
haiku “Old pond”(313).

furu ike ya  
kawazu tobi komu  

mizu no oto

an old pond
a frog jumps into
the sound of water

                        (tr. Jane Reichhold)(303)

Hours:
9:30-16:30
Website:

http://www.iwama-Dera.or.jp/
Price:
¥500

At Iwama-Dera Temple ( 岩間寺) there is also a rest area, and a restroom. You will also 
pass Okumiya-Jinja Shrine (奥宮神社). Once you reach Ishiyama-Dera Temple (石山寺) you 
will be back on the main course and in Shiga Prefecture.  
Iwama-Dera Temple ( 岩間寺)is pronounced “Iwama Dera”.
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Mountain Course Bus & Station Appendix

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops which take you to stations along the 
mountain pass. This section covers the mountain course section of the trail. While you 
will find places where you can resupply on the trail purchasing hiking goods without 
leaving the trail was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such 
purchases will be in larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that 
allows you to know what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical 
Japanese to English phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes 
the information about the stations where these buses will take you. All information about 
bus routes comes from navitime.co.jp and may have changed. I have also included 
information about unique cultural sites around the cities. I believe that seeing sites off the 
trail enhances your experience, and allows you to explore some of the less visited parts 
of Japan. This area has few bus stops, and you will frequently pass by smaller stations on 
your route.

Mie Prefecture 

Naritasanmae Bus Stop (成田山前バス停) 
Tominaga Bus Stop (富永バス停), and 

Oohashi Bus Stop (大橋バス停)
Naritasanmae Bus Stop (成田山前バス停)

Tominaga Bus Stop (富永バス停)
Oohashi Bus Stop (大橋バス停) 

If you search for Tominaga Bus Stop (富永バス停), the stop you are looking for will be 
listed under Tominaga (Iga City) (富永(伊賀市)). 
The same goes for Oohashi Bus Stop (大橋バス停), this one will also be listed as Oohashi
(Iga City), (大橋(伊賀市)).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Uenoshi Station (上野市駅)
Bound For: Shirutsuke(汁付)
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Nakararou Bus Stop(中太郎生バス停)
Nakararou Bus stop(中太郎生バス停) goes to Ise-Okitsu Station (奥津駅) and Nabari Station
(名張駅). There are two lines leaving from Nakararou Bus stop(中太郎生バス停), both of 
which take you to Ise-Okitsu Station (奥津駅), only line 31/33 will take you to Nabari 
Station West Entrance (名張駅前(西口)).

Key Terms (Ōsaka/Kaisaka Route):
Bound For: Meshikakiuchi (飯垣内方面). 
Bound For: Tsu City Family medical clinic North (津市家庭医療クリニック北方面)-This 
direction takes you to Ise-Okitsu Station (奥津駅).

Key Terms (Line 31/33)
Bound For: and Nabari Station West Entrance (名張駅前(西口))
Bound For: Ise-Okitsu Station (奥津駅前方面)

Nara Prefecture

Taroji Bus Stop (太良路バス停)
Taroji Bus Stop (太良路バス停) goes to Nabari Station(名張駅). There is only one line 
leaving from Taroji Bus Stop (太良路バス停), which is line 20/21.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Nabari Station West Entrance (名張駅前(西口))
Bound For: Soni kōgen/Yamagasunishi(曽爾高原/山粕西方面)

Enshouji Bus Stop (円照寺バス停)
Byakugouji Bus Stop (白毫寺バス停)

Byakugouji Bus Stop (白毫寺バス停) goes to Nara Station(奈良駅). There is only one line 
leaving from Byakugouji Bus Stop (白毫寺バス停), which is line 122/123/124.

Key Terms:
Bound For: JR Nara Station (JR奈良駅方面)
Bound For: Kitano (北野方面)

Ninnikusen Bus Stop (忍辱山バス停)
Ninnikusen Bus Stop (忍辱山バス停) goes to Nara Station(奈良駅). There is only one line 
leaving from Ninnikusen Bus Stop (忍辱山バス停), which is line 94.

Key Terms:
Bound For: JR Nara Station West Exit (JR奈良駅西口 方面)
Bound For: Ishiuchi (石打方面)
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Kyoto Prefecture

Yagyū Bus Stop (柳生バス停)
Yagyū Bus Stop  (柳生バス停) goes to Nara Station (奈良駅). There is only one line leaving 
from Yagyū Bus Stop (柳生バス停), which is line 94. This stop is located on the same line 
as Ninnikusen Bus Stop (忍辱山バス停).

Key Terms:
Bound For: JR Nara Station West Exit (JR奈良駅西口 方面)
Bound For: Ishiuchi (石打方面)

Tozanguchi Bus Stop (登山口バス停)
Yagyū Bus Stop (柳生バス停) goes to Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅), Yase Station 
(八瀬駅), Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳駅) and Shūgakuin Station (修学院駅). There are 
two lines leaving from Tozanguchi Bus Stop (登山口バス停). 

Line 16/17/18/19 goes to Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅),Yase Station (八瀬駅)．

Line 10 goes to Yase Station (八瀬駅), Demachiyanagi Station (出町柳駅) and Shūgakuin 
Station (修学院駅). Currently www.navitime.co.jp. does not provide information about 
Line 10, I suspect this line is no longer running, as some stops are listed as permanently 
closed. I have included for reference, in case you see this information on a bus stop or on 
www.navitime.co.jp. 

Key Terms (Line 16/17/18/19):
Bound For: In Front of Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅方面)
Bound For: In Front of Sakyo Ward, Kyoto City Public Hall (公民館前(京都市左京区)方面)

Oshihara Bus stop (押原バス停)
Oshihara Bus stop (押原バス停) goes to Kamo Station (加茂駅), Tsukigaseguchi Station 
(月ヶ瀬口駅) and Kasagi Station (笠置駅). There is only one line leaving from Taroji Bus 
Stop (太良路バス停).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Taroji bus stop (太良路バス停西方面).
Bound For: Kamo Station (加茂駅方面).

Harayama Bus Stop (原山バス停)
Harayama Bus Stop (原山バス停) goes to Kamo Station (加茂駅). There is only one line 
leaving from Harayama Bus Stop(原山バス停). If you search for Harayama Bus Stop 
(原山バス停), the stop you are looking for will be listed under Harayama (Kyōtofu) (原山(京
都府)).

Key Terms:
Bound For: Wadzuka-chō Kosugi bus stop (和束町小杉方面).
Bound For: Kamo Station (加茂駅方面).
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Mie Prefecture

 Tsuge Station (柘植駅)
Tsuge Station (柘植駅) is a manned station on the JR-Kansai Main Line (関西線). There are 
no hotels, convenience stores, or restaurants within walking distance. If you are in need 
of supplies or a hotel you can go to either Seki Station (関駅) or Kameyama Station 
(亀山駅) these stations are on the same line, the JR-Kansai Main Line (関西線). These two 
stations are covered in more detail in Mie Prefecture section.. 

Uenoshi Station (上野市駅)
Uenoshi Station (上野市駅) is operated by Iga Railway., and is on the Iga Line. There are 
a few affordable hotels near this station, as well as restaurants and convenience stores all 
within walking distance. If you are in need of hiking supplies, such as fuel, or you can’t 
find a hotel in this area I suggest Tsu Station (津駅).

 Cultural highlights of the area:
Iga Ueno CastleIga-ryu 

Ninja Museum
Basho Memorial Museum

Haiseiden

Nishi-Aoyama Station (西青山駅) 
Nishi-Aoyama Station (西青山駅) is operated by Kintetsu Railway, and is on the Osaka 
Line.There are no hotels, convenience stores, or restaurants within walking distance. If 
you are in need of supplies or a hotel you can go to either Uenoshi Station (上野市駅) or 
Tsu Station (津駅). Tsu Station (津駅) is in a bigger area, and does have more hotels and 
conveniences then Uenoshi Station (上野市駅).

Tsu Station (津駅) 
Tsu Station (津駅) is operated by Central Japan Railway Company, Kintetsu Railway and 
the Ise Railway, with multiple lines running through the station.There are many affordable 
hotels near this station, as well as restaurants and convenience stores all within walking 
distance. This is a larger area, so you should be able to stock up on hiking supplies, or 
easily travel to an area where you can.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Tsu Kairaku Park

Mie Prefectural Art Museum
Abe Residence (Historical Edo Residence)

Ise-Okitsu Station (奥津駅)
Ise-Okitsu Station (奥津駅) is a single platform railway station on the Meishō Line. There 
are no hotels, restaurants or convenience stores by the station. For supplies and a place 
to stay the closest station is Matsusaka Station (松阪駅).
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Matsusaka Station (松阪駅)
Matsusaka Station (松阪駅) is operated by Kintetsu Railway, and is on the Osaka Line.
There are a few affordable hotels near this station, as well as supermarkets, convenience 
stores and a few restaurants all within walking distance. This is a larger area, so you 
should be able to stock up on hiking supplies, or easily travel to an area where you can.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Ruins of Matsusaka Castle (Matsusaka Park)

Gojoban Yashiki
Matsusaka City History and Folklore Museum

Nabari Station(名張駅)
Nabari Station(名張駅) is operated by Kintetsu Railway, and is on the Osaka Line. There 
are a few affordable hotels near this station, as well as restaurants and convenience stores 
all within walking distance. If you are in need of hiking supplies, such as fuel,  or you 
can’t find a hotel in this area I suggest Nara Station (奈良駅). Though this is a bit far away, 
you might want to see other hotels available along the same line, the area around Nara 
Station (奈良駅) will be the best bet for finding hiking supplies. This station is in Nara 
Prefecture but you can first reach it by bus in Mie Prefecture, some bus stops do take you 
here from Nara Prefecture.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Ruins of Nabari Todo Family’s House

Urufushine Shrine
The Site of Kashiwara Castle

Nara Prefecture

Hasedera Station (長谷寺駅)
Hasedera Station (長谷寺駅) is operated by Kintetsu Railway, and is on the Osaka Line. 
There are no affordable hotels near this station. There are no restaurants or convenience 
stores within walking distance either. If you need a hotel I suggest going to Nara Station 
(奈良駅) or Sakurai Station (桜井駅).

Miwa Station (三輪駅)
Miwa Station (三輪駅) is on the Sakura Line, and operated by West Japan Railway 
Company. There are a few affordable hotels near this station. There are also restaurants 
and convenience stores all within walking distance. If you cannot find a room at this 
station, I suggest going to Nara Station (奈良駅) area where there are more hotels.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Imanishi Sake Brewery

Kita Art Museum
Gissan Memorial Museum
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Tenri Station (天理駅)
Tenri Station (天理駅) is on the Sakura Line, and operated by West Japan Railway 
Company. There are a few affordable hotels near this station, if they are full it will be 
easy to find a room at one of the surrounding stations such as Nara Station (奈良駅). 
There are also restaurants and convenience stores all within walking distance either. This 
is a larger area, so you should be able to restock on hiking supplies.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Tainoshoike Park

Tenri University Tenrisankokan Museum-(Displays of ethnographical 
and archaeological objects)

Tenri Ekimae Square CoFuFun

Obitoke Station (帯解駅)
Obitoke Station (帯解駅) is on the Sakura Line, and operated by West Japan Railway 
Company. There are no affordable hotels near this station, but you can easily go to Nara 
Station (奈良駅), which is on the same line. There are no restaurants or convenience 
stores within walking distance either.

Nara Station (奈良駅)
Nara Station (奈良駅) is operated by JR West, with multiple lines running through the 
station. You do not directly walk to Nara Station (奈良駅) on the trail, but you can easily 
access it either by walking a bit out of the way, or by taking one of the many stations you 
encounter on the trail to Nara Station (奈良駅). If you have time I recommend staying an 
extra day around the area since such wonderful experiences can be found in and around 
Nara Station (奈良駅). There are many affordable hotels near this station, as well as 
restaurants and convenience stores all within walking distance. This is a larger area, so 
you should be able to stock up on hiking supplies, or easily travel to an area where you 
can.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Todai-Ji Temple

Nara Park
Nigatsu-do Temple
Isuien Garden

Naramachi Mechanical Toy Museum
Kyoto Prefecture

Kasagi Station (笠置駅)
Kasagi Station (笠置駅) is on the Kansai Line, and is run by JR West. There are affordable 
hotels near this station, there is a supermarket about 10 minutes away and a convenience 
store about a 20 minute walk away. If you do need to get a hotel the closest station will 
be Nara Station (奈良駅).
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Tsukigaseguchi Station (月ヶ瀬口駅)
Tsukigaseguchi Station (月ヶ瀬口駅) is on the Kansai Line, and is run by JR West. There 
are no affordable hotels, supermarkets or convenience stores near this station. If you do 
need to get a hotel the closest station will be Nara Station (奈良駅).

Uji Station (宇治駅) & Keihan Uji station (京阪宇治駅)
Keihan Uji station (京阪宇治駅) is operated by Keihan company and is on the Uji Line. 
Uji Station (宇治駅) is on the Nara Line and run by JR West. These two stations are about 
a 13 minutes walk apart. There are a few hotels by both stations, but if you can’t find a 
vacant one you can go to Fushimi-Momoyama area (伏見桃山). The Uji area is filed with 
historical sites, and is one area that the trail takes you by only briefly. There is so much 
to explore in this area, so if you have time this is a area worth spending more time in.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Ujibashi Bridge

Murasaki Shikibu Statue
The Tale of Genji Museum

Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅)
Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅) is Kyoto Municipal Subway Karasuma Line. There are 
a few hotels in the area that  are a bit pricey, but if you are booking at the last minute 
you might get better prices. If you end up here and in need of a hotel I suggest searching 
the surrounding area, and you should be able to find something along the same subway 
line. In this area there are clusters of hotels around different stations, and selecting an 
area depends on how far you want to travel, if you want to stay in area for a day, ect. 
Usually there is a clear station that I would direct people but since there are so many 
possibilities I am not covering all the possible spots in detail. Rest assured if you get off at 
this station you will not have trouble find a hotel in the general area. 

Yase-Hieizanguchi Station (八瀬駅)
Yase-Hieizanguchi Station (八瀬駅) is operated by Eizan Electric Railway and is on the 
Eizan Main Line. There are a no hotels in the area, but there is one convenience store in 
the area. Much like Kokusaikaikan Station (国際会館駅) if you end up here and in need 
of a hotel I suggest searching the surrounding area, where you should be able to find 
something along the same subway line. In this area there are clusters of hotels around 
different stations, and selecting an area depends on how far you want to travel, if you 
want to stay in area for a day, ect. Usually there is a clear station that I would direct 
people but since there are so many possibilities I am not covering the possible spots in 
detail. Rest assured if you get off at this station you will not have trouble find a hotel in 
the general area.
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Kamo Station (加茂駅)
Kamo Station (加茂駅) is on the Kansai Line, and is run by JR West. There are a no 
affordable hotels near this station, there is a supermarket and a convenience store less 
than 10 minutes away. If you do need to get a hotel the closest station will be Nara 
Station (奈良駅).

Kyoto Station (京都駅)
Kyoto Station (京都駅) is the major station in Kyoto, multiple lines by multiple companies 
run through the station. There are many hotels by the station, as well as convenience 
stores, restaurants and places to resupply hiking goods. Since Kyoto Station is such a 
central location I suggest staying here for a few days if time permits and see some of 
Kyoto. Cultural highlights are all around Kyoto, rather than being in walking distance 
as they usually are, because I think it is worth traveling outside the trail if you have the 
time.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Fushimi Inari Taisha

Ryozen Kannon Temple
Sanjūsangen-dō

Philosopher’s Path
Kaleidoscope Museum 
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Top: Mt. Reizan (霊山)
Bottom: Leaving Tashiro Pond (田代池)
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Top:
Walking along 
Mountain 
Course 
(山野辺コース)
 in Nara

Bottom:
Byakugou-Ji 
Temple (白毫寺)
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Top: View of the Uji River (宇治川)
Bottom: Byōdō-in Temple (宇治平等院)
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Osaka Course (大坂県 コース)

Osaka prefecture is the final prefecture on the Tokai Trail. Osaka is the second largest 
city in Japan, with a population of 10.5 million people. Osaka has a history of being a 
merchant and commercial city in Japan, and that continues to this day. During WWII 
many of Osaka’s buildings and temples were destroyed. Osaka is known for it’s food and 
comedians, the people of Osaka are also considered to be warmer and more outgoing 
than other people in Japan(315). 

The Osaka Course covers a total of 40 km according to my book. The Official Osaka 
Prefecture website does not list the distance, but the official map lists the distance as 35.5 
km. The difference comes from how I list the distance from Minoo Visitor Center 
(ビジターセンター) to Minoo Station (箕面駅), which is 4.6 km. 
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Some maps list the end of the trail as Minoo Visitor Center (ビジターセンター), and others 
as Minoo Station (箕面駅). I consider Minoo Station (箕面駅) to be the end, because it has 
a large board marking the start or end of the trail!

This does not include the 6.5 km that you walk through while on the Mie Course. These 
6.5 km are not covered with on  Shiga Prefecture Map, but only on the Mie Map. These 
6.5k m are added to the total distance for the Mie course. The Shiga Prefecture distance 
calculation comes the Official Shiga Prefecture maps, Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 1-3, the 
Gakken Mook Walking Guide, and my own hiking experience.

The guide posts in Osaka generally do not have English or Romaji but are well 
maintained. Like previous prefectures when you are in a more residential or urban area 
the sign posts are a bit lacking.

With the correct information finding a campsite is not too bad in Osaka, though there are 
a few stretches that are a bit bare. Unlike some prefectures where you have a wide pick 
of campsites in Osaka you have only a few, so you will need to plan. Of course because 
of this, it means you are going through more populated areas and will have an easy time 
getting food or water. 

The trail conditions in Osaka are fairly easy, and you will make good time going through 
this prefecture. There is little elevation gain, and very little mountainous terrain.
The information presented here is taken from my own hiking experience, the Osaka 
Prefectural Map, Tokai Nature Trail Vol.3 and the Gakken Mook Walking Guide. The 
Shiga Prefectural Map does a good job of outlining the trail.

Where do I find the map???:

Official Prefecture Map
The Osaka Prefecture is covered in one map booklet. The Osaka prefectural map is not 
available to download from the official website. The map can only be found by requesting 
it by mail or going to the office of the Osaka prefecture environmental. The copy of the 
Osaka prefectural map is a good map, and does provide useful information.

Osaka Prefectural Web Site: 
http://www.pref.osaka.lg.jp/midori/midori/g07-tizu.html

Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps
I also created new maps that are not topographical but include all the courses, and 
information taken from Tokai Nature Trail Vol. 3, the Official Osaka prefectural map, 
Gakken Mook Walking Guide and my own hiking experience. I have found that each map 
presents different information sometimes omitting key places all together! So I created 
a resource  that lists camping spots, water spots and  distances between locations in 
English and Japanese. More information on how to use these maps can be found in the 
Hiking the Tokai Nature Trail: The Complete Maps book. This can be downloaded my the 
website.
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Trail Closures 

There are currently no trail closures at the time of publication of this book, FINAL DATE 
HERE. 

I will do my best to update the book with new trail closures as well as provide an 
alternative route if possible. For more updated information please check my Instagram 
and Facebook page for the information in English, and if you are hiking monitor the 
Official Prefecture Trail Pages. Unfortunately these are only in Japanese, but I have linked 
to each page to make navigating the the site a bit easier.   

Osaka prefecture categorizes the trails into districts. This means there are two places that 
you are going to want to check for Trail Closures. The first is Hokusetsu district, and the 
second is Meiji Forest Minoh National Monument. These areas have multiple trails listed, 
if there are trail closures for the Tokai Nature Trail it will be listed under “東海自然歩道”

Osaka Official Prefectural Site ( Hokusetsu District):
http://www.pref.osaka.lg.jp/hokubunm/sizenkoen/h30toukai-1.html

Osaka Official Prefectural Site (Meiji Forest Minoh National Monument):
http://www.pref.osaka.lg.jp/hokubunm/sizenkoen/minoh-higai.html
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Osaka Prefecture Map
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Map 101 Hara (原) to Ninchoji Bus Stop (忍頂寺バス停)

Map 101 continues the Osaka course, and provides two route options. The Good Walker 
Course (健脚コース) and the General Course (一般コース). The Good Walker Course 
(健脚コース) covers 12.3 km, and the General Course (一般コース) 9.5 km.

Hara (原) to Settsukyokai Gorge (摂津峡) 1.4 km
Hara (原) refers to the area that you are entering. At this same location there is also 
Haratateishi Bus Stop (原立石バス停) which goes to Takatsuki Station (高槻駅). Please see 
the bus appendix for more information. This bus stop is unique as it is constructed to 
look like what I believe to be two large barrels. As you leave this area you will be walking 
along the Akuta River (芥川).
Hara (原) is pronounced “Hara”.

Settsukyokai Gorge (摂津峡) to Hagitani (萩谷) 2.0 km
Settsukyokai Gorge (摂津峡) flows from Akuta-gawa River(芥川). By Settsukyokai Gorge 
(摂津峡) there are the unique rocks Meoto-Iwa and Hachijo-Iwa. It is considered one of 
the “Top One Hundred Greenery Scenes of Osaka”(316). From Settsukyo (摂津峡) you will 
walk past Akuta-gawa River(芥川), and through Hagitanisougou Park(萩谷総合公園). By 
Hagitanisougou Park(萩谷総合公園) there is a rest area, and restroom marked on the map. 
As you approach Hagitani (萩谷) there will be a steep slope.

At Hagitani (萩谷) you have two options to reach Mt. Ryuozan(竜王山), there is very little 
difference between the two routes besides the length. The time it takes to go either route 
is the same, and the Good Walker Course (健脚コース) is not extremely difficult, I would 
say it is of moderate difficulty. I suggest taking the Good Walker Course (健脚コース) as it 
takes you past Ryusen falls (竜仙滝).

Good Walker Course (健脚コース):

Hagitani (萩谷) to Kurumatsukuri Bridge (車作大橋) 2.6 km
This is the shorter path from Hagitani (萩谷) and will take you past Ryusen falls 
(竜仙滝). This path is a steep path, with a sudden assent according to the map. When you 
are leaving Ryusen falls (竜仙滝) you come out faced with a busy road. Use caution when 
crossing the road as it was quite busy. There is a split in the road, take the fork that leads 
you away from the busy road. After crossing the road you will no longer be on this busy 
roadway, and you will see Kurumatsukuri Bridge (車作大橋). 
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At Hagitani (萩谷) there is also Nakahagidani Bus Stop (中萩谷バス停) which goes to 
Takatsuki Station (高槻駅). Please see the bus appendix for more information.
Hagitani (萩谷) is pronounced “Hagitani”.

General Course (一般コース):

Hagitani (萩谷) to Kurumatsukuri Bridge (車作大橋) 5.4 km
The longer path from Hagitani (萩谷) will take you through rows of cherry trees. Both 
paths start and end  at an informational board with a map. As you continue along this 
path you will reach Government Forest Road Meeting Point (府道林道出合), since this is 
break in the path make sure you stay on the main trail, and don’t take a different route. 
Hagitani (萩谷) is pronounced “Hagitani”.

Kurumatsukuri Bridge (車作大橋) to Mt. Ryuozan(竜王山) 2.3 km
Kurumatsukuri Bridge (車作大橋) is a typical bridge. When you cross the bridge you 
will be crossing the Ai River (安威川). Some maps list the point Kurumatsukuri (車作), 
this is referring to the area you are entering, this point is listed after the bridge. You 
will also pass Kiyomizu Abandoned Temple (清水廃寺跡), some maps mark this location 
as Kiyomizu  Temple (清水廃寺). The temple is thought to have prospered from the 
Kamakura period to the Muromachi period. The original temple was burned down by 
Takayama Ukon (高山右近), a Daimyō who lived in the age of Warring States. It was 
thought that buddhist monks buried the sutras here. Today the sutra mound still remains 
(306). There is an informational sign board about Kiyomizu Abandoned Temple 
(清水廃寺跡).
Kurumatsukuri Bridge (車作大橋) is pronounced “Kurumatsukuri Hashi”.

Mt. Ryuozan (竜王山) to Ninchoji Bus stop (忍頂寺バス停) 1.2 km
Mt. Ryuozan (竜王山) is a small mountain, only 510 m. There is a viewing platform that 
has been constructed, and offers a phenomenal view of the surrounding area. There 
is also a map on the viewing platform that points out what you are looking at in the 
distance. There is room to camp out here, and the area is spacious and flat making it a 
good site. 

Coming down from Mt. Ryuozan (竜王山) You will also pass temples Nincho-Ji Temple 
(忍頂寺) and Hochidera Temple (宝池寺). There will also be a stone called Kaeroiwa (蛙岩), 
which is marked by an informational sign.

Nincho-Ji Temple (忍頂寺)
Nincho-Ji Temple (忍頂寺) was thought to have been founded at the beginning of the 
Heian period by Monk Mitsusumi (三澄). The temples principle image is Yakushi Buddha, 
the Buddha of Medicine. On the temples grounds you can see a Christian Tōrō 
(キリシタン灯籠), which is a traditional Japanese stone lantern you have seen in many 
temples but this one has hidden Christian symbols on it. There is also a Gorintō, which is 
a  five-ring or five-wheel pagoda, from the Kamakura Period. This Gorintō is a designated 
cultural property(317). The temple is free to enter, and has no closing days.
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Hochi-Dera Temple (宝池寺)
According to legend during the Hōki era, the Kinai area, which is now the Osaka, Kobe, 
Kyoto area, was suffering from severe drought. Prince Kaijo(開成皇子) came to the 
mountain dug a pond, and then burns goma, chanted sutra and summoned the eight 
great dragon kings. Rain came to the area, and to this day the prayer services continue. 
The temple is free to enter, and has no closing days. Every Sunday at 11:30 a prayer 
ceremony is held, and for 500 yen you can have a goma, a stick on which prayers are 
written, burned at the temple(318). 
Mt. Ryuozan (竜王山) is pronounced “Ryuo Zan”.
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Map 102 Ninchoji Bus Stop (忍頂寺バス停) to 
Minoo Station (箕面駅)

Map 102 is the final map of the Prefecture of Osaka and the final map of the course.

Ninchoji Bus Stop (忍頂寺バス停) to Izuharanishi Bus Stop (泉原西バス停) 3.7 km
Ninchoji Bus Stop (忍頂寺バス停) does not go to any major areas. As you continue you will 
pass Susanoo-Jinja Shrine (素盞鳴尊神社).
Ninchoji Bus Stop (忍頂寺バス停) is pronounced “Ninchoji Basu Tei”.

Izuharanishi Bus Stop (泉原西バス停) to Hokusetsu Cemetery(北摂霊園) 5.5 km
Izuharanishi Bus stop (泉原西バス停) does not go to any major areas.
Izuharanishi Bus Stop (忍頂寺バス停) is pronounced “Izuharanishi Basu Tei”.

Hokusetsu Cemetery (北摂霊園) to Visitor Center (ビジターセンター)  3.7 km
Hokusetsu Cemetery (北摂霊園) is a cemetery, as you continue on you will go pass 
Kaijououji grave (開成皇子墓) and Katsuō-Ji (勝尾寺). Katsuō-Ji (勝尾寺) is slightly off the 
trail, but it is worth visiting. I think it is one of the more unique temples in Japan.

Katsuō-Ji Temple (勝尾寺)
Katsuō-Ji Temple (勝尾寺) was constructed by the feudal lord of the area to pray for 
Emperor Seiwa’s recovery from illness. Emperor Seiwa was said to have regained his 
health which lead the temple receiving its current name, Katsuō-Ji Temple. Katsuō-Ji 
Temple means “Victorious King Temple”. for its similarity to the Japanese phrase for “the 
temple that won out over a king.” The “king” in its name was later changed to “tail”
The original temple was burned down during the Genpei War, and under the orders of 
Minamoto Yoritomo was rebuilt in 1188.The temple also has connections to Kannon, 
in 780 a Buddhist priest named Myokan. Myokan gathered 18 children and worked 
from  July 18 to August 18 together  and carved a statue of Kannon. The statue is a 
2.4 meter high, eleven-faced sandalwood statue, this became the principle deity of the 
temple(320).

Today the temple is known as a temple of winning luck. After Emperor Seiwa was cured 
many rulers came to the temple to pray for success. The Winning Daruma is seen as the 
symbol of the temple. People will come and buy Darumas, if their wish is granted they 
will return the Daruma doll to the temple(321). 
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Hours:
8:00-17:00 (Weekdays)
8:00-17:30 (Saturday)

8:00-17:80 (Sunday & Holidays)
Official Website:

http://www.katsuo-Ji-temple.or.jp/
Price:
¥400 

Closing Days:
None 

Minoo Visitor Center (ビジターセンター) to Minoo Station (箕面駅) 4.6 km
The Visitor Center (ビジターセンター) is on many maps considered the ending point of 
the trail. It is shown as the ending point on the official prefecture map. However Minoo 
Station (箕面駅) is also listed as the ending point in other places, and has a large entrance 
sign for the trail at the station. I consider Minoo Station (箕面駅) to be the ending point of 
the trail. On the visitor center ground you will see Minoogawa Dam (箕面川ダム) and Tea 
House Garden (政の茶屋園地). I cannot find additional information about the Tea House 
Garden (政の茶屋園地), I believe that it is part of the visitor center. When I was there 
everything was closed because it was a Tuesday. 

Minoogawa Dam (箕面川ダム) was completed in 1983, its purpose is flood control 
and  river flow maintenance. It is a rockfall dam(311). Past the dam you will cross 
Hyakunen Bridge (百年橋). You can take a slight detour to Minoo Waterfall (箕面の滝). 
Continuing on you will pass Ryūanji Temple (瀧安寺), the Insectarium (昆虫館), and Hōrin-
Ji Temple (法林寺).

Minoo Waterfall (箕面の滝)
Minoo Waterfall (箕面の滝) is located in Meiji-no-mori Minoo Quasi-national Park.  Minoo 
Waterfall (箕面の滝) was selected as one of the top 100 water falls in Japan. Minoo 
Waterfall (箕面の滝) is not a wide water fall but it is tall at 33 meters and 5 meters wide.
The park is famous for it’s autumn foliage as well. The park is home to  980 species of 
plants and over 3,000 species of insects(322).

Ryūan-Ji Temple (瀧安寺)
Ryūan-Ji Temple (瀧安寺) was thought to be founded by mystic En no Gyōja in 650. the 
founder of Shugendō. According to the legend after receiving training from bodhisattva 
Ryuju under the Minoo Waterfall En no Gyōja carved an image of Benzaiten under the 
falls. The temple is also considered the birthplaces of lotteries, as the temple would 
conduct raffles. Blessings and health were the raffle prizes. Benzaiten continues to be 
connected to financial fortune today(323). The temple is free to enter, and has no closing 
days. The temple is open from 9:00 to 17:00.
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Insectarium (昆虫館)
The Insectarium (昆虫館) has a plethora of local insects as well as ones from all over the 
world. The museum originally opened 1953. The building was rebuilt in 1981 and the the 
butterfly greenhouse was added and completed in 1992. The goal of the insect museum is 
to introduce the people to the different types of insects(324).

Hours:
10:00-17:00

Official Website:
http://www.mino-konchu.jp/

Price:
¥280 

Closing Days:
Tuesdays 

(open when holidays fall on Tuesday, closed the following day)

Hōrin-Ji Temple (法林寺)
Hōrin-Ji Temple (法林寺) is a temple that was opened in 1522, and is part of Jōdo Shinshū 
sect. On the temple grounds there is a bell tower, and a main hall. The main hall was 
renovated in 2005 (325). The temple is free to enter, and has no closing days.

Minoo Station (箕面駅)
Minoo Station (箕面駅) is the final stop on the Tokai Nature Trail. There will be an 
informational sign with a map. There is also a marker marking the Tokai Nature Trail. 
Minoo Station (箕面駅) is a station on the Hankyu Railway Minoo Line, and is operated 
by the Hankyu Railway.  There are no hotels near the station, I suggest seeing Osaka and 
taking the Hankyu Line to Osaka Station, it is about a 30 minute train ride away. 
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Map 102 Ninchoji Bus Stop (忍頂寺バス停) to 
Minoo Station (箕面駅)

Major Bus Stops
The following section lists the major bus stops which take you to stations in Osaka 
prefecture. This section covers the Osaka section of the trail. While you will find places 
where you can resupply on the trail purchasing hiking goods without leaving the trail 
was not something I was able to do. The best place to make such purchases will be in 
larger cities. The bus information provided is presented in a way that allows you to know 
what buses will take you off the trail into a city. Included are critical Japanese to English 
phrases you may see at these bus stops. This section also includes the information about 
the stations where these buses will take you. All information about bus routes comes 
from navitime.co.jp and may have changed. I have also included information about 
unique cultural sites around the cities. I believe that seeing sites off the trail enhances 
your experience, and allows you to explore some more less visted parts of Japan. This 
area has few bus stops, as you will fairly frequently pass by smaller stations on your 
route.

Kabusanjiguchi Bus Stop(神峰山寺口バス停)
Haratateishi Bus Stop (原立石バス停)
Uenokuchi Bus Stop (上ノ口バス停)

Kabusanjiguchi Bus Stop(神峰山寺口バス停), Haratateishi Bus Stop (原立石バス停) and 
Uenokuchi Bus Stop (上ノ口バス停) are all on the same line, and in close proximity to 
each other. These bus stops all go to Takatsuki Station (高槻駅) by three different routes. 
Any line you take from one of these bus stops will go to Takatsuki Station (高槻駅). These 
bus stops were on map 83, in the Kyoto section. But since they are technically in Osaka 
they were included in both.

Key terms (Line 53, 54, 58):
Bound For: Haraohashi Bus Stop (原大橋方面).
Bound For: JR Takatsuki Station North Entrance (JR高槻駅北口方面)

Key terms (Line 60, 63):
Bound For: Sugio Bus Stop (杉生方面).
Bound For: JR Takatsuki Station North Entrance (JR高槻駅北口方面)

Key terms (Line 61):
Bound For: Nakahata Kaitensjou Bus Stop (中畑回転場方面).
Bound For: JR Takatsuki Station North Entrance (JR高槻駅北口方面)
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Nakahagidani Bus Stop (中萩谷バス停)
Nakahagidani Bus Stop (中萩谷バス停) goes to akatsuki Station (高槻駅). There is only one 
line leaving from Nakahagidani Bus Stop (中萩谷バス停) , which is line 70/71/73/75.

Key Terms:
Bound For: Hagidani Bus Stop (萩谷方面).
Bound For: JR Takatsuki Station North Entrance (JR高槻駅北口方面)

Major Stations
Takatsuki Station (高槻駅)

Takatsuki Station (高槻駅) is located on the Kyoto line, and is operated by the West Japan 
Railway Company. There are very few hotels by Takatsuki Station (高槻駅). There are 
convenience stores, restaurants and supermarkets within about 5-15 minutes. If you need 
a hotel the closest station will be Shin-Osaka Station (新大阪駅), this station is on the same 
line and only 20 minutes away.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Takatsuki City Hall Observation Floor

Nomi Shrine
Takatsuki Castle Historical Park
Akutagawasakurazutsumi Park

Minoo Station (箕面駅) 
Minoo Station (箕面駅) is located on the Minoo line, and is operated by the Hankyu 
Railway. There are very few hotels by Minoo Station (箕面駅), the ones that are near the 
station are very expensive as well. There are a few convenience stores and restaurants by 
the station, but if you are starting your hike here I would have your supplies before you 
start out. If you want to start out from Minoo Station (箕面駅) I suggest looking for a hotel 
around Juso Station (十三駅), as it is on the same line and has multiple options.

Juso Station (十三駅)
Juso Station (十三駅) is a major station in Osaka, and has multiple lines going through 
the station. From Juso Station (十三駅) you can reach Minoo Station (箕面駅) in about 25 
minutes, with only one transfer. You are also in a populated area, so you can easily get 
supplies if you are starting your hike from Osaka.
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Shin-Osaka Station (新大阪駅)
Osaka Station (大阪駅) is the major station in Osaka, and has multiple lines going 
through the station. There are many hotels by the station, as well as convenience stores, 
restaurants and places to resupply hiking goods.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Dorin - Tokaido Shinkansen 20th Anniversary Commemoration

Duskin Museum (Mister Donut  Museum)
Welcome Garden Shinosaka Osaka Hanabyobu

Osaka Station (大阪駅)
Osaka Station (大阪駅) is the major station in Osaka, and has multiple lines going 
through the station. There are many hotels by the station, as well as convenience stores, 
restaurants and places to resupply hiking goods. Since Osaka Station is such a central 
location I suggest staying here for a few days if time permits and see some of Osaka. 
Cultural highlights are all around Osaka, not because they are in walking distance as they 
usually are, but because I think it is worth traveling outside the trail if you have the time.

Cultural highlights of the area:
Namba Yasaka Shrine
Umeda Sky Building

Osaka Castle
Dotonbori

Osaka Aquarium
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Top: 
Mt.Ponpon 
(ポンポン山) 

Left: 
Map around 
Mt.Ponpon 
(ポンポン山) 

Right:
Tokai Nature 
Trail Marker 
at Minoo 
Station 
(箕面駅)
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